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Under Spanish Act no. 15/1999, dated December 13, on personal data
protection (Spanish Data Protection Act, “SDPA”) and related regulations, the
processing of personal data 1 entails the obligation for the data controller (i.e.
the company that has the power to decide about the purposes of the data
processing, regardless of whether such company is incorporated or not and, if
so, the particular form of incorporation that has been chosen 2) to comply with
certain requirements, as summarized below:
a)

Notification of the creation of personal data files to the Spanish Data Protection
Agency (the “Agency”)
The data controller must notify to the Agency the creation of any file containing
personal data (the notification is about the structure of the file, its uses and
purposes, not of the personal data contained in the file). Data controllers may
submit a standardized notification to the Agency (the so-called “NOTA” form),
which must be completed for each data file and it shall be updated in the event
that any changes affecting the content of the registration take place.
Notifications should be submitted to the Agency before a data file is created or
modified, however in practice it is usual that data controllers notify them
afterwards without consequences (even if this is a breach of the legal
provisions).

In this respect, and as long as personal data is defined by SDPA as any data relating to identified or
identifiable individuals, information belonging to legal entities does not fall within the scope of SDPA and,
therefore, the obligations detailed in this Memorandum have not to be complied with when dealing with
this kind of data. In addition, please note that the name and surname, position and professional address,
e-mail address and telephone and fax numbers of individuals working for said entities is not considered
by SDPA as personal data.
1

Thus, under Spanish data protection regulations, a Branch is fully and direct responsible of complying
with the obligations detailed in this Memorandum.
2

b)

Consent requirements
Affected individuals (i.e. the Company’s employees and providers 3) have to be
informed and consent the processing of their personal data before it takes place.
Consent may be obtained by electronic or traditional means. It is advisable to
keep evidences that prove that each affected individual has consented and,
when dealing with electronic means, it must also authenticate the identity of
the individual providing such consent.
Under SDPA, affected individuals have to be particularly informed about:
i)

the company responsible of the file containing personal data;

ii)

purposes of the data processing;

iii) the basic rights set forth by law and the way that can be exercised; and,
iv) third parties that may receive the personal data processed and purposes
of such communication of data, if applicable.
It must be noted that Article 19 of Spanish Royal Decree no. 1720/2009
considers that no communication to a third party takes place whenever a
merger, spin-off, global assignment of assets and liabilities, contribution or
transfer of business or branch of business or any other corporate restructuring
operation of a similar nature is executed, as from a data protection point of
view it is deemed that any such operations result only in a modification of the
identity of the data controller.
Thus, where a company globally assigns its assets and liabilities to another, no
consent under SDPA (see section iv above) should be obtained from affected
individuals. Note however, that affected individuals should be provided with the
information specified in sections i to iv above and, in particular, about the
identity of the new data controller processing their personal data.

Further analysis should be carried out to verify whether there are other affected individuals apart from
the previously mentioned.
3
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c)

Transfers of personal data
Transfers of personal data4 to countries outside the European Economic Area
(“EEA”: European Union plus Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein) are subject to
stricter requirements under the SPDA. Personal data may only be transferred
to such countries if any of the following specific circumstances have been met:
i)

The affected individual has given his or her unequivocal consent to the
transfer and is free to object to the transfer5;

ii)

The transfer is necessary to perform a contract between the affected
individual and the data controller or to comply with the specific request of
an affected individual before executing a contract;

iii) The transfer is necessary to formalize or perform a contract between the
data controller and a third party in the affected individual’s interest;
iv) The Director of the Agency has given his prior authorization, which may
be obtained when appropriate safeguards (e.g. the standard contractual
clauses approved by the European Commission 6) have been implemented;
v)

The personal data is transferred to certain non-EEA countries which are
considered to provide an adequate level of protection 7; or,

vi) The company receiving the personal data is part of the US-EU Privacy
Shield Program. Such program is considered to provide an adequate level
of protection and, thus, transfer to the U.S. under the US-EU Privacy
Shield framework does not require the prior authorization of the Agency’s
Director.

4

Note that for the purposes of this section, the access to personal data by data processors (see section
e below) located outside the EEA is considered a transfer of personal data.
Note that the consent of employees is normally not valid for these purposes (as it is considered it is not
a free consent) and the authorization of the Directory of the Agency is normally required.
5

These standard contractual clauses must be filed with the Agency, which closely reviews the documents
and usually requests clarifications and additional information on the data transfers.
6

Up to date, such countries are: Andorra, Argentina, Canada, Eastern Republic of Uruguay, Faeroe
Islands, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey, New Zealand, State of Israel, Switzerland.
7
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d)

Security measures
According to the SDPA, data controllers and processors must take into
consideration technological innovations, the nature of the data being processed
and the risks of processing the data in order to (i) implement appropriate
technical and organizational measures to guarantee the security of personal
data; and (ii) avoiding the unlawful destruction or accidental loss, alteration,
unauthorized disclosure or access to such data.
Spanish regulations provide for three different levels of security (i.e., basic,
medium and high), which correspond to the nature of the data being processed.
The security levels are cumulative and basically entail the following obligations:
i)

Basic-level security measures, which must be implemented for all files or
processing of personal data. Obligations deriving from basic-level security
measures can be summarized as follows:


Identification and authentication of users;



Record of security incidents;



Rules for managing documents and media containing personal data,
that must:
o

Use references for identifying the kind of information the
document or media contains and implement a labeling system
for data the organization considers particularly sensitive.

o

Only allow authorized personnel to access documents or media
containing personal data.

o

Not allow the data to leave the premises without controllers’
authorization or being authorized in the security document
(including those comprising of or attached to emails).

o

Implement measures protecting the data against theft, loss or
unauthorized access during its transport.

o

Erase or destroy the data once the documents or media are no
longer needed.



Backup copies and recovery; and,



Data storage devices.
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ii)

Medium-level security measures (together with the basic level ones),
which must be implemented for, inter alia, (i) files controlled by financial
entities for purposes related to providing financial services; (ii) files
relating to the provision of information services on creditworthiness and
credit; and (iii) files containing personal data relating to specific aspects
of an individual’s characteristics, identity or behavior. Obligations deriving
from medium-level security measures can be summarized as follows:


Appointment of one or more security officers;



Maintenance of a record of incoming or outgoing documents and media
containing personal data; and,



Internal or external assessment of the data controller’s information
systems and data processing facilities, at least every two years, and
whenever substantial changes are made to the information system, to
verify compliance with applicable security regulations.

iii) High-level security measures (together with the basic and medium level
ones), which apply to, inter alia, files containing sensitive personal data
(e.g., data concerning an individual’s ideologies, religion, beliefs, racial
origins, health, or sex life). High-level security measures mainly consist
on the following obligations:


Maintaining access records, including attempts of access; and,



Encryption or use of a mechanism that (i) renders unintelligible
personal data that has been transferred through public or wireless
electronic communications networks; and (ii) guarantees the personal
data cannot be accessed by unauthorized third parties.

In order to ensure that data controller is complying with all security measures,
SDPA and related regulations set forth the obligation to draft –and keep dully
updated- a so-called security measures document containing, at least, the
following provisions:
i)

Scope of the document, including a detailed description of the protected
resources (personal data, media containing personal data, processing
equipment);
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ii)

Measures, regulations, protocols, rules and standards related to data
security, including measures to transport, destroy and reuse documents
and media containing personal data;

iii) Roles and responsibilities of personnel who have authorized access to
personal data;
iv) Structure of the files containing personal data and a description of the
information systems that process the data;
v)

Procedures for reporting, managing and responding to security incidents
(e.g. data security breaches);

vi) Procedures for data backup and recovery;
vii) Specific measures that apply to the transport of documents and media
containing personal data; and,
viii) If medium or high-level security measures are applicable, the security
measures document also must name the appointed security officer(s) 8 and
explain how compliance with the security policy is monitored and enforced
within the company.
As per the information provided by the Company, counts with the compulsory
security measures document 9.

e)

Data processors
Access by service providers to personal data necessary for the fulfillment of
their obligations (the so-called data processors) is not considered to be a
disclosure of data under the SDPA, and therefore does not require the affected
individuals’ prior consent. Under Article 12 of the SDPA, the relationship
between a data controller and a data processor requires a written agreement
between both parties that:

Individuals responsible of monitoring compliance of the security measures document and enforcing it
within the Company.
8

Please note that this document shall comply with the above-mentioned obligations –both from a legal
and technical perspective.
9
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i)

Establishes the conditions for processing the personal data;

ii)

Specifies that the data processor (a) may only process the data in
accordance with the controller’s instructions, (b) cannot apply or use the
data for purposes other than those described in the contract, and (c)
cannot disclose the data to third parties without the data controller’s
express consent; and

iii)

Establishes the security measures to be implemented by the data
processor 10.

The data controller must also verify that the data processor complies with these
requirements (e.g. by conducting regular audits on the premises of the
processor). Additionally, in the event that data processors are located outside
the EEA, the limitations with regards of international transfer of personal data
detailed in section “c) Transfers of personal data” above should apply.
In a situation where a company globally assigns its assets and liabilities to
another company, if the latter requires the assistance of third parties and such
third parties have access to personal data to provide their services, data
processing agreement including the above-mention provisions should be
executed. Should those third parties be the same that were previously providing
services to the former company, the relevant agreement could be assigned to
the latter.

Although these measures are mentioned in the SDPA, to our knowledge, the Agency has not imposed
any fines for not specifying the applicable security measures in the agreement.
10
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Data localization measures – regulations requiring companies to store and process data on servers
physically located within national borders – are increasing around the world. These laws pose a growing
threat to the information technology sector and beyond, with the potential to cause companies to
withdraw operations from key markets, harm Internet users, and further fragment the global Internet.
This paper explores data localization developments in the European Union, Russia and Brazil, and offers
thoughts on the best routes to reverse current trends.
Five underlying issues are central to understanding the global growth of data localization measures. The
first, and most fundamental, is a simple contradiction – the Internet is global but regulation is local. The
past decade of developments in cyberspace has clearly shown that the vision of the Internet as a
borderless medium, somehow beyond the reach of national authorities, is out of line with reality. In the
midst of rapidly changing conceptions of national security, privacy and commerce in the digital age,
governments have increased their efforts to exert control over information both inside and flowing
across their borders.
Second, governing cyberspace—unlike other global challenges-- requires the constant cooperation of
the private sector, a broad array of NGOs, and nation states. In particular, large firms holding vast
quantities of data about consumers must first comprehend and then confront a mix of global and
national regulations. Governments, meanwhile, struggle with how to induce cooperation from
companies that control the data and means of access. In order to maintain the free flow of information
that drives commerce, government and the private sector must at times act together.
Third, people around the world have awakened to the vulnerability of personal information in the digital
age. Whether through cyberattacks from rogue actors, espionage from foreign governments, or the use
of personal information by companies for commercial purposes, traditional definitions of private
information no longer hold true. In some regions, citizens have pressured their governments to wrest
information back under their control. Driven by these concerns, many countries are seeking to assert
physical control over digital information – and data localization has become a means to achieve this
goal.
Fourth, data localization measures are a symptom of so-called “data protectionism,” a new twist on the
traditional desire of governments to promote homegrown industry. But this trend – magnified by the
vision of expanded benefits in the global economy – poses a practical contradiction. On the one hand,
data localization is meant to promote short-term economic development through the construction of
expensive data centers and the creation of a limited number of high-paying technical jobs. On the other
hand, the disruption caused by requiring companies to store information within national borders can
have a severe economic impact across sectors, leading to a reduction in foreign investment.
Finally, a lack of natural coalitions to combat data localization hinders efforts to roll back the regulatory
tide in many countries. In autocratic nations, localization measures are used to control information,
stifle the voices of advocates of free expression, and strangle political dissent. In other regions, including
Europe and Latin America, concerns over foreign surveillance and privacy have united the left and right,
giving a major boost to proponents of localization laws. Foreign firms have been strong opponents of
data localization, but to date domestic firms have not stepped up in defense of their own self-interest.
Those voices are perhaps the most critical to turn back the wave of data localization.
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Failure to take action will place companies and NGOs in the unenviable position of being forced to
choose between abandoning key markets or complying with regulations that will harm their customers
and their economic interests. More important, companies and NGOs could become complicit in the
activities of authoritarian regimes, and held responsible in the eyes of the public for the fates of
individuals and groups whose data is seized, hijacked, or manipulated by regimes that value neither free
expression nor privacy.
Halting this trend will not be easy as long as governments around the world continue to view the free
flow of information as a political threat. A new path forward, based on a nuanced understanding of what
is driving these measures, is necessary to slow the advance of data localization.
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GLOBAL SPREAD OF DATA LOCALIZATION*

COLOR

STRENGH OF MEASURES

COUNTRIES

Strong: Explicit requirements that data must be stored
on servers within the country.

Brunei, China, Indonesia,
Nigeria, Russia, Vietnam

De Facto: Laws that create such large barriers to the
transfer of data across borders that they effectively act
as data localization requirements.

European Union

Partial: Wide range of measures, including regulations
applying only to certain domain names and regulations
requiring the consent of an individual before data
about them is transferred internationally.

Belarus, India, Kazakhstan,
Malaysia, South Korea

Mild: Restrictions on international data transfers under
certain conditions.

Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
Peru, Uruguay

Sector-specific: Tailored to specific sectors, including
healthcare, telecom, finance, and national security.

Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
Taiwan, Turkey, Venezuela

None: No known data localization laws.

Remaining Countries

*Data localization laws, by their nature, are difficult to precisely categorize, and are constantly
changing. This map is ASG’s best assessment of current regulations at the time of publication.
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REGIONAL ANALYSIS
Countries in nearly every region of the world (see map, page 5) have taken a growing number of steps to
control information flowing across their borders. These measures vary widely in both scope and
intensity, including strong and explicit requirements for all data to be stored within a country’s
boundaries; rules restricting the flow of data across borders that result in de facto localization; and more
limited measures focusing on specific sectors.
Though the spread of data localization is a global trend, the details, motivations, and scope of these
measures are unique to each country. The following case studies – the European Union (EU), Russia, and
Brazil – illustrate how data localization laws are being used around the world: to expand national
understandings of privacy and other Internet norms beyond a nation’s boundaries; to exert political
authority by controlling information; and to assert power in the face of technological dominance of U.S.
companies.

EUROPEAN UNION
In Brussels, officials have justified data localization as part of broader efforts by the European Union and
national governments to regain control of information owned by U.S. multinational companies and
subject to the prying eyes of the U.S. government. Complex compliance requirements, driven by a web
of recent court decisions and potential new regulations, may cause companies to believe they have no
choice but to relocate server infrastructure in Europe. The key challenge in the near future for U.S.
companies and others will be to make certain that the European framework stays within the continent
and does not leak beyond the European Union.
Political momentum for data privacy grew in 2013 after Edward Snowden revealed U.S. National
Security Administration (NSA) programs to monitor European citizens and political leaders, including
taps on the phones of German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President François Hollande. The
disclosure of these programs shifted opinions in Europe about the protection of digital information,
raised suspicions about U.S. companies and their possible cooperation with the U.S. government, and
prodded European officials to act.
The post-Snowden EU Commission, led by Jean Claude Juncker, has elevated privacy issues to the top of
its agenda and has created new positions and institutions focusing on issues surrounding data storage
and ownership. The Commissioner for the Digital Economy, Günther Oettinger, has been particularly
blunt about his desire to wrest control of information from foreign entities, saying in February that, “The
Americans are in the lead, they’ve got the data, the business models and so the power.”1
At the top of Commissioner Oettinger’s agenda is to update the European Union’s “data protection
framework,” created in 1995, which codified the protection of personal information as a right of
European citizens. The updated regulations, which have been under negotiation since 2012, could
expand the jurisdiction of all EU data protection requirements to include any company that offers
services to EU citizens, regardless of whether the company has a physical presence in Europe. This new
directive, which Commissioner Oettinger hopes to finalize by the end of the 2015 legislative session,
could force international Internet and technology companies to work within Europe’s conception of data
privacy.
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ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF DATA LOCALIZATION
Data localization can have significant consequences in a global economy in which the Internet drives
economic growth and enables commerce for industries far beyond the information technology sector.
By adding restrictions on how and where data is stored or transferred, data localization poses a
fundamental threat to the free flow of information across borders and the maintenance of global
supply chains. Such regulations not only affect email communication, personal records, and social
media services, but also limit access to information on which the manufacturing and the service
economies depend.
The temptation to pursue data localization measures to stimulate local and national economies is
understandable. Data centers, which often house more than 100,000 individual servers, cost an
average of $43 million to construct in the United States.2 Experts estimate that advances in cloud
computing will more than triple worldwide data traffic over the next five years. Such predictions have
created an expectation that hundreds of new data centers will need to be built, with thousands of
high-paying jobs to support them.
But experience to date in both Europe and the United States indicates that while construction of data
centers creates employment opportunities, they are relatively short-lived. For example, only 50 people
are needed to support a $1 billion mega-data center built by Apple in the small town of Maiden, North
Carolina.3 Visions of years of enormous property tax benefits are outweighed by the incentives that
local governments are required to pay to lure companies to locate in their jurisdiction and by the need
to subsidize the large amount of electricity required to run a data center.
On a macro basis, studies indicate that data localization regulations can have damaging long-term
consequences. Potential disruptions in information flows cause uncertainty among companies and
leads to lower levels of foreign investment. In addition to its impact on businesses, localization tends
to reduce services and increase prices for domestic consumers.
The European Centre for International Political Economy examined the overall impact of localization
measures in seven countries – Brazil, China, the European Union, India, Indonesia, Korea, and Vietnam
– and found negative impacts on GDP and foreign investment. The study found that localization
regulations cost EU citizens an estimated $193 billion per year, due in part to higher domestic prices,
and that Vietnam’s strict 2013 data localization requirement has reduced its GDP by 1.7 percent.4

This new data protection framework would be added to current restrictions limiting the flow of
information out of the European Union. Under current rules, data on EU citizens can only be sent to
national jurisdictions that the Commission has found have “adequate protections” for storing data, or to
foreign companies who have contractually agreed to protections. The United States, for example, is not
currently considered to have such protection; only through a separately negotiated “Safe Harbor”
agreement can companies in the U.S. process data on EU citizens. These companies must also agree to a
series of more strict data protections.
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As a result of the Snowden revelations, there have been calls for Europe to drop the Safe Harbor
agreement, or at least reform it to ensure greater protections for EU citizens. The European Court of
Justice (ECJ) is currently considering the issue, and on September 23 the ECJ’s advocate general found
that the Safe Harbor agreement fails to adequately protect information on EU citizens when it is stored
and processed in the United States.5 While this opinion is nonbinding, it indicates that Safe Harbor as it
currently exists is likely to be revisited – adding to the uncertainty for companies that rely on the
agreement to transfer data across the Atlantic. Changes to Safe Harbor could result in effectively
requiring data localization by prohibiting European citizen data from entering the U.S.

Implications of the “right to be forgotten”
This is not the first time the ECJ has taken a bold stance on data privacy. In 2014, the court ruled that
citizens had a “right to be forgotten” – that is, the right to petition search engine providers to remove
links to information about them that are found to be “inadequate, irrelevant or no longer relevant.”6
Following the decision, search engines worked with governments to develop standards for judging and
removing search results according to these criteria. To date, Google has evaluated nearly one million
links and removed more than 40 percent of them from its European domains (for example, .de for
Germany and .fr for France).7
Now, the “right to be forgotten” has led to a new twist on data regulations and jurisdiction. French
regulators have mandated that when Google removes materials under the “right to be forgotten”
regime, it must do so not only in the European Union but throughout all its domains, including
Google.com, the global service most frequently accessed by users in the United States and around the
world. On September 21, Google lost its appeal to France’s privacy administration, the Commission
Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL). It remains to be seen whether the authority will levy
financial penalties against companies that do not abide by the regulations.
By attempting to extend the European standard, the French could give credence and credibility to data
regimes – including harsh data localization measures – propounded by far less democratic governments.
This could also create a dangerous precedent, where national governments each try to impose local laws
in cyberspace, creating overlapping and contradictory mandates for Internet companies.

National regulations
The jurisdictional issues resulting from privacy regulations such as the right to be forgotten illustrate the
challenge that the region faces when considering more strict data localization requirements. As the EU
attempts to unify data protection measures, individual national regulations imposing data localization
could take hold. The most stringent of these proposals have not yet gained significant traction in
legislatures, but they reflect the growing desire of many Europeans for increased government action to
protect information.
Individual governments have also begun to test data localization as a tool to protect information. In
Germany, for example, Angela Merkel has publicly supported initiatives to create a “pan-European
network,” isolating email and telephone communications originating in Europe. This year Berlin also
established a government cloud infrastructure (the “Bundes-cloud”) as part of its plan to consolidate IT
infrastructure and localize government data by 2022. The German Interior Ministry described the
Bundes-cloud, which is scheduled to begin operating at the end of 2018, as a reaction to “more and
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more IT companies processing and storing data in the Internet, outside of our networks and outside of
Germany.”8
Europe faces a crucial decision point as it considers new region-wide data protection directive. As the EU
Commission reviews issues related to the updated privacy framework, it will be important to monitor for
threats including explicit data localization requirements; regulations in specific nations that could spread
across the region; and increased restrictions on data transfer outside of the European Union. These
requirements could result in significant economic damage.

Economic consequences
The growing array of regulations and court decisions strengthening data protection and privacy across
Europe could have significant long-term economic costs. An analysis by the European Centre for
International Political Economy found if the EU were to implement proposed data protection measures,
GDP and foreign investment would decline by nearly one-half of one percent and four percent,
respectively.9 Member nations that enact strict data localization requirements that go beyond the basic
data protection directive could further wound their economies.
Localization measures will also prove costly to burgeoning start-ups and mid-sized companies, which
rely on leasing or renting server space from larger enterprises to develop new technologies and sell
services and products. In addition, measures that restrict data or increase the difficulty of navigating
complicated privacy regulations could further dampen the prospects of the European technology
industry. According to a study by the Business Roundtable, an association of U.S. CEOs, data localization
measures will, “result in a slowing of technological innovation and prevent companies from offering
certain products and services, consequently dampening economic growth.”10
In addition, efforts to isolate European data could fundamentally alter the architecture of the Internet,
which has long favored technical efficiency over political considerations. If increasing regulations drive
the construction of additional data centers in Europe, the resulting inefficient patchwork system would
restrict information flows across borders. This could facilitate the so-called “balkanization” of the
Internet, increasing barriers to integration with the global digital economy.

RUSSIA
In Russia, the control of information – and strict data localization in particular – has been part and parcel
of a comprehensive crackdown on political dissent and the perceived threat of foreign meddling in
Russia's domestic politics. In his attempt to regulate U.S. firms and others, President Vladimir Putin has
capitalized on a growing patriotic sentiment and sense that Russia is once again beset by foreign
enemies in the wake of the crisis in Ukraine. In recent months, however, politics appears to be giving
way to the practical economics of the situation.
Since Putin's return to the Kremlin in May 2012, Russian lawmakers have enacted a number of measures
aimed at curbing outside influence over the country's economic and political life. Recent pressure to
tighten data localization regulations arose in this context and fit within an overall campaign to curb
domestic political activity, limit free expression, intimidate political opponents, restrict foreign NGOs
and foundations, and impose foreign ownership caps on media enterprises.
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DATA SEIZURE, HUMAN AND CORPORATE RISK
Data localization rules, because they often give authorities the ability to seize personal information,
not only pose a threat to citizens but also to companies operating within those nations. Perhaps
nothing better illustrates the possible impact of these laws than the 2005 jailing of the Chinese
dissident, Shi Tao. The case resulted in a lengthy jail sentence for the accused and reputational
damage to the American Internet giant Yahoo!.
In 2005, Chinese authorities demanded that Yahoo! – which was operating in China with a local
partner, as required – turn over personally identifiable information about a dissident lawyer, Shi Tao.
Shi had reportedly distributed a Communist party document, which directed journalists not to report
on certain aspects of the anniversary of the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests. As a result of the
investigation, Shi was sentenced to ten years in prison for divulging “state secrets.”
Backlash against Yahoo! in the United States and elsewhere was swift and harsh. Media outlets
closely covered the developments, the prisoner’s family and anti-China groups filed a lawsuit against
Yahoo!, and international NGOs called for an explanation of the company’s involvement. Shi was
deemed a political prisoner by many human rights organizations, and a Congressional investigation
was launched. At one hearing Congressman Tom Lantos told Yahoo! co-founder Jerry Yang, “While
technologically you are giants, morally you are pygmies.” 11
This case was one impetus for the creation of the Global Network Initiative, an alliance of companies,
NGOs, and investors working to protect privacy and Internet freedom. In its wake, Yahoo! created a
business and human rights program advocating for free expression and privacy, a human rights fund
for the legal defense of dissidents, and an annual human rights and transparency report.
Ten years later, the Shi Tao case still casts a long shadow. By forcing data to be stored within a
country’s border, new laws allow local police and public security personnel to physically seize
machines on which data is stored. In a worst-case scenario, authorities could force a foreign company
to turn over records that could implicate individuals who had participated in protests or other acts of
civil defiance. Western human rights groups, in turn, would no doubt accuse companies of complicity
with these acts of authoritarian regimes.

Since 2007, Russia has imposed data protection measures similar to those found in other parts of
Europe. Those requirements ensure that users must consent before companies transfer their personal
information, and that consumers be notified in the case of a data breach. In addition, foreign companies
operating in Russia have struggled with a heavy bias shown toward firms founded in the country, which
follow the rules without question. Russia has also passed “right to be forgotten” legislation, which
comes into effect on January 1, 2016. Each of these measures reflects the growing number of attempts
by the Russian government to assert political authority over the rapidly growing Internet sector.

Current legislation
The latest legislation – the 242-FZ law, which went into effect September 1, 2015 – adds a specific data
localization requirement to this existing data protection framework. The new regulation requires
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“personal data operators” to collect, store, and process any data about Russian users in databases inside
the country and to inform Russian authorities of the location of their data centers. In addition, the law
provides authorities easier access to information and imposes harsh penalties on non-compliant
companies. Finally, it restricts Russian users’ access to any website that violates the nation’s data
protection laws.
In the six months leading up to the law’s implementation, which included a meeting between Western
business leaders and President Putin, the government suggested that it was receptive to complaints
raised by companies operating in Russia. Uncertainty over the definition of personal data and the scope
of the law dominated the talks between Russian authorities and foreign Internet companies. Foreign
companies also questioned whether the new law would apply to businesses that do not maintain a
physical presence in the country. A great many Russian firms also raised concerns about the potential
disruption that the measures might cause average citizens, for example, who travel overseas. Adding to
the confusion, authorities appeared to give some social media companies an exemption, saying the
information they store would not qualify as “personal information.”
Nevertheless, Russia’s media regulator and telecom oversight agency, Roskomnadzor, decided to move
forward without significant changes to the law. In September Roskomnadzor confirmed the move, but
suggested it was beyond the agency's capabilities to monitor compliance effectively. As of this writing,
the latest indication is that even companies with no physical presence in the country will be held to the
requirements of the new legislation. Authorities have pledged to check the compliance record of any
company processing personal data in Russia.
Well-connected interests, including many longtime associates of President Putin, support the law.
Among them are the law enforcement and national security communities, who see the law as a tool to
reduce Russia’s vulnerability to Western pressure and economic sanctions. In addition, some oligarchs
and large Russian IT firms have invested heavily in building server farms, creating a de facto commercial
lobby that supports full implementation of the law. Other players in the Kremlin's political operations
see the new requirements as a potential tool that can limit the reach of social media platforms, civil
society, and foreign NGOs in the run-up to next year’s parliamentary elections.
Russian Internet ombudsman Dmitry Marinichev indicated that a new round of talks between the
government and IT businesses may occur at the end of 2015. If these talks take place, they could be an
important dialogue for international companies struggling to maintain operations in the country.

Going forward
There are two possible paths that Russia will take moving forward. In one scenario, hard-liners prevail,
the law takes full effect, and over time companies will either try to navigate its strict requirements or
decide to leave the market. How far the government will go in trying to enforce this regulation remains
to be seen, although it is unlikely that Moscow will try to enforce the requirements strictly within the
next year. In a worst-case scenario, authorities would invoke the law, use data to identify activists, and
detain or jail them.
A second possibility is that pragmatic voices will prevail and compliance with the law will remain halfhearted yet highly arbitrary. The rationale behind this would likely be economic, as a strict
interpretation of the legislation would be damaging to the Russian economy and the burgeoning IT
sector, which has begun to demonstrate its value to an economy dominated by the energy and raw
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materials sectors. This would allow Russian authorities to maintain a hardline public stance, play to
their citizens’ chauvinism, continue to scapegoat Western firms, and claim that they are protecting their
citizens’ data – all without harming foreign investment or economic growth.

BRAZIL
One of the major obstacles facing opponents of data localization has been the lack of committed allies
to back up the arguments of U.S. companies. Most recently in Brazil, an unusual alliance of outside
governments and companies joined forces with a group of Brazilian firms to turn back an effort by some
officials to impose one of the world’s most restrictive data localization regulations. The regulation stood
out among an otherwise progressive and innovative approach to regulation of cyberspace.
Although data localization efforts in Brazil date back to 2009, regulation only gained traction after
Edward Snowden’s 2013 disclosure revealed that American spy agencies had eavesdropped on President
Dilma Rousseff’s personal communications. The revelations caused an uproar in Brazil; President
Rousseff called the revelations “incompatible” with a relationship among allies, and postponed a state
visit to Washington in protest.12 Michael Shifter, President of the American think tank Inter-American
Dialogue, said the revelations, “touched a real nerve in Brazil, a country that prizes its sovereignty and is
understandably sensitive about such abuses.”13

Internet Bill of Rights
In 2013, the Brazilian National Congress began to consider a sweeping bill known as Marco Civil da
Internet legislation, or the “Internet Bill of Rights.” Among other provisions, initial drafts of the
legislation guaranteed so-called net neutrality (guidelines promoting equal access to the Internet) and
stronger data privacy rights. The draft also included a strict data localization regulation, Article XII.
Many Brazilian lawmakers supported localization because it enabled them to appear to be standing up
the United States, which played well domestically in the wake of the NSA revelations. Others justified
Article XII by arguing that it would help to better protect information from foreign surveillance and give
Brazilian courts better access to documents stored by multinational technology companies. Under the
current international system, judges and lawyers must make requests through cumbersome Mutual
Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs), which have not been updated for the Internet age.14
Recognizing the threat posed by Article XII, nearly 50 organizations from 18 countries engaged in a
letter-writing campaign to individual members of the Brazilian Congress, urging them to reject the data
localization provision. The coalition was composed of Internet and telecommunications industry
organizations, as well as international chambers of commerce from Latin America, North America,
Europe, and Asia.
Advocates argued that forced localization that would harm the country’s long-term interests for three
reasons. First, coalition members said that increasing the number of data centers – as required under
the law – would actually reduce security by increasing the number of facilities requiring physical
protection and maintenance. Second, the coalition generated evidence that users and companies relying
on computational capacity and bandwidth would face higher costs. Finally, the coalition warned that
Brazil would be unable to benefit from many innovative cloud services and its competitiveness would be
reduced across a range of industries.
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These efforts and arguments proved effective. In the buildup to the 2014 NetMundial global Internet
conference in São Paolo, the U.S. government – fearing that Brazilian data localization could set a bad
precedent – added its voice to the chorus of concern. Ultimately the Brazilian Congress stripped Article
XII from the Marco Civil, clearing the way for the legislation to be signed into law.

Lessons from successful collective action
In the case of Brazil, the collective action of multinational companies and industry groups helped
persuade authorities that data localization would hurt the nation’s long-term political and economic
interests. Gathering the right allies took place in tandem with a highly targeted campaign aimed at a
very specific provision in a broad piece of legislation. Brazil has to date been the exception in the global
fight against data localization, demonstrating an ability to put long-term economic interests ahead of
short-term political gain.
Data privacy and protection remain at the forefront of debate in Brasilia, which, like many capitals,
continues to grapple with how to best adapt to the development of disruptive technologies and the
transition to a digital economy. The Brazilian government is now considering public comments on the
implementing regulations for the Marco Civil, which officials in Brasília hope will serve as a global model.
A broad array of stakeholders continue to provide input and advocacy to help shape more targeted and
effective data protection regulations, but it now seems unlikely that Brazil will take steps as extreme as
full data localization.

NEXT STEPS
As the movement for data localization has gained momentum, companies and other institutions are
realizing the economic and institutional dangers that localization presents – but actions taken thus far
have done little to reverse the trend.
In part, the failure to adequately address the problem stems from the fact that no one-size-fits-all
solution is available, and the most effective path forward will be different in every market and for each
company. Firms will have to take stock of their method of hosting data, the extent of their multinational
footprint, and the volume and type of data they control. Crafting a strategy to fit separate nations will
require the ability to look beyond the regulations to understand the underlying political, economic, and
cultural elements driving governments to adopt these measures.
To succeed, companies must also think like the governments that find themselves under increasing
pressure from internal and external sources– including from their own agencies and citizens. Judicial and
national security personnel struggle through the lengthy MLAT process to obtain information locked in
servers abroad. Citizens are demanding protection from foreign surveillance, and assurances about how
and when companies can use their personal data. There is also an eagerness to protect their own
technology industries by increasing investment and employment in communications technology.
Any successful strategy to combat these measures must also incorporate an understanding of the key
non-government stakeholders in each market. Technologists and NGOs that have built and guarded the
Internet should be part of that conversation, however the most critical actors may well be local
companies whose voices will better resonate with national decision makers. Understanding the political
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priorities and interests of each stakeholder will be necessary to develop an engagement strategy that
can stop, fix or launch rules, laws or regulations.
Many firms are beginning to address localization and other issues surrounding the storage and use of
data. They are working to better encrypt and protect data; conducting human rights assessments before
they enter new markets; avoiding locating data centers in countries that limit Internet freedom;
embracing transparency about their operations; and attempting to multiply their power by joining with
NGOs and others through organizations such as the Global Network Initiative.15 Given the limited power
of a single company – and increasing anti-Americanism around the world – this last step may prove to be
the most crucial.
International trade negotiations are another potential venue for action. Companies should press their
governments to formally list data localization measures as non-tariff trade barriers. The U.S. Trade
Representative hopes to include provisions forbidding data localization in the Trans-Pacific Partnership,
and organizations should clearly state their support for its inclusions in the TPP and other major trade
agreements.16
Efforts to roll back the tide of data localization have done little to slow the advance of these measures to
date. However, recent history reveals that it is possible to protect the privacy and security of citizens’
data without resorting to data localization or other measures restricting the free flow of information.
Coordinated and focused coalitions of multinational and local industries and NGOs that work together to
expose the threat to national economies, local industry and consumers can be effective. Data protection
without data protectionism is possible, but only if organizations come together to prevent governments
from attempting to redraw the boundaries of the Internet.
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“When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers,
you know something about it; but when you cannot express it in numbers, your
knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind.”
—Lord Kelvin

SUMMARY
•

This paper aims to quantify the losses that result from data localisation requirements and related data privacy and security laws that discriminate against foreign
suppliers of data, and downstream goods and services providers, using GTAP8.
The study looks at the effects of recently proposed or enacted legislation in seven
jurisdictions, namely Brazil, China, the European Union (EU), India, Indonesia,
South Korea and Vietnam.

•

Access to foreign markets and globalised supply chains are the major sources of
growth, jobs and new investments – in particular for developing economies. Manufacturing and exports are also dependent on having access to a broad range of services at competitive prices, which depend on secure and efficient access to data.
Data localisation potentially affects any business that uses the internet to produce,
deliver, and receive payments for their work, or to pay their salaries and taxes.

•

The impact of recently proposed or enacted legislation on GDP is substantial in all
seven countries: Brazil (-0.2%), China (-1.1%), EU (-0.4%), India (-0.1%), Indonesia (-0.5%), Korea (-0.4%) and Vietnam (-1.7%). These changes significantly affect
post-crisis economic recovery and can undo the productivity increases from major
trade agreements, while economic growth is often instrumental to social stability.

•

If these countries would also introduce economy-wide data localisation requirements that apply across all sectors of the economy, GDP losses would be even higher: Brazil (-0.8%), the EU (-1.1%), India (-0.8%), Indonesia (-0.7%), Korea (-1.1%).

•

The impact on overall domestic investments is also considerable: Brazil (-4.2%),
China (-1.8%), the EU (-3.9%), India (-1.4%), Indonesia (-2.3%), Korea (-0.5%) and
Vietnam (-3.1). Exports of China and Indonesia also decrease by -1.7% as a consequence of direct loss of competitiveness.

•

Welfare losses (expressed as actual economic losses by the citizens) amount to
up to $63 bn for China and $193 bn for the EU. For India, the loss per worker is
equivalent to 11% of the average month salary, and almost 13 percent in China and
around 20% in Korea and Brazil.

•

The findings show that the negative impact of disrupting cross-border data flows
should not be ignored. The globalised economy has made unilateral trade restrictions a counterproductive strategy that puts the country at a relative loss to others,
with no possibilities to mitigate the negative impact in the long run. Forced localisation is often the product of poor or one-sided economic analysis, with the surreptitious objective of keeping foreign competitors out. Any gains stemming from
data localisation are too small to outweigh losses in terms of welfare and output in
the general economy.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, there has been a widespread proliferation of regulatory restrictions of the internet, in particular for commercial use. Whereas governments’ earlier endeavours to increase control over the internet had the implicit aim of keeping information
outside state borders, this new breed of regulation aims at keeping data in. With the pretext
of increasing online security and privacy, some governments are requiring mandatory storage of critical data on servers physically located inside the country, i.e. data localisation. Also,
some data protection and security laws create barriers to cross-border data transfers to such
an extent that they are effectively data localisation requirements.
The belief that forcing personal information, emails and other forms of data from leaving
the country would prevent foreign surveillance or protect citizens’ online privacy is flawed
in several ways. First, many of the recent legislative proposals pre-date the surveillance revelations, and are not designed for addressing these issues. Second, information security is
not a function of where data is physically stored or processed. Threats are often domestic,
while storing information in one physical location could increase vulnerability. Thirdly, data
localisation is not only ineffective against foreign surveillance, it enables governments to
surveil on their own citizens. Moreover, users and business do not access data across borders
with the purpose of evading domestic laws, while legal obligations do not always depend on
where a server is physically placed.
As a result, data localisation, or discriminatory privacy and security laws to similar effect,
has spawned severe protest from advocates for open internet and the global trading system.
Forced localisation is often the product of poor or one-sided economic analysis, with the
surreptitious objective of keeping foreign competitors out, or creating a handful of new jobs
in e-commerce, data centres or consultancies. However, any job gains as a result of data
localisation are minuscule compared to losses in terms of jobs and output in other parts of
the economy.
Access to foreign markets through trade liberalisation and globalised supply chains are major
sources of growth, jobs and new investments – in particular for developing economies. Given
the nature of today’s globally interconnected economy, poorly designed national policies
that increase data processing costs have a severe economic impact as many sectors of the
economy rely on digitally supplied services and goods. Manufacturing and exports sectors
are also dependent on having access to a broad range of services at competitive prices – such
as logistics, retail distribution, finance or professional services – which in turn are heavily dependent on secure, cost-efficient and realtime access to data across borders. When data must
be confined within a country, it does not merely affect social networks and email services,
but potentially any business that uses the internet to produce, deliver, and receive payments
for their work, or to pay their salaries and taxes.
This paper aims to quantify the economic losses that result from data localisation requirements and related data privacy and security laws that discriminate against foreign suppliers
of data. It does so by using a computable general equilibrium model (CGE) called GTAP8
(see Annex II), which is a well-acknowledged methodology that is frequently used for trade
and economic impact analyses by academia and policymakers worldwide. The study looks
at the effects of the recently proposed or enacted legislation in seven jurisdictions, namely
Brazil, China, the European Union (EU), India, Indonesia, South Korea and Vietnam. Some
of these countries have conducted quantitative impact studies (notably the EU) measuring
institutional or firm-level costs.1 Yet, no public study by a market regulator has investigated
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the effects on exports, gross domestic product (GDP) and consumer welfare as a result from
proposed data localisation requirements or privacy laws.

OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT INTERNET AND PRIVACY REGULATIONS
The analysis looks at a number of recently introduced or proposed measures with respect
to data localisation by conducting a survey in each of the aforementioned countries’ jurisdictions. The measures are assumed to alter the costs of engaging in commercial activities
in the selected countries (a brief description of all measures in each country can be found in
Annex I). The way in which these primarily privacy and security related measures operate is
of principal importance for accurate data modelling. For instance, data localisation requirements are effectively disruptive bans of data processing and hence the foreign provision
of that service into the domestic territory. The ban can be introduced economy-wide (e.g.
China, Vietnam), or selectively to a particular sector (e.g. only financial services in Korea).
Besides data localisation, a number of administrative regulatory barriers could be introduced
through additional legal obligations that increase compliance costs, such as stricter consent requirements, a right to review personal information held by firms, the requirement to
notify a market regulator and/or data subjects in case of potential security breaches. Some
measures are institutional such as the requirement to appoint a data privacy officer (DPO)
within the organisation; while others increase business risks by introducing sanctions for
non-compliance (in many cases with ambiguous laws), or a government’s right to access a
business proprietor’s or its clients’ data.
Overall, compliance with these measures increases the operational expenditure of firms
which raises domestic prices and non-tariff barriers (NTB) on imports. Therefore, in order
to measure the actual or potential costs of introducing these measures, for this paper we have
estimated the costs of all data localisation measures using two different scenarios:
•

Scenario 1, which is based on the actual proposed regulations as defined in Table 1,
including data localisation in each country as per today.

•

Scenario 2, which is based on the actual proposed regulations, but with the addition of a data localisation requirement applied to all sectors in each country.

TABLE 1: OVERVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS IN LEGISLATIVE PACKAGES
Brazil

China

EU28

India

Indonesia

Korea

Vietnam

Data localisation requirement

No

Yes

No

Partial

Yes

Partial

Yes

Consent required for data
collection

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Consent required for transfer
to third parties

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Right to review

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Right to be forgotten

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Breach notification

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Impact assessment

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Data privacy officers

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Sanctions for non-compliance

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Government access required

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Data retention requirement

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes
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CONCEPTUAL MODELLING
The scenarios are calculated using several economic shocks caused by data restrictions.
If new regulations restrict businesses and individuals from using data in a reasonable manner – prices of any good or service that uses data in its production would also increase. For
example, the input costs for a logistics company would increase as they can no longer process
data on its customers or shipments using their existing IT suppliers or infrastructure, or are
faced with some compliance costs for doing so. This new cost is passed on to its customers
– who may be manufacturers, exporters and consumers. Thus, increased regulation leads
firstly to domestic productivity losses for various sectors of the economy. Secondly, it creates
an additional trade barrier against data processing and internet services, or any service (to a
lesser extent also goods) that depends on the use of data for delivery. Thirdly, as the competitiveness of the economy changes, investments (both domestic and foreign) will be affected.
Finally, the effectiveness of R&D is affected to the extent that product development depend
on customer and market data to compete in the market place.
The first shock, which measures the effect on productivity, is created using a so-called augmented product market regulatory (PMR) index for all regulatory barriers on data, including
data localisation, to calculate domestic price increases or total factor productivity (TFP) losses.2 It sets out what domestic companies will have to pay additionally for sourcing domestic
data services by first estimating the general effect of administrative burdens in data processing services on prices and TFP in each sector of the economy. Data processing services is an
important input for production – and by using existing indexes from the OECD measuring
administrative barriers in services over time, we evaluate the extent to which these administrative barriers in data services affect other parts of the economy through the use of data
services. For example, the telecommunications sector is very data intensive (with 31% of its
inputs being data-related) and should be more heavily affected by regulation; similarly, data
processing is 5 to 7% of the total inputs used by business/ICT and financial services.3
The index is then raised based on the regulatory barriers as given in Table 1 for each country. Not all of these measures are equally restrictive, and their relative importance is therefore weighted according to their relative cost impact.4 By benchmarking the resulting index
against the estimate prior to the legislation and data processing intensities for all sectors, we
compute the price and TFP changes for all sectors in each country as a result of data localisation and administrative barriers.
The second methodology computes cost differences between countries as a result of data
localisation requirements in each of the countries. Two types of data are primarily used
– namely the Data Centre Risk Index,5 and an empiric observation of cost differences.6 The
first source ranks countries according to a number of risk factors that affect the costs of operating a data centre – a ranking that closely follows the general cost structure across countries
of setting up a centre as a consequence of data localisation measures. The observations of
actual costs are broadly in line and thereby confirm the Risk Index.
These costs are up-front trade costs each firm will need to incur when investing in and exporting to one of our selected countries (see Annex II). These trade costs are allocated across
all sectors in each economy based on the intensity with which each sector uses data services.
The final numbers are interpreted as the additional costs a firm will need to pay for using data
services when entering one of the countries in which data localisation laws are implemented.
The third shock occurs on investment, which forms a major driver for economic growth for
developing countries in particular. However, as the regulatory environment imposes more
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market limitations, investments made by both domestic and foreign entities will decrease.
In GTAP8 this is introduced as a change in rate of return on investments (see Annex II).
Furthermore, a final shock occurs as an additional effect on the return on investment, which
is derived from research and development. A survey by Xu, Zhu, Gibbs (2004) provides the
share of firms in developed and developing countries respectively that uses online sales,
advertising or electronic data interchanges (EDI).7 These numbers are also consistent with
industry reports on the share of firms that uses CRM (customer relationship management)
applications for data mining of their customers.8 The relation between R&D expenditure
and return is given by several studies (notably Hall, Foray, Mairesse, 2009; Ortega, Argilés,
2009, Rogers, 2009), based on empirical evidence.

THE OUTCOME OF THE SIMULATIONS
The outcome of the simulations shows that the impact on economic activity in all economies is considerable. Figure 1 summarizes the results of the two scenarios outlined above.
The realistic Scenario 1 naturally gives lower overall outcomes than Scenario 2 except for
China, Indonesia and Vietnam where economy-wide data localisation has already been introduced or is being considered (and is hence included already in Scenario 1).
India suffers the lowest GDP effects as a result of our simulations in the realistic scenario
1. However, this would increase drastically if India were to implement a data localisation
requirement. Brazil also has relatively low GDP losses (0.2%) based on Scenario 1 but this effect quadruples if data localisation is applied. Both the EU and Korea also report substantial
differences between the two scenarios as a result of economy-wide data localisation.

FIGURE 1: GTAP SIMULATIONS ON GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP) FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES.
CHANGES IN %
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Overall, for some countries these losses are rather sizable. In many cases, the effects on GDP
are sufficient to eradicate the economic gains produced by most trade agreements they have
negotiated or are currently negotiating, e.g. Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
(TTIP) or Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) – for instance, in the case of Brazil, Vietnam and
Korea current growth projections would be dented by at least one-third (figure 2).
The GDP loss in Scenario 1 is sufficient to put the EU back into decline (figure 3) – also, the
European Commission projects a GDP growth of one percent in seven years (approx. 0.14%
year-on-year) from its European Cloud strategy, whereas data localisation leads to at least
1% decline in just one year for the EU.

FIGURE 2: PROJECTED GDP GROWTH (2014); ADJUSTED FOR SCENARIO 2
CHANGES IN %
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FIGURE 3: PROJECTED GDP GROWTH FOR THE EURO ZONE
ACCUMULATED CHANGES IN % SINCE 2013

As explained above, the GTAP model also allows for an outcome analysis on investment for
each country. Figure 2 sets out the results which show that considerable changes in domestic
and foreign investments can be expected as a result of the deteriorated regulatory environment. The figure shows that Brazil and the EU would suffer most from lower investments under both scenarios. One potential reason is that both economies are very investment intensive
in those services (and goods) sectors which rely on data services the most. Other countries
such as China, India and Indonesia would experience an equal loss in investment under both
scenarios albeit still substantial. Korea reports a large difference between both scenarios.

FIGURE 4: GTAP SIMULATIONS ON INVESTMENTS FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES.
CHANGES IN %
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Figure 5 finally sets out the changes for trade, both in terms of total exports, goods exports
and services exports. First we note that the exports effects are lower than the investment
changes reported in Figure 2. A second interesting issue with regards to the trade effects is
that for some countries such as Brazil, China and Indonesia, but also Korea and Vietnam the
negative effects on goods exports are greater than for services. This is most likely due to the
fact that none of the selected countries are services-driven economies, with the exception
of the EU where the services exports losses are greater.

FIGURE 5: GTAP SIMULATIONS ON EXPORTS FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES.

CHANGES IN %

Overall, the welfare losses that are incurred are mostly derived from higher prices and displaced domestic demand that cannot be met by supply. Table 2 finally sets out the total and
per capita nominal costs for each scenario based on our GTAP calculations. One can see
that the welfare losses in China (61.6-63.8 bn US$) and the EU (80-193 bn US$) are greatest,
followed by Korea (5.3-15.9 bn US$), Brazil (4.7-15 bn US$) and India (3.1-14.5 bn US$)) Both
Vietnam and Indonesia are least affected in nominal terms, although this does not mean that
their economies would not suffer significantly, in particular noting the changes in GDP and
variance in median incomes of some of the countries.
TABLE 2: WELFARE EFFECTS FROM DATA LOCALISATION AND PRIVACY BARRIERS
IN CURRENT US$
Brazil

China

EU28

India

Indonesia

Korea

Vietnam

Scenario 1

-4.7 bn.

-61.6 bn.

-80 bn.

-3.1 bn.

-2.7 bn.

-5.3 bn.

-1.5 bn.

Scenario 2

-15 bn.

-63.8 bn.

-193 bn.

-14.5 bn.

-3.7 bn.

-15.9 bn.

-1.5 bn.

Scenario 1
(per worker)

-48.9

-80.7

-333.9

-6.7

-24.9

-218.6

-31.5

Scenario 2
(per worker)

-156.1

-83.6

-805.6

-31.5

-34.1

-655.7

-31.5

Table 2 also gives numbers on the welfare costs of data regulation per worker. This negative
effect also varies substantially. Nominal figures for the EU and Korea seem large whereas
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those for Vietnam, India and Indonesia seem low. Yet, it should be taken into account that
the average worker’s salary is much lower in the latter countries. To give an example, using
comparable average workers’ salaries across countries the negative welfare effect would still
cost the Indian worker almost 11 percent of one average month salary. Similarly, for China,
this impact would come down to almost 13 percent, and even much higher for Korea and
Brazil – around 20 percent for both economies.

CONCLUSION
Industry and internet advocates have warned against an Internet which is fragmented
along national borderlines. Some of them are going as far as calling balkanisation the greatest threat to the Internet today, even greater than censorship.9 One comprehensive study by
Chander and Lê (2014) from the California International Law Centre established that data
localisation “threatens the major new advances in information technology – not only cloud
computing, but also the promise of big data and the Internet of things”.10 It is not unlikely
that future trade agreements will include disciplines against data localisation requirements,
as there are often less trade-restrictive measures available to address privacy and security.
However, the more immediate effect of data localisation measures – the impact on economic
recovery and growth – is even more dangerous. As this study has shown, this impact is a
direct consequence of the complex relations between cross-border data flows, supply chain
fragmentation and domestic prices. These are complexities that are generally not understood
by policymakers, who are often in the field of security and privacy law, rather than international trade. The findings regarding the effects on GDP, investments and welfare from data
localisation requirements and discriminatory privacy and security laws are too considerable
to be ignored in policy design. It is also reasonable to assume that SMEs and new firms are
the first to be displaced from the market, as they lack resources to adapt to the regulatory
changes.
In the current security policy context, many regulators and privacy advocates stress the
importance of discretion to tackle problems at a national level (e.g. NetMundial 2014 draft
conclusions)11. The economic evidence however proves that unilateral trade restrictions are
counterproductive in the context of today’s interdependent globalized economy. The selfincurred losses make data localisation a policy that unilaterally puts the country at a relative
loss to others while the possibilities for offsetting the negative impact through trade agreements or economic stimulus are relatively limited over the long term.
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ANNEX I
Brief overview of proposed and enforced acts reviewed

Brazil
The Brazilian internet law “Marco da Civil” started out its life as a crowdsourced legislative
proposal in 2009. While it emphasised the fundamental principles of internet freedom and
net neutrality, following revelations that Brazilian entities had been subject to US surveillance, new privacy related amendments were made to the bill, including strict consent requirements for data collection, internet users’ right to be forgotten and a clear data localisation provision – the controversial article 12, which was later withdrawn.

China
The existence of a plethora of overlapping data privacy laws has traditionally made compliance a very difficult issue in China. Driven by an increasing number of reports on identity
theft and illegal trade in personal data,12 rather than surveillance concerns, China has however taken steps towards privacy reforms – the ‘Resolution relating to Strengthening the Protection of Information on the Internet’ of December 2013 includes general rules for internet
service providers (ISPs) and other businesses prohibiting the collection of personal data
without consent and the illegal transfer or sale of personal information to third parties.13 In
the same year, the Standardisation Administration and the General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection, and Quarantine published new national standards that prohibit
overseas transfers of data to an entity absent express user consent, government permission,
or other explicit legal or regulatory permission. Despite the voluntary character of these
guidelines, they serve as “regulatory baseline” for law enforcement and are de facto data localisation laws for all business sectors.14 The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) has also issued
a ‘Notice to Urge Banking Financial Institutions to Protect Personal Financial Information’,15
which explicitly prohibits off-shore storing, processing or analysis of any personal financial
information of Chinese citizens; meanwhile the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) has banned collection of personal data without consent or without ‘specific
and clear purpose’.16 ’The Telecommunications and Internet Personal User Data Protection
Regulation’ also requires regular risk impact assessments to be conducted by data processors.

The European Union
In January 2012, the European Commission proposed a reform of the EU’s data protection
regime, which is currently based on the 1995 Data Protection Directive. The aim of the new
proposal, dubbed the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), is to establish a single
European-wide data protection law. Aside from simplifying administrative procedures and
centralizing supervisory authority, GDPR also introduces strict consent requirements, a
right to review, a right to be forgotten, and the obligation for businesses to appoint a data
protection officer (DPO) and perform an annual data protection impact assessment (DPIA).
If implemented, the GDPR reform could lead to a stoppage of cross-border data flows from
the EU to important data processing countries such as the US and India, which are deemed
to have adequate data privacy safeguards in place under the EU’s current regime.
Aside from GDPR, the Commission has also adopted a strategy for “Unleashing the Potential
of Cloud Computing in Europe”. The strategy aims to unify rules and standards related to
cloud computing within Europe. If these standards will be designed in a way that decreases
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the interoperability with other countries’ regulatory regimes, this could lead to a de facto
data localization.

India
In 2011, the Indian Ministry of Communications and Technology implemented certain provisions of the 2000 Information Technology Act by publishing privacy rules. These Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information Rules
introduced a strict consent requirement that only allows for sensitive personal data to be
transferred abroad when “necessary” or when the individual’s consent has been obtained.17,18
These rules also introduced the right to access and review personal information that a company holds. The mercantilist intent of the law is clear, as the government of India issued a
clarification to emphasise that the rules do not apply to its expanding outsourcing business.19
The laws have also been amended with a data retention requirement (with duration at the
discretion of the government) for intermediaries that so far has not been implemented.
National media in India have reported that the National Security Council Secretariat (NSCS)
is considering proposals that incorporate strong elements of data localisation, mandating all
email providers to set up local servers, or that “all data generated from within India should be
hosted in these India-based servers and this would make them subject to Indian laws.” The
strategy also includes creating an Indian email service and ensuring Internet traffic data is
routed within India as much as possible, including precedents of forced data localisation for
selective cases and services, e.g. BlackBerry mail services in 2012.20

Indonesia
ata protection is covered by Law No. 11 of 2008 regarding Electronic Information and Transaction (the ‘EIT Law’) and Government Regulation No. 82 of 2012 regarding the Provision of
Electronic System and Transaction (‘Reg. 82’), which went into force on 15 October 2012. In
order to collect and process data, the data controller needs a legitimate reason for collection
and the individual’s consent.21 Regulation 82 further requires a broad and undefined group
of companies, “electronic systems operators for public service” to set up a data centre and
disaster recovery centre in Indonesian territory for the purpose of law enforcement and
data protection. The scope of this requirement is unclear however, as electronic systems operators for public service are not clearly defined. Draft Regulation Concerning Registration
Procedure of Electronic System Provider’ and January 2014 Draft Regulation with Technical
Guidelines for Data Centres contain same ambiguity, although a ministry spokesperson was
quoted saying: “[the draft] “covers any institution that provides information technologybased services.”22

Korea
In the Republic of Korea, the Personal Information Protection Act (PIPA) has been in force
since 30 September 2011 and covers all sectors. In addition, the sector-specific Act on Promotion of Information and Communication Network Utilisation and Information Protection
(‘IT Network Act’) regulates the collection and use of personal data by IT service providers.23
Under these acts, every data handler (including businesses, individuals and government
agencies) must appoint a data protection officer (DPO), and consent must be obtained both
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for the initial collection and processing of personal data and prior to any transfer abroad or to
third parties. PIPA gives individuals the right to review and delete personal data that pertain
to them and obliges data handlers to notify the data subjects without delay in case of a data
breach. If the number of individuals affected exceeds 10,000, the data handler must also notify the relevant authorities. In addition, Korea prohibits the outsourcing of data-processing
activities to third parties in the financial services industry. Banks can therefore only process
financial information related to Korean customers in-house, either in Korea or abroad.

Vietnam
In 2013, the Vietnamese government issued Decree 72, on Management, Provision, and Use
of Internet Services and Information Content Online, which came into effect on September
1st.24 The Decree’s main aim seems to have been to tighten the government’s grip on the
Internet and limit free expression,25 with a broad range of prohibitions under article 5 including opposing the state. The Decree requires ISPs to obtain a license and to register with
the Ministry of Information and Communications before providing online services, and all
organisations establishing ‘general websites’, social networks and companies providing services across mobile networks are required to establish at least one server inside the country
containing the entire history of ‘information posting activities on general information websites (…) and sharing on social networks.’
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ANNEX II
Description of the GTAP8 model

1. The Model
The model applied in this study is GTAP 8, a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model.26 The most recent model setting accounts for inter-sectoral linkages between 129 regions
while capturing inter-regional trade flows of 57 commodities. The framework thus allows
for a general equilibrium analysis of the economic effects (e.g. GDP effects and changes in
trade flows) resulting from the regulation of cross-border data flows. In this model, regional
production is characterized by constant returns to scale and perfect competition. Private demand is represented by non-homothetic consumer demands. The structure of foreign trade
is based on the so-called Armington assumption, which implies imperfect substitutability
between domestic and foreign goods.
The most recent GTAP 8 dataset includes national input-output data as well as trade, tariff
and demand structures. The model’s base data are primarily benchmarked to 2007. Trade
data are based on 2004 and 2007 values while the reference year of protection data is 2007
(see Narayanan et al 2012).27 Like any applied economic model, this model is based on a
number of assumptions. In order to account for recent changes in regional macroeconomic
variables, the GTAP 8 dataset on the global economy is extrapolated to 2014.
The exogenous variables used for the extrapolation are macroeconomic variables, i.e. the
size of GDP, total population, labour force, total factor productivity and capital endowment
as provided by the well recognised database of the French research center in international
economics (CEPII), which is documented by Fouré et al (2012). We apply the estimates of
these macroeconomic data projections in order to calculate the “best estimate” of the global
economy in 2014. Preferences and production structures as described by the model’s structural parameters have been left unmodified.
The model we use in this study is comparative static. This model does not account for endogenous productivity growth and may thus under-predict welfare effects, economic growth and
increases in trade flows that result from the imposition of NTB’s due to regulations of crossborder data flows.28 The interdependence between, on the one hand, productivity growth
and, on the other hand, exports, imports and investment is neglected in static CGE models.

2. Treatment of Investment
GTAP is a pure “real goods model” that does not account for financial instruments. Thus, the
standard GTAP model does not take into consideration supply-side impacts of capital market
conditions. In the model, investors are represented by a global bank allocating regional savings and investments around the world. Investment itself is represented by a stock of “capital
goods” (CGDS), which is treated as a commodity that is purchased by the global bank and allocated to regions following a return-equalising rule. The capital goods commodity does not
employ any primary factors of production. It rather absorbs a mix of intermediate goods such
as construction, machinery equipment, vehicles, and services etc. In addition, capital goods
cannot be traded across regions. Instead regional capital goods formation is determined be
regional savings, which are absorbed by the global bank and reallocated to regions thereafter.29 For a detailed description of the treatment of capital goods in GTAP see Malcom (1998).
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In order to estimate the economic impact of decreasing returns on capital due to data localisation barriers to trade, we follow an indirect expected rate of return approach. It is assumed
that the global bank allocates investment across regions in such a way that risk-adjusted rates
of returns are equalised across regions. Thus, in GTAP a change of the expected rate of return
in a given region results in corresponding changes in the amount of regional investment. The
underlying assumption is that equilibrium rates of returns on investment are equal across
regions and equal to a global rate of return. In addition, it is assumed that expected returns
in a specific region will fall as the amount of investment rises. Thus, a difference between the
global rate of return and a region’s rate of return triggers a reallocation of investment across
regions until regional rates of investment are equalised again. The difference between riskadjusted regional rates of return can be read as a region-specific risk premium decreasing
the region’s attractiveness to investors. In line with this assumption, an increase in regional
investment risk reduces capital goods formation and decreases demand for factor inputs to
investment in the region concerned. At the same time, investment would increase in regions
not affected by decreasing investor appetite.
The results of our experiment only have indicative character, meaning that we are not able
to forecast the precise investment effect due to data localisation barriers to trade mainly
for two reasons: 1) The shortcomings in the treatment of investment in GTAP and 2) the
transformation of expected returns on investment into investors risk appetite, which is an
empirical problem in general. Yet, the methodology we apply allows us to forecast and trace
the direction of investment flows.
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Introduction

What is the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield and why do we need it?
The European Union (EU) and the United States (U.S.) have strong commercial ties. Transfers of personal data are
an important and necessary part of the transatlantic relationship, especially in today’s global digital economy. Many
transactions involve the collection and use of personal data, for example your name, phone number, birth date, home
and email address, credit card number, national insurance or employee number, login name, gender and marital status,
or any other kind of information that makes it possible to identify you. For instance, your data may be collected in the
EU by a branch or a business partner of an American company which receives the data and then uses it in the U.S.
This is the case, for instance, when you buy goods or services online, when using social media or cloud storage services, or if you are an employee of an EU-based company that uses a company in the U.S. (e.g. the parent company)
to deal with personnel data. EU law requires that when your personal data are transferred to the U.S they continue to
benefit from a high level of protection.
This is where the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield comes in. The Privacy Shield allows your personal data to be transferred from
the EU to a company in the United States, provided that the company there processes (e.g. uses, stores and further
transfers) your personal data according to a strong set of data protection rules and safeguards. The protection given
to your data applies regardless of whether you are an EU citizen or not.
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How does the Privacy Shield work?
To transfer personal data from the EU to the U.S. different tools are available such as contractual clauses, binding corporate
rules and the Privacy Shield. If the Privacy Shield is used, U.S. companies must first sign up to this framework with the U.S.
Department of Commerce. The obligation applying to companies under the Privacy Shield are contained in the “Privacy
Principles”. This Department is responsible for managing and administering the Privacy Shield and ensuring that companies
live up to their commitments. In order to be able to certify, companies must have a privacy policy in line with the Privacy
Principles. They must renew their “membership” to the Privacy Shield on an annual basis. If they do not, they can no longer
receive and use personal data from the EU under that framework.
If you want to know if a company in the U.S. is part of the Privacy Shield, you can check the Privacy Shield List on the
website of the Department of Commerce (https://www.privacyshield.gov/welcome). This list will give you details of all the
companies taking part in the Privacy Shield, the kind of personal data they use, and the kind of services they offer. You can
also find a list of companies that are no longer part of the Privacy Shield. This means they are no longer allowed to receive
your personal data under the Privacy Shield. Also, these companies may only keep your personal data if they commit to the
Department of Commerce that they will continue to apply the Privacy Principles.
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The Privacy Shield company’s obligations and your rights
with respect to the use of your personal data
The Privacy Shield provides you with a number of rights and companies are obliged to protect your personal data in line with the
“Privacy Principles”.

1. Your right to be informed
A Privacy Shield company must inform you about:
• the types of personal data it processes;
• the reasons why it processes your personal data;
• if it intends to transfer your personal data on to another company and the reasons why;
• your right to ask the company to access your personal data;
• your right to choose whether you allow a company to use your personal data in a “materially different” way or to disclose it to
another company (also known as the right to “opt-out”). When the data are sensitive, (that is, data that reveal, for example,
your ethnic origin or the state of your health) the Privacy Shield company has to inform you about the fact that it may only
use or disclose such data if you allow this (also known as the right to “opt-in”);
• how to contact the company if you have a complaint about the use of your personal data;
• the independent dispute resolution body, either in the EU or the U.S., where you can bring your case;
• the government agency in the U.S. that is responsible to investigate and enforce the company’s obligations under the framework;
• the possibility that it may have to respond to lawful requests from U.S. public authorities to disclose information about you.
9
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The Privacy Shield company must provide you with a link to its privacy policy if it has a public website or where you can
access it in case it does not have a public website. It must also provide you with a link to the Privacy Shield List on the
Department of Commerce website so that you can easily check the Privacy Shield status of the company.

2. Limitations on the use of your data for different purposes
In principle, a Privacy Shield company can use your personal data only for the purpose for which it has originally collected your
data or which you have subsequently authorised. If it wants to use your data for a different purpose, this depends on how much
the original purpose diverges from the new purpose:
• Using your data for a purpose that is incompatible with the original purpose is never allowed;
• If the new purpose is different but related to the original one (i.e. “materially different”), the Privacy Shield company may only
use your data if you do not object or, in the case of sensitive data, if you consent.
• If the new purpose is different from the original one but still close enough that it would not be considered as materially different, such use is permissible.
For instance, if your employer has transferred your personal data to the U.S. for processing, the U.S. company might be allowed to
use these data to offer you an insurance policy or pension scheme, as long as you do not object to such use. Conversely, it must
not sell your data to a third party merchant for offering you goods or services that have no relationship with your employment.
You also have a right to choose whether you allow a Privacy Shield company to pass on your personal data to another company,
whether in the U.S. or in another non-EU country. While you do not have such a choice when your data will be sent to another
company (also known as an “agent”) for processing on behalf, in the name and under the instructions of the Privacy Shield
company, the Privacy Shield company will have to sign a contract with the agent that obliges the latter to provide the same
data protection safeguards as contained in the Privacy Shield framework. And the Privacy Shield company can be held liable
for its agent’s actions if the agent does not respect the rules.

3. Data minimisation and obligation to keep your data only for the time needed
The Privacy Shield company may only receive and process personal data to the extent they are relevant for the purpose of
processing, and it has to ensure that the data used is accurate, reliable, complete and up to date. It is only allowed to keep
your personal data for as long as necessary for the purpose of processing. It may keep your data for longer periods only if it
needs them for certain specified purposes such as archiving in the public interest, journalism, literature and art, scientific or
historical research, or for statistical analysis. If your data continue to be processed for these purposes, the company must of
course comply with the Privacy Principles.
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4. Obligation to secure your data
The company must ensure that your personal data are kept in a safe environment and secured against loss,
misuse, unauthorised access, disclosure, alteration or destruction, taking due account of the nature of the data
and the risks involved in the processing.

5. Obligation to protect your data if transferred to another company
As noted above (point 2), under certain conditions and taking into account the purpose for which it received your personal
data, the Privacy Shield company may transfer them to another company. This can happen for instance when a company
shares your data (with a company that itself decides how to use the data, a so-called “controller”) without you objecting to
that or concludes a service contract with a (sub-)processor (a so-called “agent”). Irrespective of its location, within or outside
the U.S., the company that receives the data must ensure the same level of protection of your personal data as guaranteed
under the Privacy Shield framework. This requires a contract between the Privacy Shield company and the third party setting
out the conditions under which the third party can use your personal data and its responsibilities to protect your data. This
contract will have to require the third party to inform the Privacy Shield company of situations where it cannot continue to
meet its obligations, in which case it must stop using the data. Stricter rules apply where a third party is acting as an agent
on behalf of a Privacy Shield company. Here, the Privacy Shield company can be held liable for the actions of an agent that
do not follow its obligations to protect your personal data.

6. Your right to access and correct your data
You have the right to ask the Privacy Shield company to give you access to your personal data. This means that you have
a right to have your data communicated to you but also to get information about the purpose for which the data are processed, the categories of personal data concerned and the recipients to whom the data are disclosed. You can then request
the company to correct, change or delete them if they are not accurate, outdated or have been processed in violation of the
Privacy Shield rules. The company also has to confirm whether or not it holds or processes your personal data.
You are normally not obliged to give any reasons as to why you would like to access your data, however, the company
may ask you to do so if your request is too broad or vague. The company has to respond to your access request within a
reasonable time frame. A company may sometimes be able to limit your access rights, but only in specific situations such
as when providing access would undermine confidentiality, breach professional privilege or conflict with legal obligations.
The right to access can be particularly useful if your personal data are used for a decision which might significantly affect
you. In those situations where this typically becomes relevant (e.g. a positive or negative decision about a job, a loan etc.),
U.S. law provides additional rights that allow you to better understand to what extent your data have been taken into account.
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7. Your right to lodge a complaint and obtain a remedy
If the company does not follow the rules of the Privacy Shield and violates its obligation to protect your personal data,
you have the right to complain and obtain a remedy, free of any cost. Privacy Shield companies are obliged to provide an
independent recourse mechanism to investigate unresolved complaints. For instance they can choose alternative dispute
resolution (ADR) or submit to the oversight of a national Data Protection Authority (DPA).
Consequently, as an individual you have several possibilities to lodge a complaint, namely with the:
1. U.S. Privacy Shield company itself;
2. Independent recourse mechanism, such as ADR or DPA;
3. U.S. Department of Commerce, only through a DPA;
4. U.S. Federal Trade Commission (or the U.S. Department of Transportation if complaint relates to an airline or ticket agent);
5. Privacy Shield Panel, only once certain other redress options have failed.

• Alternative Dispute Resolution body
An Alternative Dispute Resolution body is a private body that deals with complaints filed against companies. When opting
for ADR, the Privacy Shield company has to choose whether it submits to ADR in the EU or the United States. The procedure
by which the ADR handles your complaints depends on the specific body that has been selected.
• National Data protection authority
A Data Protection Authority is established in each EU Member State and is responsible for protecting and enforcing the data
protection rules at national level.
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• U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. Federal Trade Commission
On the U.S. side, both the Department of Commerce and the U.S. Federal Trade Commission handle complaints. While you
can always go directly to these U.S. bodies, a simpler way is to contact your national DPA that will “channel” your complaint
across the Atlantic.
• Privacy Shield panel
The Privacy Shield Panel is an “arbitration mechanism” made up of three neutral arbitrators, meaning that it settles disputes
without going to court. Its decisions, however, are binding and enforceable in U.S. courts. Only you can invoke arbitration
through the Privacy Shield Panel, under certain conditions (in particular the prior exhaustion of certain other redress possibilities). The Privacy Shield company does not have the same right because arbitration is exclusively meant to protect you.

8. Redress in case of access by U.S. public authorities
Finally, the protection of your personal data may also be affected by U.S. public authorities when they access your data.
The Privacy Shield ensures that this will occur only to the extent necessary for pursuing a public interest objective such as
national security or law enforcement. While existing U.S. law provides you with protections and remedies in the law enforcement area, the Privacy Shield framework for the first time creates a special instrument to address national security access,
the so-called Ombudsperson mechanism (see part C).
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How can I make a complaint against
a Privacy Shield company?

The Privacy Shield provides you with a number of ways to help you make a complaint about a company for instance if you
think that it is not using your personal data in the correct way or that it is not complying with the rules.
You are free to choose the redress mechanism that is most convenient for you and suited to your complaint.
These are the ways in which you can lodge a complaint:

1. U.S. Privacy Shield company.. A company must always provide you with details of someone you can contact directly for
any inquiries or complaints. The company must respond to you within 45 days of receiving your complaint. The response
must state whether your complaint has merit and, if so, the remedy the company will apply. The company is obliged to
look into each complaint it receives unless it is clearly groundless.
2. Independent ADR body in case the Privacy Shield company has chosen ADR as its independent recourse mechanism.
The company’s website must provide you with the information and the link to the website of the ADR body, which should
provide you with details of the services it offers, including the procedures to follow. These bodies must be able to impose
effective remedies and sanctions to ensure that the Privacy Shield company is in compliance with its obligation to protect
your personal data. You will be able to use this mechanism free of any charge.
3. National Data Protection Authority. A Privacy Shield company is in principle free to opt for an EU DPA to act as its
independent recourse mechanism. However, when a company handles human resources (personnel) data, submission
to DPA oversight is mandatory. This means that as an employee you can always go to your local DPA if you have any
complaints with respect to employment-related data transferred to a Privacy Shield company. Moreover, even if a DPA
does not have oversight powers over a particular Privacy Shield company, it is always possible for you to approach your
DPA who can then refer your complaint to one of the responsible U.S. authorities (see below).
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DPAs will deliver their advice to the company as quickly as possible but this must be within 60 days of receiving a complaint.
You will be informed about that advice, which will be made public to the extent possible. A company then has 25 days to
comply, failing which the DPA may refer the case to the U.S. Federal Trade Commission for possible enforcement action. It
may also inform the Department of Commerce about the company’s refusal to comply with the DPA’s advice which may
lead to the removal of the company from the Privacy Shield List if the company persists in its non-compliance.
In addition, if your complaint shows that the transfer of your personal data to the Privacy Shield company violates EU data
protection law, the DPA can also act against the EU company that sends the data and, if necessary, order the suspension
of the data transfer. This includes cases where the EU company has reasons to believe that the Privacy Shield company is
not complying with the Privacy Principles.
4. Department of Commerce. Even if a DPA does not have oversight powers over the Privacy Shield company you are
complaining against, it can still refer your complaint to the U.S. Department of Commerce. This will be done through a
newly-established, dedicated contact point responsible for liaising directly with DPAs. It will review your complaint and
get back to your DPA within 90 days with a response. The Department of Commerce may also forward complaints to the
Federal Trade Commission (or the Department of Transportation).
4. F
 ederal Trade Commission. You can make your complaint directly with the U.S. Federal Trade Commission under the
same complaint system used by U.S. citizens: www.ftc.gov/complaint. The Federal Trade Commission will also review
complaints it receives from the U.S. Department of Commerce, EU DPAs and ADR bodies. Similarly to the Department
of Commerce, the Federal Trade Commission has set up a dedicated point of contact to liaise directly with EU DPAs to
facilitate referrals and increase cooperation to handle individual complaints.
5. P
 rivacy Shield (Arbitral) Panel. If your complaint is still wholly or partially unresolved after using the other redress
mechanisms, or if you are not satisfied with the way your complaint was handled, you have the right to seek redress
through another option: binding arbitration.
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Who can invoke arbitration?
It is important to know that only you, the individual, can initiate a case against a Privacy Shield company through binding
and enforceable arbitration.

When can you invoke arbitration?
A Privacy Shield company is obliged to arbitrate claims when you invoke this right. However, you may only do so after you
have exhausted other avenues of redress such as with the company, the ADR body, or with the Department of Commerce.
There are other situations where you may not use the Privacy Shield Panel, namely if your complaint has already been in
an arbitration procedure before; a court has already ruled on your complaint and you were a party in this court procedure;
the parties have already settled the complaint; or a DPA is able to resolve your claim directly with the company. However,
investigations by the FTC can proceed in parallel with arbitration.

How do I invoke arbitration?
If you want to initiate the arbitration procedure, you must first formally notify a company of your intention to do so. Your notice
must include a summary of the steps you have already taken to resolve your complaint and a description of the alleged violation.
You may also choose to provide any supporting documents or legal texts relating to your complaint.

Where will the arbitration take place? What are the benefits?
The arbitration will take place in the U.S. because the company you are complaining about is based there. At the same time, there
are several “consumer friendly” elements that will greatly benefit you:
• right to ask for your DPA’s assistance to prepare your claim;
• possibility to join the proceedings by telephone or video-conference, so there is no requirement to be physically present in the U.S.;
• possibility to obtain free of charge interpretation and translation of documents from English into another language;
• arbitral costs (except for lawyer’s fees ) will be offset from a fund specifically set up by the Department of Commerce and funded
from the Privacy Shield companies’ annual contributions.
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How long will the arbitration process take?
The arbitration procedure will be finished within 90 days from the day you have sent your notice to the company.

What remedies are available?
If the Privacy Shield Panel finds evidence of a violation of the Privacy Principles it can impose relief such as access, correction,
deletion, or return of your personal data.
Even if the Privacy Shield Panel cannot award you monetary damages, you have the possibility to obtain such relief in court. If
you are not satisfied with the outcome of the arbitration, you can challenge it under U.S. law under the Federal Arbitration Act.
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The Ombudsperson mechanism: how to bring a complaint
against a U.S. public authority
The Privacy Shield sets up a new independent redress mechanism in the area of national security: the Ombudsperson Mechanism.

What is the Ombudsperson Mechanism?
The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson is a senior official within the U.S. Department of State who is independent from U.S. intelligence agencies. Assisted by a number of staff, the Ombudsperson will ensure that complaints are properly investigated and
addressed in a timely manner, and that you receive confirmation that the relevant U.S. laws have been complied with or, if the
laws have been violated, the situation has been remedied.
In carrying out its duties, and following up on the complaints received, the Ombudsperson will work closely with and obtain all
the information from other independent oversight and investigatory bodies necessary for its response when it concerns the
compatibility of surveillance with U.S. law. These bodies are the ones responsible to oversee the various U.S. intelligence agencies.

Does the Ombudsperson Mechanism only cover complaints relating to transfers of personal data to U.S.
Privacy Shield companies?
No. This mechanism is not Privacy Shield specific. It covers all complaints relating to all personal data and all types of commercial transfers from the EU to companies in the U.S., including data transferred on the basis of alternative transfer tools
such as standard contractual clauses or binding corporate rules.
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How do I bring a complaint to the Ombudsperson?
You should first submit your request in writing to the supervisory authority in your Member State responsible for the oversight
of national security services and/or your national DPA. This means you can turn to an authority that assists you in your own
language.
Your written request should contain information such as describing the basis of your request, the kind of answer or relief you
are looking for, the U.S. Government entities you think have been involved in the surveillance activities, and information about
other measures you may have already taken to pursue your request as well as any answer you may already have received.
But your request does not need to show that your data have in fact been accessed by U.S. intelligence agencies.
Before being submitted to the Ombudsperson, your request will be checked to verify your identity, that you are acting only
for yourself and not on behalf of a government or intergovernmental organisation, that your request contains all the relevant
information, that it relates to personal data transferred to the U.S., and that your request is not frivolous, vexatious or made
in bad faith, i.e. reflects a genuine concern.

What happens once my request is sent to the Ombudsperson?
The Ombudsperson will process your request and, if it has any questions or if requires more information, it will contact the
referring body.
Once the Ombudsperson has determined that your request is complete, it will pass it on to the appropriate U.S. bodies. When
the request relates to the compatibility of surveillance with U.S. law, it will be able to cooperate with one of the independent
oversight bodies with investigatory powers. The Ombudsperson will have to receive the necessary information to be able to
provide a response. It will confirm that your request has been properly investigated and that U.S. law has been complied with
or, if not, that any violation of U.S. law has been remedied. The response will not state whether you have been the target of
surveillance by U.S. national intelligence services.
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.Requests for information
You can request access to records held by the U.S. Government under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). You can find more
information on how to make such a request on www.FOIA.gov and http://www.justice.gov/oip/foia-resources. The public website
of each department provides information on how you can make a request for access to documents.
However, it is not possible to receive access to classified national security information, personal information of third parties,
and information concerning law enforcement investigations. These limitations apply equally to Americans and non-Americans.

Disputes about FOIA requests can be appealed administratively and then in federal court in the U.S. The court can then decide
whether the records you requested have been properly withheld or it can force the government to give access to these documents. The courts can award attorney’s fees but monetary damages are not available.

The special procedures for complaints, which are described in this guide, do not replace your right to seek the guidance and
support of the national Data Protection Authorities on the exercise of your legal rights.
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II
(Non-legislative acts)

DECISIONS
COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING DECISION (EU) 2016/1250
of 12 July 2016
pursuant to Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the adequacy of
the protection provided by the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield
(notified under document C(2016) 4176)
(Text with EEA relevance)
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,
Having regard to Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (1), and
in particular Article 25(6) thereof,
After consulting the European Data Protection Supervisor (2),

1. INTRODUCTION
(1)

Directive 95/46/EC sets the rules for transfers of personal data from Member States to third countries to the
extent that such transfers fall within its scope.

(2)

Article 1 of Directive 95/46/EC and recitals 2 and 10 in its preamble seek to ensure not only effective and
complete protection of the fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons, in particular the fundamental
right to respect for private life with regard to the processing of personal data, but also a high level of protection
of those fundamental rights and freedoms (3).

(3)

The importance of both the fundamental right to respect for private life, guaranteed by Article 7, and the
fundamental right to the protection of personal data, guaranteed by Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union, has been emphasised in the case-law of the Court of Justice (4).

(4)

Pursuant to Article 25(1) of Directive 95/46/EC Member States are required to provide that the transfer of
personal data to a third country may take place only if the third country in question ensures an adequate level of
protection and the Member State laws implementing other provisions of the Directive are respected prior to the
transfer. The Commission may find that a third country ensures such an adequate level of protection by reason of
its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered into in order to protect the rights of
individuals. In that case, and without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to
other provisions of the Directive, personal data may be transferred from the Member States without additional
guarantees being necessary.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

OJ L 281, 23.11.1995, p. 31.
See Opinion 4/2016 on the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield draft adequacy decision, published 30 May 2016.
Case C-362/14, Maximillian Schrems v Data Protection Commissioner (‘Schrems’), EU:C:2015:650, paragraph 39.
Case C-553/07, Rijkeboer, EU:C:2009:293, paragraph 47; Joined Cases C-293/12 and C-594/12, Digital Rights Ireland and Others,
EU:C:2014:238, paragraph 53; Case C-131/12, Google Spain and Google, EU:C:2014:317, paragraphs 53, 66 and 74.
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(5)

Pursuant to Article 25(2) of Directive 95/46/EC, the level of data protection afforded by a third country should
be assessed in the light of all the circumstances surrounding a data transfer operation or set of data transfer
operations, including the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third country in question.

(6)

In Commission Decision 2000/520/EC (5), for the purposes of Article 25(2) of Directive 95/46/EC, the ‘Safe
Harbour Privacy Principles’, implemented in accordance with the guidance provided by the so-called ‘Frequently
Asked Questions’ issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce, were considered to ensure an adequate level of
protection for personal data transferred from the Union to organisations established in the United States.

(7)

In its Communications COM(2013) 846 final (6) and COM(2013) 847 final of 27 November 2013 (7), the
Commission considered that the fundamental basis of the Safe Harbour scheme had to be reviewed and
strengthened in the context of a number of factors, including the exponential increase in data flows and their
critical importance for the transatlantic economy, the rapid growth of the number of U.S. companies adhering to
the Safe Harbour scheme and new information on the scale and scope of certain U.S. intelligence programs
which raised questions as to the level of protection it could guarantee. In addition, the Commission identified
a number of shortcomings and deficiencies in the Safe Harbour scheme.

(8)

Based on evidence gathered by the Commission, including information stemming from the work of the EU-U.S.
Privacy Contact Group (8) and the information on U.S. intelligence programs received in the ad hoc EU-U.S.
Working Group (9), the Commission formulated 13 recommendations for a review of the Safe Harbour scheme.
These recommendations focused on strengthening the substantive privacy principles, increasing the transparency
of U.S. self-certified companies' privacy policies, better supervision, monitoring and enforcement by the U.S.
authorities of compliance with those principles, the availability of affordable dispute resolution mechanisms, and
the need to ensure that use of the national security exception provided in Decision 2000/520/EC is limited to an
extent that is strictly necessary and proportionate.

(9)

In its judgment of 6 October 2015 in Case C-362/14, Maximillian Schrems v Data Protection Commissioner (10), the
Court of Justice of the European Union declared Decision 2000/520/EC invalid. Without examining the content
of the Safe Harbour Privacy Principles, the Court considered that the Commission had not stated in that decision
that the United States in fact ‘ensured’ an adequate level of protection by reason of its domestic law or its inter
national commitments (11).

(10)

In this regard, the Court of Justice explained that, while the term ‘adequate level of protection’ in Article 25(6) of
Directive 95/46/EC does not mean a level of protection identical to that guaranteed in the EU legal order, it must
be understood as requiring the third country to ensure a level of protection of fundamental rights and freedoms
‘essentially equivalent’ to that guaranteed within the Union by virtue of Directive 95/46/EC read in the light of
the Charter of Fundamental Rights. Even though the means to which that third country has recourse, in this
connection, may differ from the ones employed within the Union, those means must nevertheless prove, in
practice, effective (12).

(11)

The Court of Justice criticised the lack of sufficient findings in Decision 2000/520/EC regarding the existence, in
the United States, of rules adopted by the State intended to limit any interference with the fundamental rights of
the persons whose data is transferred from the Union to the United States, interference which the State entities of
that country would be authorised to engage in when they pursue legitimate objectives, such as national security,
and the existence of effective legal protection against interference of that kind (13).

(5) Commission Decision 2000/520/EC of 26 July 2000 pursuant to Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on
the adequacy of the protection provided by the safe harbour privacy principles and related frequently asked questions issued by the U.S.
Department of Commerce (OJ L 215, 28.8.2000, p. 7).
(6) Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council Rebuilding Trust in EU-U.S. Data Flows,
COM(2013) 846 final of 27 November 2013.
(7) Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on the Functioning of the Safe Harbour from the
Perspective of EU Citizens and Companies established in the EU, COM(2013) 847 final of 27 November 2013.
(8) See e.g. Council of the European Union, Final Report by EU-US High Level Contact Group on information sharing and privacy and
personal data protection, Note 9831/08, 28 May 2008, available on the internet at: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/
activities/cont/201010/20101019ATT88359/20101019ATT88359EN.pdf.
(9) Report on the Findings by the EU Co-chairs of the ad hoc EU-U.S. Working Group on Data Protection, 27 November 2013, available on
the internet at: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/files/report-findings-of-the-ad-hoc-eu-us-working-group-on-data-protection.
pdf.
(10) See footnote 3.
(11) Schrems, paragraph 97.
(12) Schrems, paragraphs 73-74.
(13) Schrems, paragraph 88-89.
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(12)

In 2014 the Commission had entered into talks with the U.S. authorities in order to discuss the strengthening of
the Safe Harbour scheme in line with the 13 recommendations contained in Communication COM(2013) 847
final. After the judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Union in the Schrems case, these talks were
intensified, with a view to a possible new adequacy decision which would meet the requirements of Article 25 of
Directive 95/46/EC as interpreted by the Court of Justice. The documents which are annexed to this decision and
will also be published in the U.S. Federal Register are the result of these discussions. The privacy principles
(Annex II), together with the official representations and commitments by various U.S. authorities contained in
the documents in Annexes I, III to VII, constitute the ‘EU-U.S. Privacy Shield’.

(13)

The Commission has carefully analysed U.S. law and practice, including these official representations and
commitments. Based on the findings developed in recitals 136-140, the Commission concludes that the United
States ensures an adequate level of protection for personal data transferred under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield from
the Union to self-certified organisations in the United States.

2. THE ‘EU-U.S. PRIVACY SHIELD’

(14)

The EU-U.S. Privacy Shield is based on a system of self-certification by which U.S. organisations commit to a set
of privacy principles — the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework Principles, including the Supplemental Principles
(hereinafter together: ‘the Principles’) — issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce and contained in Annex II
to this decision. It applies to both controllers and processors (agents), with the specificity that processors must be
contractually bound to act only on instructions from the EU controller and assist the latter in responding to
individuals exercising their rights under the Principles (14).

(15)

Without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to Directive 95/46/EC, the
present decision has the effect that transfers from a controller or processor in the Union to organisations in the
U.S. that have self-certified their adherence to the Principles with the Department of Commerce and have
committed to comply with them are allowed. The Principles apply solely to the processing of personal data by
the U.S. organisation in as far as processing by such organisations does not fall within the scope of Union
legislation. (15) The Privacy Shield does not affect the application of Union legislation governing the processing of
personal data in the Member States (16).

(14) See Annex II, Sec. III.10.a. In line with the definition in Sec. I.8.c., the EU controller will determine the purpose and means of processing
of the personal data. Moreover, the contract with the agent has to make clear whether onward transfers are allowed (see
Sec. III.10.a.ii.2.).
(15) This applies also where human resources data transferred from the Union in the context of the employment relationship are concerned.
While the Principles stress the ‘primary responsibility’ of the EU employer (see Annex II, Sec. III.9.d.i.), they at the same time make clear
that its conduct will be covered by the rules applicable in the Union and/or respective Member State, not the Principles. See Annex II,
Sec. III.9.a.i., b.ii., c.i., d.i.
16
( ) This applies also to processing that takes place through the use of equipment situated in the Union but used by an organisation
established outside the Union (see Article 4(1)(c) of Directive 95/46/EC). As of 25 May 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) will apply to the processing of personal data (i) in the context of the activities of an establishment of a controller or processor in
the Union (even where the processing takes place in the United States), or (ii) of data subjects who are in the Union by a controller or
processor not established in the Union where the processing activities are related to (a) the offering of goods or services, irrespective of
whether a payment of the data subject is required, to such data subjects in the Union; or (b) the monitoring of their behaviour as far as
their behaviour takes place within the Union. See Article 3(1), (2) of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement
of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) (OJ L 119, 4.5.2016, p. 1).
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(16)

The protection afforded to personal data by the Privacy Shield applies to any EU data subject (17) whose personal
data have been transferred from the Union to organisations in the U.S. that have self-certified their adherence to
the Principles with the Department of Commerce.

(17)

The Principles apply immediately upon certification. One exception relates to the Accountability for Onward
Transfer Principle in a case where an organisation self-certifying to the Privacy Shield already has pre-existing
commercial relationships with third parties. Given that it may take some time to bring those commercial
relationships into conformity with the rules applicable under the Accountability for Onward Transfer Principle,
the organisation will be obliged to do so as soon as possible, and in any event no later than nine months from
self-certification (provided that this takes places in the first two months following the day when the Privacy
Shield becomes effective). During this interim period, the organisation must apply the Notice and Choice
Principle (thus allowing the EU data subject an opt-out) and, where personal data is transferred to a third party
acting as an agent, must ensure that the latter provides at least the same level of protection as is required by the
Principles (18). This transitional period provides a reasonable and appropriate balance between the respect for the
fundamental right to data protection and the legitimate needs of businesses to have sufficient time to adapt to the
new framework where this also depends on their commercial relationships with third parties.

(18)

The system will be administered and monitored by the Department of Commerce based on its commitments set
out in the representations from the U.S. Secretary of Commerce (Annex I to this decision). With regard to the
enforcement of the Principles, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Department of Transportation have
made representations that are contained in Annex IV and Annex V to this decision.

2.1. Privacy Principles

(19)

As part of their self-certification under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, organisations have to commit to comply with
the Principles (19).

(20)

Under the Notice Principle, organisations are obliged to provide information to data subjects on a number of key
elements relating to the processing of their personal data (e.g. type of data collected, purpose of processing, right
of access and choice, conditions for onward transfers and liability). Further safeguards apply, in particular the
requirement for organisations to make public their privacy policies (reflecting the Principles) and to provide links
to the Department of Commerce's website (with further details on self-certification, the rights of data subjects
and available recourse mechanisms), the Privacy Shield List (referred to in recital 30) and the website of an
appropriate alternative dispute settlement provider.

(21)

Under the Data Integrity and Purpose Limitation Principle, personal data must be limited to what is relevant for the
purpose of the processing, reliable for its intended use, accurate, complete and current. An organisation may not
process personal data in a way that is incompatible with the purpose for which it was originally collected or
subsequently authorised by the data subject. Organisations must ensure that personal data is reliable for its
intended use, accurate, complete and current.

(17) The present decision has EEA relevance. The Agreement on the European Economic Area (EEA Agreement) provides for the extension of
the European Union's internal market to the three EEA States Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway. The Union data protection legislation,
including Directive 95/46/EC, is covered by the EEA Agreement and has been incorporated into Annex XI thereof. The EEA Joint
Committee has to decide on the incorporation of the present decision into the EEA Agreement. Once the present decision applies to
Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway, the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield will also cover these three countries and references in the Privacy Shield
package to the EU and its Member States shall be read as including Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.
(18) See Annex II, Sec. III.6.e.
(19) Special rules providing additional safeguards apply for human resources data collected in the employment context as laid down in the
supplemental principle on ‘Human Resources Data’ of the Privacy Principles (See Annex II, Sec. III.9). For instance, employers should
accommodate the privacy preferences of employees by restricting access to the personal data, anonymising certain data or assigning
codes or pseudonyms. Most importantly, organisations are required to cooperate and comply with the advice of Union Data Protection
Authorities when it comes to such data.
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(22)

Where a new (changed) purpose is materially different but still compatible with the original purpose, the Choice
Principle gives data subjects the right to object (opt out). The Choice Principle does not supersede the express
prohibition on incompatible processing (20). Special rules generally allowing for the opt-out ‘at any time’ from the
use of personal data apply for direct marketing (21). In the case of sensitive data, organisations must normally
obtain the data subject's affirmative express consent (opt in).

(23)

Still under the Data Integrity and Purpose Limitation Principle, personal information may be retained in a form
identifying or rendering an individual identifiable (and thus in the form of personal data) only for as long as it
serves the purpose(s) for which it was initially collected or subsequently authorised. This obligation does not
prevent Privacy Shield organisations to continue processing personal information for longer periods, but only for
the time and to the extent such processing reasonably serves one of the following specific purposes: archiving in
the public interest, journalism, literature and art, scientific and historical research and statistical analysis. Longer
retention of personal data for one of these purposes will be subject to the safeguards provided by the Principles.

(24)

Under the Security Principle, organisations creating, maintaining, using or disseminating personal data must take
‘reasonable and appropriate’ security measures, taking into account the risks involved in the processing and the
nature of the data. In the case of sub-processing, organisations must conclude a contract with the sub-processor
guaranteeing the same level of protection as provided by the Principles and take steps to ensure its proper
implementation.

(25)

Under the Access Principle (22), data subjects have the right, without need for justification and only against a nonexcessive fee, to obtain from an organisation confirmation of whether such organisation is processing personal
data related to them and have the data communicated within reasonable time. This right may only be restricted
in exceptional circumstances; any denial of, or limitation to the right of access has to be necessary and duly
justified, with the organisation bearing the burden of demonstrating that these requirements are fulfilled. Data
subjects must be able to correct, amend or delete personal information where it is inaccurate or has been
processed in violation of the Principles. In areas where companies most likely resort to the automated processing
of personal data to take decisions affecting the individual (e.g. credit lending, mortgage offers, employment), U.S.
law offers specific protections against adverse decisions (23). These acts typically provide that individuals have the
right to be informed of the specific reasons underlying the decision (e.g. the rejection of a credit), to dispute
incomplete or inaccurate information (as well as reliance on unlawful factors), and to seek redress. These rules
offer protections in the likely rather limited number of cases where automated decisions would be taken by the
Privacy Shield organisation itself (24). Nevertheless, given the increasing use of automated processing (including
profiling) as a basis for taking decisions affecting individuals in the modern digital economy, this is an area that
needs to be closely monitored. In order to facilitate this monitoring, it has been agreed with the U.S. authorities
that a dialogue on automated decision-making, including an exchange on the similarities and differences in the
EU and U.S. approach in this regard, will be part of the first annual review as well as subsequent reviews as
appropriate.

(20) This applies to all data transfers under the Privacy Shield, including where these concern data collected through the employment
relationship. While a self-certified U.S. organisation may in principle use human resources data for different, non-employment-related
purposes (e.g. certain marketing communications), it must respect the prohibition on incompatible processing and moreover may do so
only in accordance with the Notice and Choice Principles. The prohibition on the U.S. organisation to take any punitive action against the
employee for exercising such choice, including any restriction of employment opportunities, will ensure that, despite the relationship of
subordination and inherent dependency, the employee will be free from pressure and thus can exercise a genuine free choice.
(21) See Annex II, Sec. III.12.
(22) See also the supplemental principle on ‘Access’ (Annex II, Sec. III.8).
(23) See e.g. the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA, 15 U.S.C. 1691 et seq.), Fair Credit Reporting Act (FRCA, 15 USC § 1681 et seq.), or
the Fair Housing Act (FHA, 42 U.S.C. 3601 et seq.).
(24) In the context of a transfer of personal data that have been collected in the EU, the contractual relationship with the individual
(customer) will in most cases be with — and therefore any decision based on automated processing will typically be taken by — the EU
controller which has to abide by the EU data protection rules. This includes scenarios where the processing is carried out by a Privacy
Shield organisation acting as an agent on behalf of the EU controller.
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(26)

Under the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle (25), participating organisations must provide robust
mechanisms to ensure compliance with the other Principles and recourse for EU data subjects whose personal
data have been processed in a non-compliant manner, including effective remedies. Once an organisation has
voluntarily decided to self-certify (26) under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, its effective compliance with the Principles
is compulsory. To be allowed to continue to rely on the Privacy Shield to receive personal data from the Union,
such organisation must annually re-certify its participation in the framework. Organisations must also take
measures to verify (27) that their published privacy policies conform to the Principles and are in fact complied
with. This can be done either through a system of self-assessment, which must include internal procedures
ensuring that employees receive training on the implementation of the organisation's privacy policies and that
compliance is periodically reviewed in an objective manner, or outside compliance reviews, the methods of which
may include auditing or random checks. In addition, the organisation must put in place an effective redress
mechanism to deal with any complaints (see in this respect also recitals 43) and be subject to the investigatory
and enforcement powers of the FTC, the Department of Transportation or another U.S. authorised statutory body
that will effectively ensure compliance with the Principles.

(27)

Special rules apply for so-called ‘onward transfers’, i.e. transfers of personal data from an organisation to a third
party controller or processor, irrespective of whether the latter is located in the United States or a third country
outside the United States (and the Union). The purpose of these rules is to ensure that the protections guaranteed
to the personal data of EU data subjects will not be undermined, and cannot be circumvented, by passing them
on to third parties. This is particularly relevant in more complex processing chains which are typical for today's
digital economy.

(28)

Under the Accountability for Onward Transfer Principle (28), any onward transfer can only take place (i) for limited
and specified purposes, (ii) on the basis of a contract (or comparable arrangement within a corporate group (29))
and (iii) only if that contract provides the same level of protection as the one guaranteed by the Principles, which
includes the requirement that the application of the Principles may only be limited to the extent necessary to
meet national security, law enforcement and other public interest purposes (30). This should be read in
conjunction with the Notice and, in the case of an onward transfer to a third party controller (31), with the Choice
Principle, according to which data subjects must be informed (among others) about the type/identity of any third
party recipient, the purpose of the onward transfer as well as the choice offered and can object (opt out) or, in
the case of sensitive data, have to give ‘affirmative express consent’ (opt in) for onward transfers. In the light of
the Data Integrity and Purpose Limitation Principle, the obligation to provide the same level of protection as
guaranteed by the Principles presupposes that the third party may only process the personal information
transmitted to it for purposes that are not incompatible with the purposes for which it was originally collected or
subsequently authorised by the individual.

(29)

The obligation to provide the same level of protection as required by the Principles applies to any and all third
parties involved in the processing of the data so transferred irrespective of their location (in the U.S. or another
third country) as well as when the original third party recipient itself transfers those data to another third party
recipient, for example, for sub-processing purposes. In all cases, the contract with the third party recipient must
provide that the latter will notify the Privacy Shield organisation if it makes a determination that it can no longer
meet this obligation. When such a determination is made, the processing by the third party will cease or other

(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

See also supplemental principle ‘Dispute Resolution and Enforcement’ (Annex II, Sec. III.11).
See also supplemental principle ‘Self-Certification’ (Annex II, Sec. III.6).
See also supplemental principle ‘Verification’ (Annex II, Sec. III.7).
See also supplemental principle ‘Obligatory contracts for Onward Transfers’ (Annex II, Sec. III.10).
See supplemental principle ‘Obligatory contracts for Onward Transfers’ (Annex II, Sec. III.10.b). While this principle allows for transfers
based also on non-contractual instruments (e.g. intra-group compliance and control programs), the text makes clear that these
instruments must always ‘ensur[e] the continuity of protection of personal information under the Principles’. Moreover, given that the
self-certified U.S. organisation will remain responsible for compliance with the Principles it will have a strong incentive to use
instruments that are indeed effective in practice.
(30) See Annex II, Sec. I.5.
31
( ) Individuals will have no opt-out right where the personal data is transferred to a third party that is acting as an agent to perform tasks on
behalf of and under the instructions of the U.S. organisation. However, this requires a contract with the agent and the U.S. organisation
will bear the responsibility to guarantee the protections provided under the Principles by exercising its powers of instruction.
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reasonable and appropriate steps have to be taken to remedy the situation (32). Where compliance problems arise
in the (sub-) processing chain, the Privacy Shield organisation acting as the controller of the personal data will
have to prove that it is not responsible for the event giving rise to the damage, or otherwise face liability, as
specified in the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle. Additional protections apply in the case of an onward
transfer to a third party agent (33).

2.2. Transparency, Administration and Oversight of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield

(30)

The EU-U.S. Privacy Shield provides for oversight and enforcement mechanisms in order to verify and ensure that
U.S. self-certified companies comply with the Principles and that any failure to comply is addressed. These
mechanisms are set out in the Principles (Annex II) and the commitments undertaken by the Department of
Commerce (Annex I), the FTC (Annex IV) and the Department of Transportation (Annex V).

(31)

To ensure the proper application of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, interested parties, such as data subjects, data
exporters and the national Data Protection Authorities (DPAs), must be able to identify those organisations
adhering to the Principles. To this end, the Department of Commerce has undertaken to maintain and make
available to the public a list of organisations that have self-certified their adherence to the Principles and fall
within the jurisdiction of at least one of the enforcement authorities referred to in Annexes I and II to this
decision (‘Privacy Shield List’) (34). The Department of Commerce will update the list on the basis of an organisa
tion's annual re-certification submissions and whenever an organisation withdraws or is removed from the
EU-U.S. Privacy Shield. It will also maintain and make available to the public an authoritative record of organ
isations that have been removed from the list, in each case identifying the reason for such removal. Finally, it will
provide a link to the list of Privacy Shield-related FTC enforcement cases maintained on the FTC website.

(32)

The Department of Commerce will make both the Privacy Shield List and the re-certification submissions
publicly available through a dedicated website. Self-certified organisations must in turn provide the Department's
web address for the Privacy Shield List. In addition, if available online, an organisation's privacy policy must
include a hyperlink to the Privacy Shield website as well as a hyperlink to the website or complaint submission
form of the independent recourse mechanism that is available to investigate unresolved complaints. The
Department of Commerce will systematically verify, in the context of an organisation's certification and re-certifi
cation to the framework, that its privacy policies conform to the Principles.

(33)

Organisations that have persistently failed to comply with the Principles will be removed from the Privacy Shield
List and must return or delete the personal data received under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield. In other cases of
removal, such as voluntary withdrawal from participation or failure to recertify, the organisation may retain such
data if it affirms to the Department of Commerce on an annual basis its commitment to continue to apply the
Principles or provides adequate protection for the personal data by another authorised means (e.g. by using
a contract that fully reflects the requirements of the relevant standard contractual clauses approved by the
Commission). In this case, an organisation has to identify a contact point within the organisation for all Privacy
Shield-related questions.

(34)

The Department of Commerce will monitor organisations that are no longer members of the EU-U.S. Privacy
Shield, either because they have voluntarily withdrawn or because their certification has lapsed, to verify whether
they will return, delete or retain (35) the personal data received previously under the framework. If they retain

(32) The situation is different depending on whether the third party is a controller or a processor (agent). In the first scenario, the contract
with the third party must provide that the latter ceases processing or takes other reasonable and appropriate steps to remedy the
situation. In the second scenario, it is for the Privacy Shield organisation — as the one controlling the processing under whose
instructions the agent operates — to take these measures.
(33) In such a case, the U.S. organisation must also take reasonable and appropriate steps (i) to ensure that the agent effectively processes the
personal information transferred in a manner consistent with the organisation's obligations under the Principles and, (ii) to stop and
remediate unauthorised processing, upon notice.
(34) Information about the management of the Privacy Shield List can be found in Annex I and Annex II (Sec. I.3, Sec. I.4, III.6.d, and
Sec. III.11.g).
(35) See e.g. Annex II, Sec. I.3, Sec. III.6.f. and Sec. III.11.g.i.
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these data, organisations are obliged to continue to apply the Principles to them. In cases where the Department
of Commerce has removed organisations from the framework due to a persistent failure to comply with the
Principles, it will ensure that those organisations return or delete the personal data they had received under the
framework.

(35)

When an organisation leaves the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield for any reason, it must remove all public statements
implying that it continues to participate in the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield or is entitled to its benefits, in particular
any references to the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield in its published privacy policy. The Department of Commerce will
search for and address false claims of participation in the framework, including by former members (36). Any
misrepresentation to the general public by an organisation concerning its adherence to the Principles in the form
of misleading statements or practices is subject to enforcement action by the FTC, Department of Transportation
or other relevant U.S. enforcement authorities; misrepresentations to the Department of Commerce are
enforceable under the False Statements Act (18 U.S.C. § 1001) (37).

(36)

The Department of Commerce will ex officio monitor any false claims of Privacy Shield participation or the
improper use of the Privacy Shield certification mark, and DPAs can refer organisations for review to a dedicated
contact point at the Department. When an organisation has withdrawn from the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, fails to
re-certify or is removed from the Privacy Shield List, the Department of Commerce will on an on-going basis
verify that it has deleted from its published privacy policy any references to the Privacy Shield that imply its
continued participation and, if it continues to make false claims, refer the matter to the FTC, Department of
Transportation or other competent authority for possible enforcement action. It will also send questionnaires to
organisations whose self-certifications lapse or that have voluntarily withdrawn from the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield
to verify whether the organisation will return, delete or continue to apply the Privacy Principles to the personal
data that they received while participating in the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield and, if personal data are to be retained,
verify who within the organisation will serve as an ongoing contact point for Privacy Shield-related questions.

(37)

On an ongoing basis, the Department of Commerce will conduct ex officio compliance reviews (38) of self-certified
organisations, including through sending detailed questionnaires. It will also systematically carry out reviews
whenever it has received a specific (non-frivolous) complaint, when an organisation does not provide satisfactory
responses to its enquiries, or when there is credible evidence suggesting that an organisation may not be
complying with the Principles. Where appropriate, the Department of Commerce will also consult with DPAs
about such compliance reviews.

2.3. Redress mechanisms, complaint handling and enforcement

(38)

The EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, through the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle, requires organisations to
provide recourse for individuals who are affected by non-compliance and thus the possibility for EU data subjects
to lodge complaints regarding non-compliance by U.S. self-certified companies and to have these complaints
resolved, if necessary by a decision providing an effective remedy.

(39)

As part of their self-certification, organisations must satisfy the requirements of the Recourse, Enforcement and
Liability Principle by providing for effective and readily available independent recourse mechanisms by which
each individual's complaints and disputes can be investigated and expeditiously resolved at no cost to the
individual.

(40)

Organisations may choose independent recourse mechanisms in either the Union or in the United States. This
includes the possibility to voluntarily commit to cooperate with the EU DPAs. However, no such choice exists

(36) See Annex I, section on ‘Search for and Address False Claims of Participation’.
(37) See Annex II, Sec. III.6.h. and Sec. III.11.f.
(38) See Annex I.
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where organisations process human resources data as cooperation with the DPAs is then mandatory. Other
alternatives include independent Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) or private-sector developed privacy
programs that incorporate the Privacy Principles into their rules. The latter must include effective enforcement
mechanisms in accordance with the requirements of the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle. Organ
isations are obliged to remedy any problems of non-compliance. They must also specify that they are subject to
the investigatory and enforcement powers of the FTC, the Department of Transportation or any other U.S.
authorized statutory body.

(41)

Consequently, the Privacy Shield framework provides data subjects with a number of possibilities to enforce their
rights, lodge complaints regarding non-compliance by U.S. self-certified companies and to have their complaints
resolved, if necessary by a decision providing an effective remedy. Individuals can bring a complaint directly to an
organisation, to an independent dispute resolution body designated by the organisation, to national DPAs or to
the FTC.

(42)

In cases where their complaints have not been resolved by any of these recourse or enforcement mechanisms,
individuals also have a right to invoke binding arbitration under the Privacy Shield Panel (Annex 1 of Annex II of
this decision). Except for the arbitral panel, which requires certain remedies to be exhausted before it can be
invoked, individuals are free to pursue any or all of the redress mechanism of their choice, and are not obliged to
choose one mechanism over the other or to follow a specific sequence. However, there is a certain logical order
that is advisable to follow, as set out below.

(43)

First, EU data subjects may pursue cases of non-compliance with the Principles through direct contacts with the
U.S. self-certified company. To facilitate resolution, the organisation must put in place an effective redress
mechanism to deal with such complaints. An organisation's privacy policy must therefore clearly inform
individuals about a contact point, either within or outside the organisation, that will handle complaints (including
any relevant establishment in the Union that can respond to inquiries or complaints) and about the independent
complaint handling mechanisms.

(44)

Upon receipt of an individual's complaint, directly from the individual or through the Department of Commerce
following referral by a DPA, the organisation must provide a response to the EU data subject within a period of
45 days. This response must include an assessment of the merits of the complaint and information as to how the
organisation will rectify the problem. Likewise, organisations are required to respond promptly to inquiries and
other requests for information from the Department of Commerce or from a DPA (39) (where the organisation
has committed to cooperate with the DPA) relating to their adherence to the Principles. Organisations must retain
their records on the implementation of their privacy policies and make them available upon request to an
independent recourse mechanism or the FTC (or other U.S. authority with jurisdiction to investigate unfair and
deceptive practices) in the context of an investigation or a complaint about non-compliance.

(45)

Second, individuals can also bring a complaint directly to the independent dispute resolution body (either in the
United States or in the Union) designated by an organisation to investigate and resolve individual complaints
(unless they are obviously unfounded or frivolous) and to provide appropriate recourse free of charge to the
individual. Sanctions and remedies imposed by such a body must be sufficiently rigorous to ensure compliance
by organisations with the Principles and should provide for a reversal or correction by the organisation of the
effects of non-compliance and, depending on the circumstances, the termination of the further processing of the
personal data at stake and/or their deletion, as well as publicity for findings of non-compliance. Independent
dispute resolution bodies designated by an organisation will be required to include on their public websites
relevant information regarding the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield and the services they provide under it. Each year, they
must publish an annual report providing aggregate statistics regarding these services (40).

(39) This is the handling authority designated by the panel of DPAs provided for in the supplemental principle on ‘The Role of the Data
Protection Authorities’ (Annex II, Sec. III.5).
(40) The annual report must include: (1) the total number of Privacy Shield-related complaints received during the reporting year; (2) the
types of complaints received; (3) dispute resolution quality measures, such as the length of time taken to process complaints; and (4) the
outcomes of the complaints received, notably the number and types of remedies or sanctions imposed.
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(46)

As part of its compliance review procedures, the Department of Commerce will verify that self-certified U.S.
companies have actually registered with the independent recourse mechanisms they claim they are registered
with. Both the organisations and the responsible independent recourse mechanisms are required to respond
promptly to inquiries and requests by the Department of Commerce for information relating to the Privacy
Shield.

(47)

In cases where the organisation fails to comply with the ruling of a dispute resolution or self-regulatory body, the
latter must notify such non-compliance to the Department of Commerce and the FTC (or other U.S. authority
with jurisdiction to investigate unfair and deceptive practices), or a competent court (41). If an organisation refuses
to comply with a final determination by any privacy self-regulatory, independent dispute resolution or
government body or where such a body determines that an organisation frequently fails to comply with the
Principles, this will be considered as a persistent failure to comply with the result that the Department of
Commerce, after first providing 30 days' notice and an opportunity to respond to the organization that has failed
to comply, will strike the organisation off the list (42). If, after removal from the list, the organisation continues to
make the claim of Privacy Shield certification, the Department will refer it to the FTC or other enforcement
agency (43).

(48)

Third, individuals may also bring their complaints to a national Data Protection Authority. Organisations are
obliged to cooperate in the investigation and the resolution of a complaint by a DPA either when it concerns the
processing of human resources data collected in the context of an employment relationship or when the
respective organisation has voluntarily submitted to the oversight by DPAs. Notably, organisations have to
respond to inquiries, comply with the advice given by the DPA, including for remedial or compensatory
measures, and provide the DPA with written confirmation that such action has been taken.

(49)

The advice of the DPAs will be delivered through an informal panel of DPAs established at Union level (44), which
will help to ensure a harmonised and coherent approach to a particular complaint. Advice will be issued after
both sides in the dispute have had a reasonable opportunity to comment and to provide any evidence they wish.
The panel will deliver advice as quickly as the requirement for due process allows, and as a general rule within
60 days after receiving a complaint. If an organisation fails to comply within 25 days of delivery of the advice
and has offered no satisfactory explanation for the delay, the panel will give notice of its intention either to
submit the matter to the FTC (or other competent U.S. enforcement authority), or to conclude that the
commitment to cooperate has been seriously breached. In the first alternative, this may lead to enforcement
action based on Section 5 of the FTC Act (or similar statute). In the second alternative, the panel will inform the
Department of Commerce which will consider the organisation's refusal to comply with the advice of the DPA
panel as a persistent failure to comply that will lead to the organisation's removal from the Privacy Shield List.

(50)

If the DPA to which the complaint has been addressed has taken no or insufficient action to address a complaint,
the individual complainant has the possibility to challenge such (in-) action in the national courts of the
respective Member State.

(51)

Individuals may also bring complaints to DPAs even when the DPA panel has not been designated as an organisa
tion's dispute resolution body. In these cases, the DPA may refer such complaints either to the Department of
Commerce or the FTC. In order to facilitate and increase cooperation on matters relating to individual complaints
and non-compliance by Privacy Shield organisations, the Department of Commerce will establish a dedicated
contact point to act as a liaison and to assist with DPA inquiries regarding an organisation's compliance with the
Principles (45). Likewise, the FTC has committed to establish a dedicated point of contact (46) and provide the
DPAs with investigatory assistance pursuant to the U.S. SAFE WEB Act (47).

(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)

See Annex II, Sec. III.11.e.
See Annex II, Sec. III.11.g, in particular points (ii) and (iii).
See Annex I, section on ‘Search for and Address False Claims of Participation’.
The rules of procedure of the informal DPA panel should be established by the DPAs based on their competence to organise their work
and cooperate among each other.
45
( ) See Annex I, sections on ‘Increase Cooperation with DPAs’ and ‘Facilitate Resolution of Complaints about Non-Compliance’ and
Annex II, Sec. II.7.e.
(46) See Annex IV, p. 6.
(47) ibid.
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Fourth, the Department of Commerce has committed to receive, review and undertake best efforts to resolve
complaints about an organisation's non-compliance with the Principles. To this end, the Department of
Commerce provides special procedures for DPAs to refer complaints to a dedicated contact point, track them and
follow up with companies to facilitate resolution. In order to expedite the processing of individual complaints,
the contact point will liaise directly with the respective DPA on compliance issues and in particular update it on
the status of complaints within a period of not more than 90 days following referral. This allows data subjects to
bring complaints of non-compliance by U.S. self-certified companies directly to their national DPA and have
them channelled to the Department of Commerce as the U.S. authority administering the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield.
The Department of Commerce has also committed to provide, in the annual review of the functioning of the
EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, a report that analyses in aggregate form the complaints it receives each year (48).

(53)

Where, on the basis of its ex officio verifications, complaints or any other information, the Department of
Commerce concludes that an organisation has persistently failed to comply with the Privacy Principles it will
remove such an organisation from the Privacy Shield list. Refusal to comply with a final determination by any
privacy self-regulatory, independent dispute resolution or government body, including a DPA, will be regarded as
a persistent failure to comply.

(54)

Fifth, a Privacy Shield organisation must be subject to the investigatory and enforcement powers of the U.S.
authorities, in particular the Federal Trade Commission (49) that will effectively ensure compliance with the
Principles. The FTC will give priority consideration to referrals of non-compliance with the Privacy Principles
received from independent dispute resolution or self-regulatory bodies, the Department of Commerce and DPAs
(acting on their own initiative or upon complaints) to determine whether Section 5 of the FTC Act has been
violated (50). The FTC has committed to create a standardised referral process, to designate a point of contact at
the agency for DPA referrals, and to exchange information on referrals. In addition, it will accept complaints
directly from individuals and will undertake Privacy Shield investigations on its own initiative, in particular as
part of its wider investigations of privacy issues.

(55)

The FTC can enforce compliance through administrative orders (‘consent orders’), and it will systematically
monitor compliance with such orders. Where organisations fail to comply, the FTC may refer the case to the
competent court in order to seek civil penalties and other remedies, including for any injury caused by the
unlawful conduct. Alternatively, the FTC may directly seek a preliminary or permanent injunction or other
remedies from a federal court. Each consent order issued to a Privacy Shield organisation will have self-reporting
provisions (51), and organisations will be required to make public any relevant Privacy Shield-related sections of
any compliance or assessment report submitted to the FTC. Finally, the FTC will maintain an online list of
companies subject to FTC or court orders in Privacy Shield cases.

(56)

Sixth, as a recourse mechanism of ‘last resort’ in case none of the other available redress avenues has satisfactorily
resolved an individual's complaint, the EU data subject may invoke binding arbitration by the ‘Privacy Shield Panel’.
Organisations must inform individuals about their possibility, under certain conditions, to invoke binding
arbitration and they are obliged to respond once an individual has invoked this option by delivering notice to the
concerned organisation (52).

(48) See Annex I, section on ‘Facilitate Resolution of Complaints about Non-Compliance’.
(49) A Privacy Shield organisation has to publicly declare its commitment to comply with the Principles, publicly disclose its privacy policies
in line with these Principles and fully implement them. Failure to comply is enforceable under Section 5 of the FTC Act prohibiting
unfair and deceptive acts in or affecting commerce.
(50) According to information from the FTC, it has no power to conduct on-site inspections in the area of privacy protection. However, it has
the power to compel organisations to produce documents and provide witness statements (see Section 20 of the FTC Act), and may use
the court system to enforce such orders in case of non-compliance.
(51) FTC or court orders may require companies to implement privacy programs and to regularly make compliance reports or independent
third-party assessments of those programs available to the FTC.
(52) See Annex II, Sec. II.1.xi and III.7.c.
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(57)

This arbitral panel will consist of a pool of at least 20 arbitrators designated by the Department of Commerce
and the Commission based on their independence, integrity, as well as experience in U.S. privacy and Union data
protection law. For each individual dispute, the parties will select from this pool a panel of one or three (53)
arbitrators. The proceedings will be governed by standard arbitration rules to be agreed between the Department
of Commerce and the Commission. These rules will supplement the already concluded framework which
contains several features which enhance the accessibility of this mechanism for EU data subjects: (i) in preparing
a claim before the panel, the data subject may be assisted by his or her national DPA; (ii) while the arbitration
will take place in the United States, EU data subjects may choose to participate through video or telephone
conference, to be provided at no cost to the individual; (iii) while the language used in the arbitration will as
a rule be English, interpretation at the arbitral hearing and translation will normally (54) be provided upon
a reasoned request and at no cost to the data subject; (iv) finally, while each party has to bear its own attorney's
fees, if represented by an attorney before the panel, the Department of Commerce will establish a fund supplied
with annual contributions by the Privacy Shield organisations, which shall cover the eligible costs of the
arbitration procedure, up to maximum amounts, to be determined by the U.S. authorities in consultation with
the Commission.

(58)

The Privacy Shield Panel will have the authority to impose ‘individual-specific, non-monetary equitable relief’ (55)
necessary to remedy non-compliance with the Principles. While the panel will take into account other remedies
already obtained by other Privacy Shield mechanisms when making its determination, individuals may still resort
to arbitration if they consider these other remedies to be insufficient. This will allow EU data subjects to invoke
arbitration in all cases where the action or inaction of the competent U.S. authorities (for instance the FTC) has
not satisfactorily resolved their complaints. Arbitration may not be invoked if a DPA has the legal authority to
resolve the claim at issue with respect to the U.S. self-certified company, namely in those cases where the
organisation is either obliged to cooperate and comply with the advice of the DPAs as regards the processing of
human resources data collected in the employment context, or has voluntarily committed to do so. Individuals
can enforce the arbitration decision in the U.S. courts under the Federal Arbitration Act, thereby ensuring a legal
remedy in case a company fails to comply.

(59)

Seventh, where an organisation does not comply with its commitment to respect the Principles and published
privacy policy, additional avenues for judicial redress may be available under the law of the U.S. States which
provide for legal remedies under tort law and in cases of fraudulent misrepresentation, unfair or deceptive acts or
practices, or breach of contract.

(60)

In addition, where a DPA, upon receiving a claim by an EU data subject, considers that the transfer of an
individual's personal data to an organisation in the United States is carried out in violation of EU data protection
law, including when the EU data exporter has reason to believe that the organisation is not complying with the
Principles, it can also exercise its powers vis-à-vis the data exporter and, if necessary, order the suspension of the
data transfer.

(61)

In the light of the information in this section, the Commission considers that the Principles issued by the U.S.
Department of Commerce as such ensure a level of protection of personal data that is essentially equivalent to
the one guaranteed by the substantive basic principles laid down in Directive 95/46/EC.

(62)

In addition, the effective application of the Principles is guaranteed by the transparency obligations, and the
administration and compliance review of the Privacy Shield by the Department of Commerce.

(63)

Moreover, the Commission considers that, taken as a whole, the oversight, recourse and enforcement mechanisms
provided for by the Privacy Shield enable infringements of the Principles by Privacy Shield organisations to be
identified and punished in practice and offer legal remedies to the data subject to gain access to personal data
relating to him and, eventually, to obtain the rectification or erasure of such data.

(53) The number of arbitrators on the panel will have to be agreed between the parties.
(54) However, the panel may find that, under the circumstances of the specific arbitration, coverage would lead to unjustified or dispropor
tionate costs.
(55) Individuals may not claim damages in arbitration, but in turn invoking arbitration will not foreclose the option to seek damages in the
ordinary U.S. courts.
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3. ACCESS AND USE OF PERSONAL DATA TRANSFERRED UNDER THE EU-U.S. PRIVACY SHIELD BY U.S.
PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

(64)

As follows from Annex II, Sec. I.5, adherence to the Principles is limited to the extent necessary to meet national
security, public interest or law enforcement requirements.

(65)

The Commission has assessed the limitations and safeguards available in U.S. law as regards access and use of
personal data transferred under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield by U.S. public authorities for national security, law
enforcement and other public interest purposes. In addition, the U.S. government, through its Office of the
Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) (56), has provided the Commission with detailed representations and
commitments that are contained in Annex VI to this decision. By letter signed by the Secretary of State and
attached as Annex III to this decision the U.S. government has also committed to create a new oversight
mechanism for national security interference, the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson, who is independent from the
Intelligence Community. Finally, a representation from the U.S. Department of Justice, contained in Annex VII to
this decision, describes the limitations and safeguards applicable to access and use of data by public authorities
for law enforcement and other public interest purposes. In order to enhance transparency and to reflect the legal
nature of these commitments, each of the documents listed and annexed to this decision will be published in the
U.S. Federal Register.

(66)

The findings of the Commission on the limitations on access and use of personal data transferred from the
European Union to the United States by U.S. public authorities and the existence of effective legal protection are
further elaborated below.

3.1. Access and use by U.S. public authorities for national security purposes

(67)

The Commission's analysis shows that U.S. law contains a number of limitations on the access and use of
personal data transferred under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield for national security purposes as well as oversight and
redress mechanisms that provide sufficient safeguards for those data to be effectively protected against unlawful
interference and the risk of abuse (57). Since 2013, when the Commission issued its two Communications (see
recital 7), this legal framework has been significantly strengthened, as described below.

3.1.1. Li m i t at i ons

(68)

Under the U.S. Constitution, ensuring national security falls within the President's authority as Commander in
Chief, as Chief Executive and, as regards foreign intelligence, to conduct U.S. foreign affairs (58). While Congress
has the power to impose limitations, and has done so in various respects, within these boundaries the President
may direct the activities of the U.S. Intelligence Community, in particular through Executive Orders or
Presidential Directives. This of course also applies in those areas where no Congressional guidance exists. At
present, the two central legal instruments in this regard are Executive Order 12333 (‘E.O. 12333’) (59) and
Presidential Policy Directive 28.

(56) The Director of National Intelligence (DNI) serves as the head of the Intelligence Community and acts as the principal advisor to the
President and the National Security Council. See the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004, Pub. L. 108-458 of
17.12.2004. Among others, the ODNI shall determine requirements for, and manage and direct the tasking, collection, analysis,
production and dissemination of national intelligence by the Intelligence Community, including by developing guidelines for how
information or intelligence is accessed, used and shared. See Sec. 1.3 (a), (b) of E.O. 12333.
(57) See Schrems, paragraph 91.
(58) U.S. Const., Article II. See also the introduction to PPD-28.
(59) E.O. 12333: United States Intelligence Activities, Federal Register Vol. 40, No 235 (8 December 1981). To the extent that the Executive
Order is publicly accessible, it defines the goals, directions, duties and responsibilities of U.S. intelligence efforts (including the role of
the various Intelligence Community elements) and sets out the general parameters for the conduct of intelligence activities (in particular
the need to promulgate specific procedural rules). According to Sec. 3.2 of E.O. 12333, the President, supported by the National
Security Council, and the DNI shall issue such appropriate directives, procedures and guidance as are necessary to implement the order.
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Presidential Policy Directive 28 (‘PPD-28’), issued on 17 January 2014, imposes a number of limitations for
‘signals intelligence’ operations (60). This presidential directive has binding force for U.S. intelligence
authorities (61) and remains effective upon change in the U.S. Administration (62). PPD-28 is of particular
importance for non-US persons, including EU data subjects. Among others, it stipulates that:

(a) the collection of signals intelligence must be based on statute or Presidential authorisation, and must be
undertaken in accordance with the U.S. Constitution (in particular the Fourth Amendment) and U.S. law;

(b) all persons should be treated with dignity and respect, regardless of their nationality or wherever they might
reside;

(c) all persons have legitimate privacy interests in the handling of their personal information;

(d) privacy and civil liberties shall be integral considerations in the planning of U.S. signals intelligence activities;

(e) U.S. signals intelligence activities must, therefore, include appropriate safeguards for the personal information
of all individuals, regardless of their nationality or where they might reside.

(70)

PPD-28 directs that signals intelligence may be collected exclusively where there is a foreign intelligence or
counterintelligence purpose to support national and departmental missions, and not for any other purpose (e.g.
to afford a competitive advantage to U.S. companies). In this regard, the ODNI explains that Intelligence
Community elements ‘should require that, wherever practicable, collection should be focused on specific foreign
intelligence targets or topics through the use of discriminants (e.g. specific facilities, selection terms and
identifiers)’ (63). Furthermore, the representations provide assurance that decisions about intelligence collection are
not left to the discretion of individual intelligence agents, but are subject to the policies and procedures that the
various U.S. Intelligence Community elements (agencies) are required to put in place to implement PPD-28 (64).
Accordingly, the research and determination of appropriate selectors takes place within the overall ‘National
Intelligence Priorities Framework’ (NIPF) which ensures that intelligence priorities are set by high-level
policymakers and regularly reviewed to remain responsive to actual national security threats and taking into
account possible risks, including privacy risks (65). On this basis, agency personnel researches and identifies
specific selection terms expected to collect foreign intelligence responsive to the priorities (66). Selection terms, or
‘selectors’, must be regularly reviewed to see if they still provide valuable intelligence in line with the
priorities (67).

(60) According to E.O. 12333, the Director of the National Security Agency (NSA) is the Functional Manager for signals intelligence and shall
operate a unified organization for signals intelligence activities.
(61) For the definition of the term ‘Intelligence Community’, see Sec. 3.5 (h) of E.O. 12333 with n. 1 of PPD-28.
62
( ) See Memorandum by the Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice (DOJ), to President Clinton, 29 January 2000. According to this
legal opinion, presidential directives have the ‘same substantive legal effect as an Executive Order’.
(63) ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 3.
64
( ) See Sec. 4(b),(c) of PPD-28. According to public information, the 2015 review confirmed the existing six purposes. See ODNI, Signals
Intelligence Reform, 2016 Progress Report.
(65) ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 6 (with reference to Intelligence Community Directive 204). See also Sec. 3 of PPD-28.
(66) ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 6. See, for instance, NSA Civil Liberties and Privacy Office (NSA CLPO), NSA's Civil Liberties and
Privacy Protections for Targeted SIGINT Activities under Executive Order 12333, 7 October 2014. See also ODNI Status Report 2014.
For access requests under Sec. 702 FISA, queries are governed by the FISC-approved minimization procedures. See NSA CLPO, NSA's
Implementation of Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Section 702, 16 April 2014.
(67) See Signal Intelligence Reform, 2015 Anniversary Report. See also ODNI Representations (Annex VI), pp. 6, 8-9, 11.
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(71)

Furthermore, the requirements stipulated in PPD-28 that intelligence collection shall always (68) be ‘as tailored as
feasible’, and that the Intelligence Community shall prioritise the availability of other information and appropriate
and feasible alternatives (69), reflect a general rule of prioritisation of targeted over bulk collection. According to
the assurance provided by the ODNI, they ensure in particular that bulk collection is neither ‘mass’ nor ‘indis
criminate’, and that the exception does not swallow the rule (70).

(72)

While PPD-28 explains that Intelligence Community elements must sometimes collect bulk signals intelligence in
certain circumstances, for instance in order to identify and assess new or emerging threats, it directs these
elements to prioritise alternatives that would allow the conduct of targeted signals intelligence (71). It follows that
bulk collection will only occur where targeted collection via the use of discriminants — i.e. an identifier
associated with a specific target (such as the target's e-mail address or phone number) — is not possible ‘due to
technical or operational considerations’ (72). This applies both to the manner in which signals intelligence is
collected and to what is actually collected (72).

(73)

According to the representations from the ODNI, even where the Intelligence Community cannot use specific
identifiers to target collection, it will seek to narrow the collection ‘as much as possible’. In order to ensure this, it
‘applies filters and other technical tools to focus the collection on those facilities that are likely to contain
communications of foreign intelligence value’ (and thus will be responsive to requirements articulated by U.S.
policy-makers pursuant to the process described above in 70). As a consequence, bulk collection will be targeted
in at least two ways: First, it will always relate to specific foreign intelligence objectives (e.g. to acquire signals
intelligence about the activities of a terrorist group operating in a particular region) and focus collection on
communications that have such a nexus. According to the assurance provided by the ODNI, this is reflected in
the fact that the ‘United States' signals intelligence activities touch only a fraction of the communications
traversing the internet’ (73). Second, the ODNI representations explain that the filters and other technical tools
used will be designed to focus the collection ‘as precisely as possible’ in order to ensure that the amount of ‘nonpertinent information’ collected will be minimised.

(74)

Finally, even where the United States considers it necessary to collect signals intelligence in bulk, under the
conditions set out in recitals 70-73, PPD-28 limits the use of such information to a specific list of six national
security purposes with a view to protect the privacy and civil liberties of all persons, whatever their nationality
and place of residence (74). These permissible purposes comprise measures to detect and counter threats
stemming from espionage, terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, threats to cybersecurity, to the Armed Forces

(68) See ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 3.
(69) It should also be noted that, according to Sec. 2.4 of E.O. 12333, elements of the IC ‘shall use the least intrusive collection techniques
feasible within the United States’. As regards the limitations for substituting all bulk collection with targeted collections, see the results of
an assessment by the National Research Council as reported by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Surveillance by
intelligence services: fundamental rights, safeguards and remedies in the EU (2015), p. 18.
(70) ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 4.
(71) See also Sec. 5(d) of PPD-28 which directs the Director of National Intelligence, in coordination with the heads of relevant Intelligence
Community elements and the Office of Science and Technology Policy, to provide the President with a ‘report assessing the feasibility of
creating software that would allow the Intelligence Community more easily to conduct targeted information acquisition rather than
bulk collection.’ According to public information, the result of this report was that ‘there is no software-based alternative which will
provide a complete substitute for bulk collection in the detection of some national security threats.’ See Signals Intelligence Reform,
2015 Anniversary Report.
(72) See footnote 68.
73
( ) ODNI Representations (Annex VI). This specifically addresses the concern expressed by the national data protection authorities in their
opinion on the draft adequacy decision. See Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Opinion 01/2016 on the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield
draft adequacy decision (adopted 13 April 2016), p. 38 with n. 47.
(74) See Sec. 2 of PPD-28.
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or military personnel, as well as transnational criminal threats related to the other five purposes, and will be
reviewed at least on an annual basis. According to the representations by the U.S. government, Intelligence
Community elements have reinforced their analytic practices and standards for querying unevaluated signals
intelligence to conform with these requirements; the use of targeted queries ‘ensures that only those items
believed to be of potential intelligence value are ever presented to analysts to examine’ (75).

(75)

These limitations are particularly relevant to personal data transferred under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, in
particular in case collection of personal data were to take place outside the United States, including during their
transit on the transatlantic cables from the Union to the United States. As confirmed by the U.S. authorities in
the representations of the ODNI, the limitations and safeguards set out therein — including those of PPD-28 —
apply to such collection (76).

(76)

Although not phrased in those legal terms, these principles capture the essence of the principles of necessity and
proportionality. Targeted collection is clearly prioritised, while bulk collection is limited to (exceptional) situations
where targeted collection is not possible for technical or operational reasons. Even where bulk collection cannot be
avoided, further ‘use’ of such data through access is strictly limited to specific, legitimate national security
purposes (77).

(77)

As a directive issued by the President as the Chief Executive, these requirements bind the entire Intelligence
Community and have been further implemented through agency rules and procedures that transpose the general
principles into specific directions for day-to-day operations. Moreover, while Congress is itself not bound by PPD28, it has also taken steps to ensure that collection and access of personal data in the United States are targeted
rather than carried out ‘on a generalised basis’.

(78)

It follows from the available information, including the representations received from the U.S. government, that
once the data has been transferred to organisations located in the United States and self-certified under the
EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, U.S. intelligence agencies may only (78) seek personal data where their request complies
with the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) or is made by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) based
on a so-called National Security Letter (NSL) (79). Several legal bases exist under FISA that may be used to collect
(and subsequently process) the personal data of EU data subjects transferred under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield.

(75) ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 4. See also Intelligence Community Directive 203.
(76) ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 2. Likewise, the limitations stipulated in E.O. 12333 (e.g. the need for collected information to
respond to intelligence priorities set by the President) apply.
(77) See Schrems, paragraph 93.
78
( ) In addition, the collection of data by the FBI may also be based on law enforcement authorizations (see Section 3.2 of this decision).
(79) For further explanations on the use of NSL see ODNI Representations (Annex VI), pp. 13-14 with n. 38. As indicated therein, the FBI
may resort to NSLs only to request non-content information relevant to an authorized national security investigation to protect against
international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities. As regards data transfers under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, the most
relevant legal authorization appears to be the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (18 U.S.C. § 2709), which requires that any
request for subscriber information or transactional records uses a ‘term that specifically identifies a person, entity, telephone number, or
account’.
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Aside from Section 104 FISA (80) covering traditional individualised electronic surveillance and Section 402
FISA (81) on the installation of pen registers or trap and trace devices, the two central instruments are
Section 501 FISA (ex-Section 215 U.S. PATRIOT ACT) and Section 702 FISA (82).

(79)

In this respect, the USA FREEDOM Act, which was enacted on 2 June 2015, prohibits the collection in bulk of
records based on Section 402 FISA (pen register and trap and trace authority), Section 501 FISA (formerly:
Section 215 of the U.S. PATRIOT ACT) (83) and through the use of NSL, and instead requires the use of specific
‘selection terms’ (84).

(80)

While the FISA contains further legal authorisations to carry out national intelligence activities, including signals
intelligence, the Commission's assessment has shown that, insofar as personal data to be transferred under the
EU-U.S. Privacy Shield are concerned, these authorities equally restrict interference by public authorities to
targeted collection and access.

(81)

This is clear for traditional individualised electronic surveillance under Section 104 FISA (85). As for Section 702
FISA, which provides the basis for two important intelligence programs run by the U.S. intelligence agencies
(PRISM, UPSTREAM), searches are carried out in a targeted manner through the use of individual selectors that
identify specific communications facilities, like the target's e-mail address or telephone number, but not key
words or even the names of targeted individuals (86). Therefore, as noted by the Privacy and Civil Liberties

(80) 50 U.S.C. § 1804. While this legal authority requires a ‘statement of the facts and circumstances relied upon by the applicant to justify
his belief that (A) the target of the electronic surveillance is a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power’, the latter may include
non-U.S. persons that engage in international terrorism or the international proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (including
preparatory acts) (50 U.S.C. § 1801 (b)(1)). Still, there is only a theoretical link to personal data transferred under the EU-U.S. Privacy
Shield, given that the statement of facts also has to justify the belief that ‘each of the facilities or places at which the electronic
surveillance is directed is being used, or is about to be used, by a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power’. In any event, the use of
this authority requires application to the FISC which will assess, among others, whether on the basis of the submitted facts there is
probable cause that this is indeed the case.
(81) 50 U.S.C. § 1842 with § 1841(2) and Sec. 3127 of Title 18. This authority does not concern the contents of communications, but rather
aims at information about the customer or subscriber using a service (such as name, address, subscriber number, length/type of service
received, source/mechanism of payment). It requires an application for an order by the FISC (or a U.S. Magistrate Judge) and the use of
a specific selection term in the sense of § 1841(4), i.e. a term that specifically identifies a person, account, etc. and is used to limit, to the
greatest extent reasonably possible, the scope of the information sought.
(82) While Sec. 501 FISA (ex-Sec. 215 U.S. PATRIOT ACT) authorizes the FBI to request a court order aiming at the production of ‘tangible
things’ (in particular telephone metadata, but also business records) for foreign intelligence purposes, Sec. 702 FISA allows US
Intelligence Community elements to seek access to information, including the content of internet communications, from within the
United States, but targeting certain non-U.S. persons outside the United States.
83
( ) Based on this provision, the FBI may request ‘tangible things’ (e.g. records, papers, documents) based on a showing to the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) that there are reasonable grounds to believe that they are relevant to a specific FBI investigation. In
carrying out its search, the FBI must use FISC-approved selection terms for which there is a ‘reasonable, articulable suspicion’ that such
term is associated with one or more foreign powers or their agents engaged in international terrorism or activities in preparation
therefore. See PCLOB, Sec. 215 Report, p. 59; NSA CLPO, Transparency Report: The USA Freedom Act Business Records FISA
Implementation, 15 January 2016, pp. 4-6.
(84) ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 13 (n. 38).
(85) See footnote 81.
(86) PCLOB, Sec. 702 Report, pp. 32-33 with further references. According to its privacy office, the NSA must verify that there is
a connection between the target and the selector, must document the foreign intelligence information expected to be acquired, this
information must be reviewed and approved by two senior NSA analysts, and the overall process will be tracked for subsequent
compliance reviews by the ODNI and Department of Justice. See NSA CLPO, NSA's Implementation of Foreign Intelligence Act
Section 702, 16 April 2014.
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Oversight Board (PCLOB), Section 702 surveillance ‘consists entirely of targeting specific [non-U.S.] persons
about whom an individualised determination has been made’ (87). Due to a ‘sunset’ clause, Section 702 FISA will
have to be reviewed in 2017, at which time the Commission will have to reassess the safeguards available to EU
data subjects.

(82)

Moreover, in its representations the U.S. government has given the European Commission explicit assurance that
the U.S. Intelligence Community ‘does not engage in indiscriminate surveillance of anyone, including ordinary
European citizens’ (88). As regards personal data collected within the United States, this statement is supported by
empirical evidence which shows that access requests through NSL and under FISA, both individually and together,
only concern a relatively small number of targets when compared to the overall flow of data on the internet (89).

(83)

As regards access to collected data and data security, PPD-28 requires that access ‘shall be limited to authorized
personnel with a need to know the information to perform their mission’ and that personal information ‘shall be
processed and stored under conditions that provide adequate protection and prevent access by unauthorized
persons, consistent with the applicable safeguards for sensitive information’. Intelligence personnel receive
appropriate and adequate training in the principles set forth in PPD-28 (90).

(84)

Finally, as regards the storage and further dissemination of personal data from EU data subjects collected by U.S.
intelligence authorities, PPD-28 states that all persons (including non-U.S. persons) should be treated with dignity
and respect, that all persons have legitimate privacy interests in the handling of their personal data and that
Intelligence Community elements therefore have to establish policies providing appropriate safeguards for such
data ‘reasonably designed to minimize the[ir] dissemination and retention’ (91).

(87) PLCOB, Sec. 702 Report, p. 111. See also ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 9 (‘Collection under Section 702 of the [FISA] is not
“mass and indiscriminate” but is narrowly focused on the collection of foreign intelligence from individually identified legitimate
targets’) and p. 13, n. 36 (with reference to a 2014 FISC Opinion); NSA CLPO, NSA's Implementation of Foreign Intelligence Act
Section 702, 16 April 2014. Even in the case of UPSTREAM, the NSA may only request the interception of electronic communications
to, from, or about tasked selectors.
(88) ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 18. See also p. 6, according to which the applicable procedures ‘demonstrate a clear commitment
to prevent arbitrary and indiscriminate collection of signals intelligence information, and to implement — from the highest levels of our
Government — the principle of reasonableness.’
(89) See Statistical Transparency Report Regarding Use of National Security Authorities, 22 April 2015. For the overall flow of data on the
internet, see for example Fundamental Rights Agency, Surveillance by Intelligence Services: Fundamental Rights Safeguards and
Remedies in the EU (2015), at pp. 15-16. As regards the UPSTREAM program, according to a declassified FISC opinion of 2011, over
90 % of the electronic communications acquired under Sec. 702 FISA came from the PRISM program, whereas less than 10 % came
from UPSTREAM. See FISC, Memorandum Opinion, 2011 WL 10945618 (FISA Ct., 3.10.2011), n. 21 (available at: http://www.dni.
gov/files/documents/0716/October-2011-Bates-Opinion-and%20Order-20140716.pdf).
(90) See Sec. 4(a)(ii) of PPD-28. See also ODNI, Safeguarding the Personal Information of all People: A Status Report on the Development and
Implementation of Procedures under Presidential Policy Directive 28, July 2014, p. 5, according to which ‘Intelligence Community
element policies should reinforce existing analytic practices and standards whereby analysts must seek to structure queries or other
search terms and techniques to identify intelligence information relevant to a valid intelligence or law enforcement task; focus queries
about persons on the categories of intelligence information responsive to an intelligence or law enforcement requirement; and minimize
the review of personal information not pertinent to intelligence or law enforcement requirements.’ See e.g. CIA, Signals Intelligence
Activities, p. 5; FBI, Presidential Policy Directive 28 Policies and Procedures, p. 3. According to the 2016 Progress Report on the Signals
Intelligence Reform, IC elements (including the FBI, CIA and NSA) have taken steps to sensitise their personnel to the requirements of
PPD-28 by creating new or modifying existing training policies.
(91) According to the ODNI Representations, these restrictions apply regardless of whether the information was collected in bulk or through
targeted collection, and of the individual's nationality.
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The U.S. government has explained that this reasonableness requirement signifies that Intelligence Community
elements will not have to adopt ‘any measure theoretically possible’, but will need to ‘balance their efforts to
protect legitimate privacy and civil liberties interests with the practical necessities of signals intelligence
activities’ (92). In this respect, non-U.S. persons will be treated in the same way as U.S. persons, based on
procedures approved by the Attorney-General (93).

(86)

According to these rules, retention is generally limited to a maximum of five years, unless there is a specific deter
mination in law or an express determination by the Director of National Intelligence after careful evaluation of
privacy concerns — taking into account the views of the ODNI Civil Liberties Protection Officer as well as
agency privacy and civil liberties officials — that continued retention is in the interest of national security (94).
Dissemination is limited to cases where the information is relevant to the underlying purpose of the collection
and thus responsive to an authorised foreign intelligence or law enforcement requirement (95).

(87)

According to the assurances given by the U.S. government, personal information may not be disseminated solely
because the individual concerned is a non-U.S. person and ‘signals intelligence about the routine activities of
a foreign person would not be considered foreign intelligence that could be disseminated or retained permanently
by virtue of that fact alone unless it is otherwise responsive to an authorized foreign intelligence requirement’ (96).

(88)

On the basis of all of the above, the Commission concludes that there are rules in place in the United States
designed to limit any interference for national security purposes with the fundamental rights of the persons
whose personal data are transferred from the Union to the United States under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield to
what is strictly necessary to achieve the legitimate objective in question.

(89)

As the above analysis has shown, U.S. law ensures that surveillance measures will only be employed to obtain
foreign intelligence information — which is a legitimate policy objective (97) — and be tailored as much as

(92) See ODNI Representations (Annex VI).
(93) See Sec. 4(a)(i) of PPD-28 with Sec 2.3 of E.O. 12333.
(94) Sec. 4(a)(i) of PPD-28; ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 7. For instance, for personal information collected under Sec. 702 FISA, the
NSA's FISC-approved minimization procedures foresee as a rule that the metadata and unevaluated content for PRISM is retained for no
more than five years, whereas UPSTREAM data is retained for no more than two years. The NSA complies with these storage limits
through an automated process that deletes collected data at the end of the respective retention period. See NSA Sec. 702 FISA
Minimization Procedures, Sec. 7 with Sec. 6(a)(1); NSA CLPO, NSA's Implementation of Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
Section 702, 16 April 2014. Likewise, retention under Sec. 501 FISA (ex-Sec. 215 U.S. PATRIOT ACT) is limited to five years, unless the
personal data form part of properly approved dissemination of foreign intelligence information or the DOJ advises the NSA in writing
that the records are subject to a preservation obligation in pending or anticipated litigation. See NSA, CLPO, Transparency Report: The
USA Freedom Act Business Records FISA Implementation, 15 January 2016.
(95) In particular, in case of Sec. 501 FISA (ex-Sec. 215 U.S. PATRIOT ACT), dissemination of personal information may take place only for
counterterrorism purposes or as evidence of a crime; in case of Sec. 702 FISA only if there is a valid foreign intelligence or law
enforcement purpose. Cf. NSA, CLPO, NSA's Implementation of Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Section 702, 16 April 2014;
Transparency Report: The USA Freedom Act Business Records FISA Implementation, 15 January 2016. See also NSA's Civil Liberties
and Privacy Protections for Targeted SIGINT Activities under Executive Order 12333, 7 October 2014.
(96) ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 7 (with reference to Intelligence Community Directive (ICD) 203).
(97) The Court of Justice has clarified that national security constitutes a legitimate policy objective. See Schrems, paragraph 88. See also
Digital Rights Ireland and Others, paragraphs 42-44 and 51, in which the Court of Justice considered that the fight against serious crime,
in particular organised crime and terrorism, may depend to a large extent on the use of modern investigation techniques. Moreover,
unlike for criminal investigations that typically concern the retrospective determination of responsibility and guilt for past conduct,
intelligence activities often focus on preventing threats to national security before harm has occurred. Therefore, such investigations
may often have to cover a broader range of possible actors (‘targets’) and a wider geographic area. Cf. ECtHR, Weber and Saravia v
Germany, Decision of 29 June 2006, Application no. 54934/00, paragraphs 105-118 (on so-called ‘strategic monitoring’).
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possible. In particular, bulk collection will only be authorised exceptionally where targeted collection is not
feasible, and will be accompanied by additional safeguards to minimise the amount of data collected and
subsequent access (which will have to be targeted and only be allowed for specific purposes).

(90)

In the Commission's assessment, this conforms with the standard set out by the Court of Justice in the Schrems
judgment, according to which legislation involving interference with the fundamental rights guaranteed by
Articles 7 and 8 of the Charter must impose ‘minimum safeguards’ (98) and ‘is not limited to what is strictly
necessary where it authorises, on a generalised basis, storage of all the personal data of all the persons whose
data has been transferred from the European Union to the United States without any differentiation, limitation or
exception being made in the light of the objective pursued and without an objective criterion being laid down by
which to determine the limits of the access of the public authorities to the data, and of its subsequent use, for
purposes which are specific, strictly restricted and capable of justifying the interference which both access to that
data and its use entail’ (99). Neither will there be unlimited collection and storage of data of all persons without
any limitations, nor unlimited access. Moreover, the representations provided to the Commission, including the
assurance that U.S. signals intelligence activities touch only a fraction of the communications traversing the
internet, exclude that there would be access ‘on a generalised basis’ (100) to the content of electronic communi
cations.

3.1.2. Ef fec ti ve l e gal p r otec t i on

(91)

The Commission has assessed both the oversight mechanisms that exist in the United States with regard to any
interference by U.S. intelligence authorities with personal data transferred to the United States and the avenues
available for EU data subjects to seek individual redress.

Oversight

(92)

The U.S. intelligence community is subject to various review and oversight mechanisms that fall within the three
branches of the State. These include internal and external bodies within the executive branch, a number of
Congressional Committees, as well as judicial supervision the latter specifically with respect to activities under the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act.

(93)

First, intelligence activities by U.S. authorities are subject to extensive oversight from within the executive branch.

(94)

According to PPD-28, Section 4(a)(iv), the policies and procedures of Intelligence Community elements ‘shall
include appropriate measures to facilitate oversight over the implementation of safeguards protecting personal
information’; these measures should include periodic auditing (101).

(98)
(99)
(100)
(101)

Schrems, paragraph 91, with further references.
Schrems, paragraph 93.
Cf. Schrems, paragraph 94.
ODNI, Safeguarding the Personal Information of all People: A Status Report on the Development and Implementation of Procedures
under Presidential Policy Directive 28, p. 7. See e.g. CIA, Signals Intelligence Activities, p. 6 (Compliance); FBI, Presidential Policy
Directive 28 Policies and Procedures, Sec. III (A)(4), (B)(4); NSA, PPD-28 Section 4 Procedures, 12 January 2015, Sec. 8.1, 8.6(c).
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Multiple oversight layers have been put in place in this respect, including civil liberties or privacy officers,
Inspector Generals, the ODNI Civil Liberties and Privacy Office, the PCLOB, and the President's Intelligence
Oversight Board. These oversight functions are supported by compliance staff in all the agencies (102).

(96)

As explained by the U.S. government (103), civil liberties or privacy officers with oversight responsibilities exist at
various departments with intelligence responsibilities and intelligence agencies (104). While the specific powers of
these officers may vary somewhat depending on the authorising statute, they typically encompass the supervision
of procedures to ensure that the respective department/agency is adequately considering privacy and civil liberties
concerns and has put in place adequate procedures to address complaints from individuals who consider that
their privacy or civil liberties have been violated (and in some cases, like the ODNI, may themselves have the
power to investigate complaints (105)). The head of the department/agency in turn has to ensure that the officer
receives all the information and is given access to all material necessary to carry out his functions. Civil liberties
and privacy officers periodically report to Congress and the PCLOB, including on the number and nature of the
complaints received by the department/agency and a summary of the disposition of such complaints, the reviews
and inquiries conducted and the impact of the activities carried out by the officer (106) According to the
assessment by the national data protection authorities, the internal oversight exercised by the civil liberties or
privacy officers can be considered as ‘fairly robust’, even though in their view they do not meet the required level
of independence (107).

(97)

In addition, each Intelligence Community element has its own Inspector General with responsibility, among others,
to oversee foreign intelligence activities (108). This includes, within the ODNI, an Office of the Inspector General
with comprehensive jurisdiction over the entire Intelligence Community and authorised to investigate complaints
or information concerning allegations of unlawful conduct, or abuse of authority, in connection with ODNI and/
or Intelligence Community programs and activities (109). Inspectors General are statutorily independent (110) units
responsible for conducting audits and investigations relating to the programs and operations carried out by the
respective agency for national intelligence purposes, including for abuse or violation of the law (111). They are
authorised to have access to all records, reports, audits, reviews, documents, papers, recommendations or other

(102) For instance, the NSA employs more than 300 compliance staff in the Directorate for Compliance. See ODNI Representations
(Annex VI), p. 7.
(103) See Ombudsperson Mechanism (Annex III), Sec. 6(b) (i) to (iii).
104
( ) See 42 U.S.C. § 2000ee-1. This includes for instance the Department of State, the Department of Justice (including the FBI), the
Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Defense, the NSA, CIA and the ODNI.
(105) According to the U.S. government, if the ODNI Civil Liberties and Privacy Office receives a complaint, it will also coordinate with other
Intelligence Community elements on how that complaint should be further processed within the IC. See Ombudsperson Mechanism
(Annex III), Sec. 6(b)(ii).
(106) See 42 U.S.C. § 2000ee-1 (f)(1),(2).
(107) Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Opinion 01/2016 on the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield draft adequacy decision (adopted 13 April
2016), p. 41.
(108) ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 7. See e.g. NSA, PPD-28 Section 4 Procedures, 12 January 2015, Sec. 8.1; CIA, Signals Intelligence
Activities, p. 7 (Responsibilities).
(109) This Inspector General (IG) (which was created in October 2010) is appointed by the President, with Senate confirmation, and can be
removed only by the President, not the DNI.
(110) These IGs have secure tenure and may only be removed by the President who must communicate to Congress in writing the reasons for
any such removal. This does not necessarily mean that they are completely free from instructions. In some cases, the head of the
department may prohibit the Inspector General from initiating, carrying out, or completing an audit or investigation where this is
considered necessary to preserve important national (security) interests. However, Congress must be informed of the exercise of this
authority and on this basis could hold the respective director responsible. See, e.g. Inspector General Act of 1978, § 8 (IG of the
Department of Defense); § 8E (IG of the DOJ), § 8G (d)(2)(A),(B) (IG of the NSA); 50. U.S.C. § 403q (b) (IG for the CIA); Intelligence
Authorization Act For Fiscal Year 2010, Sec 405(f) (IG for the Intelligence Community). According to the assessment by the national
data protection authorities, the Inspector-Generals ‘are likely to meet the criterion for organisational independence as defined by the
CJEU and the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), at least from the moment the new nomination process applies to all.’ See
Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Opinion 01/2016 on the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield draft adequacy decision (adopted 13 April
2016), p. 40.
(111) See ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 7. See also Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, Pub. L. 113-126 of 7 July 2014.
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relevant material, if need be by subpoena, and may take testimony (112). While the Inspectors General can only
issue non-binding recommendations for corrective action, their reports, including on follow-up action (or the
lack thereof) are made public and moreover sent to Congress which can on this basis exercise its oversight
function (113).

(98)

Furthermore, the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board, an independent agency (114) within the executive branch
composed of a bipartisan, five-member Board (115) appointed by the President for a fixed six-year term with
Senate approval, is entrusted with responsibilities in the field of counterterrorism policies and their implemen
tation, with a view to protect privacy and civil liberties. In its review of Intelligence Community action, it may
access all relevant agency records, reports, audits, reviews, documents, papers and recommendations, including
classified information, conduct interviews and hear testimony. It receives reports from the civil liberties and
privacy officers of several federal departments/agencies (116), may issue recommendations to them, and regularly
reports to Congressional committees and the President (117). The PCLOB is also tasked, within the confines of its
mandate, to prepare a report assessing the implementation of PPD-28.

(99)

Finally, the aforementioned oversight mechanisms are complemented by the Intelligence Oversight Board established
within the President's Intelligence Advisory Board which oversees compliance by U.S. intelligence authorities with
the Constitution and all applicable rules.

(100) To facilitate the oversight, Intelligence Community elements are encouraged to design information systems to
allow for the monitoring, recording and reviewing of queries or other searches of personal information (118).
Oversight and compliance bodies will periodically check the practices of Intelligence Community elements for
protecting personal information contained in signals intelligence and their compliance with those procedures (119).

(101) These oversight functions are moreover supported by extensive reporting requirements with respect to noncompliance. In particular, agency procedures must ensure that, when a significant compliance issue occurs
involving personal information of any person, regardless of nationality, collected through signals intelligence,
such issue shall be promptly reported to the head of the Intelligence Community element, which in turn will
notify the Director of National Intelligence who, under PPD-28, shall determine if any corrective actions are
necessary (120). Moreover, according to E.O. 12333, all Intelligence Community elements are required to report to
the Intelligence Oversight Board on non-compliance incidents (121). These mechanisms ensure that the issue will
(112) See Inspector General Act of 1978, § 6.
(113) See ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 7. See also Inspector General Act of 1978, §§ 4(5), 5. According to Sec. 405(b)(3),(4) of the
Intelligence Authorization Act For Fiscal Year 2010, Pub. L. 111-259 of 7 October 2010, the IG for the Intelligence Community will
keep the DNI as well as Congress informed of the necessity for, and the progress of, corrective actions.
(114) According to the assessment by the national data protection authorities, the PCLOB has in the past ‘demonstrated its independent
powers’. See Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Opinion 01/2016 on the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield draft adequacy decision
(adopted 13 April 2016), p. 42.
(115) In addition, the PCLOB employs some 20 regular staff. See https://www.pclob.gov/about-us/staff.html.
(116) These include at least the Department of Justice, the Department of Defense, the Department of Homeland Security, the Director of
National Intelligence and the Central Intelligence Agency, plus any other department, agency or element of the executive branch
designated by the PCLOB to be appropriate for coverage.
(117) See 42 U.S.C. § 2000ee. See also Ombudsperson Mechanism (Annex III), Sec. 6(b) (iv). Among others, the PCLOB is required to report
when an Executive Branch agency declines to follow its advice.
(118) ODNI, Safeguarding the Personal Information of all People: A Status Report on the Development and Implementation of Procedures
under Presidential Policy Directive 28, pp. 7-8.
(119) Id. at p. 8. See also ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 9.
(120) ODNI, Safeguarding the Personal Information of all People: A Status Report on the Development and Implementation of Procedures
under Presidential Policy Directive 28, p. 7. See, e.g. NSA, PPD-28 Section 4 Procedures, 12 January 2015, Sec. 7.3, 8.7(c),(d); FBI,
Presidential Policy Directive 28 Policies and Procedures, Sec. III.(A)(4), (B)(4); CIA, Signals Intelligence Activities, p. 6 (Compliance) and
p. 8 (Responsibilities).
(121) See E.O. 12333, Sec. 1.6(c).
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be addressed at the highest level in the Intelligence Community. Where it involves a non-U.S. person, the Director
of National Intelligence, in consultation with the Secretary of State and the head of the notifying department or
agency, shall determine whether steps should be taken to notify the relevant foreign government, consistent with
the protection of sources and methods and of U.S. personnel (122).

(102) Second, in addition to these oversight mechanisms within the executive branch, the U.S. Congress, specifically the
House and Senate Intelligence and Judiciary Committees, have oversight responsibilities regarding all U.S. foreign
intelligence activities, including U.S. signals intelligence. According to the National Security Act, ‘[t]he President
shall ensure that the congressional intelligence committees are kept fully and currently informed of the
intelligence activities of the United States, including any significant anticipated intelligence activity as required by
this subchapter’ (123). Also, ‘[t]he President shall ensure that any illegal intelligence activity is reported promptly to
the congressional intelligence committees, as well as any corrective action that has been taken or is planned in
connection with such illegal activity’ (124). Members of these committees have access to classified information as
well as intelligence methods and programs (125).

(103) Later statutes have extended and refined the reporting requirements, both regarding the Intelligence Community
elements, the relevant Inspector Generals and the Attorney-General. For instance, FISA requires the Attorney
General to ‘fully inform’ the Senate and House Intelligence and Judiciary Committees regarding the government's
activities under certain sections of FISA (126). It also requires the government to provide the Congressional
committees with ‘copies of all decisions, orders, or opinions of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court or
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review that include significant construction or interpretation’ of FISA
provisions. In particular, as regards surveillance under Section 702 FISA, oversight is exercised through statutorily
required reports to the Intelligence and Judiciary Committees, as well as frequent briefings and hearings. These
include a semi-annual report by the Attorney General describing the use of Section 702 FISA, with supporting
documents including notably the Department of Justice and ODNI compliance reports and a description of any
incidents of non-compliance (127), and a separate semi-annual assessment by the Attorney General and the DNI
documenting compliance with the targeting and minimization procedures, including compliance with the
procedures designed to ensure that collection is for a valid foreign intelligence purpose (128). Congress also
receives reports by the Inspector Generals who are authorised to evaluate the agencies' compliance with targeting
and minimization procedures and Attorney General Guidelines.

(104) According to the USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, the U.S. government must disclose to Congress (and the public)
each year the number of FISA orders and directives sought and received, as well as estimates of the number of
U.S. and non-U.S. persons targeted by surveillance, among others (129). The Act also requires additional public
reporting about the number of NSL issued, again both with regard to U.S. and non-U.S. persons (while at the
(122) PPD-28, Sec. 4(a)(iv).
(123) See Sec. 501(a)(1) (50 U.S.C. § 413(a)(1)). This provision contains the general requirements as regards Congressional oversight in the
area of national security.
(124) See Sec. 501(b) (50 U.S.C. § 413(b)).
(125) Cf. Sec. 501(d) (50 U.S.C. § 413(d)).
(126) See 50 U.S.C. §§ 1808, 1846, 1862, 1871, 1881f.
(127) See 50 U.S.C. § 1881f.
(128) See 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(l)(1).
(129) See USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, Pub. L. No 114-23, Sec. 602(a). In addition, according to Sec 402, ‘the Director of National
Intelligence, in consultation with the Attorney General, shall conduct a declassification review of each decision, order, or opinion issued
by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court or the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review (as defined in section 601(e))
that includes a significant construction or interpretation of any provision of law, including any novel or significant construction or in
terpretation of the term “specific selection term”, and, consistent with that review, make publicly available to the greatest extent
practicable each such decision, order, or opinion.’
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same time allowing the recipients of FISA orders and certifications, as well as NSL requests, to issue transparency
reports under certain conditions) (130).

(105) Third, intelligence activities by U.S. public authorities based on FISA allow for review, and in some cases prior
authorisation of the measures, by the FISA Court (FISC) (131), an independent tribunal (132) whose decisions can be
challenged before the Foreign Intelligence Court of Review (FISCR) (133) and, ultimately, the Supreme Court of the
United States (134). In case of prior authorisation, the requesting authorities (FBI, NSA, CIA, etc.) will have to
submit a draft application to lawyers at the National Security Department of the Department of Justice who will
scrutinise it and, if necessary, request additional information (135). Once the application has been finalised, it will
have to be approved by the Attorney General, Deputy Attorney General or the Assistant Attorney General for
National Security (136). The Department of Justice will then submit the application to the FISC that will assess the
application and make a preliminary determination on how to proceed (137). Where a hearing takes place, the FISC
has the authority to take testimony which may include expert advice (138).

(106) The FISC (and FISCR) is supported by a standing panel of five individuals that have an expertise in national
security matters as well as civil liberties (139). From this group the court shall appoint an individual to serve as
amicus curiae to assist in the consideration of any application for an order or review that, in the opinion of the
court, presents a novel or significant interpretation of the law, unless the court finds that such appointment is
not appropriate (140). This shall in particular ensure that privacy considerations are properly reflected in the
court's assessment. The court may also appoint an individual or organisation to serve as amicus curiae, including
providing technical expertise, whenever it deems this appropriate or, upon motion, permit an individual or
organisation leave to file an amicus curiae brief (141).
(130) USA FREEDOM Act, Sec. 602(a), 603(a).
(131) For certain types of surveillance, alternatively a U.S. Magistrate Judge publicly designated by the Chief Justice of the United States may
have the power to hear applications and grant orders.
(132) The FISC is comprised of eleven judges appointed by the Chief Justice of the United States from among sitting U.S. district court judges,
who previously have been appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. The judges, who have life tenure and can only be
removed for good cause, serve on the FISC for staggered seven-year terms. FISA requires that the judges be drawn from at least seven
different U.S. judicial circuits. See Sec 103 FISA (50 U.S.C. 1803 (a)); PCLOB, Sec. 215 Report, pp. 174-187. The judges are supported
by experienced judicial law clerks that constitute the court's legal staff and prepare legal analysis on collection requests. See PCLOB,
Sec. 215 Report, p. 178; Letter from the Honourable Reggie B. Walton, Presiding Judge, U.S. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, to
the Honourable Patrick J. Leahy, Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate (July 29, 2013) (‘Walton Letter’), pp. 2-3.
(133) The FISCR is composed of three judges appointed by the Chief Justice of the United States and drawn from U.S. district courts or courts
of appeals, serving for a staggered seven year term. See Sec. 103 FISA (50 U.S.C. § 1803 (b)).
(134) See 50 U.S.C. §§ 1803 (b), 1861 a (f), 1881 a (h), 1881 a (i)(4).
135
( ) For instance, additional factual details about the target of the surveillance, technical information about the surveillance methodology,
or assurances about how the information acquired will be used and disseminated. See PCLOB, Sec. 215 Report, p. 177.
(136) 50 U.S.C. §§ 1804 (a), 1801 (g).
(137) The FISC may approve the application, request further information, determine the necessity of a hearing or indicate a possible denial of
the application. On the basis of this preliminary determination, the government will make its final application. The latter may include
substantial changes to the original application on the basis of the judge's preliminary comments. Although a large percentage of final
applications are approved by the FISC, a substantial part of these contain substantive changes to the original application, e.g. 24 % of
applications approved for the period from July to September 2013. See PCLOB, Sec. 215 Report, p. 179; Walton Letter, p. 3.
138
( ) PCLOB, Sec. 215 Report, p. 179, n. 619.
(139) 50 U.S.C. § 1803 (i)(1),(3)(A). This new legislation implemented recommendations by the PCLOB to establish a pool of privacy and civil
liberties experts that can serve as amicus curiae, in order to provide the court with legal arguments to the advancement of privacy and
civil liberties. See PCLOB, Sec. 215 Report, pp. 183-187.
(140) 50 U.S.C. § 1803 (i)(2)(A). According to information by the ODNI, such appointments have already taken place. See Signals Intelligence
Reform, 2016 Progress Report.
(141) 50 U.S.C. § 1803 (i)(2)(B).
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(107) As regards the two legal authorisations for surveillance under FISA that are most important for data transfers
under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, oversight by the FISC differs.

(108) Under Section 501 FISA (142), which allows the collection of ‘any tangible things (including books, records,
papers, documents, and other items)’, the application to the FISC must contain a statement of facts showing that
there are reasonable grounds to believe that the tangible things sought for are relevant to an authorised investi
gation (other than a threat assessment) conducted to obtain foreign intelligence information not concerning
a U.S. person or to protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities. Also, the
application must contain an enumeration of the minimisation procedures adopted by the Attorney General for
the retention and dissemination of the collected intelligence (143).

(109) Conversely, under Section 702 FISA (144), the FISC does not authorise individual surveillance measures; rather, it
authorises surveillance programs (like PRISM, UPSTREAM) on the basis of annual certifications prepared by the
Attorney General and the Director of National Intelligence. Section 702 FISA allows the targeting of persons
reasonably believed to be located outside the United States to acquire foreign intelligence information (145). Such
targeting is carried out by the NSA in two steps: First, NSA analysts will identify non-U.S. persons located abroad
whose surveillance will lead, based on the analysts' assessment, to the relevant foreign intelligence specified in the
certification. Second, once these individualised persons have been identified and their targeting has been
approved by an extensive review mechanism within the NSA (146), selectors identifying communication facilities
(such as e-mail addresses) used by the targets will be ‘tasked’ (i.e. developed and applied) (147). As indicated, the
certifications to be approved by the FISC contain no information about the individual persons to be targeted but
rather identify categories of foreign intelligence information (148). While the FISC does not assess — under
a probable cause or any other standard — that individuals are properly targeted to acquire foreign intelligence
information (149), its control extends to the condition that ‘a significant purpose of the acquisition is to obtain
foreign intelligence information’ (150). Indeed, under Section 702 FISA, the NSA is allowed to collect communi
cations of non-U.S. persons outside the U.S. only if it can be reasonably believed that a given means of communi
cation is being used to communicate foreign intelligence information (e.g. related to international terrorism,
nuclear proliferation or hostile cyber activities). Determinations to this effect are subject to judicial review (151).
Certifications also need to provide for targeting and minimization procedures (152). The Attorney General and the
Director of National Intelligence verify compliance and the agencies have the obligation to report any incidents of
(142)
(143)
(144)
(145)
(146)
(147)
(148)
(149)
(150)
(151)
(152)

50 U.S.C. § 1861
50 U.S.C. § 1861 (b).
50 U.S.C. § 1881.
50 U.S.C. § 1881a (a).
PCLOB, Sec. 702 Report, p. 46.
50 U.S.C. § 1881a (h).
50 U.S.C. § 1881a (g). According to the PCLOB, these categories have so far mainly concerned international terrorism and topics such
as the acquisition of weapons of mass destruction. See PCLOB, Sec. 702 Report, p. 25.
PCLOB, Sec. 702 Report, p. 27.
50 U.S.C. § 1881a.
‘Liberty and Security in a Changing World’, Report and Recommendations of the President's Review Group on Intelligence and
Communications Technologies, 12 December 2013, p. 152.
50 U.S.C.1881a (i).
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non-compliance to the FISC (153) (as well as the Congress and the President's Intelligence Oversight Board), which
on this basis can modify the authorisation (154).

(110) Furthermore, to increase the efficiency of the oversight by the FISC, the U.S. Administration has agreed to
implement a recommendation by the PCLOB to supply to the FISC documentation of Section 702 targeting
decisions, including a random sample of tasking sheets, so as to allow the FISC to assess how the foreign
intelligence purpose requirement is being met in practice (155). At the same time, the U.S. Administration accepted
and has taken measures to revise NSA targeting procedures to better document the foreign intelligence reasons
for targeting decisions (156).

Individual redress

(111) A number of avenues are available under U.S. law to EU data subjects if they have concerns whether their
personal data have been processed (collected, accessed, etc.) by U.S. Intelligence Community elements, and if so,
whether the limitations applicable in U.S. law have been complied with. These relate essentially to three areas:
interference under FISA; unlawful, intentional access to personal data by government officials; and access to
information under Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) (157).

(112) First, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act provides a number of remedies, available also to non-U.S. persons,
to challenge unlawful electronic surveillance (158). This includes the possibility for individuals to bring a civil
cause of action for money damages against the United States when information about them has been unlawfully
and wilfully used or disclosed (159); to sue U.S. government officials in their personal capacity (‘under colour of
law’) for money damages (160); and to challenge the legality of surveillance (and seek to suppress the information)
in the event the U.S. government intends to use or disclose any information obtained or derived from electronic
surveillance against the individual in judicial or administrative proceedings in the United States (161).

(113) Second, the U.S. government referred the Commission to a number of additional avenues that EU data subjects
could use to seek legal recourse against government officials for unlawful government access to, or use of,
(153) Rule 13(b) of the FISC Rules of Procedure requires the government to file a written notice with the Court immediately upon discovering
that any authority or approval granted by the Court has been implemented in a manner that does not comply with the Court's authori
zation or approval, or with applicable law. It also requires the government to notify the Court in writing of the facts and circumstances
relevant to such non-compliance. Typically, the government will file a final Rule 13(a) notice once the relevant facts are known and any
unauthorized collection has been destroyed. See Walton Letter, p. 10.
(154) 50 U.S.C. § 1881 (l). See also PCLOB, Sec. 702 Report, pp. 66-76; NSA CLPO, NSA's Implementation of Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act Section 702, 16 April 2014. The collection of personal data for intelligence purposes under Sec 702 FISA is subject to
both internal and external oversight within the executive branch. Among others, the internal oversight includes internal compliance
programs to evaluate and oversee compliance with targeting and minimization procedures; reporting of non-compliance incidents,
both internally and externally to the ODNI, Department of Justice, Congress and the FISC; and annual reviews sent to the same bodies.
As for external oversight, it mainly consists in targeting and minimization reviews conducted by the ODNI, DOJ and Inspectors
General, which in turn report to Congress and the FISC, including on non-compliance incidents. Significant compliance incidents must
be reported to the FISC immediately, others in a quarterly report. See PCLOB, Sec. 702 Report, pp. 66-77.
(155) PCLOB, Recommendations Assessment Report, 29 January 2015, p. 20.
(156) PCLOB, Recommendations Assessment Report, 29 January 2015, p. 16.
(157) In addition, Sec. 10 of the Classified Information Procedures Act provides that, in any prosecution in which the United States must
establish that material constitutes classified information (e.g. because it requires protection against unauthorized disclosure for reasons
of national security), the United States shall notify the defendant of the portions of the material that it reasonably expects to rely upon
to establish the classified information element of the offense.
(158) See for the following ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 16.
(159) 18 U.S.C. § 2712.
(160) 50 U.S.C. § 1810.
(161) 50 U.S.C. § 1806.
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personal data, including for purported national security purposes (i.e. the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (162);
Electronic Communications Privacy Act (163); and Right to Financial Privacy Act (164)). All of these causes of action
concern specific data, targets and/or types of access (e.g. remote access of a Computer via the internet) and are
available under certain conditions (e.g. intentional/wilful conduct, conduct outside of official capacity, harm
suffered) (165). A more general redress possibility is offered by the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. § 702),
according to which ‘any person suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved
by agency action’, is entitled to seek judicial review. This includes the possibility to ask the court to ‘hold
unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and conclusions found to be […] arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of
discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law’ (166).

(114) Finally, the U.S. government has pointed to the FOIA as a means for non-U.S. persons to seek access to existing
federal agency records, including where these contain the individual's personal data (167). Given its focus, the
FOIA does not provide an avenue for individual recourse against interference with personal data as such, even
though it could in principle enable individuals to get access to relevant information held by national intelligence
agencies. Even in this respect the possibilities appear to be limited as agencies may withhold information that
falls within certain enumerated exceptions, including access to classified national security information and
information concerning law enforcement investigations (168). This being said, the use of such exceptions by
national intelligence agencies can be challenged by individuals who can seek both administrative and judicial
review.

(115) While individuals, including EU data subjects, therefore have a number of avenues of redress when they have
been the subject of unlawful (electronic) surveillance for national security purposes, it is equally clear that at least
some legal bases that U.S. intelligence authorities may use (e.g. E.O. 12333) are not covered. Moreover, even
where judicial redress possibilities in principle do exist for non-U.S. persons, such as for surveillance under FISA,
the available causes of action are limited (169) and claims brought by individuals (including U.S. persons) will be
declared inadmissible where they cannot show ‘standing’ (170), which restricts access to ordinary courts (171).

(116) In order to provide for an additional redress avenue accessible for all EU data subjects, the U.S. government has
decided to create a new Ombudsperson Mechanism as set out in the letter from the U.S. Secretary of State to the
Commission which is contained in Annex III to this decision. This mechanism builds on the designation, under
PPD-28, of a Senior Coordinator (at the level of Under-Secretary) in the State Department as a contact point for
foreign governments to raise concerns regarding U.S. signals intelligence activities, but goes significantly beyond
this original concept.
(162)
(163)
(164)
(165)
(166)
(167)
(168)

18 U.S.C. § 1030.
18 U.S.C. §§ 2701-2712.
12 U.S.C. § 3417.
ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 17.
5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).
5 U.S.C. § 552. Similar laws exist at State level.
If this is the case, the individual will normally only receive a standard reply by which the agency declines either to confirm or deny the
existence of any records. See ACLU v CIA, 710 F.3d 422 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
(169) See ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 16. According to the explanations provided, the available causes of action either require the
existence of damage (18 U.S.C. § 2712; 50 U.S.C. § 1810) or a showing that the government intends to use or disclose information obtained
or derived from electronic surveillance of the person concerned against that person in judicial or administrative proceedings in the United
States (50 U.S.C. § 1806). However, as the Court of Justice has repeatedly stressed, to establish the existence of an interference with the
fundamental right to privacy, it does not matter whether the person concerned has suffered any adverse consequences on account of
that interference. See Schrems, paragraph 89 with further references.
(170) This admissibility criterion stems from the ‘case or controversy’ requirement of the U.S. Const., Article III.
(171) See Clapper v Amnesty Int'l USA, 133 S.Ct. 1138, 1144 (2013). As regards the use of NSLs, the USA FREEDOM Act (Sec. 502(f)-503)
provides that non-disclosure requirements must be periodically reviewed, and that recipients of NSL be notified when the facts no longer
support a non-disclosure requirement (see ODNI Representations (Annex VI), p. 13). However, this does not ensure that the EU data
subject would be informed that (s)he has been the target of an investigation.
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(117) In particular, according to the commitments from the U.S. government, the Ombudsperson Mechanism will
ensure that individual complaints are properly investigated and addressed, and that individuals receive
independent confirmation that U.S. laws have been complied with or, in case of a violation of such laws, the
non-compliance has been remedied (172). The Mechanism includes ‘the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson’, i.e. the
Under-Secretary and further staff as well as other oversight bodies competent to oversee the different elements of
the Intelligence Community on whose cooperation the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will rely in dealing with
complaints. In particular, where an individual's request relates to the compatibility of surveillance with U.S. law,
the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will be able to rely on independent oversight bodies with investigatory powers
(such as the Inspector-Generals or the PCLOB). In each case the Secretary of State ensures that the
Ombudsperson will have the means to ensure that its response to individual requests is based on all the necessary
information.

(118) Through this ‘composite structure’, the Ombudsperson Mechanism guarantees independent oversight and
individual redress. Moreover, the cooperation with other oversight bodies ensures access to the necessary
expertise. Finally, by imposing an obligation on the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson to confirm compliance or
remediation of any non-compliance, the mechanism reflects a commitment from the U.S. government as a whole
to address and resolve complaint from EU individuals.

(119) First, differently from a pure government-to-government mechanism, the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will
receive and respond to individual complaints. Such complaints can be addressed to the supervisory authorities in
the Member States competent for the oversight of national security services and/or the processing of personal
data by public authorities that will submit them to a centralised EU body from where they will be channelled to
the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson (173). This will in fact benefit EU individuals who can turn to a national
authority ‘close to home’ and in their own language. It will be the task of such an authority to support the
individual in making a request to the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson that contains the basic information and thus
can be considered ‘complete’. The individual does not have to demonstrate that his/her personal data have in fact
been accessed by the U.S. government through signals intelligence activities.

(120) Second, the U.S. government commits to ensure that, in carrying out its functions, the Privacy Shield
Ombudsperson will be able to rely on the cooperation from other oversight and compliance review mechanisms
existing in U.S. law. This will sometimes involve national intelligence authorities, in particular where the request
is to be interpreted as one for access to documents under the Freedom of Information Act. In other cases,
particularly when requests relate to the compatibility of surveillance with U.S. law, such cooperation will involve
independent oversight bodies (e.g. Inspector Generals) with the responsibility and power to carry out a thorough
investigation (in particular through access to all relevant documents and the power to request information and
statements) and address non-compliance (174). Also, the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will be able to refer matters
to the PCLOB for its consideration (175). Where any non-compliance has been found by one of these oversight
bodies, the Intelligence Community element (e.g. an intelligence agency) concerned will have to remedy the noncompliance as only this will allow the Ombudsperson to provide a ‘positive’ response to the individual (i.e. that
any non-compliance has been remedied) to which the U.S. government has committed. Also, as part of the
(172) In case the complainant seeks access to documents held by U.S. public authorities, the rules and procedures set out in the Freedom of
Information Act apply. This includes the possibility to seek judicial redress (rather than independent oversight) in case the request is
rejected, under the conditions set out in the FOIA.
(173) According to the Ombudsperson Mechanism (Annex III), Sec. 4(f), the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will communicate directly with
the EU individual complaint handling body, who will in turn be responsible for communicating with the individual submitting the
request. If direct communications are part of the ‘underlying processes’ that may provide the requested relief (e.g. a FOIA access request,
see Sec. 5), those communications will take place in accordance with the applicable procedures.
(174) See Ombudsperson Mechanism (Annex III), Sec. 2(a). See also recitals 0-0.
(175) See Ombudsperson Mechanism (Annex III), Sec. 2(c). According to the explanations provided by the U.S. government, the PCLOB shall
continually review the policies and procedures, as well as their implementation, of those U.S. authorities responsible for counterter
rorism to determine whether their actions ‘appropriately protect privacy and civil liberties and are consistent with governing laws,
regulations, and policies regarding privacy and civil liberties.’ It also shall ‘receive and review reports and other information from
privacy officers and civil liberties officers and, when appropriate, make recommendations to them regarding their activities.’
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cooperation, the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will be informed of the outcome of the investigation, and the
Ombudsperson will have the means to ensure that it receives all the information necessary to prepare its
response.

(121) Finally, the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will be independent from, and thus free from instructions by, the U.S.
Intelligence Community (176). This is of significant importance, given that the Ombudsperson will have to
‘confirm’ that (i) the complaint has been properly investigated and that (ii) relevant U.S. law — including in
particular the limitations and safeguards set out in Annex VI — has been complied with or, in the event of noncompliance, such violation has been remedied. In order to be able to provide that independent confirmation, the
Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will have to receive the necessary information regarding the investigation to assess
the accuracy of the response to the complaint. In addition, the Secretary of State has committed to ensure that
the Under-Secretary will carry out the function as Privacy Shield Ombudsperson objectively and free from any
improper influence liable to have an effect on the response to be provided.

(122) Overall, this mechanism ensures that individual complaints will be thoroughly investigated and resolved, and that
at least in the field of surveillance this will involve independent oversight bodies with the necessary expertise and
investigatory powers and an Ombudsperson that will be able to carry out its functions free from improper, in
particular political, influence. Moreover, individuals will be able to bring complaints without having to
demonstrate, or just to provide indications, that they have been the object of surveillance (177). In the light of
these features, the Commission is satisfied that there are adequate and effective guarantees against abuse.

(123) On the basis of all the above, the Commission concludes that the United States ensures effective legal protection
against interferences by its intelligence authorities with the fundamental rights of the persons whose data are
transferred from the Union to the United States under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield.

(124) In this respect, the Commission takes note of the Court of Justice's judgment in the Schrems case according to
which ‘legislation not providing for any possibility for an individual to pursue legal remedies in order to have
access to personal data relating to him, or to obtain the rectification of erasure of such data, does not respect the
essence of the fundamental right to effective judicial protection, as enshrined in Article 47 of the Charter’ (178).
The Commission's assessment has confirmed that such legal remedies are provided for in the United States,
including through the introduction of the Ombudsperson mechanism. The Ombudsperson mechanism provides
for independent oversight with investigatory powers. In the framework of the Commission's continuous
monitoring of the Privacy Shield, including through the annual joint review which shall also involve the
Ombudsperson, the effectiveness of this mechanism will be reassessed.

3.2. Access and use by U.S. public authorities for law enforcement and public interest purposes

(125) As regards interference with personal data transferred under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield for law enforcement
purposes, the U.S. government (through the Department of Justice) has provided assurance on the applicable
limitations and safeguards which in the Commission's assessment demonstrate an adequate level of protection.
(176) See Roman Zakharov v Russia, Judgment of 4 December 2015 (Grand Chamber), Application No 47143/06, paragraph 275 (‘although it
is in principle desirable to entrust supervisory control to a judge, supervision by non-judicial bodies may be considered compatible
with the Convention, provided that the supervisory body is independent of the authorities carrying out the surveillance and is vested
with sufficient and effective oversight powers’).
(177) See Kennedy v the United Kingdom, Judgment of 18 May 2010, Application No 26839/05, paragraph 167.
(178) Schrems, paragraph 95. As is clear from paragraphs 91, 96 of the judgment, paragraph 95 concerns the level of protection guaranteed
in the Union legal order, to which the level of protection in the third country must be ‘essentially equivalent’. According to
paragraphs 73 and 74 of the judgment, this does not require that the level of protection or the means to which the third country has
recourse must be identical, even though the means to be employed have to prove, in practice, effective.
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(126) According to this information, under the Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution (179) searches and seizures
by law enforcement authorities principally (180) require a court-ordered warrant upon a showing of ‘probable
cause’. In the few specifically established and exceptional cases where the warrant requirement does not
apply (181), law enforcement is subject to a ‘reasonableness’ test (182). Whether a search or seizure is reasonable is
‘determined by assessing, on the one hand, the degree to which it intrudes upon an individual's privacy and, on
the other, the degree to which it is needed for the promotion of legitimate governmental interests’ (183). More
generally, the Fourth Amendment guarantees privacy, dignity, and protects against arbitrary and invasive acts by
officers of the Government (184). These concepts capture the idea of necessity and proportionality in Union law.
Once law enforcement no longer has a need to use the seized items as evidence, they should be returned (185).

(127) While the Fourth Amendment right does not extend to non-U.S. persons that are not resident in the United
States, the latter nevertheless benefit indirectly from its protections, given that the personal data are held by U.S.
companies with the effect that law enforcement authorities in any event have to seek judicial authorisation (or at
least respect the reasonableness requirement) (186). Further protections are provided by special statutory
authorities, as well as the Department of Justice Guidelines, which limit law enforcement access to data on
grounds equivalent to necessity and proportionality (e.g. by requiring that the FBI use the least intrusive investi
gative methods feasible, taking into account the effect on privacy and civil liberties) (187). According to the
representations made by the U.S. government, the same or higher protections apply to law enforcement investi
gations at State level (with respect to investigations carried out under State laws) (188).

(128) Although a prior judicial authorisation by a court or grand jury (an investigate arm of the court impanelled by
a judge or magistrate) is not required in all cases (189), administrative subpoenas are limited to specific cases and
will be subject to independent judicial review at least where the government seeks enforcement in court (190).
(179) According to the Fourth Amendment, ‘[t]he right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.’ Only (magistrate) judges may
issue search warrants. Federal warrants for the copying of electronically stored information are further governed by Rule 41 of the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.
(180) Repeatedly, the Supreme Court has referred to searches without warrants as ‘exceptional’. See e.g. Johnson v United States, 333 U.S. 10,
14 (1948); McDonald v United States, 335 U.S. 451, 453 (1948); Camara v Municipal Court, 387 U.S. 523, 528-29 (1967); G.M. Leasing
Corp. v United States, 429 U.S. 338, 352-53, 355 (1977). Likewise, the Supreme Court regularly stresses that ‘the most basic constitu
tional rule in this area is that searches conducted outside the judicial process, without prior approval by judge or magistrate, are per se
unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment — subject only to a few specifically established and well-delineated exceptions.’ See e.g.
Coolidge v New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443, 454-55 (1971); G.M. Leasing Corp. v United States, 429 U.S. 338, 352-53, 358 (1977).
(181) City of Ontario, Cal. v Quon, 130 S. Ct. 2619, 2630 (2010).
(182) PCLOB, Sec. 215 Report, p. 107, referring to Maryland v King, 133 S. Ct. 1958, 1970 (2013).
(183) PCLOB, Sec. 215 Report, p. 107, referring to Samson v California, 547 U.S. 843, 848 (2006).
(184) City of Ontario, Cal. v Quon, 130 S. Ct. 2619, 2630 (2010), 2627.
(185) See e.g. United States v Wilson, 540 F.2d 1100 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
(186) Cf. Roman Zakharov v Russia, Judgment of 4.12.2015 (Grand Chamber), Application No 47143/06, paragraph 269, according to which
‘the requirement to show an interception authorisation to the communications service provider before obtaining access to a person's
communications is one of the important safeguards against abuse by the law-enforcement authorities, ensuring that proper authoris
ation is obtained in all cases of interception.’
(187) DOJ Representations (Annex VII), p. 4 with further references.
188
( ) DOJ Representations (Annex VII), n. 2.
(189) According to the information the Commission has received, and leaving aside specific areas likely not relevant for data transfers under
the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield (e.g. investigations into health care fraud, child abuse or controlled substances cases), this concerns mainly
certain authorities under the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA), namely requests for basic subscriber, session and billing
information (18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(1), (2), e.g. address, type/length of service) and for the content of emails more than 180 days old
(18 U.S.C. § 2703(a), (b)). In the latter case, however, the individual concerned has to be notified and thus has the opportunity to
challenge the request in court. See also the overview in DOJ, Searching and Seizing Computers and Obtaining Electronic Evidence in
Criminal Investigations, Ch. 3: The Stored Communications Act, pp. 115-138.
(190) According to the representations by the U.S. government, recipients of administrative subpoenas may challenge them in court on the
grounds that they are unreasonable, i.e. overboard, oppressive of burdensome. See DOJ Representations (Annex VII), p. 2.
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(129) The same applies for the use of administrative subpoenas for public interest purposes. In addition, according to
the representations from the U.S. government, similar substantive limitations apply in that agencies may only
seek access to data that is relevant to matters falling with their scope of authority and have to respect the
standard of reasonableness.

(130) Moreover, U.S. law provides for a number of judicial redress avenues for individuals, against a public authority or
one of its officials, where these authorities process personal data. These avenues, which include in particular the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA), the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act (ECPA), are open to all individuals irrespective of their nationality, subject to any applicable
conditions.

(131) Generally, under the judicial review provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act (191), ‘any person suffering
legal wrong because of agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action’, is entitled to seek
judicial review (192). This includes the possibility to ask the court to ‘hold unlawful and set aside agency action,
findings, and conclusions found to be […] arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in
accordance with law’ (193).

(132) More specifically, Title II of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (194) sets forth a system of statutory
privacy rights and as such governs law enforcement access to the contents of wire, oral or electronic communi
cations stored by third-party service providers (195). It criminalises the unlawful (i.e. not authorised by court or
otherwise permissible) access to such communications and provides recourse for an affected individual to file
a civil action in U.S. federal court for actual and punitive damages as well as equitable or declaratory relief against
a government official that has wilfully committed such unlawful acts, or against the United States.

(133) Also, under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552), any person has the right to obtain access to
federal agency records and, upon exhaustion of administrative remedies, to enforce such right in court, except to
the extent that such records are protected from public disclosure by an exemption or special law enforcement
exclusion (196).
(191) 5 U.S.C. § 702.
(192) Generally, only ‘final’ agency action — rather than ‘preliminary, procedural, or intermediate’ agency action — is subject to judicial
review. See 5 U.S.C. § 704.
(193) 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).
194
( ) 18 U.S.C. §§ 2701-2712.
(195) The ECPA protects communications held by two defined classes of network service providers, namely providers of: (i) electronic
communication services, for instance telephony or e-mail; (ii) remote computing services like computer storage or processing services.
(196) These exclusions are, however, framed. For example, according to 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(7), FOIA rights are ruled out for ‘records or
information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or
information (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair
trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (D) could
reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of a confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any
private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of a record or information compiled by
criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation or by an agency conducting a lawful national security
intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, (E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law
enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, if such
disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or
physical safety of any individual.’ Also, ‘[w]henever a request is made which involves access to records [the production of which could
reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings] and– (A) the investigation or proceeding involves a possible
violation of criminal law; and (B) there is reason to believe that (i) the subject of the investigation or proceeding is not aware of its
pendency, and (ii) disclosure of the existence of the records could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings,
the agency may, during only such time as that circumstance continues, treat the records as not subject to the requirements of this
section.’ (5 U.S.C. § 552 (c)(1)).
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(134) In addition, several other statutes afford individuals the right to bring suit against a U.S. public authority or
official with respect to the processing of their personal data, such as the Wiretap Act (197), the Computer Fraud
and Abuse Act (198), the Federal Torts Claim Act (199), the Right to Financial Privacy Act (200), and the Fair Credit
Reporting Act (201).

(135) The Commission therefore concludes that there are rules in place in the United States designed to limit any
interference for law enforcement (202) or other public interest purposes with the fundamental rights of the
persons whose personal data are transferred from the Union to the United States under the EU-U.S. Privacy
Shield to what is strictly necessary to achieve the legitimate objective in question, and that ensure effective legal
protection against such interference.

4. ADEQUATE LEVEL OF PROTECTION UNDER THE EU-U.S. PRIVACY SHIELD

(136) In the light of the those findings, the Commission considers that the United States ensures an adequate level of
protection for personal data transferred from the Union to self-certified organisations in the United States under
the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield.

(137) In particular, the Commission considers that the Principles issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce as
a whole ensure a level of protection of personal data that is essentially equivalent to the one guaranteed by the
basic principles laid down in Directive 95/46/EC.

(138) In addition, the effective application of the Principles is guaranteed by the transparency obligations and the
administration of the Privacy Shield by the Department of Commerce.

(139) Moreover, the Commission considers that, taken as a whole, the oversight and recourse mechanisms provided for
by the Privacy Shield enable infringements of the Principles by Privacy Shield organisations to be identified and
punished in practice and offer legal remedies to the data subject to gain access to personal data relating to him
and, eventually, to obtain the rectification or erasure of such data.

(140) Finally, on the basis of the available information about the U.S. legal order, including the representations and
commitments from the U.S. government, the Commission considers that any interference by U.S. public
authorities with the fundamental rights of the persons whose data are transferred from the Union to the United
States under the Privacy Shield for national security, law enforcement or other public interest purposes, and the
ensuing restrictions imposed on self-certified organisations with respect to their adherence to the Principles, will
be limited to what is strictly necessary to achieve the legitimate objective in question, and that there exists
effective legal protection against such interference.
(197) 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510 et seq. Under the Wiretap Act (18 U.S.C. § 2520), a person whose wire, oral, or electronic communication is
intercepted, disclosed, or intentionally used may bring a civil action for violation of the Wiretap Act, including under certain circum
stances against an individual government official or the United States. For the collection of addressing and other non-content
information (e.g. IP address, e-mail to/from address), see also the Pen Registers and Trap and Trace Devices chapter of Title 18 (18 U.S.C.
§§ 3121-3127 and, for civil action, § 2707).
(198) 18 U.S.C. § 1030. Under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, a person may bring suit against any person with respect to intentional
unauthorised access (or exceeding authorised access) to obtain information from a financial institution, a U.S. government computer
system or other specified computer, including under certain circumstances against an individual government official.
(199) 28 U.S.C. §§ 2671 et seq. Under the Federal Tort Claims Act, a person may bring suit, under certain circumstances, against the United
States with respect to ‘the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the Government while acting within the scope of
his office or employment.’
(200) 12 U.S.C. §§ 3401 et seq. Under the Right to Financial Privacy Act, a person may bring suit, under certain circumstances, against the
United States with respect to the obtaining or disclosing of protected financial records in violation of the statute. Government access to
protected financial records is generally prohibited unless the government makes the request subject to a lawful subpoena or search
warrant or, subject to limitations, a formal written request and the individual whose information is sought receives notice of such
a request.
(201) 15 U.S.C. §§ 1681-1681x. Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, a person may bring suit against any person who fails to comply with
requirements (in particular the need for lawful authorisation) regarding the collection, dissemination and use of consumer credit
reports, or, under certain circumstances, against a government agency.
202
( ) The Court of Justice has recognised that law enforcement constitutes a legitimate policy objective. See Joined Cases C-293/12 and
C-594/12, Digital Rights Ireland and Others, EU:C:2014:238, paragraph 42. See also Article 8(2) ECHR and the judgment by the
European Court of Human Rights in Weber and Saravia v Germany, Application no. 54934/00, paragraph 104.
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(141) The Commission concludes that this meets the standards of Article 25 of Directive 95/46/EC, interpreted in light
of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, as explained by the Court of Justice in particular in
the Schrems judgment.

5. ACTION OF DATA PROTECTION AUTHORITIES AND INFORMATION TO THE COMMISSION

(142) In the Schrems judgment, the Court of Justice clarified that the Commission has no competence to restrict the
powers that DPAs derive from Article 28 of Directive 95/46/EC (including the power to suspend data transfers)
where a person, in bringing a claim under that provision, calls into question the compatibility of a Commission
adequacy decision with the protection of the fundamental right to privacy and data protection (203).

(143) In order to effectively monitor the functioning of the Privacy Shield, the Commission should be informed by
Member States about relevant action undertaken by DPAs.

(144) The Court of Justice furthermore considered that, in line with the second subparagraph of Article 25(6) of
Directive 95/46/EC, Member States and their organs must take the measures necessary to comply with acts of the
Union institutions, as the latter are in principle presumed to be lawful and accordingly produce legal effects until
such time as they are withdrawn, annulled in an action for annulment or declared invalid following a reference
for a preliminary ruling or a plea of illegality. Consequently, a Commission adequacy decision adopted pursuant
to Article 25(6) of Directive 95/46/EC is binding on all organs of the Member States to which it is addressed,
including their independent supervisory authorities (204). Where such an authority has received a complaint
putting in question the compliance of a Commission adequacy decision with the protection of the fundamental
right to privacy and data protection and considers the objections advanced to be well founded, national law must
provide it with a legal remedy to put those objections before a national court which, in case of doubts, must stay
proceedings and make a reference for a preliminary ruling to the Court of Justice (205).

6. PERIODIC REVIEW OF ADEQUACY FINDING

(145) In the light of the fact that the level of protection afforded by the U.S. legal order may be liable to change, the
Commission, following adoption of this decision, will check periodically whether the findings relating to the
adequacy of the level of protection ensured by the United States under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield are still
factually and legally justified. Such a check is required, in any event, when the Commission acquires any
information giving rise to a justified doubt in that regard (206).

(146) Therefore, the Commission will continuously monitor the overall framework for the transfer of personal data
created by the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield as well as compliance by U.S. authorities with the representations and
commitments contained in the documents attached to this decision. To facilitate this process, the U.S. has
committed to inform the Commission of material developments in U.S. law when relevant to the Privacy Shield
in the field of data protection and the limitations and safeguards applicable to access to personal data by public
authorities. Moreover, this decision will be subject to an Annual Joint Review which will cover all aspects of the
functioning of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, including the operation of the national security and law enforcement
exceptions to the Principles. In addition, since the adequacy finding may also be influenced by legal
developments in Union law, the Commission will assess the level of protection provided by the Privacy Shield
following the entry into application of the GDPR.

(147) To perform the Annual Joint Review referred to in Annexes I, II and VI, the Commission will meet with the
Department of Commerce and FTC, accompanied, if appropriate, by other departments and agencies involved in
the implementation of the Privacy Shield arrangements, as well as, for matters pertaining to national security,
representatives of the ODNI, other Intelligence Community elements and the Ombudsperson. The participation
in this meeting will be open for EU DPAs and representatives of the Article 29 Working Party.
(203)
(204)
(205)
(206)

Schrems, paragraphs 40 et seq., 101-103.
Schrems, paragraphs 51, 52 and 62.
Schrems, paragraph 65.
Schrems, paragraph 76.
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(148) In the framework of the Annual Joint Review, the Commission will request that the Department of Commerce
provides comprehensive information on all relevant aspects of the functioning of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield,
including referrals received by the Department of Commerce from DPAs and the results of ex officio compliance
reviews. The Commission will also seek explanations concerning any questions or matters concerning
the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield and its operation arising from any information available, including transparency
reports allowed under the USA FREEDOM Act, public reports by U.S. national intelligence authorities, the DPAs,
privacy groups, media reports, or any other possible source. Moreover, in order to facilitate the Commission's
task in this regard, the Member States should inform the Commission of cases where the actions of bodies
responsible for ensuring compliance with the Principles in the United States fail to secure compliance and of any
indications that the actions of U.S. public authorities responsible for national security or the prevention, investi
gation, detection or prosecution of criminal offenses do not ensure the required level of protection.

(149) On the basis of the annual joint review, the Commission will prepare a public report to be submitted to the
European Parliament and the Council.

7. SUSPENSION OF THE ADEQUACY DECISION

(150) Where, on the basis of the checks or of any other information available, the Commission concludes that the level
of protection offered by the Privacy Shield can no longer be regarded as essentially equivalent to the one in the
Union, or where there are clear indications that effective compliance with the Principles in the United States
might no longer be ensured, or that the actions of U.S. public authorities responsible for national security or the
prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offenses do not ensure the required level of
protection, it will inform the Department of Commerce thereof and request that appropriate measures are taken
to swiftly address any potential non-compliance with the Principles within a specified, reasonable timeframe. If,
after the expiration of the specified timeframe, the U.S. authorities fail to demonstrate satisfactorily that the
EU-U.S. Privacy Shield continues to guarantee effective compliance and an adequate level of protection, the
Commission will initiate the procedure leading to the partial or complete suspension or repeal of this
decision (207). Alternatively, the Commission may propose to amend this decision, for instance by limiting the
scope of the adequacy finding only to data transfers subject to additional conditions.

(151) In particular, the Commission will initiate the procedure for suspension or repeal in case of:

(a) indications that the U.S. authorities do not comply with the representations and commitments contained in
the documents annexed to this decision, including as regards the conditions and limitations for access by U.S.
public authorities for law enforcement, national security and other public interest purposes to personal data
transferred under the Privacy Shield;
(b) failure to effectively address complaints by EU data subjects; in this respect, the Commission will take into
account all circumstances having an impact on the possibility for EU data subjects to have their rights
enforced, including, in particular, the voluntary commitment by self-certified U.S. companies to cooperate
with the DPAs and follow their advice; or
(c) failure by the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson to provide timely and appropriate responses to requests from EU
data subjects.

(152) The Commission will also consider initiating the procedure leading to the amendment, suspension, or repeal of
this decision if, in the context of the Annual Joint Review of the functioning of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield or
otherwise, the Department of Commerce or other departments or agencies involved in the implementation of the
Privacy Shield, or, for matters pertaining to national security, representatives of the U.S. Intelligence Community
or the Ombudsperson, fail to provide information or clarifications necessary for the assessment of compliance
with the Principles, the effectiveness of complaint handling procedures, or any lowering of the required level of
(207) As of the date of application of the General Data Protection Regulation, the Commission will make use of its powers to adopt, on duly
justified imperative grounds of urgency, an implementing act suspending the present decision which shall apply immediately without
its prior submission to the relevant comitology committee and shall remain in force for a period not exceeding six months.
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protection as a consequence of actions by U.S. national intelligence authorities, in particular as a consequence of
the collection and/or access to personal data that is not limited to what is strictly necessary and proportionate. In
this respect, the Commission will take into account the extent to which the relevant information can be obtained
from other sources, including through reports from self-certified U.S. companies as allowed under the USA
FREEDOM Act.
(153) The Working Party on the Protection of Individuals with regard to the Processing of Personal Data established
under Article 29 of Directive 95/46/EC published its opinion on the level of protection provided by the EU-U.S.
Privacy Shield (208), which has been taken into account in the preparation of this Decision.
(154) The European Parliament adopted a resolution on transatlantic data flows (209).
(155) The measures provided for in this Decision are in accordance with the opinion of the Committee established
under Article 31(1) of Directive 95/46/EC,

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

Article 1
1.
For the purposes of Article 25(2) of Directive 95/46/EC, the United States ensures an adequate level of protection
for personal data transferred from the Union to organisations in the United States under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield.
2.
The EU-U.S. Privacy Shield is constituted by the Principles issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce on 7 July
2016 as set out in Annex II and the official representations and commitments contained in the documents listed in
Annexes I, III to VII.
3.
For the purpose of paragraph 1, personal data are transferred under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield where they are
transferred from the Union to organisations in the United States that are included in the ‘Privacy Shield List’, maintained
and made publicly available by the U.S. Department of Commerce, in accordance with Sections I and III of the
Principles set out in Annex II.

Article 2
This Decision does not affect the application of the provisions of Directive 95/46/EC other than Article 25(1) that
pertain to the processing of personal data within the Member States, in particular Article 4 thereof.

Article 3
Whenever the competent authorities in Member States exercise their powers pursuant to Article 28(3) of Directive
95/46/EC leading to the suspension or definitive ban of data flows to an organisation in the United States that is
included in the Privacy Shield List in accordance with Sections I and III of the Principles set out in Annex II in order to
protect individuals with regard to the processing of their personal data, the Member State concerned shall inform the
Commission without delay.

Article 4
1.
The Commission will continuously monitor the functioning of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield with a view to assessing
whether the United States continues to ensure an adequate level of protection of personal data transferred thereunder
from the Union to organisations in the United States.
(208) Opinion 01/2016 on the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield draft adequacy decision, adopted on 13 April 2016.
(209) European Parliament resolution of 26 May 2016 on transatlantic data flows ((2016/2727(RSP)).
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2.
The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where it appears that the government
bodies in the United States with the statutory power to enforce compliance with the Principles set out in Annex II fail to
provide effective detection and supervision mechanisms enabling infringements of the Principles to be identified and
punished in practice.
3.
The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of any indications that the interferences by U.S.
public authorities responsible for national security, law enforcement or other public interests with the right of
individuals to the protection of their personal data go beyond what is strictly necessary, and/or that there is no effective
legal protection against such interferences.
4.
Within one year from the date of the notification of this Decision to the Member States and on a yearly basis
thereafter, the Commission will evaluate the finding in Article 1(1) on the basis of all available information, including
the information received as part of the Annual Joint Review referred to in Annexes I, II and VI.
5.
The Commission will report any pertinent findings to the Committee established under Article 31 of Directive
95/46/EC.
6.
The Commission will present draft measures in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31(2) of
Directive 95/46/EC with a view to suspending, amending or repealing this Decision or limiting its scope, among others,
where there are indications:
— that the U.S. public authorities do not comply with the representations and commitments contained in the
documents annexed to this Decision, including as regards the conditions and limitations for access by U.S. public
authorities for law enforcement, national security and other public interest purposes to personal data transferred
under the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield,
— of a systematic failure to effectively address complaints by EU data subjects, or
— of a systematic failure by the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson to provide timely and appropriate responses to requests
from EU data subjects as required by Section 4(e) of Annex III.
The Commission will also present such draft measures if the lack of cooperation of the bodies involved in ensuring the
functioning of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield in the United States prevents the Commission from determining whether the
finding in Article 1(1) is affected.
Article 5
Member States shall take all the measures necessary to comply with this Decision.
Article 6
This Decision is addressed to the Member States.

Done at Brussels, 12 July 2016.
For the Commission
Věra JOUROVÁ

Member of the Commission
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ANNEX I

Letter from U.S. Secretary of Commerce Penny Pritzker
July 7, 2016

Ms. Věra Jourová
Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality
European Commission
Rue de la Loi/Westraat 200
1049 Brussels
Belgium

Dear Commissioner Jourová:
On behalf of the United States, I am pleased to transmit herewith a package of EU-U.S. Privacy Shield materials that is
the product of two years of productive discussions among our teams. This package, along with other materials available
to the Commission from public sources, provides a very strong basis for a new adequacy finding by the European
Commission (1).
We should both be proud of the improvements to the Framework. The Privacy Shield is based on Principles that have
strong consensus support on both sides of the Atlantic, and we have strengthened their operation. Through our work
together, we have the real opportunity to improve the protection of privacy around the world.
The Privacy Shield Package includes the Privacy Shield Principles, along with a letter, attached as Annex 1, from the In
ternational Trade Administration (ITA) of the Department of Commerce, which administers the program, describing the
commitments that our Department has made to ensure that the Privacy Shield operates effectively. The Package also
includes Annex 2, which includes other Department of Commerce commitments relating to the new arbitral model
available under the Privacy Shield.
I have directed my staff to devote all necessary resources to implement the Privacy Shield Framework expeditiously and
fully and to ensure the commitments in Annex 1 and Annex 2 are met in a timely fashion.
The Privacy Shield Package also includes other documents from other United States agencies, namely:
— A letter from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) describing its enforcement of the Privacy Shield;
— A letter from the Department of Transportation describing its enforcement of the Privacy Shield;
— Two letters prepared by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) regarding safeguards and
limitations applicable to U.S. national security authorities;
— A letter from the Department of State and accompanying memorandum describing the State Department's
commitment to establish a new Privacy Shield Ombudsperson for submission of inquiries regarding the United
States' signals intelligence practices; and
— A letter prepared by the Department of Justice regarding safeguards and limitations on U.S. Government access for
law enforcement and public interest purposes.
You can be assured that the United States takes these commitments seriously.
(1) Provided that the Commission Decision on the adequacy of the protection provided by the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield applies to Iceland,
Liechtenstein and Norway, the Privacy Shield Package will cover both the European Union, as well as these three countries.
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Within 30 days of final approval of the adequacy determination, the full Privacy Shield Package will be delivered to the
Federal Register for publication.
We look forward to working with you as the Privacy Shield is implemented and as we embark on the next phase of this
process together.

Sincerely,
Penny Pritzker
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Annex 1
Letter from Acting Under Secretary for International Trade Ken Hyatt
The Honorable Věra Jourová
Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality
European Commission
Rue de la Loi/Westraat 200
1049 Brussels
Belgium

Dear Commissioner Jourová:

On behalf of the International Trade Administration, I am pleased to describe the enhanced protection of personal data
that the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework (‘Privacy Shield’ or ‘Framework’) provides and the commitments the
Department of Commerce (‘Department’) has made to ensure that the Privacy Shield operates effectively. Finalizing this
historic arrangement is a major achievement for privacy and for businesses on both sides of the Atlantic. It offers
confidence to EU individuals that their data will be protected and that they will have legal remedies to address any
concerns. It offers certainty that will help grow the transatlantic economy by ensuring that thousands of European and
American businesses can continue to invest and do business across our borders. The Privacy Shield is the result of over
two years of hard work and collaboration with you, our colleagues in the European Commission (‘Commission’). We
look forward to continuing to work with the Commission to ensure that the Privacy Shield functions as intended.

We have worked with the Commission to develop the Privacy Shield to allow organizations established in the United
States to meet the adequacy requirements for data protection under EU law. The new Framework will yield several
significant benefits for both individuals and businesses. First, it provides an important set of privacy protections for the
data of EU individuals. It requires participating U.S. organizations to develop a conforming privacy policy, publicly
commit to comply with the Privacy Shield Principles so that the commitment becomes enforceable under U.S. law,
annually re-certify their compliance to the Department, provide free independent dispute resolution to EU individuals,
and be subject to the authority of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (‘FTC’), Department of Transportation (‘DOT’), or
another enforcement agency. Second, the Privacy Shield will enable thousands of companies in the United States and
subsidiaries of European companies in the United States to receive personal data from the European Union to facilitate
data flows that support transatlantic trade. The transatlantic economic relationship is already the world's largest,
accounting for half of global economic output and nearly one trillion dollars in goods and services trade, supporting
millions of jobs on both sides of the Atlantic. Businesses that rely on transatlantic data flows come from all industry
sectors and include major Fortune 500 firms as well as many small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Transatlantic
data flows allow U.S. organizations to process data required to offer goods, services, and employment opportunities to
European individuals. The Privacy Shield supports shared privacy principles, bridging the differences in our legal
approaches, while furthering trade and economic objectives of both Europe and the United States.

While a company's decision to self-certify to this new Framework will be voluntary, once a company publicly commits
to the Privacy Shield, its commitment is enforceable under U.S. law by either the Federal Trade Commission or
Department of Transportation, depending on which authority has jurisdiction over the Privacy Shield organization.

Enhancements under the Privacy Shield Principles
The resulting Privacy Shield strengthens the protection of privacy by:
— requiring additional information be provided to individuals in the Notice Principle, including a declaration of the
organization's participation in the Privacy Shield, a statement of the individual's right to access personal data, and
the identification of the relevant independent dispute resolution body;
— strengthening protection of personal data that is transferred from a Privacy Shield organization to a third party
controller by requiring the parties to enter into a contract that provides that such data may only be processed for
limited and specified purposes consistent with the consent provided by the individual and that the recipient will
provide the same level of protection as the Principles;
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— strengthening protection of personal data that is transferred from a Privacy Shield organization to a third party
agent, including by requiring a Privacy Shield organization to: take reasonable and appropriate steps to ensure that
the agent effectively processes the personal information transferred in a manner consistent with the organization's
obligations under the Principles; upon notice, take reasonable and appropriate steps to stop and remediate
unauthorized processing; and provide a summary or a representative copy of the relevant privacy provisions of its
contract with that agent to the Department upon request;
— providing that a Privacy Shield organization is responsible for the processing of personal information it receives
under the Privacy Shield and subsequently transfers to a third party acting as an agent on its behalf, and that the
Privacy Shield organization shall remain liable under the Principles if its agent processes such personal information
in a manner inconsistent with the Principles, unless the organization proves that it is not responsible for the event
giving rise to the damage;
— clarifying that Privacy Shield organizations must limit personal information to the information that is relevant for
the purposes of processing;
— requiring an organization to annually certify with the Department its commitment to apply the Principles to
information it received while it participated in the Privacy Shield if it leaves the Privacy Shield and chooses to keep
such data;
— requiring that independent recourse mechanisms be provided at no cost to the individual;
— requiring organizations and their selected independent recourse mechanisms to respond promptly to inquiries and
requests by the Department for information relating to the Privacy Shield;
— requiring organizations to respond expeditiously to complaints regarding compliance with the Principles referred by
EU Member State authorities through the Department; and
— requiring a Privacy Shield organization to make public any relevant Privacy Shield-related sections of any compliance
or assessment report submitted to the FTC if it becomes subject to an FTC or court order based on non-compliance.

Administration and Supervision of the Privacy Shield Program by the Department of Commerce
The Department reiterates its commitment to maintain and make available to the public an authoritative list of U.S.
organizations that have self-certified to the Department and declared their commitment to adhere to the Principles (the
‘Privacy Shield List’). The Department will keep the Privacy Shield List up to date by removing organizations when they
voluntarily withdraw, fail to complete the annual re-certification in accordance with the Department's procedures, or are
found to persistently fail to comply. The Department will also maintain and make available to the public an authoritative
record of U.S. organizations that had previously self-certified to the Department, but that have been removed from the
Privacy Shield List, including those that were removed for persistent failure to comply with the Principles. The
Department will identify the reason each organization was removed.
In addition, the Department commits to strengthening the administration and supervision of the Privacy Shield.
Specifically, the Department will:
Provide Additional Information on the Privacy Shield Website
— maintain the Privacy Shield List, as well as a record of those organizations that previously self-certified their
adherence to the Principles, but which are no longer assured of the benefits of the Privacy Shield;
— include a prominently placed explanation clarifying that all organizations removed from the Privacy Shield List are
no longer assured of the benefits of the Privacy Shield, but must nevertheless continue to apply the Principles to the
personal information that they received while they participated in the Privacy Shield for as long as they retain such
information; and
— provide a link to the list of Privacy Shield-related FTC cases maintained on the FTC website.
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Verify Self-Certification Requirements
— prior to finalizing an organization's self-certification (or annual re-certification) and placing an organization on the
Privacy Shield List, verify that the organization has:
— provided required organization contact information;
— described the activities of the organization with respect to personal information received from the EU;
— indicated what personal information is covered by its self-certification;
— if the organization has a public website, provided the web address where the privacy policy is available and the
privacy policy is accessible at the web address provided, or if an organization does not have a public website,
provided where the privacy policy is available for viewing by the public;
— included in its relevant privacy policy a statement that it adheres to the Principles and if the privacy policy is
available online, a hyperlink to the Department's Privacy Shield website;
— identified the specific statutory body that has jurisdiction to hear any claims against the organization regarding
possible unfair or deceptive practices and violations of laws or regulations governing privacy (and that is listed in
the Principles or a future annex to the Principles);
— if the organization elects to satisfy the requirements in points (a)(i) and (a)(iii) of the Recourse, Enforcement and
Liability Principle by committing to cooperate with the appropriate EU data protection authorities (‘DPAs’),
indicated its intention to cooperate with DPAs in the investigation and resolution of complaints brought under
the Privacy Shield, notably to respond to their inquiries when EU data subjects have brought their complaints
directly to their national DPAs;
— identified any privacy program in which the organization is a member;
— identified the method of verification of assuring compliance with the Principles (e.g., in-house, third party);
— identified, both in its self-certification submission and in its privacy policy, the independent recourse mechanism
that is available to investigate and resolve complaints;
— included in its relevant privacy policy, if the policy is available online, a hyperlink to the website or complaint
submission form of the independent recourse mechanism that is available to investigate unresolved complaints;
and
— if the organization has indicated that it intends to receive human resources information transferred from the EU
for use in the context of the employment relationship, declared its commitment to cooperate and comply with
DPAs to resolve complaints concerning its activities with regard to such data, provided the Department with
a copy of its human resources privacy policy, and provided where the privacy policy is available for viewing by
its affected employees.
— work with independent recourse mechanisms to verify that the organizations have in fact registered with the relevant
mechanism indicated in their self-certification submissions, where such registration is required.
Expand Efforts to Follow Up with Organizations That Have Been Removed from the Privacy Shield List
— notify organizations that are removed from the Privacy Shield List for ‘persistent failure to comply’ that they are not
entitled to retain information collected under the Privacy Shield; and
— send questionnaires to organizations whose self-certifications lapse or who have voluntarily withdrawn from the
Privacy Shield to verify whether the organization will return, delete, or continue to apply the Principles to the
personal information that they received while they participated in the Privacy Shield, and if personal information will
be retained, verify who within the organization will serve as an ongoing point of contact for Privacy Shield-related
questions.
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Search for and Address False Claims of Participation
— review the privacy policies of organizations that have previously participated in the Privacy Shield program, but that
have been removed from the Privacy Shield List to identify any false claims of Privacy Shield participation;
— on an ongoing basis, when an organization: (a) withdraws from participation in the Privacy Shield, (b) fails to
recertify its adherence to the Principles, or (c) is removed as a participant in the Privacy Shield notably for ‘persistent
failure to comply,’ undertake, on an ex officio basis, to verify that the organization has removed from any relevant
published privacy policy any references to the Privacy Shield that imply that the organization continues to actively
participate in the Privacy Shield and is entitled to its benefits. Where the Department finds that such references have
not been removed, the Department will warn the organization that the Department will, as appropriate, refer
matters to the relevant agency for potential enforcement action if it continues to make the claim of Privacy Shield
certification. If the organization neither removes the references nor self-certifies its compliance under the Privacy
Shield, the Department will ex officio refer the matter to the FTC, DOT, or other appropriate enforcement agency or,
in appropriate cases, take action to enforce the Privacy Shield certification mark;
— undertake other efforts to identify false claims of Privacy Shield participation and improper use of the Privacy Shield
certification mark, including by conducting internet searches to identify where images of the Privacy Shield certifi
cation mark are being displayed and references to Privacy Shield in organizations' privacy policies;
— promptly address any issues that we identify during our ex officio monitoring of false claims of participation and
misuse of the certification mark, including warning organizations misrepresenting their participation in the Privacy
Shield program as described above;
— take other appropriate corrective action, including pursuing any legal recourse the Department is authorized to take
and referring matters to the FTC, DOT, or another appropriate enforcement agency; and
— promptly review and address complaints about false claims of participation that we receive.
The Department will undertake reviews of privacy policies of organizations to more effectively identify and address false
claims of Privacy Shield participation. Specifically, the Department will review the privacy policies of organizations
whose self-certification has lapsed due to their failure to re-certify adherence to the Principles. The Department will
conduct this type of review to verify that such organizations have removed from any relevant published privacy policy
any references that imply that the organizations continue to actively participate in the Privacy Shield. As a result of
these types of reviews, we will identify organizations that have not removed such references and send those organi
zations a letter from the Department's Office of General Counsel warning of potential enforcement action if the
references are not removed. The Department will take follow-up action to ensure that the organizations either remove
the inappropriate references or re-certify their adherence to the Principles. In addition, the Department will undertake
efforts to identify false claims of Privacy Shield participation by organizations that have never participated in the Privacy
Shield program, and will take similar corrective action with respect to such organizations.
Conduct Periodic ex officio Compliance Reviews and Assessments of the Program
— on an ongoing basis, monitor effective compliance, including through sending detailed questionnaires to participating
organizations, to identify issues that may warrant further follow-up action. In particular, such compliance reviews
shall take place when: (a) the Department has received specific non-frivolous complaints about an organization's
compliance with the Principles, (b) an organization does not respond satisfactorily to inquiries by the Department
for information relating to the Privacy Shield, or (c) there is credible evidence that an organization does not comply
with its commitments under the Privacy Shield. The Department shall, when appropriate, consult with the
competent data protection authorities about such compliance reviews; and
— assess periodically the administration and supervision of the Privacy Shield program to ensure that monitoring
efforts are appropriate to address new issues as they arise.
The Department has increased the resources that will be devoted to the administration and supervision of the Privacy
Shield program, including doubling the number of staff responsible for the administration and supervision of the
program. We will continue to dedicate appropriate resources to such efforts to ensure effective monitoring and adminis
tration of the program.
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Tailor the Privacy Shield Website to Targeted Audiences
The Department will tailor the Privacy Shield website to focus on three target audiences: EU individuals, EU businesses,
and U.S. businesses. The inclusion of material targeted directly to EU individuals and EU businesses will facilitate
transparency in a number of ways. With regard to EU individuals, it will clearly explain: (1) the rights the Privacy Shield
provides to EU individuals; (2) the recourse mechanisms available to EU individuals when they believe an organization
has breached its commitment to comply with the Principles; and (3) how to find information pertaining to an organiza
tion's Privacy Shield self-certification. With regard to EU businesses, it will facilitate verification of: (1) whether an
organization is assured of the benefits of the Privacy Shield; (2) the type of information covered by an organization's
Privacy Shield self-certification; (3) the privacy policy that applies to the covered information; and (4) the method the
organization uses to verify its adherence to the Principles.
Increase Cooperation with DPAs
To increase opportunities for cooperation with DPAs, the Department will establish a dedicated contact at the
Department to act as a liaison with DPAs. In instances where a DPA believes that an organization is not complying with
the Principles, including following a complaint from an EU individual, the DPA can reach out to the dedicated contact at
the Department to refer the organization for further review. The contact will also receive referrals regarding organi
zations that falsely claim to participate in the Privacy Shield, despite never having self-certified their adherence to the
Principles. The contact will assist DPAs seeking information related to a specific organization's self-certification or
previous participation in the program, and the contact will respond to DPA inquiries regarding the implementation of
specific Privacy Shield requirements. Second, the Department will provide DPAs with material regarding the Privacy
Shield for inclusion on their own websites to increase transparency for EU individuals and EU businesses. Increased
awareness regarding the Privacy Shield and the rights and responsibilities it creates should facilitate the identification of
issues as they arise, so that these can be appropriately addressed.
Facilitate Resolution of Complaints about Non-Compliance
The Department, through the dedicated contact, will receive complaints referred to the Department by a DPA that
a Privacy Shield organization is not complying with the Principles. The Department will make its best effort to facilitate
resolution of the complaint with the Privacy Shield organization. Within 90 days after receipt of the complaint, the
Department will provide an update to the DPA. To facilitate the submission of such complaints, the Department will
create a standard form for DPAs to submit to the Department's dedicated contact. The dedicated contact will track all
referrals from DPAs received by the Department, and the Department will provide in the annual review described below
a report analyzing in aggregate the complaints it receives each year.
Adopt Arbitral Procedures and Select Arbitrators in Consultation with the Commission
The Department will fulfill its commitments under Annex I and publish the procedures after agreement has been
reached.
Joint Review Mechanism of the Functioning of the Privacy Shield
The Department of Commerce, the FTC, and other agencies, as appropriate, will hold annual meetings with the
Commission, interested DPAs, and appropriate representatives from the Article 29 Working Party, where the
Department will provide updates on the Privacy Shield program. The annual meetings will include discussion of current
issues related to the functioning, implementation, supervision, and enforcement of the Privacy Shield, including referrals
received by the Department from DPAs, the results of ex officio compliance reviews, and may also include discussion of
relevant changes of law. The first annual review and subsequent reviews as appropriate will include a dialogue on other
topics, such as in the area of automated decision-making, including aspects relating to similarities and differences in
approaches in the EU and the US.
Update of Laws
The Department will make reasonable efforts to inform the Commission of material developments in the law in the
United States so far as they are relevant to the Privacy Shield in the field of data privacy protection and the limitations
and safeguards applicable to access to personal data by U.S. authorities and its subsequent use.
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National Security Exception
With respect to the limitations to the adherence to the Privacy Shield Principles for national security purposes, the
General Counsel of the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, Robert Litt, has also sent two letters addressed to
Justin Antonipillai and Ted Dean of the Department of Commerce, and these have been forwarded to you. These letters
extensively discuss, among other things, the policies, safeguards, and limitations that apply to signals intelligence
activities conducted by the U.S. In addition, these letters describe the transparency provided by the Intelligence
Community about these matters. As the Commission is assessing the Privacy Shield Framework, the information in these
letters provides assurance to conclude that the Privacy Shield will operate appropriately, in accordance with the
Principles therein. We understand that you may raise information that has been released publicly by the Intelligence
Community, along with other information, in the future to inform the annual review of the Privacy Shield Framework.
On the basis of the Privacy Shield Principles and the accompanying letters and materials, including the Department's
commitments regarding the administration and supervision of the Privacy Shield Framework, our expectation is that the
Commission will determine that the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework provides adequate protection for the purposes of
EU law and data transfers from the European Union will continue to organizations that participate in the Privacy Shield.

Sincerely,
Ken Hyatt
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Annex 2
Arbitral Model
ANNEX I

This Annex I provides the terms under which Privacy Shield organizations are obligated to arbitrate claims, pursuant to
the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle. The binding arbitration option described below applies to certain
‘residual’ claims as to data covered by the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield. The purpose of this option is to provide a prompt,
independent, and fair mechanism, at the option of individuals, for resolution of claimed violations of the Principles not
resolved by any of the other Privacy Shield mechanisms, if any.

A. Scope
This arbitration option is available to an individual to determine, for residual claims, whether a Privacy Shield
organization has violated its obligations under the Principles as to that individual, and whether any such violation
remains fully or partially unremedied. This option is available only for these purposes. This option is not available, for
example, with respect to the exceptions to the Principles (1) or with respect to an allegation about the adequacy of the
Privacy Shield.

B. Available Remedies
Under this arbitration option, the Privacy Shield Panel (consisting of one or three arbitrators, as agreed by the parties)
has the authority to impose individual-specific, non-monetary equitable relief (such as access, correction, deletion, or
return of the individual's data in question) necessary to remedy the violation of the Principles only with respect to the
individual. These are the only powers of the arbitration panel with respect to remedies. In considering remedies, the
arbitration panel is required to consider other remedies that already have been imposed by other mechanisms under the
Privacy Shield. No damages, costs, fees, or other remedies are available. Each party bears its own attorney's fees.

C. Pre-Arbitration Requirements
An individual who decides to invoke this arbitration option must take the following steps prior to initiating an
arbitration claim: (1) raise the claimed violation directly with the organization and afford the organization an
opportunity to resolve the issue within the timeframe set forth in Section III.11(d)(i) of the Principles; (2) make use of
the independent recourse mechanism under the Principles, which is at no cost to the individual; and (3) raise the issue
through their Data Protection Authority to the Department of Commerce and afford the Department of Commerce an
opportunity to use best efforts to resolve the issue within the timeframes set forth in the Letter from the International
Trade Administration of the Department of Commerce, at no cost to the individual.
This arbitration option may not be invoked if the individual's same claimed violation of the Principles (1) has previously
been subject to binding arbitration; (2) was the subject of a final judgment entered in a court action to which the
individual was a party; or (3) was previously settled by the parties. In addition, this option may not be invoked if an EU
Data Protection Authority (1) has authority under Sections III.5 or III.9 of the Principles; or (2) has the authority to
resolve the claimed violation directly with the organization. A DPA's authority to resolve the same claim against an EU
data controller does not alone preclude invocation of this arbitration option against a different legal entity not bound by
the DPA authority.

D. Binding Nature of Decisions
An individual's decision to invoke this binding arbitration option is entirely voluntary. Arbitral decisions will be binding
on all parties to the arbitration. Once invoked, the individual forgoes the option to seek relief for the same claimed
violation in another forum, except that if non-monetary equitable relief does not fully remedy the claimed violation, the
individual's invocation of arbitration will not preclude a claim for damages that is otherwise available in the courts.
(1) Section I.5 of the Principles.
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E. Review and Enforcement
Individuals and Privacy Shield organizations will be able to seek judicial review and enforcement of the arbitral decisions
pursuant to U.S. law under the Federal Arbitration Act (1). Any such cases must be brought in the federal district court
whose territorial coverage includes the primary place of business of the Privacy Shield organization.
This arbitration option is intended to resolve individual disputes, and arbitral decisions are not intended to function as
persuasive or binding precedent in matters involving other parties, including in future arbitrations or in EU or U.S.
courts, or FTC proceedings.

F. The Arbitration Panel
The parties will select the arbitrators from the list of arbitrators discussed below.
Consistent with applicable law, the U.S. Department of Commerce and the European Commission will develop a list of
at least 20 arbitrators, chosen on the basis of independence, integrity, and expertise. The following shall apply in
connection with this process:
Arbitrators:
(1) will remain on the list for a period of 3 years, absent exceptional circumstances or for cause, renewable for one
additional period of 3 years;
(2) shall not be subject to any instructions from, or be affiliated with, either party, or any Privacy Shield organization,
or the U.S., EU, or any EU Member State or any other governmental authority, public authority, or enforcement
authority; and
(3) must be admitted to practice law in the U.S. and be experts in U.S. privacy law, with expertise in EU data protection
law.

G. Arbitration Procedures
Consistent with applicable law, within 6 months from the adoption of the adequacy decision, the Department of
Commerce and the European Commission will agree to adopt an existing, well-established set of U.S. arbitral procedures
(such as AAA or JAMS) to govern proceedings before the Privacy Shield Panel, subject to each of the following consider
ations:
1. An individual may initiate binding arbitration, subject to the pre-arbitration requirements provision above, by
delivering a ‘Notice’ to the organization. The Notice shall contain a summary of steps taken under Paragraph C to
resolve the claim, a description of the alleged violation, and, at the choice of the individual, any supporting
documents and materials and/or a discussion of law relating to the alleged claim.
(1) Chapter 2 of the Federal Arbitration Act (‘FAA’) provides that ‘[a]n arbitration agreement or arbitral award arising out of a legal
relationship, whether contractual or not, which is considered as commercial, including a transaction, contract, or agreement
described in [section 2 of the FAA], falls under the Convention [on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of
June 10, 1958, 21 U.S.T. 2519, T.I.A.S. No 6997 (“New York Convention”)].’ 9 U.S.C. § 202. The FAA further provides that ‘[a]n
agreement or award arising out of such a relationship which is entirely between citizens of the United States shall be deemed not to
fall under the [New York] Convention unless that relationship involves property located abroad, envisages performance or
enforcement abroad, or has some other reasonable relation with one or more foreign states.’ Id. Under Chapter 2, ‘any party to the
arbitration may apply to any court having jurisdiction under this chapter for an order confirming the award as against any other
party to the arbitration. The court shall confirm the award unless it finds one of the grounds for refusal or deferral of recognition
or enforcement of the award specified in the said [New York] Convention.’ Id. § 207. Chapter 2 further provides that ‘[t]he district
courts of the United States … shall have original jurisdiction over … an action or proceeding [under the New York Convention],
regardless of the amount in controversy.’ Id. § 203.
Chapter 2 also provides that ‘Chapter 1 applies to actions and proceedings brought under this chapter to the extent that chapter is not in
conflict with this chapter or the [New York] Convention as ratified by the United States.’ Id. § 208. Chapter 1, in turn, provides that ‘[a]
written provision in … a contract evidencing a transaction involving commerce to settle by arbitration a controversy thereafter arising
out of such contract or transaction, or the refusal to perform the whole or any part thereof, or an agreement in writing to submit to
arbitration an existing controversy arising out of such a contract, transaction, or refusal, shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save
upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract.’ Id. § 2. Chapter 1 further provides that ‘any party to the
arbitration may apply to the court so specified for an order confirming the award, and thereupon the court must grant such an order
unless the award is vacated, modified, or corrected as prescribed in sections 10 and 11 of [the FAA].’ Id. § 9.
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2. Procedures will be developed to ensure that an individual's same claimed violation does not receive duplicative
remedies or procedures.
3. FTC action may proceed in parallel with arbitration.
4. No representative of the U.S., EU, or any EU Member State or any other governmental authority, public authority, or
enforcement authority may participate in these arbitrations, provided, that at the request of an EU individual, EU
DPAs may provide assistance in the preparation only of the Notice but EU DPAs may not have access to discovery or
any other materials related to these arbitrations.
5. The location of the arbitration will be the United States, and the individual may choose video or telephone participa
tion, which will be provided at no cost to the individual. In-person participation will not be required.
6. The language of the arbitration will be English unless otherwise agreed by the parties. Upon a reasoned request, and
taking into account whether the individual is represented by an attorney, interpretation at the arbitral hearing as well
as translation of arbitral materials will be provided at no cost to the individual, unless the panel finds that, under the
circumstances of the specific arbitration, this would lead to unjustified or disproportionate costs.
7. Materials submitted to arbitrators will be treated confidentially and will only be used in connection with the
arbitration.
8. Individual-specific discovery may be permitted if necessary, and such discovery will be treated confidentially by the
parties and will only be used in connection with the arbitration.
9. Arbitrations should be completed within 90 days of the delivery of the Notice to the organization at issue, unless
otherwise agreed to by the parties.
H. Costs
Arbitrators should take reasonable steps to minimize the costs or fees of the arbitrations.
Subject to applicable law, the Department of Commerce will facilitate the establishment of a fund, into which Privacy
Shield organizations will be required to pay an annual contribution, based in part on the size of the organization, which
will cover the arbitral cost, including arbitrator fees, up to maximum amounts (‘caps’), in consultation with the European
Commission. The fund will be managed by a third party, which will report regularly on the operations of the fund. At
the annual review, the Department of Commerce and European Commission will review the operation of the fund,
including the need to adjust the amount of the contributions or of the caps, and will consider, among other things, the
number of arbitrations and the costs and timing of the arbitrations, with the mutual understanding that there will be no
excessive financial burden imposed on Privacy Shield organizations. Attorney's fees are not covered by this provision or
any fund under this provision.
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ANNEX II
EU-U.S. PRIVACY SHIELD FRAMEWORK PRINCIPLES ISSUED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

I.

OVERVIEW

1.

While the United States and the European Union share the goal of enhancing privacy protection, the United States
takes a different approach to privacy from that taken by the European Union. The United States uses a sectoral
approach that relies on a mix of legislation, regulation, and self-regulation. Given those differences and to provide
organizations in the United States with a reliable mechanism for personal data transfers to the United States from
the European Union while ensuring that EU data subjects continue to benefit from effective safeguards and
protection as required by European legislation with respect to the processing of their personal data when they have
been transferred to non-EU countries, the Department of Commerce is issuing these Privacy Shield Principles,
including the Supplemental Principles (collectively ‘the Principles’) under its statutory authority to foster, promote,
and develop international commerce (15 U.S.C. § 1512). The Principles were developed in consultation with the
European Commission, and with industry and other stakeholders, to facilitate trade and commerce between the
United States and European Union. They are intended for use solely by organizations in the United States receiving
personal data from the European Union for the purpose of qualifying for the Privacy Shield and thus benefitting
from the European Commission's adequacy decision (1). The Principles do not affect the application of national
provisions implementing Directive 95/46/EC (‘the Directive’) that apply to the processing of personal data in the
Member States. Nor do the Principles limit privacy obligations that otherwise apply under U.S. law.

2.

In order to rely on the Privacy Shield to effectuate transfers of personal data from the EU, an organization must
self-certify its adherence to the Principles to the Department of Commerce (or its designee) (‘the Department’).
While decisions by organizations to thus enter the Privacy Shield are entirely voluntary, effective compliance is
compulsory: organizations that self-certify to the Department and publicly declare their commitment to adhere to
the Principles must comply fully with the Principles. In order to enter the Privacy Shield, an organization must
(a) be subject to the investigatory and enforcement powers of the Federal Trade Commission (the ‘FTC’), the
Department of Transportation or another statutory body that will effectively ensure compliance with the Principles
(other U.S. statutory bodies recognized by the EU may be included as an annex in the future); (b) publicly declare its
commitment to comply with the Principles; (c) publicly disclose its privacy policies in line with these Principles;
and (d) fully implement them. An organization's failure to comply is enforceable under Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act prohibiting unfair and deceptive acts in or affecting commerce (15 U.S.C. § 45(a)) or other
laws or regulations prohibiting such acts.

3.

The Department of Commerce will maintain and make available to the public an authoritative list of U.S. organi
zations that have self-certified to the Department and declared their commitment to adhere to the Principles (‘the
Privacy Shield List’). Privacy Shield benefits are assured from the date that the Department places the organization
on the Privacy Shield List. The Department will remove an organization from the Privacy Shield List if it voluntarily
withdraws from the Privacy Shield or if it fails to complete its annual re-certification to the Department. An organi
zation's removal from the Privacy Shield List means it may no longer benefit from the European Commission's
adequacy decision to receive personal information from the EU. The organization must continue to apply the
Principles to the personal information it received while it participated in the Privacy Shield, and affirm to the
Department on an annual basis its commitment to do so, for as long as it retains such information; otherwise, the
organization must return or delete the information or provide ‘adequate’ protection for the information by another
authorized means. The Department will also remove from the Privacy Shield List those organizations that have
persistently failed to comply with the Principles; these organizations do not qualify for Privacy Shield benefits and
must return or delete the personal information they received under the Privacy Shield.

4.

The Department will also maintain and make available to the public an authoritative record of U.S. organizations
that had previously self-certified to the Department, but that have been removed from the Privacy Shield List. The
Department will provide a clear warning that these organizations are not participants in the Privacy Shield; that
removal from the Privacy Shield List means that such organizations cannot claim to be Privacy Shield compliant
and must avoid any statements or misleading practices implying that they participate in the Privacy Shield; and that
such organizations are no longer entitled to benefit from the European Commission's adequacy decision that would
enable those organizations to receive personal information from the EU. An organization that continues to claim
participation in the Privacy Shield or makes other Privacy Shield-related misrepresentations after it has been

(1) Provided that the Commission Decision on the adequacy of the protection provided by the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield applies to Iceland,
Liechtenstein and Norway, the Privacy Shield Package will cover both the European Union, as well as these three countries. Consequently,
references to the EU and its Member States will be read as including Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.
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removed from the Privacy Shield List may be subject to enforcement action by the FTC, the Department of
Transportation, or other enforcement authorities.

5.

Adherence to these Principles may be limited: (a) to the extent necessary to meet national security, public interest,
or law enforcement requirements; (b) by statute, government regulation, or case law that creates conflicting
obligations or explicit authorizations, provided that, in exercising any such authorization, an organization can
demonstrate that its non-compliance with the Principles is limited to the extent necessary to meet the overriding
legitimate interests furthered by such authorization; or (c) if the effect of the Directive or Member State law is to
allow exceptions or derogations, provided such exceptions or derogations are applied in comparable contexts.
Consistent with the goal of enhancing privacy protection, organizations should strive to implement these Principles
fully and transparently, including indicating in their privacy policies where exceptions to the Principles permitted by
(b) above will apply on a regular basis. For the same reason, where the option is allowable under the Principles
and/or U.S. law, organizations are expected to opt for the higher protection where possible.

6.

Organizations are obligated to apply the Principles to all personal data transferred in reliance on the Privacy Shield
after they enter the Privacy Shield. An organization that chooses to extend Privacy Shield benefits to human
resources personal information transferred from the EU for use in the context of an employment relationship must
indicate this when it self-certifies to the Department and conform to the requirements set forth in the Supplemental
Principle on Self-Certification.

7.

U.S. law will apply to questions of interpretation and compliance with the Principles and relevant privacy policies
by Privacy Shield organizations, except where such organizations have committed to cooperate with European data
protection authorities (‘DPAs’). Unless otherwise stated, all provisions of the Principles apply where they are
relevant.

8.

Definitions:
a. ‘Personal data’ and ‘personal information’ are data about an identified or identifiable individual that are within
the scope of the Directive, received by an organization in the United States from the European Union, and
recorded in any form.
b. ‘Processing’ of personal data means any operation or set of operations which is performed upon personal data,
whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organization, storage, adaptation or
alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure or dissemination, and erasure or destruction.
c. ‘Controller’ means a person or organization which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and
means of the processing of personal data.

9.

The effective date of the Principles is the date of final approval of the European Commission's adequacy
determination.

II.

PRINCIPLES

1.

Notice

a. An organization must inform individuals about:
i.

its participation in the Privacy Shield and provide a link to, or the web address for, the Privacy Shield List,

ii.

the types of personal data collected and, where applicable, the entities or subsidiaries of the organization
also adhering to the Principles,
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iii. its commitment to subject to the Principles all personal data received from the EU in reliance on the
Privacy Shield,
iv.

the purposes for which it collects and uses personal information about them,

v.

how to contact the organization with any inquiries or complaints, including any relevant establishment in
the EU that can respond to such inquiries or complaints,

vi.

the type or identity of third parties to which it discloses personal information, and the purposes for which
it does so,

vii. the right of individuals to access their personal data,
viii. the choices and means the organization offers individuals for limiting the use and disclosure of their
personal data,
ix.

the independent dispute resolution body designated to address complaints and provide appropriate recourse
free of charge to the individual, and whether it is: (1) the panel established by DPAs, (2) an alternative
dispute resolution provider based in the EU, or (3) an alternative dispute resolution provider based in the
United States,

x.

being subject to the investigatory and enforcement powers of the FTC, the Department of Transportation or
any other U.S. authorized statutory body,

xi.

the possibility, under certain conditions, for the individual to invoke binding arbitration,

xii. the requirement to disclose personal information in response to lawful requests by public authorities,
including to meet national security or law enforcement requirements, and
xiii. its liability in cases of onward transfers to third parties.
b. This notice must be provided in clear and conspicuous language when individuals are first asked to provide
personal information to the organization or as soon thereafter as is practicable, but in any event before the
organization uses such information for a purpose other than that for which it was originally collected or
processed by the transferring organization or discloses it for the first time to a third party.

2.

Choice

a. An organization must offer individuals the opportunity to choose (opt out) whether their personal information
is (i) to be disclosed to a third party or (ii) to be used for a purpose that is materially different from the
purpose(s) for which it was originally collected or subsequently authorized by the individuals. Individuals must
be provided with clear, conspicuous, and readily available mechanisms to exercise choice.
b. By derogation to the previous paragraph, it is not necessary to provide choice when disclosure is made to
a third party that is acting as an agent to perform task(s) on behalf of and under the instructions of the
organization. However, an organization shall always enter into a contract with the agent.
c. For sensitive information (i.e., personal information specifying medical or health conditions, racial or ethnic
origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership or information specifying
the sex life of the individual), organizations must obtain affirmative express consent (opt in) from individuals if
such information is to be (i) disclosed to a third party or (ii) used for a purpose other than those for which it
was originally collected or subsequently authorized by the individuals through the exercise of opt-in choice. In
addition, an organization should treat as sensitive any personal information received from a third party where
the third party identifies and treats it as sensitive.
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Accountability For Onward Transfer

a. To transfer personal information to a third party acting as a controller, organizations must comply with the
Notice and Choice Principles. Organizations must also enter into a contract with the third-party controller that
provides that such data may only be processed for limited and specified purposes consistent with the consent
provided by the individual and that the recipient will provide the same level of protection as the Principles and
will notify the organization if it makes a determination that it can no longer meet this obligation. The contract
shall provide that when such a determination is made the third party controller ceases processing or takes other
reasonable and appropriate steps to remediate.
b. To transfer personal data to a third party acting as an agent, organizations must: (i) transfer such data only for
limited and specified purposes; (ii) ascertain that the agent is obligated to provide at least the same level of
privacy protection as is required by the Principles; (iii) take reasonable and appropriate steps to ensure that the
agent effectively processes the personal information transferred in a manner consistent with the organization's
obligations under the Principles; (iv) require the agent to notify the organization if it makes a determination that
it can no longer meet its obligation to provide the same level of protection as is required by the Principles;
(v) upon notice, including under (iv), take reasonable and appropriate steps to stop and remediate unauthorized
processing; and (vi) provide a summary or a representative copy of the relevant privacy provisions of its contract
with that agent to the Department upon request.

4.

Security

a. Organizations creating, maintaining, using or disseminating personal information must take reasonable and
appropriate measures to protect it from loss, misuse and unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration and
destruction, taking into due account the risks involved in the processing and the nature of the personal data.

5.

Data integrity and purpose limitation

a. Consistent with the Principles, personal information must be limited to the information that is relevant for the
purposes of processing (1). An organization may not process personal information in a way that is incompatible
with the purposes for which it has been collected or subsequently authorized by the individual. To the extent
necessary for those purposes, an organization must take reasonable steps to ensure that personal data is reliable
for its intended use, accurate, complete, and current. An organization must adhere to the Principles for as long
as it retains such information.
b. Information may be retained in a form identifying or making identifiable (2) the individual only for as long as it
serves a purpose of processing within the meaning of 5a. This obligation does not prevent organizations from
processing personal information for longer periods for the time and to the extent such processing reasonably
serves the purposes of archiving in the public interest, journalism, literature and art, scientific or historical
research, and statistical analysis. In these cases, such processing shall be subject to the other Principles and
provisions of the Framework. Organizations should take reasonable and appropriate measures in complying
with this provision.

6.

Access

a. Individuals must have access to personal information about them that an organization holds and be able to
correct, amend, or delete that information where it is inaccurate, or has been processed in violation of the
Principles, except where the burden or expense of providing access would be disproportionate to the risks to the
individual's privacy in the case in question, or where the rights of persons other than the individual would be
violated.
(1) Depending on the circumstances, examples of compatible processing purposes may include those that reasonably serve customer
relations, compliance and legal considerations, auditing, security and fraud prevention, preserving or defending the organization's legal
rights, or other purposes consistent with the expectations of a reasonable person given the context of the collection.
(2) In this context, if, given the means of identification reasonably likely to be used (considering, among other things, the costs of and the
amount of time required for identification and the available technology at the time of the processing) and the form in which the data is
retained, an individual could reasonably be identified by the organization, or a third party if it would have access to the data, then the
individual is ‘identifiable.’
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Recourse, enforcement and liability
a. Effective privacy protection must include robust mechanisms for assuring compliance with the Principles,
recourse for individuals who are affected by non-compliance with the Principles, and consequences for the
organization when the Principles are not followed. At a minimum such mechanisms must include:
i.

readily available independent recourse mechanisms by which each individual's complaints and disputes are
investigated and expeditiously resolved at no cost to the individual and by reference to the Principles, and
damages awarded where the applicable law or private-sector initiatives so provide;

ii. follow-up procedures for verifying that the attestations and assertions organizations make about their
privacy practices are true and that privacy practices have been implemented as presented and, in particular,
with regard to cases of non-compliance; and
iii. obligations to remedy problems arising out of failure to comply with the Principles by organizations
announcing their adherence to them and consequences for such organizations. Sanctions must be sufficiently
rigorous to ensure compliance by organizations.
b. Organizations and their selected independent recourse mechanisms will respond promptly to inquiries and
requests by the Department for information relating to the Privacy Shield. All organizations must respond
expeditiously to complaints regarding compliance with the Principles referred by EU Member State authorities
through the Department. Organizations that have chosen to cooperate with DPAs, including organizations that
process human resources data, must respond directly to such authorities with regard to the investigation and
resolution of complaints.
c. Organizations are obligated to arbitrate claims and follow the terms as set forth in Annex I, provided that an
individual has invoked binding arbitration by delivering notice to the organization at issue and following the
procedures and subject to conditions set forth in Annex I.
d. In the context of an onward transfer, a Privacy Shield organization has responsibility for the processing of
personal information it receives under the Privacy Shield and subsequently transfers to a third party acting as an
agent on its behalf. The Privacy Shield organization shall remain liable under the Principles if its agent processes
such personal information in a manner inconsistent with the Principles, unless the organization proves that it is
not responsible for the event giving rise to the damage.
e. When an organization becomes subject to an FTC or court order based on non-compliance, the organization
shall make public any relevant Privacy Shield-related sections of any compliance or assessment report submitted
to the FTC, to the extent consistent with confidentiality requirements. The Department has established
a dedicated point of contact for DPAs for any problems of compliance by Privacy Shield organizations. The FTC
will give priority consideration to referrals of non-compliance with the Principles from the Department and EU
Member State authorities, and will exchange information regarding referrals with the referring state authorities
on a timely basis, subject to existing confidentiality restrictions.

III. SUPPLEMENTAL PRINCIPLES
1.

Sensitive Data
a. An organization is not required to obtain affirmative express consent (opt in) with respect to sensitive data
where the processing is:
i.

in the vital interests of the data subject or another person;

ii. necessary for the establishment of legal claims or defenses;
iii. required to provide medical care or diagnosis;
iv. carried out in the course of legitimate activities by a foundation, association or any other non-profit body
with a political, philosophical, religious or trade-union aim and on condition that the processing relates
solely to the members of the body or to the persons who have regular contact with it in connection with its
purposes and that the data are not disclosed to a third party without the consent of the data subjects;
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v. necessary to carry out the organization's obligations in the field of employment law; or
vi. related to data that are manifestly made public by the individual.

2.

Journalistic Exceptions

a. Given U.S. constitutional protections for freedom of the press and the Directive's exemption for journalistic
material, where the rights of a free press embodied in the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution intersect
with privacy protection interests, the First Amendment must govern the balancing of these interests with regard
to the activities of U.S. persons or organizations.
b. Personal information that is gathered for publication, broadcast, or other forms of public communication of
journalistic material, whether used or not, as well as information found in previously published material
disseminated from media archives, is not subject to the requirements of the Privacy Shield Principles.

3.

Secondary Liability

a. Internet Service Providers (‘ISPs’), telecommunications carriers, and other organizations are not liable under the
Privacy Shield Principles when on behalf of another organization they merely transmit, route, switch, or cache
information. As is the case with the Directive itself, the Privacy Shield does not create secondary liability. To the
extent that an organization is acting as a mere conduit for data transmitted by third parties and does not
determine the purposes and means of processing those personal data, it would not be liable.

4.

Performing Due Diligence and Conducting Audits

a. The activities of auditors and investment bankers may involve processing personal data without the consent or
knowledge of the individual. This is permitted by the Notice, Choice, and Access Principles under the circum
stances described below.
b. Public stock corporations and closely held companies, including Privacy Shield organizations, are regularly
subject to audits. Such audits, particularly those looking into potential wrongdoing, may be jeopardized if
disclosed prematurely. Similarly, a Privacy Shield organization involved in a potential merger or takeover will
need to perform, or be the subject of, a ‘due diligence’ review. This will often entail the collection and processing
of personal data, such as information on senior executives and other key personnel. Premature disclosure could
impede the transaction or even violate applicable securities regulation. Investment bankers and attorneys
engaged in due diligence, or auditors conducting an audit, may process information without knowledge of the
individual only to the extent and for the period necessary to meet statutory or public interest requirements and
in other circumstances in which the application of these Principles would prejudice the legitimate interests of
the organization. These legitimate interests include the monitoring of organizations' compliance with their legal
obligations and legitimate accounting activities, and the need for confidentiality connected with possible
acquisitions, mergers, joint ventures, or other similar transactions carried out by investment bankers or auditors.

5.

The Role of the Data Protection Authorities

a. Organizations will implement their commitment to cooperate with European Union data protection authorities
(‘DPAs’) as described below. Under the Privacy Shield, U.S. organizations receiving personal data from the EU
must commit to employ effective mechanisms for assuring compliance with the Privacy Shield Principles. More
specifically as set out in the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle, participating organizations must
provide: (a)(i) recourse for individuals to whom the data relate; (a)(ii) follow up procedures for verifying that the
attestations and assertions they have made about their privacy practices are true; and (a)(iii) obligations to
remedy problems arising out of failure to comply with the Principles and consequences for such organizations.
An organization may satisfy points (a)(i) and (a)(iii) of the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle if it
adheres to the requirements set forth here for cooperating with the DPAs.
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b. An organization commits to cooperate with the DPAs by declaring in its Privacy Shield self-certification
submission to the Department of Commerce (see Supplemental Principle on Self-Certification) that the
organization:
i.

elects to satisfy the requirement in points (a)(i) and (a)(iii) of the Privacy Shield Recourse, Enforcement and
Liability Principle by committing to cooperate with the DPAs;

ii. will cooperate with the DPAs in the investigation and resolution of complaints brought under the Privacy
Shield; and
iii. will comply with any advice given by the DPAs where the DPAs take the view that the organization needs to
take specific action to comply with the Privacy Shield Principles, including remedial or compensatory
measures for the benefit of individuals affected by any non-compliance with the Principles, and will provide
the DPAs with written confirmation that such action has been taken.
c. Operation of DPA Panels
i. The cooperation of the DPAs will be provided in the form of information and advice in the following way:
1. The advice of the DPAs will be delivered through an informal panel of DPAs established at the European
Union level, which will, inter alia, help ensure a harmonized and coherent approach.
2. The panel will provide advice to the U.S. organizations concerned on unresolved complaints from
individuals about the handling of personal information that has been transferred from the EU under the
Privacy Shield. This advice will be designed to ensure that the Privacy Shield Principles are being correctly
applied and will include any remedies for the individual(s) concerned that the DPAs consider appropriate.
3. The panel will provide such advice in response to referrals from the organizations concerned and/or to
complaints received directly from individuals against organizations which have committed to cooperate
with DPAs for Privacy Shield purposes, while encouraging and if necessary helping such individuals in the
first instance to use the in-house complaint handling arrangements that the organization may offer.
4. Advice will be issued only after both sides in a dispute have had a reasonable opportunity to comment
and to provide any evidence they wish. The panel will seek to deliver advice as quickly as this requirement
for due process allows. As a general rule, the panel will aim to provide advice within 60 days after
receiving a complaint or referral and more quickly where possible.
5. The panel will make public the results of its consideration of complaints submitted to it, if it sees fit.
6. The delivery of advice through the panel will not give rise to any liability for the panel or for individual
DPAs.
ii. As noted above, organizations choosing this option for dispute resolution must undertake to comply with the
advice of the DPAs. If an organization fails to comply within 25 days of the delivery of the advice and has
offered no satisfactory explanation for the delay, the panel will give notice of its intention either to refer the
matter to the Federal Trade Commission, the Department of Transportation, or other U.S. federal or state
body with statutory powers to take enforcement action in cases of deception or misrepresentation, or to
conclude that the agreement to cooperate has been seriously breached and must therefore be considered null
and void. In the latter case, the panel will inform the Department of Commerce so that the Privacy Shield
List can be duly amended. Any failure to fulfill the undertaking to cooperate with the DPAs, as well as
failures to comply with the Privacy Shield Principles, will be actionable as a deceptive practice under
Section 5 of the FTC Act or other similar statute.
d. An organization that wishes its Privacy Shield benefits to cover human resources data transferred from the EU in
the context of the employment relationship must commit to cooperate with the DPAs with regard to such data
(see Supplemental Principle on Human Resources Data).
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e. Organizations choosing this option will be required to pay an annual fee which will be designed to cover the
operating costs of the panel, and they may additionally be asked to meet any necessary translation expenses
arising out of the panel's consideration of referrals or complaints against them. The annual fee will not exceed
USD 500 and will be less for smaller companies.

6.

Self-Certification

a. Privacy Shield benefits are assured from the date on which the Department has placed the organization's selfcertification submission on the Privacy Shield List after having determined that the submission is complete.
b. To self-certify for the Privacy Shield, an organization must provide to the Department a self-certification
submission, signed by a corporate officer on behalf of the organization that is joining the Privacy Shield, that
contains at least the following information:
i.

name of organization, mailing address, e-mail address, telephone, and fax numbers;

ii. description of the activities of the organization with respect to personal information received from the EU;
and
iii. description of the organization's privacy policy for such personal information, including:
1. if the organization has a public website, the relevant web address where the privacy policy is available, or
if the organization does not have a public website, where the privacy policy is available for viewing by
the public;
2. its effective date of implementation;
3. a contact office for the handling of complaints, access requests, and any other issues arising under the
Privacy Shield;
4. the specific statutory body that has jurisdiction to hear any claims against the organization regarding
possible unfair or deceptive practices and violations of laws or regulations governing privacy (and that is
listed in the Principles or a future annex to the Principles);
5. name of any privacy program in which the organization is a member;
6. method of verification (e.g., in-house, third party) (see Supplemental Principle on Verification; and
7. the independent recourse mechanism that is available to investigate unresolved complaints.
c. Where the organization wishes its Privacy Shield benefits to cover human resources information transferred
from the EU for use in the context of the employment relationship, it may do so where a statutory body listed
in the Principles or a future annex to the Principles has jurisdiction to hear claims against the organization
arising out of the processing of human resources information. In addition, the organization must indicate this in
its self-certification submission and declare its commitment to cooperate with the EU authority or authorities
concerned in conformity with the Supplemental Principles on Human Resources Data and the Role of the Data
Protection Authorities as applicable and that it will comply with the advice given by such authorities. The
organization must also provide the Department with a copy of its human resources privacy policy and provide
information where the privacy policy is available for viewing by its affected employees.
d. The Department will maintain the Privacy Shield List of organizations that file completed self-certification
submissions, thereby assuring the availability of Privacy Shield benefits, and will update such list on the basis of
annual self-recertification submissions and notifications received pursuant to the Supplemental Principle on
Dispute Resolution and Enforcement. Such self-certification submissions must be provided not less than
annually; otherwise the organization will be removed from the Privacy Shield List and Privacy Shield benefits
will no longer be assured. Both the Privacy Shield List and the self-certification submissions by the organizations
will be made publicly available. All organizations that are placed on the Privacy Shield List by the Department
must also state in their relevant published privacy policy statements that they adhere to the Privacy Shield
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Principles. If available online, an organization's privacy policy must include a hyperlink to the Department's
Privacy Shield website and a hyperlink to the website or complaint submission form of the independent
recourse mechanism that is available to investigate unresolved complaints.
e. The Privacy Principles apply immediately upon certification. Recognizing that the Principles will impact
commercial relationships with third parties, organizations that certify to the Privacy Shield Framework in the
first two months following the Framework's effective date shall bring existing commercial relationships with
third parties into conformity with the Accountability for Onward Transfer Principle as soon as possible, and in
any event no later than nine months from the date upon which they certify to the Privacy Shield. During that
interim period, where organizations transfer data to a third party, they shall (i) apply the Notice and Choice
Principles, and (ii) where personal data is transferred to a third party acting as an agent, ascertain that the agent
is obligated to provide at least the same level of protection as is required by the Principles.
f. An organization must subject to the Privacy Shield Principles all personal data received from the EU in reliance
upon the Privacy Shield. The undertaking to adhere to the Privacy Shield Principles is not time-limited in respect
of personal data received during the period in which the organization enjoys the benefits of the Privacy Shield.
Its undertaking means that it will continue to apply the Principles to such data for as long as the organization
stores, uses or discloses them, even if it subsequently leaves the Privacy Shield for any reason. An organization
that withdraws from the Privacy Shield but wants to retain such data must affirm to the Department on an
annual basis its commitment to continue to apply the Principles or provide ‘adequate’ protection for the
information by another authorized means (for example, using a contract that fully reflects the requirements of
the relevant standard contractual clauses adopted by the European Commission); otherwise, the organization
must return or delete the information. An organization that withdraws from the Privacy Shield must remove
from any relevant privacy policy any references to the Privacy Shield that imply that the organization continues
to actively participate in the Privacy Shield and is entitled to its benefits.
g. An organization that will cease to exist as a separate legal entity as a result of a merger or a takeover must
notify the Department of this in advance. The notification should also indicate whether the acquiring entity or
the entity resulting from the merger will (i) continue to be bound by the Privacy Shield Principles by the
operation of law governing the takeover or merger or (ii) elect to self-certify its adherence to the Privacy Shield
Principles or put in place other safeguards, such as a written agreement that will ensure adherence to the Privacy
Shield Principles. Where neither (i) nor (ii) applies, any personal data that has been acquired under the Privacy
Shield must be promptly deleted.
h. When an organization leaves the Privacy Shield for any reason, it must remove all statements implying that the
organization continues to participate in the Privacy Shield or is entitled to the benefits of the Privacy Shield. The
EU-U.S. Privacy Shield certification mark, if used, must also be removed. Any misrepresentation to the general
public concerning an organization's adherence to the Privacy Shield Principles may be actionable by the FTC or
other relevant government body. Misrepresentations to the Department may be actionable under the False
Statements Act (18 U.S.C. § 1001).

7.

Verification

a. Organizations must provide follow up procedures for verifying that the attestations and assertions they make
about their Privacy Shield privacy practices are true and those privacy practices have been implemented as
represented and in accordance with the Privacy Shield Principles.
b. To meet the verification requirements of the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle, an organization must
verify such attestations and assertions either through self-assessment or outside compliance reviews.
c. Under the self-assessment approach, such verification must indicate that an organization's published privacy
policy regarding personal information received from the EU is accurate, comprehensive, prominently displayed,
completely implemented and accessible. It must also indicate that its privacy policy conforms to the Privacy
Shield Principles; that individuals are informed of any in-house arrangements for handling complaints and of the
independent mechanisms through which they may pursue complaints; that it has in place procedures for
training employees in its implementation, and disciplining them for failure to follow it; and that it has in place
internal procedures for periodically conducting objective reviews of compliance with the above. A statement
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verifying the self-assessment must be signed by a corporate officer or other authorized representative of the
organization at least once a year and made available upon request by individuals or in the context of an investi
gation or a complaint about non-compliance.
d. Where the organization has chosen outside compliance review, such a review must demonstrate that its privacy
policy regarding personal information received from the EU conforms to the Privacy Shield Principles, that it is
being complied with, and that individuals are informed of the mechanisms through which they may pursue
complaints. The methods of review may include, without limitation, auditing, random reviews, use of ‘decoys’,
or use of technology tools as appropriate. A statement verifying that an outside compliance review has been
successfully completed must be signed either by the reviewer or by the corporate officer or other authorized rep
resentative of the organization at least once a year and made available upon request by individuals or in the
context of an investigation or a complaint about compliance.
e. Organizations must retain their records on the implementation of their Privacy Shield privacy practices and
make them available upon request in the context of an investigation or a complaint about non-compliance to
the independent body responsible for investigating complaints or to the agency with unfair and deceptive
practices jurisdiction. Organizations must also respond promptly to inquiries and other requests for information
from the Department relating to the organization's adherence to the Principles.

8.

Access
a. The Access Principle in Practice
i.

Under the Privacy Shield Principles, the right of access is fundamental to privacy protection. In particular, it
allows individuals to verify the accuracy of information held about them. The Access Principle means that
individuals have the right to:
1. obtain from an organization confirmation of whether or not the organization is processing personal data
relating to them (1);
2. have communicated to them such data so that they could verify its accuracy and the lawfulness of the
processing; and
3. have the data corrected, amended or deleted where it is inaccurate or processed in violation of the
Principles.

ii. Individuals do not have to justify requests for access to their personal data. In responding to individuals'
access requests, organizations should first be guided by the concern(s) that led to the requests in the first
place. For example, if an access request is vague or broad in scope, an organization may engage the
individual in a dialogue so as to better understand the motivation for the request and to locate responsive
information. The organization might inquire about which part(s) of the organization the individual
interacted with or about the nature of the information or its use that is the subject of the access request.
iii. Consistent with the fundamental nature of access, organizations should always make good faith efforts to
provide access. For example, where certain information needs to be protected and can be readily separated
from other personal information subject to an access request, the organization should redact the protected
information and make available the other information. If an organization determines that access should be
restricted in any particular instance, it should provide the individual requesting access with an explanation of
why it has made that determination and a contact point for any further inquiries.

b. Burden or Expense of Providing Access
i. The right of access to personal data may be restricted in exceptional circumstances where the legitimate
rights of persons other than the individual would be violated or where the burden or expense of providing
access would be disproportionate to the risks to the individual's privacy in the case in question. Expense and
burden are important factors and should be taken into account but they are not controlling factors in
determining whether providing access is reasonable.
(1) The organization should answer requests from an individual concerning the purposes of the processing, the categories of personal data
concerned, and the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the personal data is disclosed.
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ii. For example, if the personal information is used for decisions that will significantly affect the individual (e.g.,
the denial or grant of important benefits, such as insurance, a mortgage, or a job), then consistent with the
other provisions of these Supplemental Principles, the organization would have to disclose that information
even if it is relatively difficult or expensive to provide. If the personal information requested is not sensitive
or not used for decisions that will significantly affect the individual, but is readily available and inexpensive to
provide, an organization would have to provide access to such information.

c. Confidential Commercial Information

i. Confidential commercial information is information that an organization has taken steps to protect from
disclosure, where disclosure would help a competitor in the market. Organizations may deny or limit access
to the extent that granting full access would reveal its own confidential commercial information, such as
marketing inferences or classifications generated by the organization, or the confidential commercial
information of another that is subject to a contractual obligation of confidentiality.
ii. Where confidential commercial information can be readily separated from other personal information subject
to an access request, the organization should redact the confidential commercial information and make
available the non-confidential information.

d. Organization of Data Bases

i. Access can be provided in the form of disclosure of the relevant personal information by an organization to
the individual and does not require access by the individual to an organization's data base.
ii. Access needs to be provided only to the extent that an organization stores the personal information. The
Access Principle does not itself create any obligation to retain, maintain, reorganize, or restructure personal
information files.

e. When Access May be Restricted

i. As organizations must always make good faith efforts to provide individuals with access to their personal
data, the circumstances in which organizations may restrict such access are limited, and any reasons for
restricting access must be specific. As under the Directive, an organization can restrict access to information
to the extent that disclosure is likely to interfere with the safeguarding of important countervailing public
interests, such as national security; defense; or public security. In addition, where personal information is
processed solely for research or statistical purposes, access may be denied. Other reasons for denying or
limiting access are:
1. interference with the execution or enforcement of the law or with private causes of action, including the
prevention, investigation or detection of offenses or the right to a fair trial;
2. disclosure where the legitimate rights or important interests of others would be violated;
3. breaching a legal or other professional privilege or obligation;
4. prejudicing employee security investigations or grievance proceedings or in connection with employee
succession planning and corporate re-organizations; or
5. prejudicing the confidentiality necessary in monitoring, inspection or regulatory functions connected with
sound management, or in future or ongoing negotiations involving the organization.
ii. An organization which claims an exception has the burden of demonstrating its necessity, and the reasons for
restricting access and a contact point for further inquiries should be given to individuals.
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f. Right to Obtain Confirmation and Charging a Fee to Cover the Costs for Providing Access
i.

An individual has the right to obtain confirmation of whether or not this organization has personal data
relating to him or her. An individual also has the right to have communicated to him or her personal data
relating to him or her. An organization may charge a fee that is not excessive.

ii. Charging a fee may be justified, for example, where requests for access are manifestly excessive, in particular
because of their repetitive character.
iii. Access may not be refused on cost grounds if the individual offers to pay the costs.
g. Repetitious or Vexatious Requests for Access
An organization may set reasonable limits on the number of times within a given period that access requests
from a particular individual will be met. In setting such limitations, an organization should consider such factors
as the frequency with which information is updated, the purpose for which the data are used, and the nature of
the information.

h. Fraudulent Requests for Access
An organization is not required to provide access unless it is supplied with sufficient information to allow it to
confirm the identity of the person making the request.

i. Timeframe for Responses
Organizations should respond to access requests within a reasonable time period, in a reasonable manner, and
in a form that is readily intelligible to the individual. An organization that provides information to data subjects
at regular intervals may satisfy an individual access request with its regular disclosure if it would not constitute
an excessive delay.

9.

Human Resources Data
a. Coverage by the Privacy Shield
i. Where an organization in the EU transfers personal information about its employees (past or present)
collected in the context of the employment relationship, to a parent, affiliate, or unaffiliated service provider
in the United States participating in the Privacy Shield, the transfer enjoys the benefits of the Privacy Shield.
In such cases, the collection of the information and its processing prior to transfer will have been subject to
the national laws of the EU country where it was collected, and any conditions for or restrictions on its
transfer according to those laws will have to be respected.
ii. The Privacy Shield Principles are relevant only when individually identified or identifiable records are
transferred or accessed. Statistical reporting relying on aggregate employment data and containing no
personal data or the use of anonymized data does not raise privacy concerns.
b. Application of the Notice and Choice Principles
i.

A U.S. organization that has received employee information from the EU under the Privacy Shield may
disclose it to third parties or use it for different purposes only in accordance with the Notice and Choice
Principles. For example, where an organization intends to use personal information collected through the
employment relationship for non-employment-related purposes, such as marketing communications, the U.S.
organization must provide the affected individuals with the requisite choice before doing so, unless they have
already authorized the use of the information for such purposes. Such use must not be incompatible with
the purposes for which the personal information has been collected or subsequently authorised by the
individual. Moreover, such choices must not be used to restrict employment opportunities or take any
punitive action against such employees.
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ii. It should be noted that certain generally applicable conditions for transfer from some EU Member States
may preclude other uses of such information even after transfer outside the EU and such conditions will
have to be respected.
iii. In addition, employers should make reasonable efforts to accommodate employee privacy preferences. This
could include, for example, restricting access to the personal data, anonymizing certain data, or assigning
codes or pseudonyms when the actual names are not required for the management purpose at hand.
iv. To the extent and for the period necessary to avoid prejudicing the ability of the organization in making
promotions, appointments, or other similar employment decisions, an organization does not need to offer
notice and choice.

c. Application of the Access Principle
The Supplemental Principle on Access provides guidance on reasons which may justify denying or limiting
access on request in the human resources context. Of course, employers in the European Union must comply
with local regulations and ensure that European Union employees have access to such information as is required
by law in their home countries, regardless of the location of data processing and storage. The Privacy Shield
requires that an organization processing such data in the United States will cooperate in providing such access
either directly or through the EU employer.

d. Enforcement
i. In so far as personal information is used only in the context of the employment relationship, primary re
sponsibility for the data vis-à-vis the employee remains with the organization in the EU. It follows that, where
European employees make complaints about violations of their data protection rights and are not satisfied
with the results of internal review, complaint, and appeal procedures (or any applicable grievance procedures
under a contract with a trade union), they should be directed to the state or national data protection or labor
authority in the jurisdiction where the employees work. This includes cases where the alleged mishandling of
their personal information is the responsibility of the U.S. organization that has received the information
from the employer and thus involves an alleged breach of the Privacy Shield Principles. This will be the most
efficient way to address the often overlapping rights and obligations imposed by local labor law and labor
agreements as well as data protection law.
ii. A U.S. organization participating in the Privacy Shield that uses EU human resources data transferred from
the European Union in the context of the employment relationship and that wishes such transfers to be
covered by the Privacy Shield must therefore commit to cooperate in investigations by and to comply with
the advice of competent EU authorities in such cases.

e. Application of the Accountability for Onward Transfer Principle
For occasional employment-related operational needs of the Privacy Shield organization with respect to personal
data transferred under the Privacy Shield, such as the booking of a flight, hotel room, or insurance coverage,
transfers of personal data of a small number of employees can take place to controllers without application of
the Access Principle or entering into a contract with the third-party controller, as otherwise required under the
Accountability for Onward Transfer Principle, provided that the Privacy Shield organization has complied with
the Notice and Choice Principles.

10. Obligatory Contracts for Onward Transfers
a. Data Processing Contracts
i.

When personal data is transferred from the EU to the United States only for processing purposes, a contract
will be required, regardless of participation by the processor in the Privacy Shield.
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ii. Data controllers in the European Union are always required to enter into a contract when a transfer for mere
processing is made, whether the processing operation is carried out inside or outside the EU, and whether or
not the processor participates in the Privacy Shield. The purpose of the contract is to make sure that the
processor:
1. acts only on instructions from the controller;
2. provides appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect personal data against accidental or
unlawful destruction or accidental loss, alternation, unauthorized disclosure or access, and understands
whether onward transfer is allowed; and
3. taking into account the nature of the processing, assists the controller in responding to individuals
exercising their rights under the Principles.
iii. Because adequate protection is provided by Privacy Shield participants, contracts with Privacy Shield
participants for mere processing do not require prior authorization (or such authorization will be granted
automatically by the EU Member States), as would be required for contracts with recipients not participating
in the Privacy Shield or otherwise not providing adequate protection.

b. Transfers within a Controlled Group of Corporations or Entities

When personal information is transferred between two controllers within a controlled group of corporations or
entities, a contract is not always required under the Accountability for Onward Transfer Principle. Data
controllers within a controlled group of corporations or entities may base such transfers on other instruments,
such as EU Binding Corporate Rules or other intra-group instruments (e.g., compliance and control programs),
ensuring the continuity of protection of personal information under the Principles. In case of such transfers, the
Privacy Shield organization remains responsible for compliance with the Principles.

c. Transfers between Controllers

For transfers between controllers, the recipient controller need not be a Privacy Shield organization or have an
independent recourse mechanism. The Privacy Shield organization must enter into a contract with the recipient
third-party controller that provides for the same level of protection as is available under the Privacy Shield, not
including the requirement that the third party controller be a Privacy Shield organization or have an
independent recourse mechanism, provided it makes available an equivalent mechanism.

11. Dispute Resolution and Enforcement

a. The Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle sets out the requirements for Privacy Shield enforcement.
How to meet the requirements of point (a)(ii) of the Principle is set out in the Supplemental Principle on
Verification. This Supplemental Principle addresses points (a)(i) and (a)(iii), both of which require independent
recourse mechanisms. These mechanisms may take different forms, but they must meet the Recourse,
Enforcement and Liability Principle's requirements. Organizations satisfy the requirements through the following:
(i) compliance with private sector developed privacy programs that incorporate the Privacy Shield Principles into
their rules and that include effective enforcement mechanisms of the type described in the Recourse,
Enforcement and Liability Principle; (ii) compliance with legal or regulatory supervisory authorities that provide
for handling of individual complaints and dispute resolution; or (iii) commitment to cooperate with data
protection authorities located in the European Union or their authorized representatives.

b. This list is intended to be illustrative and not limiting. The private sector may design additional mechanisms to
provide enforcement, so long as they meet the requirements of the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle
and the Supplemental Principles. Please note that the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle's
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requirements are additional to the requirement that self-regulatory efforts must be enforceable under Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits unfair and deceptive acts, or another law or regulation
prohibiting such acts.

c. In order to help ensure compliance with their Privacy Shield commitments and to support the administration of
the program, organizations, as well as their independent recourse mechanisms, must provide information
relating to the Privacy Shield when requested by the Department. In addition, organizations must respond
expeditiously to complaints regarding their compliance with the Principles referred through the Department by
DPAs. The response should address whether the complaint has merit and, if so, how the organization will rectify
the problem. The Department will protect the confidentiality of information it receives in accordance with
U.S. law.

d. Recourse Mechanisms

i.

Consumers should be encouraged to raise any complaints they may have with the relevant organization
before proceeding to independent recourse mechanisms. Organizations must respond to a consumer within
45 days of receiving a complaint. Whether a recourse mechanism is independent is a factual question that
can be demonstrated notably by impartiality, transparent composition and financing, and a proven track
record. As required by the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle, the recourse available to individuals
must be readily available and free of charge to individuals. Dispute resolution bodies should look into each
complaint received from individuals unless they are obviously unfounded or frivolous. This does not
preclude the establishment of eligibility requirements by the organization operating the recourse mechanism,
but such requirements should be transparent and justified (for example, to exclude complaints that fall
outside the scope of the program or are for consideration in another forum), and should not have the effect
of undermining the commitment to look into legitimate complaints. In addition, recourse mechanisms
should provide individuals with full and readily available information about how the dispute resolution
procedure works when they file a complaint. Such information should include notice about the mechanism's
privacy practices, in conformity with the Privacy Shield Principles. They should also cooperate in the
development of tools such as standard complaint forms to facilitate the complaint resolution process.

ii. Independent recourse mechanisms must include on their public websites information regarding the Privacy
Shield Principles and the services that they provide under the Privacy Shield. This information must include:
(1) information on or a link to the Privacy Shield Principles' requirements for independent recourse
mechanisms; (2) a link to the Department's Privacy Shield website; (3) an explanation that their dispute
resolution services under the Privacy Shield are free of charge to individuals; (4) a description of how
a Privacy Shield-related complaint can be filed; (5) the timeframe in which Privacy Shield-related complaints
are processed; and (6) a description of the range of potential remedies.

iii. Independent recourse mechanisms must publish an annual report providing aggregate statistics regarding
their dispute resolution services. The annual report must include: (1) the total number of Privacy Shieldrelated complaints received during the reporting year; (2) the types of complaints received; (3) dispute
resolution quality measures, such as the length of time taken to process complaints; and (4) the outcomes of
the complaints received, notably the number and types of remedies or sanctions imposed.

iv. As set forth in Annex I, an arbitration option is available to an individual to determine, for residual claims,
whether a Privacy Shield organization has violated its obligations under the Principles as to that individual,
and whether any such violation remains fully or partially unremedied. This option is available only for these
purposes. This option is not available, for example, with respect to the exceptions to the Principles (1) or
with respect to an allegation about the adequacy of the Privacy Shield. Under this arbitration option, the
Privacy Shield Panel (consisting of one or three arbitrators, as agreed by the parties) has the authority to
impose individual-specific, non-monetary equitable relief (such as access, correction, deletion, or return of
the individual's data in question) necessary to remedy the violation of the Principles only with respect to the
individual. Individuals and Privacy Shield organizations will be able to seek judicial review and enforcement
of the arbitral decisions pursuant to U.S. law under the Federal Arbitration Act.
(1) Section I.5 of the Principles.
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e. Remedies and Sanctions

The result of any remedies provided by the dispute resolution body should be that the effects of non-compliance
are reversed or corrected by the organization, insofar as feasible, and that future processing by the organization
will be in conformity with the Principles and, where appropriate, that processing of the personal data of the
individual who brought the complaint will cease. Sanctions need to be rigorous enough to ensure compliance by
the organization with the Principles. A range of sanctions of varying degrees of severity will allow dispute
resolution bodies to respond appropriately to varying degrees of non-compliance. Sanctions should include both
publicity for findings of non-compliance and the requirement to delete data in certain circumstances (1). Other
sanctions could include suspension and removal of a seal, compensation for individuals for losses incurred as
a result of non-compliance and injunctive awards. Private sector dispute resolution bodies and self-regulatory
bodies must notify failures of Privacy Shield organizations to comply with their rulings to the governmental
body with applicable jurisdiction or to the courts, as appropriate, and to notify the Department.

f. FTC Action

The FTC has committed to reviewing on a priority basis referrals alleging non-compliance with the Principles
received from: (i) privacy self-regulatory organizations and other independent dispute resolution bodies; (ii) EU
Member States; and (iii) the Department, to determine whether Section 5 of the FTC Act prohibiting unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in commerce has been violated. If the FTC concludes that it has reason to believe
Section 5 has been violated, it may resolve the matter by seeking an administrative cease and desist order
prohibiting the challenged practices or by filing a complaint in a federal district court, which if successful could
result in a federal court order to same effect. This includes false claims of adherence to the Privacy Shield
Principles or participation in the Privacy Shield by organizations, which either are no longer on the Privacy
Shield List or have never self-certified to the Department. The FTC may obtain civil penalties for violations of an
administrative cease and desist order and may pursue civil or criminal contempt for violation of a federal court
order. The FTC will notify the Department of any such actions it takes. The Department encourages other
government bodies to notify it of the final disposition of any such referrals or other rulings determining
adherence to the Privacy Shield Principles.

g. Persistent Failure to Comply

i.

If an organization persistently fails to comply with the Principles, it is no longer entitled to benefit from the
Privacy Shield. Organizations that have persistently failed to comply with the Principles will be removed
from the Privacy Shield List by the Department and must return or delete the personal information they
received under the Privacy Shield.

ii. Persistent failure to comply arises where an organization that has self-certified to the Department refuses to
comply with a final determination by any privacy self-regulatory, independent dispute resolution, or
government body, or where such a body determines that an organization frequently fails to comply with the
Principles to the point where its claim to comply is no longer credible. In these cases, the organization must
promptly notify the Department of such facts. Failure to do so may be actionable under the False Statements
Act (18 U.S.C. § 1001). An organization's withdrawal from a private-sector privacy self-regulatory program
or independent dispute resolution mechanism does not relieve it of its obligation to comply with the
Principles and would constitute a persistent failure to comply.
iii. The Department will remove an organization from the Privacy Shield List in response to any notification it
receives of persistent failure to comply, whether it is received from the organization itself, from a privacy
self-regulatory body or another independent dispute resolution body, or from a government body, but only
after first providing 30 days' notice and an opportunity to respond to the organization that has failed to
(1) Dispute resolution bodies have discretion about the circumstances in which they use these sanctions. The sensitivity of the data
concerned is one factor to be taken into consideration in deciding whether deletion of data should be required, as is whether an
organization has collected, used, or disclosed information in blatant contravention of the Privacy Shield Principles.
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comply. Accordingly, the Privacy Shield List maintained by the Department will make clear which organi
zations are assured and which organizations are no longer assured of Privacy Shield benefits.
iv. An organization applying to participate in a self-regulatory body for the purposes of requalifying for the
Privacy Shield must provide that body with full information about its prior participation in the Privacy
Shield.

12. Choice — Timing of Opt Out

a. Generally, the purpose of the Choice Principle is to ensure that personal information is used and disclosed in
ways that are consistent with the individual's expectations and choices. Accordingly, an individual should be able
to exercise ‘opt out’ choice of having personal information used for direct marketing at any time subject to
reasonable limits established by the organization, such as giving the organization time to make the opt out
effective. An organization may also require sufficient information to confirm the identity of the individual
requesting the ‘opt out’. In the United States, individuals may be able to exercise this option through the use of
a central ‘opt out’ program such as the Direct Marketing Association's Mail Preference Service. Organizations
that participate in the Direct Marketing Association's Mail Preference Service should promote its availability to
consumers who do not wish to receive commercial information. In any event, an individual should be given
a readily available and affordable mechanism to exercise this option.
b. Similarly, an organization may use information for certain direct marketing purposes when it is impracticable to
provide the individual with an opportunity to opt out before using the information, if the organization promptly
gives the individual such opportunity at the same time (and upon request at any time) to decline (at no cost to
the individual) to receive any further direct marketing communications and the organization complies with the
individual's wishes.

13. Travel Information

a. Airline passenger reservation and other travel information, such as frequent flyer or hotel reservation
information and special handling needs, such as meals to meet religious requirements or physical assistance, may
be transferred to organizations located outside the EU in several different circumstances. Under Article 26 of the
Directive, personal data may be transferred ‘to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25(2)’ on the condition that it (i) is necessary to provide the services
requested by the consumer or to fulfill the terms of an agreement, such as a ‘frequent flyer’ agreement; or (ii) has
been unambiguously consented to by the consumer. U.S. organizations subscribing to the Privacy Shield provide
adequate protection for personal data and may therefore receive data transfers from the EU without meeting
these conditions or other conditions set out in Article 26 of the Directive. Since the Privacy Shield includes
specific rules for sensitive information, such information (which may need to be collected, for example, in
connection with customers' needs for physical assistance) may be included in transfers to Privacy Shield
participants. In all cases, however, the organization transferring the information has to respect the law in the EU
Member State in which it is operating, which may, inter alia, impose special conditions for the handling of
sensitive data.

14. Pharmaceutical and Medical Products

a. Application of EU Member State Laws or the Privacy Shield Principles

EU Member State law applies to the collection of the personal data and to any processing that takes place prior
to the transfer to the United States. The Privacy Shield Principles apply to the data once they have been
transferred to the United States. Data used for pharmaceutical research and other purposes should be
anonymized when appropriate.
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b. Future Scientific Research

i. Personal data developed in specific medical or pharmaceutical research studies often play a valuable role in
future scientific research. Where personal data collected for one research study are transferred to a U.S.
organization in the Privacy Shield, the organization may use the data for a new scientific research activity if
appropriate notice and choice have been provided in the first instance. Such notice should provide
information about any future specific uses of the data, such as periodic follow-up, related studies, or
marketing.
ii. It is understood that not all future uses of the data can be specified, since a new research use could arise
from new insights on the original data, new medical discoveries and advances, and public health and
regulatory developments. Where appropriate, the notice should therefore include an explanation that
personal data may be used in future medical and pharmaceutical research activities that are unanticipated. If
the use is not consistent with the general research purpose(s) for which the personal data were originally
collected, or to which the individual has consented subsequently, new consent must be obtained.

c. Withdrawal from a Clinical Trial

Participants may decide or be asked to withdraw from a clinical trial at any time. Any personal data collected
previous to withdrawal may still be processed along with other data collected as part of the clinical trial,
however, if this was made clear to the participant in the notice at the time he or she agreed to participate.

d. Transfers for Regulatory and Supervision Purposes

Pharmaceutical and medical device companies are allowed to provide personal data from clinical trials
conducted in the EU to regulators in the United States for regulatory and supervision purposes. Similar transfers
are allowed to parties other than regulators, such as company locations and other researchers, consistent with
the Principles of Notice and Choice.

e. ‘Blinded’ Studies

i. To ensure objectivity in many clinical trials, participants, and often investigators as well, cannot be given
access to information about which treatment each participant may be receiving. Doing so would jeopardize
the validity of the research study and results. Participants in such clinical trials (referred to as ‘blinded’ studies)
do not have to be provided access to the data on their treatment during the trial if this restriction has been
explained when the participant entered the trial and the disclosure of such information would jeopardize the
integrity of the research effort.
ii. Agreement to participate in the trial under these conditions is a reasonable forgoing of the right of access.
Following the conclusion of the trial and analysis of the results, participants should have access to their data
if they request it. They should seek it primarily from the physician or other health care provider from whom
they received treatment within the clinical trial, or secondarily from the sponsoring organization.

f. Product Safety and Efficacy Monitoring

A pharmaceutical or medical device company does not have to apply the Privacy Shield Principles with respect
to the Notice, Choice, Accountability for Onward Transfer, and Access Principles in its product safety and
efficacy monitoring activities, including the reporting of adverse events and the tracking of patients/subjects
using certain medicines or medical devices, to the extent that adherence to the Principles interferes with
compliance with regulatory requirements. This is true both with respect to reports by, for example, health care
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providers to pharmaceutical and medical device companies, and with respect to reports by pharmaceutical and
medical device companies to government agencies like the Food and Drug Administration.

g. Key-coded Data

Invariably, research data are uniquely key-coded at their origin by the principal investigator so as not to reveal
the identity of individual data subjects. Pharmaceutical companies sponsoring such research do not receive the
key. The unique key code is held only by the researcher, so that he or she can identify the research subject under
special circumstances (e.g., if follow-up medical attention is required). A transfer from the EU to the United
States of data coded in this way would not constitute a transfer of personal data that would be subject to the
Privacy Shield Principles.

15. Public Record and Publicly Available Information

a. An organization must apply the Privacy Shield Principles of Security, Data Integrity and Purpose Limitation, and
Recourse, Enforcement and Liability to personal data from publicly available sources. These Principles shall apply
also to personal data collected from public records, i.e., those records kept by government agencies or entities at
any level that are open to consultation by the public in general.
b. It is not necessary to apply the Notice, Choice, or Accountability for Onward Transfer Principles to public record
information, as long as it is not combined with non-public record information, and any conditions for
consultation established by the relevant jurisdiction are respected. Also, it is generally not necessary to apply the
Notice, Choice, or Accountability for Onward Transfer Principles to publicly available information unless the
European transferor indicates that such information is subject to restrictions that require application of those
Principles by the organization for the uses it intends. Organizations will have no liability for how such
information is used by those obtaining such information from published materials.
c. Where an organization is found to have intentionally made personal information public in contravention of the
Principles so that it or others may benefit from these exceptions, it will cease to qualify for the benefits of the
Privacy Shield.
d. It is not necessary to apply the Access Principle to public record information as long as it is not combined with
other personal information (apart from small amounts used to index or organize the public record information);
however, any conditions for consultation established by the relevant jurisdiction are to be respected. In contrast,
where public record information is combined with other non-public record information (other than as
specifically noted above), an organization must provide access to all such information, assuming it is not subject
to other permitted exceptions.
e. As with public record information, it is not necessary to provide access to information that is already publicly
available to the public at large, as long as it is not combined with non-publicly available information. Organi
zations that are in the business of selling publicly available information may charge the organization's customary
fee in responding to requests for access. Alternatively, individuals may seek access to their information from the
organization that originally compiled the data.

16. Access Requests by Public Authorities

a. In order to provide transparency in respect of lawful requests by public authorities to access personal
information, Privacy Shield organizations may voluntarily issue periodic transparency reports on the number of
requests for personal information they receive by public authorities for law enforcement or national security
reasons, to the extent such disclosures are permissible under applicable law.
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b. The information provided by the Privacy Shield organizations in these reports together with information that
has been released by the intelligence community, along with other information, can be used to inform the
annual joint review of the functioning of the Privacy Shield in accordance with the Principles.
c. Absence of notice in accordance with point (a)(xii) of the Notice Principle shall not prevent or impair an organi
zation's ability to respond to any lawful request.
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Annex I
Arbitral model
This Annex I provides the terms under which Privacy Shield organizations are obligated to arbitrate claims, pursuant to
the Recourse, Enforcement and Liability Principle. The binding arbitration option described below applies to certain
‘residual’ claims as to data covered by the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield. The purpose of this option is to provide a prompt,
independent, and fair mechanism, at the option of individuals, for resolution of claimed violations of the Principles not
resolved by any of the other Privacy Shield mechanisms, if any.

A. Scope
This arbitration option is available to an individual to determine, for residual claims, whether a Privacy Shield
organization has violated its obligations under the Principles as to that individual, and whether any such violation
remains fully or partially unremedied. This option is available only for these purposes. This option is not available, for
example, with respect to the exceptions to the Principles (1) or with respect to an allegation about the adequacy of the
Privacy Shield.

B. Available Remedies
Under this arbitration option, the Privacy Shield Panel (consisting of one or three arbitrators, as agreed by the parties)
has the authority to impose individual-specific, non-monetary equitable relief (such as access, correction, deletion, or
return of the individual's data in question) necessary to remedy the violation of the Principles only with respect to the
individual. These are the only powers of the arbitration panel with respect to remedies. In considering remedies, the
arbitration panel is required to consider other remedies that already have been imposed by other mechanisms under the
Privacy Shield. No damages, costs, fees, or other remedies are available. Each party bears its own attorney's fees.

C. Pre-Arbitration Requirements
An individual who decides to invoke this arbitration option must take the following steps prior to initiating an
arbitration claim: (1) raise the claimed violation directly with the organization and afford the organization an
opportunity to resolve the issue within the timeframe set forth in Section III.11(d)(i) of the Principles; (2) make use of
the independent recourse mechanism under the Principles, which is at no cost to the individual; and (3) raise the issue
through their Data Protection Authority to the Department of Commerce and afford the Department of Commerce an
opportunity to use best efforts to resolve the issue within the timeframes set forth in the Letter from the International
Trade Administration of the Department of Commerce, at no cost to the individual.
This arbitration option may not be invoked if the individual's same claimed violation of the Principles (1) has previously
been subject to binding arbitration; (2) was the subject of a final judgment entered in a court action to which the
individual was a party; or (3) was previously settled by the parties. In addition, this option may not be invoked if an EU
Data Protection Authority (1) has authority under Sections III.5 or III.9 of the Principles; or (2) has the authority to
resolve the claimed violation directly with the organization. A DPA's authority to resolve the same claim against an EU
data controller does not alone preclude invocation of this arbitration option against a different legal entity not bound by
the DPA authority.

D. Binding Nature of Decisions
An individual's decision to invoke this binding arbitration option is entirely voluntary. Arbitral decisions will be binding
on all parties to the arbitration. Once invoked, the individual forgoes the option to seek relief for the same claimed
violation in another forum, except that if non-monetary equitable relief does not fully remedy the claimed violation, the
individual's invocation of arbitration will not preclude a claim for damages that is otherwise available in the courts.
(1) Section I.5 of the Principles.
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E. Review and Enforcement
Individuals and Privacy Shield organizations will be able to seek judicial review and enforcement of the arbitral decisions
pursuant to U.S. law under the Federal Arbitration Act (1). Any such cases must be brought in the federal district court
whose territorial coverage includes the primary place of business of the Privacy Shield organization.
This arbitration option is intended to resolve individual disputes, and arbitral decisions are not intended to function as
persuasive or binding precedent in matters involving other parties, including in future arbitrations or in EU or U.S.
courts, or FTC proceedings.

F. The Arbitration Panel
The parties will select the arbitrators from the list of arbitrators discussed below.
Consistent with applicable law, the U.S. Department of Commerce and the European Commission will develop a list of
at least 20 arbitrators, chosen on the basis of independence, integrity, and expertise. The following shall apply in
connection with this process:
Arbitrators:
(1) will remain on the list for a period of 3 years, absent exceptional circumstances or for cause, renewable for one
additional period of 3 years;
(2) shall not be subject to any instructions from, or be affiliated with, either party, or any Privacy Shield organization,
or the U.S., EU, or any EU Member State or any other governmental authority, public authority, or enforcement
authority; and
(3) must be admitted to practice law in the U.S. and be experts in U.S. privacy law, with expertise in EU data protection
law.

G. Arbitration Procedures
Consistent with applicable law, within 6 months from the adoption of the adequacy decision, the Department of
Commerce and the European Commission will agree to adopt an existing, well-established set of U.S. arbitral procedures
(such as AAA or JAMS) to govern proceedings before the Privacy Shield Panel, subject to each of the following consider
ations:
1. An individual may initiate binding arbitration, subject to the pre-arbitration requirements provision above, by
delivering a ‘Notice’ to the organization. The Notice shall contain a summary of steps taken under Paragraph C to
resolve the claim, a description of the alleged violation, and, at the choice of the individual, any supporting
documents and materials and/or a discussion of law relating to the alleged claim.
(1) Chapter 2 of the Federal Arbitration Act (‘FAA’) provides that ‘[a]n arbitration agreement or arbitral award arising out of a legal
relationship, whether contractual or not, which is considered as commercial, including a transaction, contract, or agreement
described in [section 2 of the FAA], falls under the Convention [on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of
June 10, 1958, 21 U.S.T. 2519, T.I.A.S. No 6997 (“New York Convention”)].’ 9 U.S.C. § 202. The FAA further provides that ‘[a]n
agreement or award arising out of such a relationship which is entirely between citizens of the United States shall be deemed not to
fall under the [New York] Convention unless that relationship involves property located abroad, envisages performance or
enforcement abroad, or has some other reasonable relation with one or more foreign states.’ Id. Under Chapter 2, ‘any party to the
arbitration may apply to any court having jurisdiction under this chapter for an order confirming the award as against any other
party to the arbitration. The court shall confirm the award unless it finds one of the grounds for refusal or deferral of recognition
or enforcement of the award specified in the said [New York] Convention.’ Id. § 207. Chapter 2 further provides that ‘[t]he district
courts of the United States … shall have original jurisdiction over … an action or proceeding [under the New York Convention],
regardless of the amount in controversy.’ Id. § 203.
Chapter 2 also provides that ‘Chapter 1 applies to actions and proceedings brought under this chapter to the extent that chapter is not in
conflict with this chapter or the [New York] Convention as ratified by the United States.’ Id. § 208. Chapter 1, in turn, provides that ‘[a]
written provision in … a contract evidencing a transaction involving commerce to settle by arbitration a controversy thereafter arising
out of such contract or transaction, or the refusal to perform the whole or any part thereof, or an agreement in writing to submit to
arbitration an existing controversy arising out of such a contract, transaction, or refusal, shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save
upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract.’ Id. § 2. Chapter 1 further provides that ‘any party to the
arbitration may apply to the court so specified for an order confirming the award, and thereupon the court must grant such an order
unless the award is vacated, modified, or corrected as prescribed in sections 10 and 11 of [the FAA].’ Id. § 9.
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2. Procedures will be developed to ensure that an individual's same claimed violation does not receive duplicative
remedies or procedures.
3. FTC action may proceed in parallel with arbitration.
4. No representative of the U.S., EU, or any EU Member State or any other governmental authority, public authority, or
enforcement authority may participate in these arbitrations, provided, that at the request of an EU individual, EU
DPAs may provide assistance in the preparation only of the Notice but EU DPAs may not have access to discovery or
any other materials related to these arbitrations.
5. The location of the arbitration will be the United States, and the individual may choose video or telephone participa
tion, which will be provided at no cost to the individual. In-person participation will not be required.
6. The language of the arbitration will be English unless otherwise agreed by the parties. Upon a reasoned request, and
taking into account whether the individual is represented by an attorney, interpretation at the arbitral hearing as well
as translation of arbitral materials will be provided at no cost to the individual, unless the panel finds that, under the
circumstances of the specific arbitration, this would lead to unjustified or disproportionate costs.
7. Materials submitted to arbitrators will be treated confidentially and will only be used in connection with the
arbitration.
8. Individual-specific discovery may be permitted if necessary, and such discovery will be treated confidentially by the
parties and will only be used in connection with the arbitration.
9. Arbitrations should be completed within 90 days of the delivery of the Notice to the organization at issue, unless
otherwise agreed to by the parties.
H. Costs
Arbitrators should take reasonable steps to minimize the costs or fees of the arbitrations.
Subject to applicable law, the Department of Commerce will facilitate the establishment of a fund, into which Privacy
Shield organizations will be required to pay an annual contribution, based in part on the size of the organization, which
will cover the arbitral cost, including arbitrator fees, up to maximum amounts (‘caps’), in consultation with the European
Commission. The fund will be managed by a third party, which will report regularly on the operations of the fund. At
the annual review, the Department of Commerce and European Commission will review the operation of the fund,
including the need to adjust the amount of the contributions or of the caps, and will consider, among other things, the
number of arbitrations and the costs and timing of the arbitrations, with the mutual understanding that there will be no
excessive financial burden imposed on Privacy Shield organizations. Attorney's fees are not covered by this provision or
any fund under this provision.
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ANNEX III

Letter from U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry

July 7, 2016
Dear Commissioner Jourová,
I am pleased we have reached an understanding on the European Union-United States Privacy Shield that will include an
Ombudsperson mechanism through which authorities in the EU will be able to submit requests on behalf of EU
individuals regarding U.S. signals intelligence practices.
On January 17, 2014, President Barack Obama announced important intelligence reforms included in Presidential Policy
Directive 28 (PPD-28). Under PPD-28, I designated Under Secretary of State Catherine A. Novelli, who also serves as
Senior Coordinator for International Information Technology Diplomacy, as our point of contact for foreign
governments that wish to raise concerns regarding U.S. signals intelligence activities. Building on this role, I have
established a Privacy Shield Ombudsperson mechanism in accordance with the terms set out in Annex A, which have
been updated since my letter of February 22, 2016. I have directed Under Secretary Novelli to perform this function.
Under Secretary Novelli is independent from the U.S. intelligence community, and reports directly to me.
I have directed my staff to devote the necessary resources to implement this new Ombudsperson mechanism, and am
confident it will be an effective means to address EU individuals' concerns.

Sincerely,
John F. Kerry
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Annex A
EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Ombudsperson mechanism regarding signals intelligence
In recognition of the importance of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework, this Memorandum sets forth the process for
implementing a new mechanism, consistent with Presidential Policy Directive 28 (PPD-28), regarding signals
intelligence (1).

On January 17, 2014, President Obama gave a speech announcing important intelligence reforms. In that speech, he
pointed out that ‘[o]ur efforts help protect not only our nation, but our friends and allies as well. Our efforts will only
be effective if ordinary citizens in other countries have confidence that the United States respects their privacy too.’
President Obama announced the issuance of a new presidential directive—PPD-28—to ‘clearly prescribe what we do,
and do not do, when it comes to our overseas surveillance.’

Section 4(d) of PPD-28 directs the Secretary of State to designate a ‘Senior Coordinator for International Information
Technology Diplomacy’ (Senior Coordinator) ‘to … serve as a point of contact for foreign governments who wish to
raise concerns regarding signals intelligence activities conducted by the United States.’ As of January 2015, Under
Secretary C. Novelli has served as the Senior Coordinator.

This Memorandum describes a new mechanism that the Senior Coordinator will follow to facilitate the processing of
requests relating to national security access to data transmitted from the EU to the United States pursuant to the Privacy
Shield, standard contractual clauses (SCCs), binding corporate rules (BCRs), ‘Derogations,’ (2) or ‘Possible Future
Derogations,’ (3) through established avenues under applicable United States laws and policy, and the response to those
requests.

1. The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson. The Senior Coordinator will serve as the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson and
designate additional State Department officials, as appropriate to assist in her performance of the responsibilities
detailed in this memorandum. (Hereinafter, the Coordinator and any officials performing such duties will be referred
to as ‘Privacy Shield Ombudsperson.’) The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will work closely with appropriate officials
from other departments and agencies who are responsible for processing requests in accordance with applicable
United States law and policy. The Ombudsperson is independent from the Intelligence Community. The
Ombudsperson reports directly to the Secretary of State who will ensure that the Ombudsperson carries out its
function objectively and free from improper influence that is liable to have an effect on the response to be provided.

2. Effective Coordination. The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will be able to effectively use and coordinate with the
oversight bodies, described below, in order to ensure that the Ombudsperson's response to requests from the
submitting EU individual complaint handing body is based on the necessary information. When the request relates to
(1) Provided that the Commission Decision on the adequacy of the protection provided by the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield applies to Iceland,
Liechtenstein and Norway, the Privacy Shield Package will cover both the European Union, as well as these three countries. Consequently,
references to the EU and its Member States will be read as including Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.
(2) ‘Derogations’ in this context mean a commercial transfer or transfers that take place on the condition that: (a) the data subject has given
his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer; or (b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data
subject and the controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the data subject's request; or (c) the
transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the interest of the data subject between the controller
and a third party; or (d) the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public interest grounds, or for the establishment,
exercise or defense of legal claims; or (e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or (f) the
transfer is made from a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to provide information to the public and which is
open to consultation either by the public in general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the
conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.
(3) ‘Possible Future Derogations’ in this context mean a commercial transfer or transfers that take place on one of the following conditions,
to the extent the condition constitutes lawful grounds for transfers of personal data from the EU to the U.S.: (a) the data subject has
explicitly consented to the proposed transfer, after having been informed of the possible risks of such transfers for the data subject due to
the absence of an adequacy decision and appropriate safeguards; or (b) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of
the data subject or of other persons, where the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving consent; or (c) in case of a transfer
to a third country or an international organization and none of the other derogations or possible future derogations is applicable, only if
the transfer is not repetitive, concerns only a limited number of data subjects, is necessary for the purposes of compelling legitimate
interests pursued by the controller which are not overridden by the interests or rights and freedoms of the data subject, and the controller
has assessed all the circumstances surrounding the data transfer and has on the basis of that assessment provided suitable safeguards with
regard to the protection of personal data.
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the compatibility of surveillance with U.S. law, the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will be able to cooperate with one
of the independent oversight bodies with investigatory powers.
a. The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will work closely with other United States Government officials, including
appropriate independent oversight bodies, to ensure that completed requests are processed and resolved in
accordance with applicable laws and policies. In particular, the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will be able to
coordinate closely with the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, the Department of Justice, and other
departments and agencies involved in United States national security as appropriate, and Inspectors General,
Freedom of Information Act Officers, and Civil Liberties and Privacy Officers.
b. The United States Government will rely on mechanisms for coordinating and overseeing national security matters
across departments and agencies to help ensure that the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson is able to respond within
the meaning of Section 4(e) to completed requests under Section 3(b).
c. The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson may refer matters related to requests to the Privacy and Civil Liberties
Oversight Board for its consideration.

3. Submitting Requests.
a. A request will initially be submitted to the supervisory authorities in the Member States competent for the
oversight of national security services and/or the processing of personal data by public authorities. The request
will be submitted to the Ombudsperson by a EU centralized body (hereafter together: the ‘EU individual complaint
handling body’).
b. The EU individual complaint handling body will ensure, in compliance with the following actions, that the request
is complete:
(i)

Verifying the identity of the individual, and that the individual is acting on his/her own behalf, and not as
a representative of a governmental or intergovernmental organization.

(ii) Ensuring the request is made in writing, and that it contains the following basic information:
— any information that forms the basis for the request,
— the nature of information or relief sought,
— the United States Government entities believed to be involved, if any, and
— the other measures pursued to obtain the information or relief requested and the response received
through those other measures.
(iii) Verifying that the request pertains to data reasonably believed to have been transferred from the EU to the
United States pursuant to the Privacy Shield, SCCs, BCRs, Derogations, or Possible Future Derogations.
(iv) Making an initial determination that the request is not frivolous, vexatious, or made in bad faith.
c. To be completed for purposes of further handling by the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson under this memorandum,
the request need not demonstrate that the requester's data has in fact been accessed by the United States
Government through signal intelligence activities.

4. Commitments to Communicate with Submitting EU Individual Complaint Handling Body.
a. The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will acknowledge receipt of the request to the submitting EU individual
complaint handling body.
b. The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will conduct an initial review to verify that the request has been completed in
conformance with Section 3(b). If the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson notes any deficiencies or has any questions
regarding the completion of the request, the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will seek to address and resolve those
concerns with the submitting EU individual complaint handling body.
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c. If, to facilitate appropriate processing of the request, the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson needs more information
about the request, or if specific action is needed to be taken by the individual who originally submitted the
request, the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will so inform the submitting EU individual complaint handling body.

d. The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will track the status of requests and provide updates as appropriate to the
submitting EU individual complaint handling body.

e. Once a request has been completed as described in Section 3 of this Memorandum, the Privacy Shield
Ombudsperson will provide in a timely manner an appropriate response to the submitting EU individual
complaint handling body, subject to the continuing obligation to protect information under applicable laws and
policies. The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will provide a response to the submitting EU individual complaint
handling body confirming (i) that the complaint has been properly investigated, and (ii) that the U.S. law, statutes,
executives orders, presidential directives, and agency policies, providing the limitations and safeguards described in
the ODNI letter, have been complied with, or, in the event of non-compliance, such non-compliance has been
remedied. The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will neither confirm nor deny whether the individual has been the
target of surveillance nor will the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson confirm the specific remedy that was applied. As
further explained in Section 5, FOIA requests will be processed as provided under that statute and applicable
regulations.

f. The Privacy Shield Ombudsperson will communicate directly with the EU individual complaint handling body,
who will in turn be responsible for communicating with the individual submitting the request. If direct communi
cations are part of one of the underlying processes described below, then those communications will take place in
accordance with existing procedures.

g. Commitments in this Memorandum will not apply to general claims that the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield is inconsistent
with European Union data protection requirements. The commitments in this Memorandum are made based on
the common understanding by the European Commission and the U.S. government that given the scope of
commitments under this mechanism, there may be resource constraints that arise, including with respect to
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. Should the carrying-out of the Privacy Shield Ombudsperson's
functions exceed reasonable resource constraints and impede the fulfillment of these commitments, the U.S.
government will discuss with the European Commission any adjustments that may be appropriate to address the
situation.

5. Requests for Information. Requests for access to United States Government records may be made and processed
under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).

a. FOIA provides a means for any person to seek access to existing federal agency records, regardless of the
nationality of the requester. This statute is codified in the United States Code at 5 U.S.C. § 552. The statute,
together with additional information about FOIA, is available at www.FOIA.gov and http://www.justice.gov/oip/
foia-resources. Each agency has a Chief FOIA Officer, and has provided information on its public website about
how to submit a FOIA request to the agency. Agencies have processes for consulting with one another on FOIA
requests that involve records held by another agency.

b. By way of example:

(i) The Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) has established the ODNI FOIA Portal for the
ODNI: http://www.dni.gov/index.php/about-this-site/foia. This portal provides information on submitting
a request, checking on the status of an existing request, and accessing information that has been released and
published by the ODNI under FOIA. The ODNI FOIA Portal includes links to other FOIA websites for IC
elements: http://www.dni.gov/index.php/about-this-site/foia/other-ic-foia-sites.

(ii) The Department of Justice's Office of Information Policy provides comprehensive information about FOIA:
http://www.justice.gov/oip. This includes not only information about submitting a FOIA request to the
Department of Justice, but also provides guidance to the United States government on interpreting and
applying FOIA requirements.
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c. Under FOIA, access to government records is subject to certain enumerated exemptions. These include limits on
access to classified national security information, personal information of third parties, and information
concerning law enforcement investigations, and are comparable to the limitations imposed by each EU Member
State with its own information access law. These limitations apply equally to Americans and non-Americans.

d. Disputes over the release of records requested pursuant to FOIA can be appealed administratively and then in
federal court. The court is required to make a de novo determination of whether records are properly withheld,
5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B), and can compel the government to provide access to records. In some cases courts have
overturned government assertions that information should be withheld as classified. Although no monetary
damages are available, courts can award attorney's fees.

6. Requests for Further Action. A request alleging violation of law or other misconduct will be referred to the
appropriate United States Government body, including independent oversight bodies, with the power to investigate
the respective request and address non-compliance as described below.

a. Inspectors General are statutorily independent; have broad power to conduct investigations, audits and reviews of
programs, including of fraud and abuse or violation of law; and can recommend corrective actions.

(i)

The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, statutorily established the Federal Inspectors General (IG) as
independent and objective units within most agencies whose duties are to combat waste, fraud, and abuse in
the programs and operations of their respective agencies. To this end, each IG is responsible for conducting
audits and investigations relating to the programs and operations of its agency. Additionally, IGs provide
leadership and coordination and recommend policies for activities designed to promote economy, efficiency,
and effectiveness, and prevent and detect fraud and abuse, in agency programs and operations.

(ii) Each element of the Intelligence Community has its own Office of the Inspector General with responsibility
for oversight of foreign intelligence activities, among other matters. A number of Inspector General reports
about intelligence programs have been publicly released.

(iii) By way of example:

— The Office of the Inspector General of the Intelligence Community (IC IG) was established pursuant to
Section 405 of the Intelligence Authorization Act of Fiscal Year 2010 — http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/
PLAW-111publ259/pdf/PLAW-111publ259.pdf. The IC IG is responsible for conducting IC-wide audits,
investigations, inspections, and reviews that identify and address systemic risks, vulnerabilities, and
deficiencies that cut across IC agency missions, in order to positively impact IC-wide economies and
efficiencies. The IC IG is authorized to investigate complaints or information concerning allegations of
a violation of law, rule, regulation, waste, fraud, abuse of authority, or a substantial or specific danger to
public health and safety in connection with ODNI and/or IC intelligence programs and activities.
The IC IG provides information on how to contact the IC IG directly to submit a report: http://www.dni.
gov/index.php/about-this-site/contact-the-ig.

— The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) in the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) — https://www.justice.
gov — is a statutorily created independent entity whose mission is to detect and deter waste, fraud, abuse,
and misconduct in DOJ programs and personnel, and to promote economy and efficiency in those
programs. The OIG investigates alleged violations of criminal and civil laws by DOJ employees and also
audits and inspects DOJ programs. The OIG has jurisdiction over all complaints of misconduct against
Department of Justice employees, including the Federal Bureau of Investigation; Drug Enforcement
Administration; Federal Bureau of Prisons; U.S. Marshals Service; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms,
and Explosives; United States Attorneys Offices; and employees who work in other Divisions or Offices in
the Department of Justice. (The one exception is that allegations of misconduct by a Department attorney
or law enforcement personnel that relate to the exercise of the Department attorney's authority to
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investigate, litigate, or provide legal advice are the responsibility of the Department's Office of Professional
Responsibility.) In addition, section 1001 of the USA Patriot Act, signed into law on October 26, 2001,
directs the Inspector General to review information and receive complaints alleging abuses of civil rights
and civil liberties by Department of Justice employees. The OIG maintains a public website —
https://www.oig.justice.gov — which includes a ‘Hotline’ for submitting complaints — https://www.oig.
justice.gov/hotline/index.htm.

b. Privacy and Civil Liberties offices and entities in the United States Government also have relevant responsibilities.
By way of example:

(i)

Section 803 of the Implementing Recommendations of the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007, codified in the
United States Code at 42 U.S.C. § 2000-ee1, establishes privacy and civil liberties officers at certain
departments and agencies (including the Department of State, Department of Justice, and ODNI). Section 803
specifies that these privacy and civil liberties officers will serve as the principal advisor to, among other
things, ensure that such department, agency, or element has adequate procedures to address complaints from
individuals who allege such department, agency, or element has violated their privacy or civil liberties.

(ii) The ODNI's Civil Liberties and Privacy Office (ODNI CLPO) is led by the ODNI Civil Liberties Protection
Officer, a position established by the National Security Act of 1948, as amended. The duties of the ODNI
CLPO include ensuring that the policies and procedures of the elements of the Intelligence Community
include adequate protections for privacy and civil liberties, and reviewing and investigating complaints
alleging abuse or violation of civil liberties and privacy in ODNI programs and activities. The ODNI CLPO
provides information to the public on its website, including instructions for how to submit a complaint:
www.dni.gov/clpo. If the ODNI CLPO receives a privacy or civil liberties complaint involving IC programs
and activities, it will coordinate with other IC elements on how that complaint should be further processed
within the IC. Note that the National Security Agency (NSA) also has a Civil Liberties and Privacy Office,
which provides information about its responsibilities on its website — https://www.nsa.gov/civil_liberties/. If
information indicates that an agency is out of compliance with privacy requirements (e.g., a requirement
under Section 4 of PPD-28), then agencies have compliance mechanisms to review and remedy the incident.
Agencies are required to report compliance incidents under PPD-28 to the ODNI.

(iii) The Office of Privacy and Civil Liberties (OPCL) at the Department of Justice supports the duties and responsi
bilities of the Department's Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties Officer (CPCLO). The principal mission of OPCL
is to protect the privacy and civil liberties of the American people through review, oversight, and
coordination of the Department's privacy operations. OPCL provides legal advice and guidance to
Departmental components; ensures the Department's privacy compliance, including compliance with the
Privacy Act of 1974, the privacy provisions of both the E-Government Act of 2002 and the Federal
Information Security Management Act, as well as administration policy directives issued in furtherance of
those Acts; develops and provides Departmental privacy training; assists the CPCLO in developing
Departmental privacy policy; prepares privacy-related reporting to the President and Congress; and reviews
the information handling practices of the Department to ensure that such practices are consistent with the
protection of privacy and civil liberties. OPCL provides information to the public about its responsibilities at
http://www.justice.gov/opcl.

(iv) According to 42 U.S.C. § 2000ee et seq., the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board shall continually
review (i) the policies and procedures, as well as their implementation, of the departments, agencies and
elements of the executive branch relating to efforts to protect the Nation from terrorism to ensure that
privacy and civil liberties are protected, and (ii) other actions by the executive branch relating to such efforts
to determine whether such actions appropriately protect privacy and civil liberties and are consistent with
governing laws, regulations, and policies regarding privacy and civil liberties. It shall receive and review
reports and other information from privacy officers and civil liberties officers and, when appropriate, make
recommendations to them regarding their activities. Section 803 of the Implementing Recommendations of
the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007, codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000ee-1, directs the privacy and civil liberties
officers of eight federal agencies (including the Secretary of Defense, Secretary of Homeland Security, Director
of National Intelligence, and Director of the Central Intelligence Agency), and any additional agency
designated by the Board, to submit periodic reports to the PCLOB, including the number, nature, and
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disposition of the complaints received by the respective agency for alleged violations. The PCLOB's enabling
statute directs the Board to receive these reports and, when appropriate, make recommendations to the
privacy and civil liberties officers regarding their activities.
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ANNEX IV

Letter from Federal Trade Commission Chairwoman Edith Ramirez
July 7, 2016
VIA EMAIL

Věra Jourová
Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality
European Commission
Rue de la Loi/Wetstraat 200
1049 Brussels
Belgium
Dear Commissioner Jourová:
The United States Federal Trade Commission (‘FTC’) appreciates the opportunity to describe its enforcement of the new
EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework (the ‘Privacy Shield Framework’ or ‘Framework’). We believe the Framework will play
a critical role in facilitating privacy-protective commercial transactions in an increasingly interconnected world. It will
enable businesses to conduct important operations in the global economy, while at the same time ensuring that EU
consumers retain important privacy protections. The FTC has long committed to protecting privacy across borders and
will make enforcement of the new Framework a high priority. Below, we explain the FTC's history of strong privacy
enforcement generally, including our enforcement of the original Safe Harbor program, as well as the FTC's approach to
enforcement of the new Framework.
The FTC first publicly expressed its commitment to enforce the Safe Harbor program in 2000. At that time, then-FTC
Chairman Robert Pitofsky sent the European Commission a letter outlining the FTC's pledge to vigorously enforce the
Safe Harbor Privacy Principles. The FTC has continued to uphold this commitment through nearly 40 enforcement
actions, numerous additional investigations, and cooperation with individual European data protection authorities (‘EU
DPAs’) on matters of mutual interest.
After the European Commission raised concerns in November 2013 about the administration and enforcement of the
Safe Harbor program, we and the U.S. Department of Commerce began consultations with officials from the European
Commission to explore ways to strengthen it. While those consultations were proceeding, on October 6, 2015, the
European Court of Justice issued a decision in the Schrems case that, among other things, invalidated the European
Commission's decision on the adequacy of the Safe Harbor program. Following the decision, we continued to work
closely with the Department of Commerce and the European Commission in an effort to strengthen the privacy
protections provided to EU individuals. The Privacy Shield Framework is a result of these ongoing consultations. As was
the case with the Safe Harbor program, the FTC hereby commits to vigorous enforcement of the new Framework. This
letter memorializes that commitment.
Notably, we affirm our commitment in four key areas: (1) referral prioritization and investigations; (2) addressing false
or deceptive Privacy Shield membership claims; (3) continued order monitoring; and (4) enhanced engagement and
enforcement cooperation with EU DPAs. We provide below detailed information about each of these commitments and
relevant background about the FTC's role in protecting consumer privacy and enforcing Safe Harbor, as well as the
broader privacy landscape in the United States (1).

I. BACKGROUND

A. FTC Privacy Enforcement and Policy Work
The FTC has broad civil enforcement authority to promote consumer protection and competition in the commercial
sphere. As part of its consumer protection mandate, the FTC enforces a wide range of laws to protect the privacy and
(1) We provide additional information about U.S. federal and state privacy laws in Attachment A. In addition, a summary of our recent
privacy and security enforcement actions is available on the FTC's website at https://www.ftc.gov/reports/privacy-data-security-update2015.
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security of consumer data. The primary law enforced by the FTC, the FTC Act, prohibits ‘unfair’ and ‘deceptive’ acts or
practices in or affecting commerce (1). A representation, omission, or practice is deceptive if it is material and likely to
mislead consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances (2). An act or practice is unfair if it causes, or is likely to
cause, substantial injury that is not reasonably avoidable by consumers or outweighed by countervailing benefits to
consumers or competition (3). The FTC also enforces targeted statutes that protect information relating to health, credit
and other financial matters, as well as children's online information, and has issued regulations implementing each of
these statutes.

The FTC's jurisdiction under the FTC Act applies to matters ‘in or affecting commerce.’ The FTC does not have
jurisdiction over criminal law enforcement or national security matters. Nor can the FTC reach most other governmental
actions. In addition, there are exceptions to the FTC's jurisdiction over commercial activities, including with respect to
banks, airlines, the business of insurance, and the common carrier activities of telecommunications service providers.
The FTC also does not have jurisdiction over most non-profit organizations, but it does have jurisdiction over sham
charities or other non-profits that in actuality operate for profit. The FTC also has jurisdiction over non-profit organi
zations that operate for the profit of their for-profit members, including by providing substantial economic benefits to
those members (4). In some instances, the FTC's jurisdiction is concurrent with that of other law enforcement agencies.

We have developed strong working relationships with federal and state authorities and work closely with them to
coordinate investigations or make referrals where appropriate.

Enforcement is the lynchpin of the FTC's approach to privacy protection. To date, the FTC has brought over 500 cases
protecting the privacy and security of consumer information. This body of cases covers both offline and online
information and includes enforcement actions against companies large and small, alleging that they failed to properly
dispose of sensitive consumer data, failed to secure consumers' personal information, deceptively tracked consumers
online, spammed consumers, installed spyware or other malware on consumers' computers, violated Do Not Call and
other telemarketing rules, and improperly collected and shared consumer information on mobile devices. The FTC's
enforcement actions—in both the physical and digital worlds—send an important message to companies about the need
to protect consumer privacy.

The FTC has also pursued numerous policy initiatives aimed at enhancing consumer privacy that inform its enforcement
work. The FTC has hosted workshops and issued reports recommending best practices aimed at improving privacy in
the mobile ecosystem; increasing transparency of the data broker industry; maximizing the benefits of big data while
mitigating its risks, particularly for low-income and underserved consumers; and highlighting the privacy and security
implications of facial recognition and the internet of Things, among other areas.

The FTC also engages in consumer and business education to enhance the impact of its enforcement and policy
development initiatives. The FTC has used a variety of tools— publications, online resources, workshops, and social
media—to provide educational materials on a wide range of topics, including mobile apps, children's privacy, and data
security. Most recently, the Commission launched its ‘Start With Security’ initiative, which includes new guidance for
businesses drawing on lessons learned from the agency's data security cases, as well as a series of workshops across the
country. In addition, the FTC has long been a leader in educating consumers about basic computer security. Last year,
our OnGuard Online site and its Spanish language counterpart, Alerta en Línea, had more than 5 million page views.

B. U.S. Legal Protections Benefiting EU Consumers

The Framework will operate in the context of the larger U.S. privacy landscape, which protects EU consumers in
a number of ways.
(1) 15 U.S.C. § 45(a).
(2) See FTC Policy Statement on Deception, appended to Cliffdale Assocs., Inc., 103 F.T.C. 110, 174 (1984), available at https://www.ftc.gov/
public-statements/1983/10/ftc-policy-statement-deception.
(3) See 15 U.S.C § 45(n); FTC Policy Statement on Unfairness, appended to Int'l Harvester Co., 104 F.T.C. 949, 1070 (1984), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/public-statements/1980/12/ftc-policy-statement-unfairness.
(4) See California Dental Ass'n v. FTC, 526 U.S. 756 (1999).
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The FTC Act's prohibition on unfair or deceptive acts or practices is not limited to protecting U.S. consumers from U.S.
companies, as it includes those practices that (1) cause or are likely to cause reasonably foreseeable injury in the United
States, or (2) involve material conduct in the United States. Further, the FTC can use all remedies, including restitution,
that are available to protect domestic consumers when protecting foreign consumers.

Indeed, the FTC's enforcement work significantly benefits both U.S. and foreign consumers. For example, our cases
enforcing Section 5 of the FTC Act have protected the privacy of U.S. and foreign consumers alike. In a case against an
information broker, Accusearch, the FTC alleged that the company's sale of confidential telephone records to third
parties without consumers' knowledge or consent was an unfair practice in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act.
Accusearch sold information relating to both U.S. and foreign consumers (1). The court granted injunctive relief against
Accusearch prohibiting, among other things, the marketing or sale of consumers' personal information without written
consent, unless it was lawfully obtained from publicly available information, and ordered disgorgement of almost
USD 200 000 (2).

The FTC's settlement with TRUSTe is another example. It ensures that consumers, including those in the European
Union, can rely on representations that a global self-regulatory organization makes about its review and certification of
domestic and foreign online services (3). Importantly, our action against TRUSTe also strengthens the privacy selfregulatory system more broadly by ensuring the accountability of entities that play an important role in self-regulatory
schemes, including cross-border privacy frameworks.

The FTC also enforces other targeted laws whose protections extend to non-U.S. consumers, such as the Children's
Online Privacy Protection Act (‘COPPA’). Among other things, COPPA requires that operators of child-directed websites
and online services, or general audience sites that knowingly collect personal information from children under the age
of 13, provide parental notice and obtain verifiable parental consent. U.S.-based websites and services that are subject to
COPPA and collect personal information from foreign children are required to comply with COPPA. Foreign-based
websites and online services must also comply with COPPA if they are directed to children in the United States, or if
they knowingly collect personal information from children in the United States. In addition to the U.S. federal laws
enforced by the FTC, certain other federal and state consumer protection and privacy laws may provide additional
benefits to EU consumers.

C. Safe Harbor Enforcement

As part of its privacy and security enforcement program, the FTC has also sought to protect EU consumers by bringing
enforcement actions that involved Safe Harbor violations. The FTC has brought 39 Safe Harbor enforcement actions:
36 alleging false certification claims, and three cases—against Google, Facebook, and Myspace—involving alleged
violations of Safe Harbor Privacy Principles (4). These cases demonstrate the enforceability of certifications and the
repercussions for non-compliance. Twenty-year consent orders require Google, Facebook, and Myspace to implement
comprehensive privacy programs that must be reasonably designed to address privacy risks related to the development
and management of new and existing products and services and to protect the privacy and confidentiality of personal
information. The comprehensive privacy programs mandated under these orders must identify foreseeable material risks
and have controls to address those risks. The companies must also submit to ongoing, independent assessments of their
privacy programs, which must be provided to the FTC. The orders also prohibit these companies from misrepresenting
their privacy practices and their participation in any privacy or security program. This prohibition would also apply to
companies' acts and practices under the new Privacy Shield Framework. The FTC can enforce these orders by seeking
(1) See Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Complaint under PIPEDA against Accusearch, Inc., doing business as Abika.com,
https://www.priv.gc.ca/cf-dc/2009/2009_009_0731_e.asp. The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada filed an amicus curiae
brief in the appeal of the FTC action and conducted its own investigation, concluding that Accusearch's practices also violated Canadian
law.
(2) See FTC v. Accusearch, Inc., No 06CV015D (D. Wyo. Dec. 20, 2007), aff'd 570 F.3d 1187 (10th Cir. 2009).
3
( ) See In the Matter of True Ultimate Standards Everywhere, Inc., No. C-4512 (F.T.C. Mar. 12, 2015) (decision and order), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/150318trust-edo.pdf.
(4) See In the Matter of Google, Inc., No. C-4336 (F.T.C. Oct. 13 2011) (decision and order), available at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/
press-releases/2011/03/ftc-charges-deceptive-privacy-practices-googles-rollout-its-buzz; In the Matter of Facebook, Inc., No. C-4365
(F.T.C. July 27, 2012) (decision and order), available at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2012/08/ftc-approves-finalsettlement-facebook; In the Matter of Myspace LLC, No. C-4369 (F.T.C. Aug. 30, 2012) (decision and order), available at https://www.ftc.
gov/news-events/press-releases/2012/09/ftc-finalizes-privacy-settlement-myspace.
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civil penalties. In fact, Google paid a record USD 22,5 million civil penalty in 2012 to resolve allegations it had violated
its order. Consequently, these FTC orders help protect over a billion consumers worldwide, hundreds of millions of
whom reside in Europe.

The FTC's cases have also focused on false, deceptive, or misleading claims of Safe Harbor participation. The FTC takes
these claims seriously. For example, in FTC v. Karnani, the FTC brought an action in 2011 against an internet marketer
in the United States alleging that he and his company tricked British consumers into believing that the company was
based in the United Kingdom, including by using.uk web extensions and referencing British currency and the UK postal
system (1). However, when consumers received the products, they discovered unexpected import duties, warranties that
were not valid in the United Kingdom, and charges associated with obtaining refunds. The FTC also charged that the
defendants deceived consumers about their participation in the Safe Harbor program. Notably, all of the consumer
victims were in the United Kingdom.

Many of our other Safe Harbor enforcement cases involved organizations that joined the Safe Harbor program but failed
to renew their annual certification while they continued to represent themselves as current members. As discussed
further below, the FTC also commits to addressing false claims of participation in the Privacy Shield Framework. This
strategic enforcement activity will complement the Department of Commerce's increased actions to verify compliance
with program requirements for certification and re-certification, its monitoring of effective compliance, including
through the use of questionnaires to Framework participants, and its increased efforts to identify false Framework
membership claims and misuse of any Framework certification mark (2).

II. REFERRAL PRIORITIZATION AND INVESTIGATIONS

As we did under the Safe Harbor program, the FTC commits to give priority to Privacy Shield referrals from EU
Member States. We will also prioritize referrals of non-compliance with self-regulatory guidelines relating to the Privacy
Shield Framework from privacy self- regulatory organizations and other independent dispute resolution bodies.

To facilitate referrals under the Framework from EU Member States, the FTC is creating a standardized referral process
and providing guidance to EU Member States on the type of information that would best assist the FTC in its inquiry
into a referral. As part of this effort, the FTC will designate an agency point of contact for EU Member State referrals. It
is most useful when the referring authority has conducted a preliminary inquiry into the alleged violation and can
cooperate with the FTC in an investigation.

Upon receipt of a referral from an EU Member State or self-regulatory organization, the FTC can take a range of actions
to address the issues raised. For example, we may review the company's privacy policies, obtain further information
directly from the company or from third parties, follow up with the referring entity, assess whether there is a pattern of
violations or significant number of consumers affected, determine whether the referral implicates issues within the
purview of the Department of Commerce, assess whether consumer and business education would be helpful, and, as
appropriate, initiate an enforcement proceeding.

The FTC also commits to exchange information on referrals with referring enforcement authorities, including the status
of referrals, subject to confidentiality laws and restrictions. To the extent feasible given the number and type of referrals
received, the information provided will include an evaluation of the referred matters, including a description of
significant issues raised and any action taken to address law violations within the jurisdiction of the FTC. The FTC will
also provide feedback to the referring authority on the types of referrals received in order to increase the effectiveness of
efforts to address unlawful conduct. If a referring enforcement authority seeks information about the status of
(1) See FTC v. Karnani, No 2:09-cv-05276 (C.D. Cal. May 20, 2011) (stipulated final order), available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/
files/documents/cases/2011/06/110609karnanistip.pdf; see also Lesley Fair, FTC Business Center Blog, Around the World in Shady Ways,
https://www.ftc.gov/blog/2011/06/around-world-shady-ways (June 9, 2011).
(2) Letter from Ken Hyatt, Acting Under Secretary of Commerce for International Trade, International Trade Administration, to Věra
Jourová, Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality.
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a particular referral for purposes of pursuing its own enforcement proceeding, the FTC will respond, taking into account
the number of referrals under consideration and subject to confidentiality and other legal requirements.

The FTC will also work closely with EU DPAs to provide enforcement assistance. In appropriate cases, this could include
information sharing and investigative assistance pursuant to the U.S. SAFE WEB Act, which authorizes FTC assistance to
foreign law enforcement agencies when the foreign agency is enforcing laws prohibiting practices that are substantially
similar to those prohibited by laws the FTC enforces (1). As part of this assistance, the FTC can share information
obtained in connection with an FTC investigation, issue compulsory process on behalf of the EU DPA conducting its
own investigation, and seek oral testimony from witnesses or defendants in connection with the DPA's enforcement
proceeding, subject to the requirements of the U.S. SAFE WEB Act. The FTC regularly uses this authority to assist other
authorities around the world in privacy and consumer protection cases (2).

In addition to prioritizing Privacy Shield referrals from EU Member States and privacy self-regulatory organizations (3),
the FTC commits to investigating possible Framework violations on its own initiative where appropriate using a range of
tools.

For well over a decade, the FTC has maintained a robust program of investigating privacy and security issues involving
commercial organizations. As part of these investigations, the FTC routinely examined whether the entity at issue was
making Safe Harbor representations. If the entity was making such representations and the investigation revealed
apparent violations of the Safe Harbor Privacy Principles, the FTC included allegations of Safe Harbor violations in its
enforcement actions. We will continue this proactive approach under the new Framework. Importantly, the FTC
conducts many more investigations than ultimately result in public enforcement actions. Many FTC investigations are
closed because staff does not identify an apparent law violation. Because FTC investigations are non-public and
confidential, the closing of an investigation is often not made public.

The nearly 40 enforcement actions initiated by the FTC involving the Safe Harbor program evidence the agency's
commitment to proactive enforcement of cross-border privacy programs. The FTC will look for potential Framework
violations as part of the privacy and security investigations we undertake on a regular basis.

III. ADDRESSING FALSE OR DECEPTIVE PRIVACY SHIELD MEMBERSHIP CLAIMS

As referenced above, the FTC will take action against entities that misrepresent their participation in the Framework. The
FTC will give priority consideration to referrals from the Department of Commerce regarding organizations that it
identifies as improperly holding themselves out to be current members of the Framework or using any Framework
certification mark without authorization.

In addition, we note that if an organization's privacy policy promises that it complies with the Privacy Shield Principles,
its failure to make or maintain a registration with the Department of Commerce likely will not, by itself, excuse the
organization from FTC enforcement of those Framework commitments.
(1) In determining whether to exercise its U.S. SAFE WEB Act authority, the FTC considers, inter alia: ‘(A) whether the requesting agency has
agreed to provide or will provide reciprocal assistance to the Commission; (B) whether compliance with the request would prejudice the
public interest of the United States; and (C) whether the requesting agency's investigation or enforcement proceeding concerns acts or
practices that cause or are likely to cause injury to a significant number of persons.’ 15 U.S.C. § 46(j)(3). This authority does not apply to
enforcement of competition laws.
2
( ) In fiscal years 2012-2015, for example, the FTC used its U.S. SAFE WEB Act authority to share information in response to almost
60 requests from foreign agencies and it issued nearly 60 civil investigative demands (equivalent to administrative subpoenas) to aid
25 foreign investigations.
3
( ) Although the FTC does not resolve or mediate individual consumer complaints, the FTC affirms that it will prioritize Privacy Shield
referrals from EU DPAs. In addition, the FTC uses complaints in its Consumer Sentinel database, which is accessible by many other law
enforcement agencies, to identify trends, determine enforcement priorities, and identify potential investigative targets. EU individuals can
use the same complaint system available to U.S. citizens to submit a complaint to the FTC at www.ftc.gov/complaint. For individual
Privacy Shield complaints, however, it may be most useful for EU individuals to submit complaints to their Member State DPA or
alternative dispute resolution provider.
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IV. ORDER MONITORING

The FTC also affirms its commitment to monitor enforcement orders to ensure compliance with the Privacy Shield
Framework.

We will require compliance with the Framework through a variety of appropriate injunctive provisions in future FTC
Framework orders. This includes prohibiting misrepresentations regarding the Framework and other privacy programs
when these are the basis for the underlying FTC action.

The FTC's cases enforcing the original Safe Harbor program are instructive. In the 36 cases involving false or deceptive
claims of Safe Harbor certification, each order prohibits the defendant from misrepresenting its participation in Safe
Harbor or any other privacy or security program and requires the company to make compliance reports available to the
FTC. In cases that involved violations of Safe Harbor Privacy Principles, companies have been required to implement
comprehensive privacy programs and obtain independent third-party assessments of those programs every other year
for 20 years, which they must provide to the FTC.

Violations of the FTC's administrative orders can lead to civil penalties of up to USD 16 000 per violation, or
USD 16 000 per day for a continuing violation (1), which, in the case of practices affecting many consumers, can
amount to millions of dollars. Each consent order also has reporting and compliance provisions. The entities under
order must retain documents demonstrating their compliance for a specified number of years. The orders must also be
disseminated to employees responsible for ensuring order compliance.

The FTC systematically monitors compliance with Safe Harbor orders, as it does with all of its orders. The FTC takes
enforcement of its privacy and data security orders seriously and brings actions to enforce them when necessary. For
example, as noted above, Google paid a USD 22,5 million civil penalty to resolve allegations it had violated its FTC
order. Importantly, FTC orders will continue to protect all consumers worldwide who interact with a business, not just
those consumers who have lodged complaints.

Finally, the FTC will continue to maintain an online list of companies subject to orders obtained in connection with
enforcement of both the Safe Harbor program and the new Privacy Shield Framework (2). In addition, the Privacy Shield
Principles now require companies subject to an FTC or court order based on non-compliance with the Principles to
make public any relevant Framework-related sections of any compliance or assessment report submitted to the FTC, to
the extent consistent with confidentiality laws and rules.

V. ENGAGEMENT WITH EU DPAS AND ENFORCEMENT COOPERATION

The FTC recognizes the important role that EU DPAs play with respect to Framework compliance and encourages
increased consultation and enforcement cooperation. In addition to any consultation with referring DPAs on casespecific matters, the FTC commits to participate in periodic meetings with designated representatives of the Article 29
Working Party to discuss in general terms how to improve enforcement cooperation with respect to the Framework. The
FTC will also participate, along with the Department of Commerce, the European Commission, and Article 29 Working
Party representatives, in the annual review of the Framework to discuss its implementation.

The FTC also encourages the development of tools that will enhance enforcement cooperation with EU DPAs, as well as
other privacy enforcement authorities around the world. In particular, the FTC, along with enforcement partners in the
European Union and around the globe, last year launched an alert system within the Global Privacy Enforcement
Network (‘GPEN’) to share information about investigations and promote enforcement coordination. This GPEN Alert
tool could be particularly useful in the context of the Privacy Shield Framework. The FTC and EU DPAs could use it to
coordinate with respect to the Framework and other privacy investigations, including as a starting point for sharing
information in order to deliver coordinated and more effective privacy protection for consumers. We look forward to
(1) 15 U.S.C. § 45(m); 16 C.F.R. § 1.98.
(2) See FTC, Business Center, Legal Resources, https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/legal-resources?type=case&field-consumerprotection-topics-tid=251.
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continuing to work with participating EU authorities to deploy the GPEN Alert system more broadly and develop other
tools to improve enforcement cooperation in privacy cases, including those involving the Framework.
The FTC is pleased to affirm its commitment to enforcing the new Privacy Shield Framework. We also look forward to
continuing engagement with our EU colleagues as we work together to protect consumer privacy on both sides of the
Atlantic.

Sincerely,
Edith Ramirez
Chairwoman
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Attachment A
The EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework in Context: An Overview of the U.S. Privacy and Security
Landscape
The protections provided by the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework (the ‘Framework’) exist in the context of the broader
privacy protections afforded under the U.S. legal system as a whole. First, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (‘FTC’) has
a robust privacy and data security program for U.S. commercial practices that protects consumers worldwide. Second,
the landscape of consumer privacy and security protection in the United States has evolved substantially since 2000
when the original U.S.-EU Safe Harbor program was adopted. Since that time, many federal and state privacy and
security laws have been enacted, and public and private litigation to enforce privacy rights has increased significantly.
The broad scope of U.S. legal protections for consumer privacy and security applicable to commercial data practices
complements the protections provided to EU individuals by the new Framework.

I. THE FTC'S GENERAL PRIVACY AND SECURITY ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

The FTC is the leading U.S. consumer protection agency focused on commercial sector privacy. The FTC has authority
to prosecute unfair and deceptive acts or practices that violate consumer privacy, as well as to enforce more targeted
privacy laws that protect certain financial and health information, information about children, and information used to
make certain eligibility decisions about consumers.

The FTC has unparalleled experience in consumer privacy enforcement. The FTC's enforcement actions have addressed
unlawful practices in offline and online environments. For example, the FTC has brought enforcement actions against
well-known companies, such as Google, Facebook, Twitter, Microsoft, Wyndham, Oracle, HTC, and Snapchat, as well as
lesser- known companies. The FTC has sued businesses that allegedly spammed consumers, installed spyware on
computers, failed to secure consumers' personal information, deceptively tracked consumers online, violated children's
privacy, unlawfully collected information on consumers' mobile devices, and failed to secure internet-connected devices
used to store personal information. The resulting orders have typically provided for ongoing monitoring by the FTC for
a period of 20 years, prohibited further law violations, and subjected the businesses to substantial financial penalties for
order violations (1). Importantly, FTC orders do not just protect the individuals who may have complained about
a problem; rather, they protect all consumers dealing with the business going forward. In the cross-border context, the
FTC has jurisdiction to protect consumers worldwide from practices taking place in the United States (2).

To date, the FTC has brought over 130 spam and spyware cases, over 120 ‘Do Not Call’ telemarketing cases, over
100 Fair Credit Reporting Act actions, almost 60 data security cases, more than 50 general privacy actions, almost
30 cases for violations of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and over 20 actions enforcing the Children's Online Privacy
Protection Act (‘COPPA’) (3). In addition to these cases, the FTC has also issued and publicized warning letters (4).
(1) Any entity that fails to comply with an FTC order is subject to a civil penalty of up to USD 16 000 per violation, or USD 16 000 per day
for a continuing violation. See 15 U.S.C. § 45(l); 16 C.F.R. § 1.98(c).
(2) Congress has expressly affirmed the FTC's authority to seek legal remedies, including restitution, for any acts or practices involving
foreign commerce that (1) cause or are likely to cause reasonably foreseeable injury in the United States, or (2) involve material conduct
occurring within the United States. See 15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(4).
3
( ) In some instances, the Commission's privacy and data security cases allege that a company engaged in both deceptive and unfair
practices; these cases also sometimes involve alleged violations of multiple statutes, such as the Fair Credit Reporting Act, the GrammLeach-Bliley Act, and COPPA.
4
( ) See, e.g., Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm'n, FTC Warns Children's App Maker BabyBus About Potential COPPA Violations (Dec. 22,
2014), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2014/12/ftc-warns-childrens-app-maker-babybus-about-potential-coppa; Press
Release, Fed. Trade Comm'n, FTC Warns Data Broker Operations of Possible Privacy Violations (May 7, 2013), https://www.ftc.gov/
news-events/press-releases/2013/05/ftc-warns-data-broker-operations-possible-privacy-violations; Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm'n,
FTC Warns Data Brokers That Provide Tenant Rental Histories They May Be Subject to Fair Credit Reporting Act (Apr. 3, 2013),
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2013/04/ftc-warns-data-brokers-provide-tenant-rental-histories-they-may.
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As part of its history of strong privacy enforcement, the FTC has also regularly looked for potential violations of the
Safe Harbor program. Since the Safe Harbor program was adopted, the FTC has undertaken numerous investigations
into Safe Harbor compliance on its own initiative and has brought 39 cases against U.S. companies for Safe Harbor
violations. The FTC will continue this proactive approach by making enforcement of the new Framework a priority.

II. FEDERAL AND STATE PROTECTIONS FOR CONSUMER PRIVACY

The Safe Harbor Enforcement Overview, which appears as an annex to the European Commission's Safe Harbor
adequacy decision, provides a summary of many of the federal and state privacy laws in place at the time the Safe
Harbor program was adopted in 2000 (1). At that time, many federal statutes regulated the commercial collection and
use of personal information, beyond Section 5 of the FTC Act, including: the Cable Communications Policy Act, the
Driver's Privacy Protection Act, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, the Electronic Funds Transfer Act, the Fair
Credit Reporting Act, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, the Right to Financial Privacy Act, the Telephone Consumer
Protection Act, and the Video Privacy Protection Act. Many states had analogous laws in these areas as well.

Since 2000, there have been numerous developments at both the federal and state level that provide additional
consumer privacy protections (2). At the federal level, for example, the FTC amended the COPPA Rule in 2013 to
provide a number of additional protections for children's personal information. The FTC also issued two rules
implementing the Gramm- Leach-Bliley Act — the Privacy Rule and the Safeguards Rule — which require financial
institutions (3) to make disclosures about their information sharing practices and to implement a comprehensive
information security program to protect consumer information (4). Similarly, the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions
Act (‘FACTA’), enacted in 2003, supplements longstanding U.S. credit laws to establish requirements for the masking,
sharing, and disposal of certain sensitive financial data. The FTC promulgated a number of rules under FACTA regarding,
among other things, consumers' right to a free annual credit report; secure disposal requirements for consumer report
information; consumers' right to opt out of receiving certain offers of credit and insurance; consumers' right to opt out
of the use of information provided by an affiliated company to market its products and services; and requirements for
financial institutions and creditors to implement identity theft detection and prevention programs (5). In addition, rules
promulgated under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act were revised in 2013, adding additional
safeguards to protect the privacy and security of personal health information (6). Rules protecting consumers from
unwanted telemarketing calls, robocalls, and spam have also gone into effect. Congress has also enacted laws requiring
certain companies that collect health information to provide consumers with notification in the event of a breach (7).

States have also been very active in passing laws related to privacy and security. Since 2000, forty-seven states, the
District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands have enacted laws requiring businesses to notify
(1) See U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Safe Harbor Enforcement Overview, https://build.export.gov/main/safeharbor/eu/eg_main_018476.
(2) For a more comprehensive summary of the legal protections in the United States, see Daniel J. Solove & Paul Schwartz, Information Privacy
Law (5th ed. 2015).
(3) Financial institutions are defined very broadly under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act to include all businesses that are ‘significantly engaged’
in providing financial products or services. This includes, for example, check-cashing businesses, payday lenders, mortgage brokers,
nonbank lenders, personal property or real estate appraisers, and professional tax preparers.
4
( ) Under the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (‘CFPA’), Title X of Pub. L. 111-203, 124 Stat. 1955 (July 21, 2010) (also known as
the ‘Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act’), most of the FTC's Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act rulemaking authority
was transferred to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (‘CFPB’). The FTC retains enforcement authority under the Gramm-LeachBliley Act as well as rulemaking authority for the Safeguards Rule and limited rulemaking authority under the Privacy Rule with respect
to auto dealers.
(5) Under the CFPA, the Commission shares its FCRA enforcement role with the CFPB, but rulemaking authority transferred in large part to
the CFPB (with the exception of the Red Flags and Disposal Rules).
(6) See 45 C.F.R. pts. 160, 162, 164.
(7) See, e.g., American Recovery & Reinvestment Act of 2009, Pub. L. No 111-5, 123 Stat. 115 (2009) and relevant regulations,
45 C.F.R. §§ 164.404-164.414; 16 C.F.R. pt. 318.
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individuals of security breaches of personal information (1). At least thirty-two states and Puerto Rico have data disposal
laws, establishing requirements for the destruction or disposal of personal information (2). A number of states also have
enacted general data security laws. In addition, California has enacted various privacy laws, including a law requiring
companies to have privacy policies and disclose their Do Not Track practices (3), a ‘Shine the Light’ law requiring greater
transparency for data brokers (4), and a law that mandates an ‘eraser button’ allowing minors to request the deletion of
certain social media information (5). Using these laws and other authorities, federal and state governments have levied
significant fines against companies that have failed to protect the privacy and security of consumers' personal
information (6).
Private lawsuits have also led to successful judgments and settlements that provide additional privacy and data security
protection for consumers. For example, in 2015, Target agreed to pay USD 10 million as part of a settlement with
customers who claimed their personal financial information was compromised by a widespread data breach. In 2013,
AOL agreed to pay a USD 5 million settlement to resolve a class action involving alleged inadequate de- identification
related to the release of search queries of hundreds of thousands of AOL members. Additionally, a federal court
approved a USD 9 million payment by Netflix for allegedly keeping rental history records in violation of the Video
Privacy Protection Act of 1988. Federal courts in California approved two separate settlements with Facebook, one for
USD 20 million and another for USD 9,5 million, involving the company's collection, use, and sharing of its users'
personal information. And, in 2008, a California state court approved a USD 20 million settlement with LensCrafters
for unlawful disclosure of consumers' medical information.
In sum, as this summary illustrates, the United States provides significant legal protection for consumer privacy and
security. The new Privacy Shield Framework, which ensures meaningful safeguards for EU individuals, will operate
against this larger backdrop in which the protection of consumers' privacy and security continues to be an important
priority.

(1) See, e.g., National Conference of State Legislatures (‘NCSL’), State Security Breach Notification Laws (Jan. 4, 2016), available at http://www.
ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/security-breach-notification-laws.aspx.
(2) NCSL, Data Disposal Laws (Jan. 12, 2016), available at http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/
data-disposal-laws.aspx.
(3) Cal. Bus. & Professional Code §§ 22575-22579.
4
( ) Cal. Civ. Code §§ 1798.80-1798.84.
(5) Cal. Bus. & Professional Code § 22580-22582.
(6) See Jay Cline, U.S. Takes the Gold in Doling Out Privacy Fines, Computerworld (Feb. 17, 2014), available at http://www.computerworld.
com/s/article/9246393/Jay-Cline-U.S.-takes-the-gold-in-doling-out-privacy-fines?taxonomyId=17&pageNumber=1.
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ANNEX V

Letter from U.S. Secretary of Transportation Anthony Foxx
February 19, 2016
Commissioner Vera Jourová
European Commission
Rue de la Loi/Wetstraat 200
1049 l049 Brussels
Belgium
Re: EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework
Dear Commissioner Jourová:
The United States Department of Transportation (‘Department’ or ‘DOT’) appreciates the opportunity to describe its role
in enforcing the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework. This Framework plays a critical role in protecting personal data
provided during commercial transactions in an increasingly interconnected world. It enables businesses to conduct
important operations in the global economy, while at the same time ensuring that EU consumers retain important
privacy protections.
The DOT first publicly expressed its commitment to enforcement of the Safe Harbor Framework in a letter sent to the
European Commission over 15 years ago. The DOT pledged to vigorously enforce the Safe Harbor Privacy Principles in
that letter. The DOT continues to uphold this commitment and this letter memorializes that commitment.
Notably, the DOT renews its commitment in the following key areas: (1) prioritization of investigation of alleged Privacy
Shield violations; (2) appropriate enforcement action against entities making false or deceptive Privacy Shield certification
claims; and (3) monitoring and making public enforcement orders concerning Privacy Shield violations. We provide
information about each of these commitments and, for necessary context, pertinent background about the DOT's role in
protecting consumer privacy and enforcing the Privacy Shield Framework.

I. BACKGROUND

A. DOT's Privacy Authority
The Department is strongly committed to ensuring the privacy of information provided by consumers to airlines and
ticket agents. The DOT's authority to take act ion in this area is found in 49 U.S.C. 41712, which prohibits a carrier or
ticket agent from engaging in ‘an unfair or deceptive practice or an unfair method of competition’ in the sale of air
transportation that results or is likely to result in consumer harm. Section 41712 is patterned after Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Act (15 U.S.C. 45). We interpret our unfair or deceptive practice statute as prohibiting
an airline or ticket agent from: (1) violating the terms of its privacy policy; or (2) gathering or disclosing private
information in a way that violates public policy, is immoral, or causes substantial consumer injury not offset by any
countervailing benefits. We also interpret section 41712 as prohibiting carriers and ticket agents from: (l) violating any
rule issued by the Department that identifies specific privacy practices as unfair or deceptive; or (2) violating the
Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) or FTC rules implementing COPPA. Under federal law, the DOT has
exclusive authority to regulate the privacy practices of airlines, and it shares jurisdiction with the FTC with respect to the
privacy practices of ticket agents in the sale of air transportation.
As such, once a carrier or seller of air transportation publicly commits to the Privacy Shield Framework's privacy
principles the Department is able to use the statutory powers of section 41712 to ensure compliance with those
principles. Therefore, once a passenger provides information to a carrier or ticket agent that has committed to honoring
the Privacy Shield Framework's privacy principles, any failure to do so by the carrier or ticket agent would be a violation
of section 41712.
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B. Enforcement Practices

The Department's Office of Aviation Enforcement and Proceedings (Aviation Enforcement Office) investigates and
prosecutes cases under 49 U.S.C. 41712. It enforces the statutory prohibition in section 41712 against unfair and
deceptive practices primarily through negotiation, preparing cease and desist orders, and drafting orders assessing civil
penalties. The office learns of potential violations largely from complaints it receives from individuals, travel agents,
airlines, and U.S. and foreign government agencies. Consumers may use the DOT's website to file privacy complaints
against airlines and ticket agents (1).

If a reasonable and appropriate settlement in a case is not reached, the Aviation Enforcement Office has the authority to
institute an enforcement proceeding involving an evidentiary hearing before a DOT administrative law judge (ALJ). The
ALJ has the authority to issue cease-and desist orders and civil penalties. Violations of section 41712 can result in the
issuance of cease and desist orders and the imposition of civil penalties of up to USD 27 500 for each violation of
section 41712.

The Department does not have the authority to award damages or provide pecuniary relief to individual complainants.
However, the Department does have the authority to approve settlements resulting from investigations brought by its
Aviation Enforcement Office that directly benefit consumers (e.g., cash, vouchers) as an offset to monetary penalties
otherwise payable to the U.S. Government. This has occurred in the past, and may also occur in the context of the
Privacy Shield Framework principles when circumstances warrant. Repeated violations of section 41712 by an airline
would also raise questions regarding the airline's compliance disposition which could, in egregious situations, result in
an airline being found to be no longer fit to operate and, therefore, losing its economic operating authority.

To date, the DOT has received relatively few complaints involving alleged privacy violations by ticket agents or airlines.
When they arise, they are investigated according to the principles set forth above.

C. DOT Legal Protections Benefiting EU Consumers

Under section 41712, the prohibition on unfair or deceptive practices in air transportation or the sale of air transpor
tation applies to U.S. and foreign air carriers as well as ticket agents. The DOT frequently takes action against U.S. and
foreign airlines for practices that affect both foreign and U.S. consumers on the basis that the airline's practices took
place in the course of providing transportation to or from the United States. The DOT does and will continue to use all
remedies that are available to protect both foreign and U.S. consumers from unfair or deceptive practices in air transpor
tation by regulated entities.

The DOT also enforces, with respect to airlines, other targeted laws whose protections extend to non-U.S. consumers
such as COPPA. Among other things, COPPA requires that operators of child-directed websites and online services, or
general audience sites that knowingly collect personal information from children under 13 provide parental notice and
obtain verifiable parental consent. U.S.-based websites and services that are subject to COPPA and collect personal
information from foreign children are required to comply with COPPA. Foreign-based websites and online services must
also comply with COPPA if they are directed to children in the United States, or if they knowingly collect personal
information from children in the United States. To the extent that U.S. or foreign airlines doing business in the United
States violate COPPA, the DOT would have jurisdiction to take enforcement action.

II. PRIVACY SHIELD ENFORCEMENT

If an airline or ticket agent chooses to participate in the Privacy Shield Framework and the Department receives
a complaint that such an airline or ticket agent had allegedly violated the Framework, the Department would take the
following steps to vigorously enforce the Framework.
(1) http://www.transportation.gov/airconsumer/privacy-complaints.
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A. Prioritizing Investigation of Alleged Violations
The Department's Aviation Enforcement Office will investigate each complaint alleging Privacy Shield violations
(including complaints received from EU Data Protection Authorities) and take enforcement action where there is
evidence of a violation. Further, the Aviation Enforcement Office will cooperate with the FTC and Department of
Commerce and give priority consideration to allegations that the regulated entities are not complying with privacy
commitments made as part of the Privacy Shield Framework.
Upon receipt of an allegation of a violation of the Privacy Shield Framework, the Department's Aviation Enforcement
Office may take a range of actions as part of its investigation. For example, it may review the ticket agent or airline's
privacy policies, obtain further information from the ticket agent or airline or from third parties, follow up with the
referring entity, and assess whether there is a pattern of violations or significant number of consumers affected. In
addition, it would determine whether the issue implicates matters within the purview of the Department of Commerce
or FTC, assess whether consumer education and business education would be helpful, and as appropriate, initiate an
enforcement proceeding.
If the Department becomes aware of potential Privacy Shield violations by ticket agents, it will coordinate with the FTC
on the matter. We will also advise the FTC and the Department of Commerce of the outcome of any Privacy Shield
enforcement action.
B. Addressing False or Deceptive Membership Claims
The Department remains committed to investigating Privacy Shield violations, including false or deceptive claims of
membership in the Privacy Shield Program. We will give priority consideration to referrals from the Department of
Commerce regarding organizations that it identifies as improperly holding themselves out to be current members of
Privacy Shield or using the Privacy Shield Framework certification mark without authorization.
In addition, we note that if an organization's privacy policy promises that it complies with the substantive Privacy Shield
principles, its failure to make or maintain a registration with the Department of Commerce likely will not, by itself,
excuse the organization from DOT enforcement of those commitments.
C. Monitoring and Making Public Enforcement Orders Concerning Privacy Shield Violations
The Department's Aviation Enforcement Office also remains committed to monitoring enforcement orders as needed to
ensure compliance with the Privacy Shield program. Specifically, if the office issues an order directing an airline or ticket
agent to cease and desist from future violations of Privacy Shield and section 41712, it will monitor the entity's
compliance with the cease-and-desist provision in the order. In addition, the office will ensure that orders resulting from
Privacy Shield cases are available on its website.
We look forward to our continued work with our federal partners and EU stakeholders on Privacy Shield matters.
I hope that this information proves helpful. If you have any questions or need further information, please feel free to
contact me.

Sincerely
Anthony R. Foxx
Secretary of Transportation
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ANNEX VI

Letter from General Counsel Robert Litt
Office of the Director of National Intelligence

February 22, 2016
Mr Justin S. Antonipillai
Counselor
U.S. Department of Commerce
1401 Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20230
Mr Ted Dean
Deputy Assistant Secretary
International Trade Administration
1401 Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20230
Dear Mr Antonipillai and Mr Dean:
Over the last two and a half years, in the context of negotiations for the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, the United States has
provided substantial information about the operation of U.S. Intelligence Community signals intelligence collection
activity. This has included information about the governing legal framework, the multi-layered oversight of those
activities, the extensive transparency about those activities, and the overall protections for privacy and civil liberties, in
order to assist the European Commission in making a determination about the adequacy of those protections as they
relate to the national security exception to the Privacy Shield principles. This document summarizes the information
that has been provided.

I. PPD-28 AND THE CONDUCT OF U.S. SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITY

The U.S. Intelligence Community collects foreign intelligence in a carefully controlled manner, in strict accordance with
U.S. laws and subject to multiple layers of oversight, focusing on important foreign intelligence and national security
priorities. A mosaic of laws and policies governs U.S. signals intelligence collection, including the U.S. Constitution, the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (50 U.S.C. § 1801 et seq.) (FISA), Executive Order 12333 and its implementing
procedures, Presidential guidance, and numerous procedures and guidelines, approved by the FISA Court and the
Attorney General, that establish additional rules limiting the collection, retention, use, and dissemination of foreign
intelligence information (1).

a. PPD 28 Overview
In January 2014, President Obama gave a speech outlining various reforms to U.S. signals intelligence activities, and
issued Presidential Policy Directive 28 (PPD-28) concerning those activities (2). The President emphasized that U.S.
signals intelligence activities help secure not only our country and our freedoms, but also the security and freedoms of
other countries, including EU Member States, that rely on the information U.S. intelligence agencies obtain to protect
their own citizens.
PPD-28 sets out a series of principles and requirements that apply to all U.S. signals intelligence activities and for all
people, regardless of nationality or location. In particular, it sets certain requirements for procedures to address the
collection, retention, and dissemination of personal information about non-U.S. persons acquired pursuant to U.S.
signals intelligence. These requirements are set forth in more detail below, but in summary:
— The PPD reiterates that the United States collects signals intelligence only as authorized by statute, executive order, or
other Presidential directive.
(1) Further information concerning U.S. foreign intelligence activities is posted online and publicly accessible through IC on the Record
(www.icontherecord.tumblr.com), the ODNI's public website dedicated to fostering greater public visibility into the intelligence activities
of the government.
(2) Available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/01/17/presidential-policy-directive-signals-intelligence-activities.
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— The PPD establishes procedures to ensure that signals intelligence activity is conducted only in furtherance of
legitimate and authorized national security purposes.
— The PPD also requires that privacy and civil liberties be integral concerns in the planning of signals intelligence
collection activities. In particular, the United States does not collect intelligence to suppress or burden criticism or
dissent; in order to disadvantage persons based on their ethnicity, race, gender, sexual orientation, or religion; or to
afford a competitive commercial advantage to U.S. companies and U.S. business sectors.
— The PPD directs that signals intelligence collection be as tailored as feasible and that signals intelligence collected in
bulk can only be used for specific enumerated purposes.
— The PPD directs that the Intelligence Community adopt procedures ‘reasonably designed to minimize the dissemina
tion and retention of personal information collected from signals intelligence activities,’ and in particular extending
certain protections afforded to the personal information of U.S. persons to non-US person information.
— Agency procedures implementing PPD-28 have been adopted and made public.
The applicability of the procedures and protections set out herein to the Privacy Shield is clear. When data has been
transferred to corporations in the United States pursuant to the Privacy Shield, or indeed by any means, U.S. intelligence
agencies can seek that data from those corporations only if the request complies with FISA or is made pursuant to one
of the National Security Letter statutory provisions, which are discussed below (1). In addition, without confirming or
denying media reports alleging that the U.S. Intelligence Community collects data from transatlantic cables while it is
being transmitted to the United States, were the U.S. Intelligence Community to collect data from transatlantic cables, it
would do so subject to the limitations and safeguards set out herein, including the requirements of PPD-28.

b. Collection Limitations

PPD-28 sets out a number of important general principles that govern the collection of signals intelligence:
— The collection of signals intelligence must be authorized by statute or Presidential authorization, and must be
undertaken in accordance with the Constitution and law.
— Privacy and civil liberties must be integral considerations in planning signals intelligence activities.
— Signals intelligence will be collected only when there is a valid foreign intelligence or counterintelligence purpose.
— The United States will not collect signals intelligence for the purpose of suppressing or burdening criticism or
dissent.
— The United States will not collect signals intelligence to disadvantage people based on their ethnicity, race, gender,
sexual orientation, or religion.
— The United States will not collect signals intelligence to afford a competitive commercial advantage to U.S.
companies and business sectors.
— U.S. signals intelligence activity must always be as tailored as feasible, taking into account the availability of other
sources of information. This means, among other things, that whenever practicable, signals intelligence collection
activities are conducted in a targeted manner rather than in bulk.
The requirement that signals intelligence activity be ‘as tailored as feasible’ applies to the manner in which signals
intelligence is collected, as well as to what is actually collected. For example, in determining whether to collect signals
(1) Law enforcement or regulatory agencies may request information from corporations for investigative purposes in the United States
pursuant to other criminal, civil, and regulatory authorities that are beyond the scope of this paper, which is limited to national security
authorities.
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intelligence, the Intelligence Community must consider the availability of other information, including diplomatic or
public sources, and prioritize collection through those means, where appropriate and feasible. Moreover, Intelligence
Community element policies should require that wherever practicable, collection should be focused on specific foreign
intelligence targets or topics through the use of discriminants (e.g., specific facilities, selection terms and identifiers).

It is important to view the information provided to the Commission as a whole. Decisions about what is ‘feasible’ or
‘practicable’ are not left to the discretion of individuals but are subject to the policies that agencies have issued under
PPD-28 — which have been made publicly available — and to the other processes described therein (1). As PPD-28 says,
bulk collection of signals intelligence is collection that ‘due to technical or operational considerations, is acquired
without the use of discriminants (e.g., specific identifiers, selection terms, etc.).’ In this respect, PPD-28 recognizes that
Intelligence community elements must collect bulk signals intelligence in certain circumstances in order to identify new
or emerging threats and other vital national security information that is often hidden within the large and complex
system of modern global communications. It also recognizes the privacy and civil liberties concerns raised when bulk
signals intelligence is collected. PPD-28 therefore directs the Intelligence Community to prioritize alternatives that would
allow the conduct of targeted signals intelligence rather than bulk signals intelligence collection. Accordingly, Intelligence
Community elements should conduct targeted signals intelligence collection activities rather than bulk signal intelligence
collection activities whenever practicable (2). These principles ensure that the exception for bulk collection will not
swallow the general rule.

As for the concept of ‘reasonableness,’ it is a bedrock principle of U.S. law. It signifies that Intelligence Community
elements will not be required to adopt any measure theoretically possible, but rather will have to balance their efforts to
protect legitimate privacy and civil liberties interests with the practical necessities of signals intelligence activities. Here
again, the agencies' policies have been made available, and can provide assurance that the term ‘reasonably designed to
minimize the dissemination and retention of personal information’ does not undermine the general rule.

PPD-28 also provides that signals intelligence collected in bulk can only be used for six specific purposes: detecting and
countering certain activities of foreign powers; counterterrorism; counter-proliferation; cybersecurity; detecting and
countering threats to U.S. or allied armed forces; and combating transnational criminal threats, including sanctions
evasion. The President's National Security Advisor, in consultation with the Director for National Intelligence (DNI), will
annually review these permissible uses of signals intelligence collected in bulk to see whether they should be changed.
The DNI will make this list publicly available to the maximum extent feasible, consistent with national security. This
provides an important and transparent limitation on the use of bulk signals intelligence collection.

Additionally, the Intelligence Community elements implementing PPD-28 have reinforced existing analytic practices and
standards for querying unevaluated signals intelligence (3). Analysts must structure their queries or other search terms
and techniques to ensure that they are appropriate to identify intelligence information relevant to a valid foreign
intelligence or law enforcement task. To that end, IC elements must focus queries about persons on the categories of
signals intelligence information responsive to a foreign intelligence or law enforcement requirement, so as to prevent the
use of personal information not pertinent to foreign intelligence or law enforcement requirements.

It is important to emphasize that any bulk collection activities regarding internet communications that
Intelligence Community performs through signals intelligence operate on a small proportion of the
Additionally, the use of targeted queries, as described above, ensures that only those items believed to be of
intelligence value are ever presented for analysts to examine. These limits are intended to protect the privacy
liberties of all persons, whatever their nationality and regardless of where they might reside.

the U.S.
internet.
potential
and civil

(1) Available at www.icontherecord.tumblr.com/ppd-28/2015/privacy-civil-liberties#ppd-28. These procedures implement the targeting
and tailoring concepts discussed in this letter in a manner specific to each IC element.
(2) To cite but one example, the NSA's procedures implementing PPD-28 state that ‘[w]henever practicable, collection will occur through the
use of one or more selection terms in order to focus the collection on specific foreign intelligence targets (e.g., a specific, known internat
ional terrorist or terrorist group) or specific foreign intelligence topics (e.g., the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction by a foreign
power or its agents).’
(3) Available at http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/1017/PPD-28_Status_Report_Oct_2014.pdf.
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The United States has elaborate processes to ensure that signals intelligence activities are conducted only in furtherance
of appropriate national security purposes. Each year the President sets the nation's highest priorities for foreign
intelligence collection after an extensive, formal interagency process. The DNI is responsible for translating these
intelligence priorities into the National Intelligence Priorities Framework, or NIPF. PPD-28 strengthened and enhanced
the interagency process to ensure that all of the IC's intelligence priorities are reviewed and approved by high-level
policymakers. Intelligence Community Directive (ICD) 204 provides further guidance on the NIPF and was updated in
January 2015 to incorporate the requirements of PPD-28 (1). Although the NIPF is classified, information related to
specific U.S. foreign intelligence priorities is reflected annually in the DNI's unclassified Worldwide Threat Assessment,
which is also readily available on the ODNI website.

The priorities in the NIPF are at a fairly high level of generality. They include topics such as the pursuit of nuclear and
ballistic missile capabilities by particular foreign adversaries, the effects of drug cartel corruption, and human rights
abuses in specific countries. And they apply not just to signals intelligence, but to all intelligence activities. The
organization that is responsible for translating the priorities in the NIPF into actual signals intelligence collection is
called the National Signals Intelligence Committee, or SIGCOM. It operates under the auspices of the Director of the
National Security Agency (NSA), who is designated by Executive Order 12333 as the ‘functional manager for signals
intelligence,’ responsible for overseeing and coordinating signals intelligence across the Intelligence Community under
the oversight of both the Secretary of Defense and the DNI. The SIGCOM has representatives from all elements of the IC
and, as the United States fully implements PPD-28, also will have full representation from other departments and
agencies with a policy interest in signals intelligence.

All U.S. departments and agencies that are consumers of foreign intelligence submit their requests for collection to the
SIGCOM. The SIGCOM reviews those requests, ensures that they are consistent with the NIPF, and assigns them
priorities using criteria such as:

— Can signals intelligence provide useful information in this case, or are there better or more cost-effective sources of
information to address the requirement, such as imagery or open source information?

— How critical is this information need? If it is a high priority in the NIPF, it will most often be a high signal
intelligence priority.

— What type of signals intelligence could be used?

— Is the collection as tailored as feasible? Should there be time, geographic, or other limitations?

The U.S. signals intelligence requirements process also requires explicit consideration of other factors, namely:

— Is the target of the collection, or the methodology used to collect, particularly sensitive? If so, it will require review
by senior policymakers.

— Will the collection present an unwarranted risk to privacy and civil liberties, regardless of nationality?

— Are additional dissemination and retention safeguards necessary to protect privacy or national security interests?

Finally, at the end of the process, trained NSA personnel take the priorities validated by the SIGCOM and research and
identify specific selection terms, such as telephone numbers or e-mail addresses, which are expected to collect foreign
intelligence responsive to these priorities. Any selector must be reviewed and approved before it is entered into NSA's
collection systems. Even then, however, whether and when actual collection takes place will depend in part on additional
(1) Available at http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ICD/ICD%20204%20National%20Intelligence%20Priorities%20Framework.pdf.
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considerations such as the availability of appropriate collection resources. This process ensures that U.S. signals
intelligence collection targets reflect valid and important foreign intelligence needs. And, of course, when collection is
conducted pursuant to FISA, NSA and other agencies must follow additional restrictions approved by the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court. In short, neither NSA nor any other U.S. intelligence agency decides on its own what to
collect.

Overall, this process ensures that all U.S. intelligence priorities are set by senior policymakers who are in the best
position to identify U.S. foreign intelligence requirements, and that those policymakers take into account not only the
potential value of the intelligence collection but also the risks associated with that collection, including the risks to
privacy, national economic interests, and foreign relations.

With respect to data transmitted to the United States pursuant to the Privacy Shield, although the United States cannot
confirm or deny specific intelligence methods or operations, the requirements of PPD-28 apply to any signals
intelligence operations the United States conducts, regardless of the type or source of data that is being collected.
Further, the limitations and safeguards applicable to the collection of signals intelligence apply to signals intelligence
collected for any authorized purpose, including both foreign relations and national security purposes.

The procedures discussed above demonstrate a clear commitment to prevent arbitrary and indiscriminate collection of
signals intelligence information, and to implement — from the highest levels of our Government — the principle of
reasonableness. PPD-28 and agency implementing procedures clarify new and existing limitations to and describe with
greater specificity the purpose for which the United States collects and uses signals intelligence. These should provide
assurance that signals intelligence activities are and will continue to be conducted only to further legitimate foreign
intelligence goals.

c. Retention and Dissemination Limitations

Section 4 of PPD-28 requires that each element of the Intelligence Community have express limits on the retention and
dissemination of personal information about non-U.S. persons collected by signals intelligence, comparable to the limits
for U.S. persons. These rules are incorporated into procedures for each IC agency that were released in February 2015
and are publicly available. To qualify for retention or dissemination as foreign intelligence, personal information must
relate to an authorized intelligence requirement, as determined in the NIPF process described above; be reasonably
believed to be evidence of a crime; or meet one of the other standards for retention of U.S. person information
identified in Executive Order 12333, section 2.3.

Information for which no such determination has been made may not be retained for more than five years, unless the
DNI expressly determines that continued retention is in the national security interests of the United States. Thus, IC
elements must delete non-U.S. person information collected through signals intelligence five years after collection,
unless, for example, the information has been determined to be relevant to an authorized foreign intelligence
requirement, or if the DNI determines, after considering the views of the ODNI Civil Liberties Protection Officer and
agency privacy and civil liberties officials, that continued retention is in the interest of national security.

In addition, all agency policies implementing PPD-28 now explicitly require that information about a person may not be
disseminated solely because an individual is a non-U.S. person, and ODNI has issued a directive to all IC elements (1) to
reflect this requirement. Intelligence Community personnel are specifically required to consider the privacy interests of
non-U.S. persons when drafting and disseminating intelligence reports. In particular, signals intelligence about the
routine activities of a foreign person would not be considered foreign intelligence that could be disseminated or retained
permanently by virtue of that fact alone unless it is otherwise responsive to an authorized foreign intelligence
requirement. This recognizes an important limitation and is responsive to European Commission concerns about the
breadth of the definition of foreign intelligence as set forth in Executive Order 12333.
(1) Intelligence Community Directive (ICD) 203, available at http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ICD/ICD%20203%20Analytic%
20Standards.pdf.
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d. Compliance and Oversight

The U.S. system of foreign intelligence oversight provides rigorous and multi-layered oversight to ensure compliance
with applicable laws and procedures, including those pertaining to the collection, retention, and dissemination of
non-U.S. person information acquired by signals intelligence as set forth in PPD-28. These include:

— The Intelligence Community employs hundreds of oversight personnel. NSA alone has over 300 people dedicated to
compliance, and other elements also have oversight offices. In addition, the Department of Justice provides extensive
oversight of intelligence activities, and oversight is also provided by the Department of Defense.

— Each element of the Intelligence Community has its own Office of the Inspector General with responsibility for
oversight of foreign intelligence activities, among other matters. Inspectors General are statutorily independent; have
broad power to conduct investigations, audits and reviews of programs, including of fraud and abuse or violation of
law; and can recommend corrective actions. While Inspector General recommendations are non-binding, the
Inspector General's reports are often made public, and in any event are provided to Congress; this includes follow-up
reports in case corrective action recommended in previous reports has not yet been completed. Congress is therefore
informed of any non-compliance and can exert pressure, including through budgetary means, to achieve corrective
action. A number of Inspector General reports about intelligence programs have been publicly released (1).

— ODNI's Civil Liberties and Privacy Office (CLPO) is charged with ensuring that the IC operates in a manner that
advances national security while protecting civil liberties and privacy rights (2). Other IC elements have their own
privacy officers.

— The Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB), an independent body established by statute, is charged with
analyzing and reviewing counterterrorism programs and policies, including the use of signals intelligence, to ensure
that they adequately protect privacy and civil liberties. It has issued several public reports on intelligence activities.

— As discussed more fully below, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, a court composed of independent federal
judges, is responsible for oversight and compliance of any signals intelligence collection activities conducted pursuant
to FISA.

— Finally, the U.S. Congress, specifically the House and Senate Intelligence and Judiciary Committees, have significant
oversight responsibilities regarding all U.S. foreign intelligence activities, including U.S. signals intelligence.

Apart from these formal oversight mechanisms, the Intelligence Community has in place numerous mechanisms to
ensure that the Intelligence Community is complying with the limitations on collection described above. For example:

— Cabinet officials are required to validate their signals intelligence requirements each year.

— NSA checks signals intelligence targets throughout the collection process to determine if they are actually providing
valuable foreign intelligence responsive to the priorities, and will stop collection against targets that are not.
Additional procedures ensure that selection terms are reviewed periodically.
(1) See, e.g., U.S. Department of Justice Inspector General Report ‘A Review of the Federal Bureau of Investigation's Activities Under
Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 2008’ (September 2012), available at https://oig.justice.gov/reports/2016/
o1601a.pdf.
(2) See www.dni.gov/clpo.
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— Based on a recommendation from an independent Review Group appointed by President Obama, the DNI has
established a new mechanism to monitor the collection and dissemination of signals intelligence that is particularly
sensitive because of the nature of the target or the means of collection, to ensure that it is consistent with the
determinations of policymakers.

— Finally, ODNI annually reviews the IC's allocation of resources against the NIPF priorities and the intelligence
mission as a whole. This review includes assessments of the value of all types of intelligence collection, including
signals intelligence, and looks both backward — how successful has the IC been in achieving its goals? — and
forward — what will the IC need in the future? This ensures that signals intelligence resources are applied to the
most important national priorities.

As evidenced by this comprehensive overview, the Intelligence Community does not decide on its own which conver
sations to listen to, try to collect everything, or operate free from scrutiny. Its activities are focused on priorities set by
policymakers, through a process that involves input from across the government, and that is overseen both within NSA
and by the ODNI, Department of Justice, and Department of Defense.

PPD-28 also contains numerous other provisions to ensure that personal information collected pursuant to signals
intelligence is protected, regardless of nationality. For instance, PPD-28 provides for data security, access, and quality
procedures to protect personal information collected through signals intelligence, and provides for mandatory training
to ensure that the workforce understands the responsibility to protect personal information, regardless of nationality.
The PPD also provides for additional oversight and compliance mechanisms. These include periodic audit and reviews by
appropriate oversight and compliance officials of the practices for protecting personal information contained in signals
intelligence. The reviews also must examine the agencies' compliance with the procedures for protecting such
information.

Additionally, PPD-28 provides that significant compliance issues related to non-U.S. persons will be addressed at senior
levels of government. Should a significant compliance issue occur involving the personal information of any person
collected as a result of signals intelligence activities, the issue must, in addition to any existing reporting requirements,
be reported promptly to the DNI. If the issue involves the personal information of a non-U.S. person, the DNI, in
consultation with the Secretary of State and the head of the relevant IC element, will determine whether steps should be
taken to notify the relevant foreign government, consistent with the protection of sources and methods and of U.S.
personnel. Moreover, as directed by PPD-28, the Secretary of State has identified a senior official, Under Secretary
Catherine Novelli, to serve as a point of contact for foreign governments that wish to raise concerns regarding signals
intelligence activities of the United States. This commitment to high-level engagement exemplifies the efforts the U.S.
government has made over the past few years to instill confidence in the numerous and overlapping privacy protections
in place for U.S. person and non-U.S. person information.

e. Summary

The United States' processes for collecting, retaining, and disseminating foreign intelligence provide important privacy
protections for the personal information of all persons, regardless of nationality. In particular, these processes ensure
that our Intelligence Community focuses on its national security mission as authorized by applicable laws, executive
orders, and presidential directives; safeguards information from unauthorized access, use and disclosure; and conducts its
activities under multiple layers of review and oversight, including by congressional oversight committees. PPD-28 and
the procedures implementing it represent our efforts to extend certain minimization and other substantial data
protection principles to the personal information of all persons regardless of nationality. Personal information obtained
through U.S. signals intelligence collection is subject to the principles and requirements of U.S. law and Presidential
direction, including the protections set forth in PPD-28. These principles and requirements ensure that all persons are
treated with dignity and respect, regardless of their nationality or wherever they might reside, and recognize that all
persons have legitimate privacy interests in the handling of their personal information.
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II. FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE ACT — SECTION 702

Collection under Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (1) is not ‘mass and indiscriminate’ but is
narrowly focused on the collection of foreign intelligence from individually identified legitimate targets; is clearly
authorized by explicit statutory authority; and is subject to both independent judicial supervision and substantial review
and oversight within the Executive Branch and Congress. Collection under Section 702 is considered signals intelligence
subject to the requirements of PPD-28 (2).

Collection under Section 702 is one of the most valuable sources of intelligence protecting both the United States and
our European partners. Extensive information about the operation and oversight of Section 702 is publicly available.
Numerous court filings, judicial decisions and oversight reports relating to the program have been declassified and
released on the ODNI's public disclosure website, www.icontherecord.tumblr.com. Moreover, Section 702 was compre
hensively analyzed by the PCLOB, in a report which is available at https://www.pclob.gov/library/702-Report.pdf (3).

Section 702 was passed as part of the FISA Amendments Act of 2008 (4), after extensive public debate in Congress. It
authorizes the acquisition of foreign intelligence information through targeting of non-U.S. persons located outside the
United States, with the compelled assistance of U.S. electronic communications service providers. Section 702 authorizes
the Attorney General and the DNI — two Cabinet-level officials appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate
— to submit annual certifications to the FISA Court (5). These certifications identify specific categories of foreign
intelligence to be collected, such as intelligence related to counterterrorism or weapons of mass destruction, which must
fall within the categories of foreign intelligence defined by the FISA statute (6). As the PCLOB noted, ‘[t]hese limitations
do not permit unrestricted collection of information about foreigners’ (7).

The certifications also are required to include ‘targeting’ and ‘minimization’ procedures that must be reviewed and
approved by the FISA Court (8). The targeting procedures are designed to ensure that the collection takes place only as
authorized by statute and is within the scope of the certifications; the minimization procedures are designed to limit the
acquisition, dissemination, and retention of information about U.S. persons, but also contain provisions that provide
substantial protection to information about non-U.S. persons as well, described below. Moreover, as described above, in
PPD-28 the President directed that the Intelligence Community provide additional protections for personal information
about non-U.S. persons, and those protections apply to information collected under Section 702.

Once the court approves the targeting and minimization procedures, collection under Section 702 is not bulk or indis
criminate, but ‘consists entirely of targeting specific persons about whom an individualized determination has been
made,’ as the PCLOB said (9). Collection is targeted through the use of individual selectors, such as e-mail addresses or
telephone numbers, which U.S. intelligence personnel have determined are likely being used to communicate foreign
(1) 50 U.S.C. § 1881a.
(2) The United States also may obtain court orders pursuant to other provisions of FISA for the production of data, including data
transferred pursuant to the Privacy Shield. See 50 U.S.C. § 1801 et seq. Titles I and III of FISA, which respectively authorize electronic
surveillance and physical searches, require a court order (except in emergency circumstances) and always require probable cause to
believe that the target is a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power. Title IV of FISA authorizes the use of pen registers and trap and
trace devices, pursuant to court order (except in emergency circumstances) in authorized foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, or
counterterrorism investigations. Title V of FISA permits the FBI, pursuant to court order (except in emergency circumstances), to obtain
business records that are relevant to an authorized foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, or counterterrorism investigations. As
discussed below, the USA FREEDOM Act specifically prohibits the use of FISA pen register or business record orders for bulk collection,
and imposes a requirement of a ‘specific selection term’ to ensure that those authorities are used in a targeted fashion.
(3) Privacy and Civil Liberties Board, ‘Report on the Surveillance Program Operated Pursuant to Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act’ (July 2, 2014) (‘PCLOB Report’).
(4) See Pub. L. No 110-261, 122 Stat. 2436 (2008).
5
( ) See 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(a) and (b).
(6) See id. § 1801(e).
(7) See PCLOB Report at 99.
(8) See 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(d) and (e).
(9) See PCLOB Report at 111.
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intelligence information of the type covered by the certification submitted to the court (1). The basis for selection of the
target must be documented, and the documentation for every selector is subsequently reviewed by the Department of
Justice (2). The U.S. Government has released information showing that in 2014 there were approximately
90 000 individuals targeted under Section 702, a miniscule fraction of the over 3 billion internet users throughout the
world (3).

Information collected under Section 702 is subject to the court-approved minimization procedures, which provide
protections to non-U.S. persons as well as U.S. persons, and which have been publicly released (4). For example,
communications acquired under Section 702, whether of U.S. persons or non-U.S. persons, are stored in databases with
strict access controls. They may be reviewed only by intelligence personnel who have been trained in the privacyprotective minimization procedures and who have been specifically approved for that access in order to carry out their
authorized functions (5). Use of the data is limited to identification of foreign intelligence information or evidence of
a crime (6). Pursuant to PPD-28, this information may be disseminated only if there is a valid foreign intelligence or law
enforcement purpose; the mere fact that one party to the communication is not a U.S. person is not sufficient (7). And
the minimization procedures and PPD-28 also set limits on how long data acquired pursuant to Section 702 may be
retained (8).

Oversight of Section 702 is extensive, and is conducted by all three branches of our government. Agencies
implementing the statute have multiple levels of internal review, including by independent Inspectors General, and
technological controls over access to the data. The Department of Justice and the ODNI closely review and scrutinize the
use of Section 702 to verify compliance with legal rules; agencies are also under an independent obligation to report
potential incidents of noncompliance. Those incidents are investigated, and all compliance incidents are reported to the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, the President's Intelligence Oversight Board, and Congress, and remedied as
appropriate (9). To date, there have been no incidents of willful attempts to violate the law or circumvent legal
requirements (10).

The FISA Court plays an important role in implementing Section 702. It is composed of independent federal judges who
serve for a term of seven years on the FISA Court but who, like all federal judges, have life tenure as judges. As noted
above, the Court must review the annual certifications and targeting and minimization procedures for compliance with
the law. In addition, as also noted above, the Government is required to notify the Court immediately of compliance
issues (11), and several Court opinions have been declassified and released showing the exceptional degree of judicial
scrutiny and independence it exercises in reviewing those incidents.

The Court's exacting processes have been described by its former Presiding Judge in a letter to Congress that has been
publicly released (12). And as a result of the USA FREEDOM Act, described below, the Court is now explicitly authorized
to appoint an outside lawyer as an independent advocate on behalf of privacy in cases that present novel or significant
legal issues (13). This degree of involvement by a country's independent judiciary in foreign intelligence activities directed
at persons who are neither citizens of that country nor located within it is unusual if not unprecedented, and helps
ensure that Section 702 collection occurs within appropriate legal limits.
(1) Id.
(2) Id. at 8; 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(l); see also NSA Director of Civil Liberties and Privacy Report, ‘NSA's Implementation of Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act Section 702’ (hereinafter ‘NSA Report’) at 4, available at http://icontherecord.tumblr.com/ppd-28/2015/privacy-civilliberties.
(3) Director of National Intelligence 2014 Transparency Report, available at http://icontherecord.tumblr.com/transparency/odni_
transparencyreport_cy2014.
(4) Minimization procedures available at: http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ppd-28/2014%20NSA%20702%20Minimization%
20Procedures.pdf
(‘NSA
Minimization
Procedures’);
http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ppd-28/2014%20FBI%20702%
20Minimization%20Procedures.pdf; and http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ppd-28/2014%20CIA%20702%20Minimization%
20Procedures.pdf.
(5) See NSA Report at 4.
(6) See, e.g., NSA Minimization Procedures at 6.
(7) Intelligence Agency PPD-28 procedures available at http://icontherecord.tumblr.com/ppd-28/2015/privacy-civil-liberties.
(8) See NSA Minimization Procedures; PPD-28 Section 4.
(9) See 50 U.S.C. § 1881(l); see also PCLOB Report at 66-76.
(10) See Semiannual Assessment of Compliance with Procedures and Guidelines Issues Pursuant to Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act, Submitted by the Attorney General and the Director of National Intelligence at 2–3, available at http://www.dni.gov/
files/documents/Semiannual%20Assessment%20of%20Compliance%20with%20procedures%20and%20guidelines%20issued%
20pursuant%20to%20Sect%20702%20of%20FISA.pdf.
(11) Rule 13 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court Rules of Procedures, available at http://www.fisc.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/
FISC%20Rules%20of%20Procedure.pdf.
(12) July 29, 2013 Letter from The Honorable Reggie B. Walton to The Honorable Patrick J. Leahy, available at http://fas.org/irp/news/
2013/07/fisc-leahy.pdf.
(13) See Section 401 of the USA FREEDOM Act, P.L. 114-23.
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Congress exercises oversight through statutorily required reports to the Intelligence and Judiciary Committees, and
frequent briefings and hearings. These include a semiannual report by the Attorney General documenting the use of
Section 702 and any compliance incidents (1); a separate semiannual assessment by the Attorney General and the DNI
documenting compliance with the targeting and minimization procedures, including compliance with the procedures
designed to ensure that collection is for a valid foreign intelligence purpose (2); and an annual report by heads of
intelligence elements which includes a certification that collection under Section 702 continues to produce foreign
intelligence information (3).

In short, collection under Section 702 is authorized by law; subject to multiple levels of review, judicial supervision and
oversight; and, as the FISA Court stated in a recently declassified opinion, is ‘not conducted in a bulk or indiscriminate
manner,’ but ‘through. .. discrete targeting decisions for individual [communication] facilities’ (4).

III. USA FREEDOM ACT

The USA FREEDOM Act, signed into law in June 2015, significantly modified U.S. surveillance and other national
security authorities, and increased public transparency on the use of these authorities and on decisions of the FISA
Court, as set out below (5). The Act ensures that our intelligence and law enforcement professionals have the authorities
they need to protect the Nation, while further ensuring that individuals' privacy is appropriately protected when these
authorities are employed. It enhances privacy and civil liberties and increases transparency.

The Act prohibits bulk collection of any records, including of both U.S. and non-U.S. persons, pursuant to various
provisions of FISA or through the use of National Security Letters, a form of statutorily authorized administrative
subpoenas (6). This prohibition specifically includes telephone metadata relating to calls between persons inside the U.S.
and persons outside the U.S., and would also include collection of Privacy Shield information pursuant to these
authorities. The Act requires that the government base any application for records under those authorities on a ‘specific
selection term’—a term that specifically identifies a person, account, address, or personal device in a way that limits the
scope of information sought to the greatest extent reasonably practicable (7). This further ensures that collection of
information for intelligence purposes is precisely focused and targeted.

The Act also made significant modifications to proceedings before the FISA Court, which both increase transparency and
provide additional assurances that privacy will be protected. As noted above, it authorized creation of a standing panel
of security-cleared lawyers with expertise in privacy and civil liberties, intelligence collection, communications
technology, or other relevant areas, who may be appointed to appear before the court as amicus curiae in cases that
involve significant or novel interpretations of law. These lawyers are authorized to make legal arguments that advance
the protection of individual privacy and civil liberties, and will have access to any information, including classified
information, that the court determines is necessary to their duties (8).

The Act also builds on the U.S. Government's unprecedented transparency about intelligence activities by requiring the
DNI, in consultation with the Attorney General, to either declassify, or publish an unclassified summary of, each
decision, order, or opinion issued by the FISA Court or the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review that
includes a significant construction or interpretation of any provision of law.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

See 50 U.S.C. § 1881f.
See id. § 1881a(l)(1).
See id. § 1881a(l)(3). Some of these reports are classified.
Mem. Opinion and Order at 26 (FISC 2014), available at http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/0928/FISC%20Memorandum%20Opinion
%20and%20Order%2026%20August%202014.pdf.
See USA FREEDOM Act of 2015, Pub. L. No 114-23, § 401, 129 Stat. 268.
See id. §§ 103, 201, 501. National Security Letters are authorized by a variety of statutes and allow the FBI to obtain information
contained in credit reports, financial records, and electronic subscriber and transaction records from certain kinds of companies, only to
protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities. See 12 U.S.C. § 3414; 15 U.S.C. §§ 1681u-1681v; 18 U.S.C.
§ 2709. National Security Letters are typically used by the FBI to gather critical non-content information at the early phases of counterter
rorism and counterintelligence investigations — such as the identity of the subscriber to an account who may have been communicating
with agents of a terrorist group such as ISIL. Recipients of a National Security Letter have the right to challenge them in court. See
18 U.S.C. § 3511.
See id.
See id. § 401.
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Moreover, the Act provides for extensive disclosures about FISA collection and National Security Letter requests. The
United States must disclose to Congress and to the public each year the number of FISA orders and certifications sought
and received; estimates of the number of U.S. persons and non-U.S. persons targeted and affected by surveillance; and
the number of appointments of amici curiae, among other items of information (1). The Act also requires additional
public reporting by the government about the numbers of National Security Letter requests about both U.S. and
non-U.S. persons (2).

With regard to corporate transparency, the Act gives companies a range of options to report publicly the aggregate
number of FISA orders and directives or National Security Letters they receive from the Government, as well as the
number of customer accounts targeted by these orders (3). Several companies have already made such disclosures, which
have revealed the limited number of customers whose records have been sought.

These corporate transparency reports demonstrate that U.S. intelligence requests affect only a miniscule fraction of data.
For example, one major company's recent transparency report shows that it received national security requests (pursuant
to FISA or National Security Letters) affecting fewer than 20 000 of its accounts, at a time when it had at least
400 million subscribers. In other words, all U.S. national security requests reported by this company affected fewer than
0,005 % of its subscribers. Even if every one of those requests had concerned Safe Harbor data, which of course is not
the case, it is obvious that the requests are targeted and appropriate in scale, and are neither bulk nor indiscriminate.

Finally, while the statutes which authorize National Security Letters already restricted the circumstances under which
a recipient of such a letter could be barred from disclosing it, the Act further provided that such non-disclosure
requirements must be reviewed periodically; required that recipients of National Security Letters be notified when the
facts no longer support a non-disclosure requirement; and codified procedures for recipients to challenge nondisclosure
requirements (4).

In sum, the USA FREEDOM Act's important amendments to U.S. intelligence authorities is clear evidence of the
extensive effort taken by the United States to place the protection of personal information, privacy, civil liberties, and
transparency at the forefront of all U.S. intelligence practices.

IV. TRANSPARENCY

In addition to the transparency mandated by the USA FREEDOM Act, the U.S. Intelligence Community provides the
public much additional information, setting a strong example with respect to transparency into its intelligence activities.
The Intelligence Community has published many of its policies, procedures, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court
decisions, and other declassified materials, providing an extraordinary degree of transparency. In addition, the
Intelligence Community has substantially increased its disclosure of statistics on the government's use of national
security collection authorities. On April 22, 2015, the Intelligence Community issued its second annual report
presenting statistics on how often the government uses these important authorities. ODNI also has published, on the
ODNI website and on IC On the Record, a set of concrete transparency principles (5) and an implementation plan that
translates the principles into concrete, measurable initiatives (6). In October 2015, the Director of National Intelligence
directed that each intelligence agency designate an Intelligence Transparency Officer within its leadership to foster
transparency and lead transparency initiatives (7). The Transparency Officer will work closely with each intelligence
agency's Privacy and Civil Liberties Officer to ensure that transparency, privacy, and civil liberties continue to remain top
priorities.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

See id. § 602.
See id.
See id. § 603.
See id. §§ 502(f)–503.
Available at http://www.dni.gov/index.php/intelligence-community/intelligence-transparency-principles.
Available
at
http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/Newsroom/Reports%20and%20Pubs/Principles%20of%20Intelligence%
20Transparency%20Implementation%20Plan.pdf.
(7) See id.
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As an example of these efforts, NSA's Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties Officer has released several unclassified reports
over the past few years, including reports on activities under section 702, Executive Order 12333, and the USA
FREEDOM Act (1). In addition, the IC works closely with the PCLOB, Congress, and the U.S. privacy advocacy
community to provide further transparency relating to U.S. intelligence activities, wherever feasible and consistent with
the protection of sensitive intelligence sources and methods. Taken as a whole, U.S. intelligence activities are as
transparent as or more transparent than those of any other nation in the world and are as transparent as it is possible to
be consistent with the need to protect sensitive sources and methods.
To summarize the extensive transparency that exists about U.S. intelligence activities:
— The IC has released and posted online thousands of pages of court opinions and agency procedures outlining the
specific procedures and requirements of our intelligence activities. We have also released reports on intelligence
agencies' compliance with applicable restrictions.
— Senior intelligence officials regularly speak publicly about the roles and activities of their organizations, including
descriptions of the compliance regimes and safeguards that govern their work.
— The IC released numerous additional documents about intelligence activities pursuant to our Freedom of Information
Act.
— The President issued PPD-28, publicly setting out additional restrictions on our intelligence activities, and ODNI has
issued two public reports on the implementation of those restrictions.
— The IC is now required by law to release significant legal opinions issued by the FISA Court, or summaries of those
opinions.
— The government is required to report annually on the extent of its use of certain national security authorities, and
companies are authorized to do so as well.
— The PCLOB has issued several detailed public reports on intelligence activities, and will continue to do so.
— The IC provides extensive classified information to Congressional oversight committees.
— The DNI issued transparency principles to govern the activities of the Intelligence Community.
This extensive transparency will continue going forward. Any information that is released publicly will, of course, be
available to both the Department of Commerce and the European Commission. The annual review between Commerce
and the European Commission on the implementation of the Privacy Shield will provide an opportunity for the
European Commission to discuss any questions raised by any new information released, as well as any other matters
concerning the Privacy Shield and its operation, and we understand that the Department may, in its discretion, invite
representatives of other agencies, including the IC, to participate in that review. This is, of course, in addition to the
mechanism provided in PPD-28 for EU Member States to raise surveillance-related concerns with a designated State
Department official.

V. REDRESS

U.S. law provides a number of avenues of redress for individuals who have been the subject of unlawful electronic
surveillance for national security purposes. Under FISA, the right to seek relief in U.S. court is not limited to U.S.
persons. An individual who can establish standing to bring suit would have remedies to challenge unlawful electronic
(1) Available at https://www.nsa.gov/civil_liberties/_files/nsa_report_on_section_702_program.pdf; https://www.nsa.gov/civil_liberties/_
files/UFA_Civil_Liberties_and_Privacy_Report.pdf; https://www.nsa.gov/civil_liberties/_files/UFA_Civil_Liberties_and_Privacy_Report.
pdf.
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surveillance under FISA. For example, FISA allows persons subjected to unlawful electronic surveillance to sue U.S.
government officials in their personal capacities for money damages, including punitive damages and attorney's fees. See
50 U.S.C. § 1810. Individuals who can establish their standing to sue also have a civil cause of action for money
damages, including litigation costs, against the United States when information about them obtained in electronic
surveillance under FISA has been unlawfully and willfully used or disclosed. See 18 U.S.C. § 2712. In the event the
government intends to use or disclose any information obtained or derived from electronic surveillance of any aggrieved
person under FISA against that person in judicial or administrative proceedings in the United States, it must provide
advance notice of its intent to the tribunal and the person, who may then challenge the legality of the surveillance and
seek to suppress the information. See 50 U.S.C. § 1806. Finally, FISA also provides criminal penalties for individuals
who intentionally engage in unlawful electronic surveillance under color of law or who intentionally use or disclose
information obtained by unlawful surveillance. See 50 U.S.C. § 1809.

EU citizens have other avenues to seek legal recourse against U.S. government officials for unlawful government use of
or access to data, including government officials who violate the law in the course of unlawful access to or use of
information for purported national security purposes. The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act prohibits intentional
unauthorized access (or exceeding authorized access) to obtain information from a financial institution, a U.S.
government computer system, or a computer accessed via the internet, as well as threats to damage protected computers
for purposes of extortion or fraud. See 18 U.S.C. § 1030. Any person, of whatever nationality, who suffers damage or
loss by reason of a violation of this law may sue the violator (including a government official) for compensatory
damages and injunctive or other equitable relief under section 1030(g), regardless of whether a criminal prosecution has
been pursued, provided the conduct involves at least one of several circumstances set forth in the statute. The Electronic
Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) regulates government access to stored electronic communications and transactional
records and subscriber information held by third-party communications providers. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 2701-2712. ECPA
authorizes an aggrieved individual to sue government officials for intentional unlawful access to stored data. ECPA
applies to all persons regardless of citizenship and aggrieved persons may receive damages and attorney's fees. The Right
to Financial Privacy Act (RFPA) limits the U.S. government's access to the bank and broker-dealer records of individual
customers. See 12 U.S.C. §§ 3401-3422. Under the RFPA, a bank or broker-dealer customer can sue the U.S.
government for statutory, actual, and punitive damages for wrongfully obtaining access to the customer's records, and
a finding that such wrongful access was willful automatically triggers an investigation of possible disciplinary action
against the relevant government employees. See 12 U.S.C. § 3417.

Finally, the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) provides a means for any person to seek access to existing federal agency
records on any topic subject to certain categories of exemptions. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(b). These include limits on access to
classified national security information, personal information of other individuals, and information concerning law
enforcement investigations, and are comparable to the limitations imposed by nations with their own information access
laws. These limitations apply equally to Americans and non-Americans. Disputes over the release of records requested
pursuant to FOIA can be appealed administratively and then in federal court. The court is required to make a de novo
determination of whether records are properly withheld, 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B), and can compel the government to
provide access to records. In some cases courts have overturned government assertions that information should be
withheld as classified (1). Although no monetary damages are available, courts can award attorney's fees.

VI. CONCLUSION

The United States recognizes that our signals intelligence and other intelligence activities must take into account that all
persons should be treated with dignity and respect, regardless of their nationality or place of residence, and that all
persons have legitimate privacy interests in the handling of their personal information. The United States only uses
signals intelligence to advance its national security and foreign policy interests and to protect its citizens and the citizens
of its allies and partners from harm. In short, the IC does not engage in indiscriminate surveillance of anyone, including
ordinary European citizens. Signals intelligence collection only takes place when duly authorized and in a manner that
strictly complies with these limitations; only after consideration of the availability of alternative sources, including from
(1) See, e.g., New York Times v. Department of Justice, 756 F.3d 100 (2d Cir. 2014); American Civil Liberties Union v. CIA, 710 F.3d 422 (D.C. Cir.
2014).
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diplomatic and public sources; and in a manner that prioritizes appropriate and feasible alternatives. And wherever
practicable, signals intelligence only takes place through collection focused on specific foreign intelligence targets or
topics through the use of discriminants.
U.S. policy in this regard was affirmed in PPD-28. Within this framework, U.S. intelligence agencies do not have the
legal authority, the resources, the technical capability or the desire to intercept all of the world's communications. Those
agencies are not reading the emails of everyone in the United States, or of everyone in the world. Consistent with
PPD-28, the United States provides robust protections to the personal information of non-U.S. persons that is collected
through signals intelligence activities. To the maximum extent feasible consistent with the national security, this includes
policies and procedures to minimize the retention and dissemination of personal information concerning non-U.S.
persons comparable to the protections enjoyed by U.S. persons. Moreover, as discussed above, the comprehensive
oversight regime of the targeted Section 702 FISA authority is unparalleled. Finally, the significant amendments to U.S.
intelligence law set forth in the USA FREEDOM Act and the ODNI-led initiatives to promote transparency within the
Intelligence Community greatly enhance the privacy and civil liberties of all individuals, regardless of their nationality.

Sincerely,
Robert S. Litt
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June 21, 2016

Mr Justin S. Antonipillai
Counselor
U.S. Department of Commerce
1401 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20230

Mr Ted Dean
Deputy Assistant Secretary
International Trade Administration
1401 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Mr Antonipillai and Mr Dean:

I am writing to provide further information about the manner in which the United States conducts bulk collection of
signals intelligence. As explained in footnote 5 of Presidential Policy Directive 28 (PPD-28), ‘bulk’ collection refers to the
acquisition of a relatively large volume of signals intelligence information or data under circumstances where the
Intelligence Community cannot use an identifier associated with a specific target (such as the target's e-mail address or
phone number) to focus the collection. However, this does not mean that this sort of collection is ‘mass’ or ‘indis
criminate.’ Indeed, PPD-28 also requires that ‘[s]ignals intelligence activities shall be as tailored as feasible.’ In furtherance
of this mandate, the Intelligence Community takes steps to ensure that even when we cannot use specific identifiers to
target collection, the data to be collected is likely to contain foreign intelligence that will be responsive to requirements
articulated by U.S. policy-makers pursuant to the process explained in my earlier letter, and minimizes the amount of
non-pertinent information that is collected.

As an example, the Intelligence Community may be asked to acquire signals intelligence about the activities of a terrorist
group operating in a region of a Middle Eastern country, that is believed to be plotting attacks against Western European
countries, but may not know the names, phone numbers, e-mail addresses or other specific identifiers of individuals
associated with this terrorist group. We might choose to target that group by collecting communications to and from
that region for further review and analysis to identify those communications that relate to the group. In so doing, the
Intelligence Community would seek to narrow the collection as much as possible. This would be considered collection
in ‘bulk’ because the use of discriminants is not feasible, but it is neither ‘mass’ nor ‘indiscriminate’; rather it is focused
as precisely as possible.

Thus, even when targeting through the use of specific selectors is not possible, the United States does not collect all
communications from all communications facilities everywhere in the world, but applies filters and other technical tools
to focus its collection on those facilities that are likely to contain communications of foreign intelligence value. In so
doing, the United States' signals intelligence activities touch only a fraction of the communications traversing the
Internet.

Moreover, as noted in my earlier letter, because ‘bulk’ collection entails a greater risk of collecting non-pertinent
communications, PPD-28 limits the use that the Intelligence Community may make of signals intelligence collected in
bulk to six specified purposes. PPD-28, and agency policies implementing PPD-28, also place restrictions on the
retention and dissemination of personal information acquired through signals intelligence, regardless of whether the
information was collected in bulk or through targeted collection, and regardless of the individual's nationality.

Thus, the Intelligence Community's ‘bulk’ collection is not ‘mass’ or ‘indiscriminate,’ but involves the application of
methods and tools to filter collection in order to focus the collection on material that will be responsive to policymakers' articulated foreign intelligence requirements while minimizing the collection of non-pertinent information, and
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provides strict rules to protect the non-pertinent information that may be acquired. The policies and procedures
described in this letter apply to all bulk signals intelligence collection, including any bulk collection of communications
to and from Europe, without confirming or denying whether any such collection occurs.

You have also asked for more information about the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB) and Inspectors
General, and their authorities. The PCLOB is an independent agency in the Executive Branch. Members of the bipartisan,
five-member Board are appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate (1). Each Member of the Board serves
a six-year term. Members of the Board and staff are provided appropriate security clearances in order for them to fully
execute their statutory duties and responsibilities (2).

The PCLOB's mission is to ensure that the federal government's efforts to prevent terrorism are balanced with the need
to protect privacy and civil liberties. The Board has two fundamental responsibilities — oversight and advice. The
PCLOB sets its own agenda and determines what oversight or advice activities it wishes to undertake.

In its oversight role, the PCLOB reviews and analyzes actions the Executive Branch takes to protect the nation from
terrorism, ensuring that the need for such actions is balanced with the need to protect privacy and civil liberties (3). The
PCLOB's most recent completed oversight review focused on surveillance programs operated under Section 702 of
FISA (4). It is currently conducting a review of intelligence activities operated under Executive Order 12333 (5).

In its advisory role, the PCLOB ensures that liberty concerns are appropriately considered in the development and
implementation of laws, regulations, and policies related to efforts to protect the nation from terrorism (6).

In order to carry out its mission, the Board is authorized by statute to have access to all relevant agency records, reports,
audits, reviews, documents, papers, recommendations, and any other relevant materials, including classified information
consistent with law (7). In addition, the Board may interview, take statements from, or take public testimony from any
executive branch officer or employee (8). Additionally, the Board may request in writing that the Attorney General, on
the Board's behalf, issues subpoenas compelling parties outside the Executive Branch to provide relevant information (9).

Finally, the PCLOB has statutory public transparency requirements. This includes keeping the public informed of its
activities by holding public hearings and making its reports publicly available, to the greatest extent possible consistent
with the protection of classified information (10). In addition, the PCLOB is required to report when an Executive Branch
agency declines to follow its advice.

Inspectors General (IGs) in the Intelligence Community (IC) conduct audits, inspections, and reviews of the programs
and activities in the IC to identify and address systemic risks, vulnerabilities, and deficiencies. In addition, IGs investigate
complaints or information of allegations of violations of law, rules, or regulations, or mismanagement; gross waste of
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

42 U.S.C. 2000ee(a), (h).
42 U.S.C. 2000ee(k).
42 U.S.C. 2000ee(d)(2).
See generally https://www.pclob.gov/library.html#oversightreports.
See generally https://www.pclob.gov/events/2015/may13.html.
42 U.S.C. 2000ee(d)(1); see also PCLOB Advisory Function Policy and Procedure, Policy 2015-004, available at https://www.pclob.gov/
library/Policy-Advisory_Function_Policy_Procedure.pdf.
42 U.S.C. 2000ee(g)(1)(A).
42 U.S.C. 2000ee(g)(1)(B).
42 U.S.C. 2000ee(g)(1)(D).
42 U.S.C. 2000eee(f).
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funds; abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to the public health and safety in IC programs and
activities. IG independence is a critical component to the objectivity and integrity of every report, finding, and
recommendation an IG issues. Some of the most critical components to maintaining IG independence include the IG
appointment and removal process; separate operational, budget, and personnel authorities; and dual reporting
requirements to Executive Branch agency heads and Congress.

Congress established an independent IG office in each Executive Branch agency, including every IC element (1). With the
passage of the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2015, almost all IGs with oversight of an IC element are
appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, including the Department of Justice, Central Intelligence
Agency, National Security Agency, and the Intelligence Community (2). Further, these IGs are permanent, nonpartisan,
officials who can only be removed by the President. While the U.S. Constitution requires that the President have IG
removal authority, it has rarely been exercised and requires that the President provide Congress with a written justifi
cation 30 days before removing an IG (3). This IG appointment process ensures that there is no undue influence by
Executive Branch officials in the selection, appointment, or removal of an IG.

Second, IGs have significant statutory authorities to conduct audits, investigations, and reviews of Executive Branch
programs and operations. In addition to oversight investigations and reviews required by law, IGs have broad discretion
to exercise oversight authority to review programs and activities of their choosing (4). In exercising this authority, the
law ensures that IGs have the independent resources to execute their responsibilities, including the authority to hire their
own staff and separately document their budget requests to Congress (5). The law ensures that IGs have access to the
information needed to execute their responsibilities. This includes the authority to have direct access to all agency
records and information detailing the programs and operations of the agency regardless of classification; the authority to
subpoena information and documents; and the authority to administer oaths (6). In limited cases, the head of an
Executive Branch agency may prohibit an IG's activity if, for example, an IG audit or investigation would significantly
impair the national security interests of the United States. Again, the exercise of this authority is extremely unusual and
requires the head of the agency to notify Congress within 30 days of the reasons for exercising it (7). Indeed, the
Director of National Intelligence has never exercised this limitation authority over any IG activities.

Third, IGs have responsibilities to keep both heads of Executive Branch agencies and Congress fully and currently
informed through reports of fraud and other serious problems, abuses, and deficiencies relating to Executive Branch
programs and activities (8). Dual reporting bolsters IG independence by providing transparency into the IG oversight
process and allowing agency heads an opportunity to implement IG recommendations before Congress can take
legislative action. For example, IGs are required by law to complete semi-annual reports that describe such problems as
well as corrective actions taken to date (9). Executive Branch agencies take IG findings and recommendations seriously
and IGs are often able to include the agencies' acceptance and implementation of IG recommendations in these and
(1) Sections 2 and 4 of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended (hereinafter ‘IG Act’); Section 103H(b) and (e) of the National Security
Act of 1947, as amended (hereinafter ‘Nat'l Sec. Act’); Section 17(a) of the Central Intelligence Act (hereinafter ‘CIA Act’).
(2) See Pub. L. No 113-293, 128 Stat. 3990, (Dec. 19, 2014). Only the IGs for the Defense Intelligence Agency and the National GeospatialIntelligence Agency are not appointed by the President; however the DOD IG and the IC IG have concurrent jurisdiction over these
agencies.
(3) Section 3 of the IG Act of 1978, as amended; Section 103H(c) of the Nat'l Sec. Act; and Section 17(b) of the CIA Act.
(4) See Sections 4(a) and 6(a)(2) of the IG Act of 1947; Section 103H(e) and (g)(2)(A) of the Nat'l Sec. Act; Section 17(a) and (c) of the CIA
Act.
(5) Sections 3(d), 6(a)(7) and 6(f) of the IG Act; Sections 103H(d), (i), (j) and (m) of the Nat'l Sec. Act; Sections 17(e)(7) and (f) of the CIA Act.
6
( ) Section 6(a)(1), (3), (4), (5), and (6) of the IG Act; Sections 103H(g)(2) of the Nat'l Sec. Act; Section 17(e)(1), (2), (4), and (5) of CIA Act.
(7) See, e.g., Sections 8(b) and 8E(a) of the IG Act; Section 103H(f) of the Nat'l Sec. Act; Section 17(b) of the CIA Act.
(8) Section 4(a)(5) of the IG Act; Section 103H(a)(b)(3) and (4) of the Nat'l Sec. Act; Section 17(a)(2) and (4) of the CIA Act.
(9) Section 2(3), 4(a), and 5 of the IG Act; Section 103H(k) of the Nat'l Sec. Act; Section 17(d) of the CIA Act. The Inspector General of the
Department of Justice makes its publicly released reports available on the internet at http://oig.justice.gov/reports/all.htm. Similarly, the
Inspector General for the Intelligence Community makes it semi-annual reports publicly available at https://www.dni.gov/index.php/
intelligence-community/ic-policies-reports/records-requested-under-foia#icig.
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other reports provided to Congress, and in some cases the public (1). In addition to this IG dual-report structure, IGs are
also responsible for shepherding Executive Branch whistleblowers to the appropriate congressional oversight committees
to make disclosures of alleged fraud, waste, or abuse in Executive Branch programs and activities. The identities of those
who come forward are protected from disclosure to the Executive Branch, which shields the whistleblowers from
potential prohibited personnel actions or security clearance actions taken in reprisal for reporting to the IG (2). As
whistleblowers are often the sources for IG investigations, the ability to report their concerns to the Congress without
Executive Branch influences increases the effectiveness of IG oversight. Because of this independence, IGs can promote
economy, efficiency, and accountability in Executive Branch agencies with objectivity and integrity.
Finally, Congress has established the Council of Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency. This Council, among
other things, develops IG standards for audits, investigations and reviews; promotes training; and has the authority to
conduct reviews of allegations of IG misconduct, which serves as a critical eye on IGs, who are entrusted to watch all
others (3).
I hope that this information is helpful to you.

Regards,
Robert S. Litt
General Counsel

(1) Section 2(3), 4(a), and 5 of the IG Act; Section 103H(k) of the Nat'l Sec. Act; Section 17(d) of the CIA Act. The Inspector General of the
Department of Justice makes its publicly released reports available on the internet at http://oig.justice.gov/reports/all.htm. Similarly, the
Inspector General for the Intelligence Community makes it semi-annual reports publicly available at https://www.dni.gov/index.php/
intelligence-community/ic-policies-reports/records-requested-under-foia#icig.
(2) Section 7 of the IG Act; Section 103H(g)(3) of the Nat'l Sec. Act; Section 17(e)(3) of the CIA Act.
(3) Section 11 of the IG Act.
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ANNEX VII

Letter from Deputy Assistant Attorney General and Counselor for International Affairs Bruce
Swartz, U.S. Department of Justice
February 19, 2016

Mr Justin S. Antonipillai
Counselor
U.S. Department of Commerce
1401 Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20230

Mr Ted Dean
Deputy Assistant Secretary
International Trade Administration
1401 Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Mr Antonipillai and Mr Dean:

This letter provides a brief overview of the primary investigative tools used to obtain commercial data and other record
information from corporations in the United States for criminal law enforcement or public interest (civil and regulatory)
purposes, including the access limitations set forth in those authorities (1). These legal processes are nondiscriminatory
in that they are used to obtain information from corporations in the United States, including from companies that will
self-certify through the US/EU Privacy Shield framework, without regard to the nationality of the data subject. Further,
corporations that receive legal process in the United States may challenge it in court as discussed below (2).

Of particular note with respect to the seizure of data by public authorities is the Fourth Amendment to the United
States Constitution, which provides that ‘[t]he right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable
cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things
to be seized.’ U.S. Const. amend. IV. As the United States Supreme Court stated in Berger v. State of New York, ‘[t]he basic
purpose of this Amendment, as recognized in countless decisions of this Court, is to safeguard the privacy and security
of individuals against arbitrary invasions by government officials.’ 388 U.S. 41, 53 (1967) (citing Camara v. Mun. Court of
San Francisco, 387 U.S. 523, 528 (1967)). In domestic criminal investigations, the Fourth Amendment generally requires
law enforcement officers to obtain a court-issued warrant before conducting a search. See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S.
347, 357 (1967). When the warrant requirement does not apply, government activity is subject to a ‘reasonableness’ test
under the Fourth Amendment. The Constitution itself, therefore, ensures that the U.S. government does not have
limitless, or arbitrary, power to seize private information.

Criminal Law Enforcement Authorities:

Federal prosecutors, who are officials of the Department of Justice (DOJ), and federal investigative agents including
agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), a law enforcement agency within DOJ, are able to compel production
of documents and other record information from corporations in the United States for criminal investigative purposes
(1) This overview does not describe the national security investigative tools used by law enforcement in terrorism and other national
security investigations, including National Security Letters (NSLs) for certain record information in credit reports, financial records, and
electronic subscriber and transaction records, see 12 U.S.C. § 3414; 15 U.S.C. § 1681u; 15 U.S.C. § 1681v; 18 U.S.C. § 2709, and for
electronic surveillance, search warrants, business records, and other collection of communications pursuant to the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act, see 50 U.S.C. § 1801 et seq.
(2) This paper discusses federal law enforcement and regulatory authorities; violations of state law are investigated by states and are tried in
state courts. State law enforcement authorities use warrants and subpoenas issued under state law in essentially the same manner as
described herein, but with the possibility that state legal process may be subject to protections provided by State constitutions that exceed
those of the U.S. Constitution. State law protections must be at least equal to those of the U.S. Constitution, including but not limited to
the Fourth Amendment.
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through several types of compulsory legal processes, including grand jury subpoenas, administrative subpoenas and
search warrants, and may acquire other communications pursuant to federal criminal wiretap and pen register
authorities.

Grand Jury or Trial Subpoenas: Criminal subpoenas are used to support targeted law enforcement investigations.
A grand jury subpoena is an official request issued from a grand jury (usually at the request of a federal prosecutor) to
support a grand jury investigation into a particular suspected violation of criminal law. Grand juries are an investigative
arm of the court and are impaneled by a judge or magistrate. A subpoena may require someone to testify at
a proceeding, or to produce or make available business records, electronically stored information, or other tangible
items. The information must be relevant to the investigation and the subpoena cannot be unreasonable because it is
overbroad, or because it is oppressive or burdensome. A recipient can file a motion to challenge a subpoena based on
those grounds. See Fed. R. Crim. P. 17. In limited circumstances, trial subpoenas for documents may be used after the
case has been indicted by the grand jury.

Administrative Subpoena Authority: Administrative subpoena authorities may be exercised in criminal or civil investi
gations. In the criminal law enforcement context, several federal statutes authorize the use of administrative subpoenas
to produce or make available business records, electronically stored information, or other tangible items in investigations
involving health care fraud, child abuse, Secret Service protection, controlled substance cases, and Inspector General
investigations implicating government agencies. If the government seeks to enforce an administrative subpoena in court,
the recipient of the administrative subpoena, like the recipient of a grand jury subpoena, can argue that the subpoena is
unreasonable because it is overbroad, or because it is oppressive or burdensome.

Court Orders For Pen Register and Trap and Traces: Under criminal pen register and trap and trace provisions, law
enforcement may obtain a court order to acquire real-time, non-content dialing, routing, addressing and signaling
information about a phone number or e-mail upon certification that the information provided is relevant to a pending
criminal investigation. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 3121-3127. The use or installation of such a device outside the law is a federal
crime.

Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA): Additional rules govern the government's access to subscriber
information, traffic data and stored content of communications held by ISPs telephone companies, and other third party
service providers, pursuant to Title II of ECPA, also called the Stored Communications Act (SCA), 18 U.S.C. §§ 2701–
2712. The SCA sets forth a system of statutory privacy rights that limit law enforcement access to data beyond what is
required under constitutional law from customers and subscribers of internet service providers. The SCA provides for
increasing levels of privacy protections depending on the intrusiveness of the collection. For subscriber registration
information, IP addresses and associated time stamps, and billing information, criminal law enforcement authorities
must obtain a subpoena. For most other stored, non-content information, such as e-mail headers without the subject
line, law enforcement must present specific facts to a judge demonstrating that the requested information is relevant and
material to an ongoing criminal investigation. To obtain the stored content of electronic communications, generally,
criminal law enforcement authorities obtain a warrant from a judge based on probable cause to believe the account in
question contains evidence of a crime. The SCA also provides for civil liability and criminal penalties.

Court Orders for Surveillance Pursuant to Federal Wiretap Law: Additionally, law enforcement may intercept in real time
wire, oral or electronic communications for criminal investigative purposes pursuant to the federal wiretap law. See
18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2522. This authority is available only pursuant to a court order in which a judge finds, inter alia,
that there is probable cause to believe that the wiretap or electronic interception will produce evidence of a federal
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crime, or the whereabouts of a fugitive fleeing from prosecution. The statute provides for civil liability and criminal
penalties for violations of the wiretapping provisions.

Search Warrant — Rule 41: Law enforcement can physically search premises in the United States when authorized to do
so by a judge. Law enforcement must demonstrate to the judge based on a showing of ‘probable cause’ that a crime was
committed or is about to be committed and that items connected to the crime are likely to be found in the place
specified by the warrant. This authority is often used when a physical search by police of a premise is needed due to the
danger that evidence may be destroyed if a subpoena or other production order is served on the corporation. See U.S.
Const. amend. IV (discussed in further detail above), Fed. R. Crim. P. 41. The subject of a search warrant may move to
quash the warrant as overbroad, vexatious or otherwise improperly obtained and aggrieved parties with standing may
move to suppress any evidence obtained in an unlawful search. See Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961).

DOJ Guidelines and Policies: In addition to these Constitutional, statutory and rule-based limitations on government
access to data, the Attorney General has issued guidelines that place further limits on law enforcement access to data,
and that also contain privacy and civil liberty protections. For instance, the Attorney General's Guidelines for Domestic
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Operations (September 2008) (hereinafter AG FBI Guidelines), available at
http://www.justice.gov/archive/opa/docs/guidelines.pdf, set limits on use of investigative means to seek information
related to investigations that involve federal crimes. These guidelines require that the FBI use the least intrusive investi
gative methods feasible, taking into account the effect on privacy and civil liberties and the potential damage to
reputation. Further, they note that ‘it is axiomatic that the FBI must conduct its investigations and other activities in
a lawful and reasonable manner that respects liberty and privacy and avoids unnecessary intrusions into the lives of lawabiding people.’ See AG FBI Guidelines at 5. The FBI has implemented these guidelines through the FBI Domestic Investi
gations and Operations Guide (DIOG), available at https://vault.fbi.gov/FBI%20Domestic%20Investigations%20and%
20Operations%20Guide%20(DIOG), a comprehensive manual that includes detailed limits on use of investigative tools
and guidance to assure that civil liberties and privacy are protected in every investigation. Additional rules and policies
that prescribe limitations on the investigative activities of federal prosecutors are set out in the United States
Attorneys' Manual (USAM), also available online at http://www.justice.gov/usam/united-states-attorneys-manual.

Civil and Regulatory Authorities (Public Interest):

There are also significant limits on civil or regulatory (i.e., ‘public interest’) access to data held by corporations in the
United States. Agencies with civil and regulatory responsibilities may issue subpoenas to corporations for business
records, electronically stored information, or other tangible items. These agencies are limited in their exercise of adminis
trative or civil subpoena authority not only by their organic statutes, but also by independent judicial review of
subpoenas prior to potential judicial enforcement. See, e.g., Fed. R. Civ. P. 45. Agencies may seek access only to data that
is relevant to matters within their scope of authority to regulate. Further, a recipient of an administrative subpoena may
challenge the enforcement of that subpoena in court by presenting evidence that the agency has not acted in accordance
with basic standards of reasonableness, as discussed earlier.

There are other legal bases for companies to challenge data requests from administrative agencies based on their specific
industries and the types of data they possess. For example, financial institutions can challenge administrative subpoenas
seeking certain types of information as violations of the Bank Secrecy Act and its implementing regulations. See
31 U.S.C. § 5318, 31 C.F.R. Part X. Other businesses can rely on the Fair Credit Reporting Act, see 15 U.S.C. § 1681b,
or a host of other sector specific laws. Misuse of an agency's subpoena authority can result in agency liability, or
personal liability for agency officers. See, e.g., Right to Financial Privacy Act, 12 U.S.C. §§ 3401–3422. Courts in the
United States thus stand as the guardians against improper regulatory requests and provide independent oversight of
federal agency actions.
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Finally, any statutory power that administrative authorities have to physically seize records from a company in the
United States pursuant to an administrative search must meet the requirements of the Fourth Amendment. See See v. City
of Seattle, 387 U.S. 541 (1967).
Conclusion
All law enforcement and regulatory activities in the United States must conform to applicable law, including the U.S.
Constitution, statutes, rules, and regulations. Such activities must also comply with applicable policies, including any
Attorney General Guidelines governing federal law enforcement activities. The legal framework described above limits
the ability of U.S. law enforcement and regulatory agencies to acquire information from corporations in the United
States — whether the information concerns U.S. persons or citizens of foreign countries — and in addition permits
judicial review of any government requests for data pursuant to these authorities.

Sincerely,
Bruce C. Swartz
Deputy Assistant Attorney General and Counselor for
International Affairs
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23750 ORGANIC LAW 15/1999 of 13 December on the Protection of Personal Data.
JUAN CARLOS I
KING OF SPAIN
To whom it may concern.
Know ye that Parliament has passed, and I approve, the following Organic Law.
TITLE I
General provisions
Article 1. Subject
This Organic Law is intended to guarantee and protect the public liberties and
fundamental rights of natural persons, and in particular their personal and family privacy,
with regard to the processing of personal data.
Article 2. Scope
1. This Organic Law shall apply to personal data recorded on a physical support which
makes them capable of processing, and to any type of subsequent use of such data by the
public and private sectors.
This Organic Law shall govern any processing of personal data:
a) When the processing is carried out on Spanish territory as part of the activities of an
establishment belonging to the person responsible for the processing.
b) When the person responsible for the processing is not established on Spanish territory
but is subject to Spanish law pursuant to the norms of public international law.
c) When the person responsible for the processing is not established on the territory of the
European Union and is using for the processing means situated on Spanish territory,
unless such means are used solely for transit purposes.
2. The system of protection of personal data laid down by this Organic Law shall not
apply to:
a) Files maintained by natural persons in the exercise of purely personal or household
activities.
b) Files subject to the legislation on the protection of classified materials.
c) Files established for the investigation of terrorism and serious forms of organised
crime. However, in such cases, the person responsible for the file shall previously inform
the Data Protection Agency of its existence, its general characteristics and its purpose.
3. The following processing of personal data shall be governed by the specific provisions,
and by any special provisions, of this Organic Law:
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a) Files regulated by the legislation on the electoral system.
b) Those used solely for statistical purposes and protected by central or regional
government legislation on public statistical activities.
c) Those intended for the storage of the data contained in the personal assessment reports
covered by the legislation on the personnel regulations of the armed forces.
d) Those contained in the Civil Register and the Central Criminal Register.
e) Thos deriving from images and sound recorded by videocameras for the security forces
in accordance with the relevant legislation.
Article 3. Definitions
The following definitions shall apply for the purposes of this Organic Law:
a) Personal data: any information concerning identified or identifiable natural persons.
b) File: any structured set of personal data, whatever the form or method of its creation,
storage organisation and access.
c) Processing of data: operations and technical processes, whether or not by automatic
means, which allow the collection, recording, storage, adaptation, modification, blocking
and cancellation, as well as assignments of data resulting from communications,
consultations, interconnections and transfers.
d) Controller: natural or legal person, whether public or private, or administrative body
which determines the purpose, content and use of the processing.
e) Data subject: the natural person who owns the data undergoing the processing referred
to in (c) above.
f) Dissociation procedure: any processing of personal data carried out in such a way that
the information obtained cannot be associated with an identified or identifiable person.
g) Processor: the natural or legal person, public authority, service or any other body
which alone or jointly with others processes personal data on behalf of the controller.
h) Consent of the data subject: any free, unequivocal, specific and informed indication of
his wishes by which the data subject consents to the processing of personal data relating
to him.
i) Assignment or communication of data: any disclosure of data to a person other than the
data subject.
j) Sources accessible to the public: those files which can be consulted by anyone, which
are not subject to restrictive legislation, or which are subject only to payment of a
consultation fee. Only the following shall be considered to be sources accessible to the
public: the publicity register, telephone directories subject to the conditions laid down in
the relevant regulations, and the lists of persons belonging to professional associations
containing only data on the name, title, profession, activity, academic degree, address and
an indication of his membership of the association. Newspapers, official gazettes and the
media shall also be considered sources with public access.
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TITLE II
Principles of data protection
Article 4. Quality of the data
1. Personal data may be collected for processing, and undergo such processing, only if
they are adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the scope and the specified,
explicit and legitimate purposes for which they were obtained.
2. Personal data subjected to processing may not be used for purposes incompatible with
those for which they were collected. Further processing of the data for historical,
statistical or scientific purposes shall not be considered incompatible.
3. Personal data shall be accurate and updated in such a way as to give a true picture of
the current situation of the data subject.
4. If the personal data recorded prove to be inaccurate, either in whole or in part, or
incomplete, shall be erased and officially replaced by the corresponding rectified or
supplemented data, without prejudice to the rights granted to data subjects in Article 16.
5. Personal data shall be erased when they have ceased to be necessary or relevant for the
purpose for which they were obtained or recorded.
They shall not be kept in a form which permits identification of the data subject for
longer than necessary for the purposes for which they were obtained or recorded.
On a regular basis, the procedure shall be determined by which, exceptionally, it is
decided to keep the entire set of particular data, in accordance with the specific
legislation, because of their historical, statistical or scientific value.
6. Personal data shall be stored in a way which permits the right of access to be exercised,
unless lawfully erased.
The collection of data by fraudulent, unfair or illicit means is prohibited.
Article 5. Right of information in the collection of data
1. Data subjects from who personal data are requested must previously be informed
explicitly, precisely and unequivocally of the following:
a) The existence of a file or personal data processing operation, the purpose of collecting
the data, and the recipients of the information.
b) The obligatory or voluntary nature of the reply to the questions put to them.
c) The consequences of obtaining the data or of refusing to provide them.
d) The possibility of exercising rights of access, rectification, erasure and objection.
e) The identity and address of the controller or of his representative, if any.
Where the controller is not established on the territory of the European Union, and he is
using for the processing means situated on Spanish territory, he must, unless these means
are being used for transit purposes, designate a representative in Spain, without prejudice
to any action which may be taken against the controller himself.
2. Where questionnaires or other forms are used for collection, they must contain the
warnings set out in the previous paragraph in a clearly legible form.
3. The information set out in subparagraphs (b), (c) and (d) of paragraph 1 shall not be
required if its content can be clearly deduced from the nature of the personal data
requested or the circumstances in which they are obtained.
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4. Where the personal data have not been obtained from the data subject, he must be
informed explicitly, precisely and unequivocally by the controller or his representative
within three months from the recording of the data - unless he has been informed
previously - of the content of the processing, the origin of the data, and the information
set out in (a), (d) and (e) of paragraph 1 of this Article.
5. The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not apply where explicitly provided
for by law, when the processing is for historical, statistical or scientific purposes, or when
it is not possible to inform the data subject, or where this would involve a
disproportionate effort in the view of the Data Protection Agency or the corresponding
regional body, in view of the number of data subjects, the age of the data and the possible
compensatory measures.
The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall also not apply where the data come from
sources accessible to the public and are intended for advertising activity or market
research, in which case each communication sent to the data subject shall inform him of
the origin of the data, the identity of the controller and the rights of the data subject.
Article 6. Consent of the data subject
1. Processing of personal data shall require the unambiguous consent of the data subject,
unless laid down otherwise by law.
2. Consent shall not be required where the personal data are collected for the exercise of
the functions proper to public administrations within the scope of their responsibilities;
where they relate to the parties to a contract or preliminary contract for a business,
employment or administrative relationship, and are necessary for its maintenance or
fulfilment; where the purpose of processing the data is to protect a vital interest of the
data subject under the terms of Article 7(6) of this Law, or where the data are contained
in sources accessible to the public and their processing is necessary to satisfy the
legitimate interest pursued by the controller or that of the third party to whom the data are
communicated, unless the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject are
jeopardised.
3. The consent to which the Article refers may be revoked when there are justified
grounds for doing so and the revocation does not have retroactive effect.
4. In the cases where the consent of the data subject is not required for processing
personal data, and unless provided otherwise by law, the data subject may object to such
processing when there are compelling and legitimate grounds relating to a particular
personal situation. In such an event, the controller shall exclude the data relating to the
data subject from the processing.
Article 7. Data with special protection
1. In accordance with the provisions of Article 16(2) of the Constitution, nobody may be
obliged to state his ideology, religion or beliefs.
If, in relation to such data, the consent referred to in the following paragraph is sought,
the data subject shall be warned of his right to refuse such consent.
2. Personal data which reveal the ideology, trade union membership, religion and beliefs
may be processed only with the explicit and written consent of the data subject.
Exceptions shall be files maintained by political parties, trade unions, churches, religious
confessions or communities, and associations, foundations and other non-profit-seeking
bodies with a political, philosophical, religious or trade-union aim, as regards the data
relating to their associates or members, without prejudice to the fact that assignment of
such data shall always require the prior consent of the data subject.
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3. Personal data which refer to racial origin, health or sex life may be collected, processed
and assigned only when, for reasons of general interest, this is so provided for by law or
the data subject has given his explicit consent.
4. Files created for the sole purpose of storing personal data which reveal the ideology,
trade union membership, religion, beliefs, racial or ethnic origin or sex life remain
prohibited.
5, Personal data on criminal or administrative offences may be included in files of the
competent public administrations only under the circumstances laid down in the
respective regulations.
6. Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraphs, the personal data referred
to in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article may be processed when such processing is
necessary for purpose of preventive medicine or diagnosis, the provision of medical care
or treatment, or the management of health-care services, provided such data processing is
effected by a health professional subject to professional secrecy or by another person also
subject to an equivalent obligation of secrecy.
The data referred to in the preceding subparagraph may also be processed when this is
necessary to safeguard the vital interests of the data subject or another person in the event
that the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving his consent.
Article 8. Data on health
Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 11 on assignment, public and private
health-care institutions and centres and the corresponding professionals may process
personal data relating to the health of persons consulting them or admitted to them for
treatment, in accordance with the provisions of the central or regional government
legislation on health care.
Article 9. Data security
1. The controller or, where applicable, the processor shall adopt the technical and
organisational measures necessary to ensure the security of the personal data and prevent
their alteration, loss, unauthorised processing or access, having regard to the state of the
art, the nature of the data stored and the risks to which they are exposed by virtue of
human action or the physical or natural environment.
2. No personal data shall be recorded in files which do not meet the conditions laid down
by rules regarding their integrity and security, as well as the rules governing the
processing centres, premises, equipment, systems and programs.
3. Rules shall be laid down governing the requirements and conditions to be met by the
files and the persons involved in the data processing referred to in Article 7 of this Law.
Article 10. Duty of secrecy
The controller and any persons involved in any stage of processing personal data shall be
subject to professional secrecy as regards such data and to the duty to keep them. These
obligations shall continue even after the end of the relations with the owner of the file or,
where applicable, the person responsible for it.
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Article 11. Communication of data
1. Personal data subjected to processing may be communicated to third persons only for
purposes directly related to the legitimate functions of the transferor and transferee with
the prior consent of the data subject.
2. The consent required under the previous paragraph shall not be required:
a) when the transfer is authorised by a law.
b) when the data have been collected from publicly accessible sources.
c) when the processing corresponds to the free and legitimate acceptance of a legal
relationship whose course, performance and monitoring necessarily involve the
connection between such processing and files of third parties. In that case,
communication shall be legitimate to the extent of the purpose justifying it.
d) when the communication to be effected is destined for the Ombudsman, the Office of
Public Prosecutor, judges, courts or the Court of Auditors in the exercise of the functions
assigned to them. Not shall consent be required when the communication is destined to
regional government authorities with functions analogous to the Ombudsman or the
Court of Auditors.
e) when the transfer is between public administrations and concerns the retrospective
processing of the data for historical, statistical or scientific purposes.
f) when the transfer of personal data on health is necessary for resolving an emergency
which requires access to a file or for conducting epidemiological studies within the
meaning of central or regional government health legislation.
3. Consent for the communication of personal data to a third party shall be null and void
when the information given to the data subject does not enable him to know the purpose
for which the data whose communications is authorised will be used or the type of
activity of the person to whom it is intended to communicate them.
4. Consent for the communication of personal data may also be revoked.
5. The person to who personal data are communicated is obliged, by the mere fact of the
communication, to abide by the provisions of this Law.
6. If the communication is preceded by a depersonalisation procedure, the provisions of
the preceding paragraphs shall not apply.
Article 12. Access to data on behalf of third parties
1. Access to data by a third party shall not be considered communication of data when
such access is necessary for the provision of a service to the data controller.
2. Processing on behalf of third parties shall be regulated in a contract which must be in
writing or in any other form which allows its performance and content to be assessed, it
being expressly laid down that the processor shall process the data only in accordance
with the instructions of the controller, shall not apply or use them for a purpose other than
that set out in the said contract, and shall not communicate them to other persons even for
their preservation.
The contract shall also set out the security measures referred to in Article 9 of this Law,
which the processor is obliged to implement.
3. Once the contractual service has been provided, the personal data must be destroyed or
returned to the controller, together with any support or documents contain personal data
processed.
4. If the processor uses the data for another purpose, communicates them or uses them in
a way not in accordance with the terms of the contract, he shall also be considered as the
controller and shall be personally responsible for the infringements committed by him.
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TITLE III
Rights of persons
Article 13. Challenging assessments
1. Citizens have the right not to be subject to a decision with legal consequences for
them, or which significantly affects them, and which is based processing of data intended
to assess certain aspects of their personality.
2. The data subject may challenge administrative acts or private decisions which involve
an assessment of his behaviour, the only basis for which is the processing of personal
data which provides a definition of his characteristics or personality.
3. In that case, the data subject shall have the right to obtain information from the
controller on the assessment criteria and program used in the processing on the basis of
which the decision containing the act was adopted.
4. An assessment of the behaviour of citizens based on data processing shall have
conclusive force only at the request of the data subject.
Article 14. Right to consult the General Data Protection Register
Anyone may consult the General Data Protection Register to learn about the existence of
personal data, their purpose and the identity of the controller. The General Register shall
be open to public consultation free of charge.
Article 15. Right of access
1. The data subject shall have the right to request and obtain free of charge information
on his personal data subjected to processing, on the origin of such data and on their
communication or intended communication.
2. The information may be obtained by simply displaying the data for consultation or by
indicating the data subjected to processing in writing, or in a copy, fax or photocopy,
whether certified a true copy or not, in legible and intelligible form, and without using
keys or codes which require the use of specific devices.
3. The right of access referred to in this Article may be exercised only at intervals of not
less than twelve months, unless the data subject can prove a legitimate interest in doing
so, in which case it may be exercised before then.
Article 16. Right of rectification or cancellation
The controller shall be obliged to implement the right of rectification or cancellation of
the data subject within a period of ten days.
2. Rectification or cancellation shall apply to data whose processing is not in accordance
with the provisions of this Law and, in particular, when such data are incorrect or
incomplete.
3. Cancellation shall lead to the data being blocked and maintained solely at the disposal
of the public administrations, judges and courts, for the purpose of determining any
liability arising from the processing, and for the duration of such liability. On expiry of
such liability, they shall be deleted.
4. If the data rectified or cancelled have previously been communicated, the controller
shall notify the person to whom they have been communicated of the rectification or
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cancellation. If the processing is being maintained by that person, he shall also cancel the
data.
5. Personal data shall be kept for the periods set out in the relevant provisions or, where
applicable, in the contractual relations between the person or body responsible for the
processing ("the controller") and the data subject.
Article 17. Objection, access, rectification or cancellation procedure
1. The procedures for exercising the right of objection, access, rectification and
cancellation shall be established by regulation.
2. No consideration shall be demanded for the exercise of the rights of objection, access,
rectification or cancellation.
Article 18. Supervision of rights
1. Acts contrary to the provisions of this Law may be the subject of complaints by data
subjects to the Data Protection Agency in the form laid down by regulation.
2. A data subject who is denied, either wholly or partially, the exercise of the rights of
objection, access, rectification or cancellation, may bring this to the attention of the Data
Protection Agency or, where applicable, to the competent body in each Autonomous
Community, which must decide on the admissibility or inadmissibility of the denial.
3. The maximum period within which a decision on the ownership of data must be
reached shall be six months.
4. An appeal may be lodged against the decisions of the Data Protection Agency.
Article 19. Right to damages
1. Data subjects who, as a result of failure to comply with the provisions of this Law on
the part of the controller or processor, suffer damage to their possessions or rights, shall
have the right to damages.
2. Where the files are in public ownership, liability shall be established in accordance
with the legislation regulating the liability of public administrations.
3. In the case of files in private ownership, the case shall be heard by the civil courts.
TITLE IV
Sectoral provisions
CHAPTER I
Files in public ownership
Article 20. Creation, modification or deletion
1. Files of the public administrations may only be created, modified or deleted by means
of a general provision published in the Boletín Oficial del Estado or in the corresponding
official gazette.
2. The provisions for the creation or modification of files must indicate:
a) The purpose of the file and its planned use.
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b) The persons or bodies on which it is planned to obtain personal data or which they are
obliged to submit data.
c) The procedure for collecting the personal data.
d) The basic structure of the file and a description of the personal data included in it.
e) The intended transfers of personal data and, where applicable, the intended transfers of
data to third countries.
f) The officials in the administrations responsible for the file.
g) The services or units with which the rights of access, rectification, cancellation and
objection may be exercised.
h) The security measures, indicating the basic, medium or high level required.
3. The provisions on the deletion of files shall lay down the fate of the files or, where
applicable, the timetables to be adopted for their destruction.
Article 21. Communication of data between public administrations
1. Personal data collected or drawn up by public administrations in the performance of
their tasks shall not be communicated to other public administrations for the exercise of
different powers or powers relating to other matters, unless such communication has been
provided for in the provisions creating the file, or in a higher-ranking provision regulating
its use, or where the communication is for the purpose of subsequent processing for
historical, statistical or scientific purposes.
2. Personal data which a public administration obtains or draws up on behalf of another
administration may be communicated.
3. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 11.2.b), communication of data obtained
from sources accessible to the public shall apply to files in private ownership only with
the consent of data subject or when a law stipulates otherwise.
4. In the cases provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, the consent of the data
subject referred to in Article 11 of this Law shall not be required.
Article 22. Files of the security forces
1. The files created by the security forces and containing personal data which, because
they were collected for administrative purposes, must be recorded permanently, shall be
subject to the general rules of this Law.
2. Collection and processing, for police purposes, of personal data by the security forces
without the consent of the data subjects shall be limited to those cases and categories of
data necessary for the prevention of a genuine threat to public safety or for the
suppression of crime; such data shall be stored in special files established for the purpose,
which must be classified according to their degree of reliability.
3. The data referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 7 may be collected and processed
only in cases in which it is absolutely essential for the purposes of a specific
investigation, without prejudice to checks on the legality of the administrative action or
the obligation to consider any applications made by the data subjects falling within the
remit of the bodies responsible for the administration of justice.
4. Personal data stored for police purposes shall be cancelled when they are not necessary
for the investigations for the purposes of which they were stored.
To this end, special consideration shall be given to the age of the data subject and the
nature of the data stored, the need to maintain the data until the conclusion of a specific
investigation or procedure, a final judgment, and in particular an acquittal, a pardon,
rehabilitation and the expiry of liability
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Article 23. Exceptions to the rights of access, rectification and cancellation
1. The controllers of files containing the data referred to in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of the
preceding Article may deny access, rectification or cancellation in the light of the risks
which might arise for the defence of the state or public safety, the protection of the rights
and liberties of third parties, or for the needs of investigations under way.
2. Controllers of files in the public finance sector may also deny exercise of the rights
referred to in the previous paragraph when this impede administrative actions aimed at
ensuring fulfilment of tax obligations, and particularly when the data subject is under
investigation.
3. A data subject who is denied, either wholly or partially, exercise of the rights referred
to in the preceding paragraphs may bring this to the notice of the Director of the Data
Protection Agency, or of the competent body in each Autonomous Community in the
case of files maintained by its own police forces, or the tax authorities of the
Autonomous Communities, which must establish the admissibility or inadmissibility of
the denial.
Article 24. Other exceptions to the rights of data subjects
1. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 5 shall not apply to the collection of
data when informing the data subject would impede or seriously hinder performance of
the monitoring and verification functions of public administrations or would affect
national defence, public safety or the prosecution of criminal or administrative offences.
2. The provisions of Article 15 and of paragraph 1 of Article 16 shall not apply if, taking
account of the interests involved, the rights granted to the data subject by those
provisions must be superseded by reasons of public interest or the interests of third
parties more worthy of protection. If the administrative body responsible for the file
invokes the provisions of this paragraph, it shall provide a reasoned justification and shall
inform the data subject of his right to bring the negative decision to the notice of the
Director of the Data Protection Agency or, where applicable, the equivalent body in the
Autonomous Communities.
CHAPTER II
Files in private ownership
Article 25. Creation
Files in private ownership containing personal data may be created when it is necessary
for the success of the legitimate activity and purpose of the person, undertaking or body
owning them and the guarantees laid down by this Law for the protection of persons are
respected.
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Article 26. Notification and entry in the register
1. Any person or body creating files of personal data shall first notify the Data Protection
Agency,
2. Detailed rules shall be established for the information to be contained in the
notification, amongst which must be the name of the controller, the purpose of the file, its
location, the type of personal data contained, the security measures, with an indication of
whether they are of basic, medium or high level, any transfers intended and, where
applicable, ant intended transfers of data to third countries.
3. The Data Protection Agency must be informed of any changes in the purpose of the
computer file, the controller and the address of its location.
4. The General Data Protection Register shall enter the file if the notification meets the
requirements.
If this is not the case, it may ask for the missing data to be provided or take remedial
action.
5. If one month has passed since submitting the application for entry without the Data
Protection Agency responding, the computer file shall, for all accounts and purposes, be
considered entered in the Register.
Article 27. Communication of transfers of data
1. When making the first transfer of data, the controller must communicate this to the
data subjects, also indicating the purpose of the file, the nature of the data transferred and
the name and address of the transferee.
2. The obligation set out in the preceding paragraph shall not apply in the case provided
for in paragraphs 2.c), d) and e) and 6 of Article 11, nor when the transfer is forbidden by
law.
Article 28. Data included in sources accessible to the public
1. Personal data contained in the publicity register or in the lists of persons belonging to
professional associations referred to in Article 3.j) of this Law must be limited to those
that are strictly necessary to fulfil the purpose for which each list is intended. The
inclusion of additional data by the bodies responsible for maintaining these sources shall
require the consent of the data subject, which may be revoked at any time.
2. Data subjects shall have the right to require the body responsible for maintaining the
lists of professional associations to indicate, free of charge, that their data may not be
used for the purposes of publicity or market research.
Data subjects shall have the right to have all the personal data contained in the publicity
register excluded, free of charge, by the bodies entrusted with maintaining those sources.
A reply to the application for exclusion of the unnecessary information or for inclusion of
the objection to the use of the data for the purposes of publicity or distance selling must
be given within ten days in the case of information provided via telematic consultation or
communication, and in the following edition of the list regardless of the medium on
which it is published.
3. Publicly accessible sources published in the form of a book or on any other physical
support shall cease to be an accessible source when the new edition is published.
If an electronic version of the list is obtained by telematic means, it shall cease to be a
publicly accessible source within one year from the moment it was obtained.
4. Data contained in guides to telecommunications services available to the public shall
be governed by the relevant legislation.
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Article 29. Provision of information services on creditworthiness and credit
1. Providers of information services on creditworthiness and credit may process only
personal data obtained from registers and sources accessible to the public and set up for
that purpose or based on information provided by the data subject or with his consent.
2. Processing is also allowed of personal data relating to the fulfilment or non-fulfilment
of financial obligations provided by the creditor or by someone acting on his behalf. In
such cases the data subjects shall be informed, within a period of thirty days from the
recording, of those who have recorded personal data in files, with a reference to the data
included, and they shall be informed of their right to request information on all of them
under the conditions laid down by this Law.
3. In the cases referred to in the two paragraphs above, and at the request of the data
subject, the data controller shall communicate to him the data, together with any
assessments and appreciations made about him during the previous six months and the
name and address of the person or body to whom the data have been disclosed.
4. Only those personal data may be recorded and transferred which are necessary for
assessing the economic capacity of the data subjects and which, in the case adverse data,
do not go back for more than six years, always provided that they give a true picture of
the current situation of the data subjects.
Article 30. Processing for the purpose of publicity and market research
1. Those involved in compiling addresses, disseminating documents, publicity, distance
selling, market research or other similar activities shall use names and addresses or other
personal data when they feature in sources accessible to the public or when they have
been provided by the data subjects themselves or with their consent.
2. When the data come from sources accessible to the public, in accordance with the
provisions of the second paragraph of Article 5.5 of this Law, each communication sent
to the data subject shall indicate the origin of the data and the identity of the controller, as
well as the rights available to the data subject.
3. In exercising the right of access, data subjects shall have the right to know the origin of
their personal data and the rest of the information referred to in Article 15.
4. Data subjects shall have the right to object, upon request and free of charge, to the
processing of the data concerning them, in which case they shall be deleted from the
processing and, at their mere request, the information about them contained in the
processing shall be cancelled.
Article 31. Publicity register
1. Those intending to be involved, either permanently or occasionally, in compiling
addresses, disseminating documents, publicity, distance selling, market research or other
similar activities, may request from the National Statistical Institute or the equivalent
bodies in the Autonomous Communities a copy of the publicity register comprising data
on the surnames, forenames and domiciles contained in the electoral roll.
2. Each publicity register list shall be valid for one year. Thereafter, the list shall lose its
validity as a publicly accessible source.
3. The procedures by which data subjects may request not to be included in the publicity
register shall be governed by regulation. Amongst these procedures, which shall be free
of charge for the data subjects, shall be the census document. Every quarter, an updated
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list of the publicity register shall be published, leaving out the names and addresses of
those who have asked to be excluded.
4. A consideration may be required for providing the above list on a digital medium.
Article 32. Standard codes of conduct
1. By means of sectoral agreements, administrative agreements or company decisions,
publicly and privately-owned controllers and the organisations to which they belong may
draw up standard codes of conduct laying down the organisation conditions. The
operating rules, the applicable procedures, the safety standards for the environment,
programs and equipment, the obligations of those involved in the processing and use of
personal information, as well as the guarantees, within their remit, for exercising the
rights of the individual in full compliance with the principles and provisions of this Law
and its implementing rules.
2. These codes may or may not contain detailed operational rules for each particular
system and technical standards for their application.
If these codes are not incorporated directly into the code, the instructions or orders for
drawing them up must comply with the principles laid down in the code.
3. The codes must be in the form of codes of conduct or of good professional practice,
and must be deposited or entered in the General Data Protection Register and, where
appropriate, in the registers set up for this purpose by the Autonomous Communities, in
accordance with Article 41. The General Data Protection Register may refuse entry when
it considers that the code does not comply with the legal and regulatory provisions on the
subject. In such a case, the Director of the Data Protection Agency must require the
applicants to make the necessary changes.
TITLE V
International movement of data
Article 33. General rule
1. There may be no temporary or permanent transfers of personal data which have been
processed or which were collected for the purpose of such processing to countries which
do not provide a level of protection comparable to that provided by this Law, except
where, in addition to complying with this Law, prior authorisation is obtained from the
Director of the Data Protection Agency, who may grant it only if adequate guarantees are
obtained.
2. The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by the country of destination shall be
assessed by the Data Protection Agency in the light of all the circumstances surrounding
the data transfer or category of data transfer. Particular consideration shall be given to the
nature of the data, the purpose and duration of the proposed processing operation or
operations, the country of origin and country of final destination, the rules of law, both
general and sectoral, in force in the third country in question, the content of the reports by
the Commission of the European Union, and the professional rules and security measures
in force in those countries.
Article 34. Derogations
The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not apply where:
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a) The international transfer of personal data is the result of applying treaties or
agreements to which Spain is a party.
b) The transfer serves the purposes of offering or requesting international judicial aid.
c) The transfer is necessary for medical prevention or diagnosis, the provision of health
aid or medical treatment, or the management of health services.
d) Where the transfer of data is related to money transfers in accordance with the relevant
legislation.
e) The data subject has given his unambiguous consent to the proposed transfer.
f) The transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and
the controller or the adoption of precontractual measures taken at the data subject's
request.
g) The transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded, or
to be concluded, in the interest of the data subject, between the controller and a third
party.
h) The transfer is necessary or legally required to safeguard a public interest. A transfer
requested by a tax or customs authority for the performance of its task shall be considered
as meeting this condition.
i) The transfer is necessary for the recognition, exercise or defence of a right in legal
proceedings.
j) The transfer takes place at the request of a person with a legitimate interest, from a
public register, and the request complies with the purpose of the register.
k) The transfer takes place to a Member State of the European Union or to a country
which the Commission of the European Communities, in the exercise of its powers, has
declared to ensure an adequate level of protection.
TITLE VI
Data Protection Agency
Article 35. Nature and legal status
1. The Data Protection Agency is a body under public law, with its own legal personality
and unlimited public and private legal capacity, which acts fully independently of the
public administrations in the performance of its tasks. It shall be governed by the
provisions of this Law and in a Statute of its own to be approved by the Government.
2. In the exercise of its public functions, and until such time as this Law and its
implementing provisions are adopted, the Data Protection Agency shall act in conformity
with Law 301992 of 26 November on the Legal Status of Public Administrations and the
Common Administrative Procedure. Its acquisitions of assets and contracts shall be
governed by private law.
3. The posts in the bodies and services belonging to the Data Protection Agency shall be
filled by officials of the public administrations and by staff recruited to this end, in
accordance with the functions assigned to each post. The staff is obliged to keep secret
any personal data of which they acquire knowledge in the performance of their task.
4. For the performance of its tasks, the Data Protection Agency shall have the following
assets and resources:
a) The annual appropriations from the General Government Budget.
b) The goods and assets making up its resources, and any interest from them.
c) Any other resources legally assigned to it.
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5. Each year the Data Protection Agency shall draw up and approve the corresponding
preliminary draft budget and send it to the Government for incorporation, with due regard
to its independence, into the General Government Budget.
Article 36. The Director
1. The Director of the Data Protection Agency manages and represents the Agency. He
shall be appointed from amongst the members of the Consultative Council, by Royal
Decree, for a period of four years.
2. He shall exercise his functions fully independently and objectively and shall not be
subject to any instructions thereby.
The Director shall in all cases take note of any proposals the Consultative Council may
make to him in the exercise of its functions.
3. The Director of the Data Protection Agency may be removed from office before the
end of the period set out in paragraph 1 only at his own request or on the instructions of
the Government, after an investigation in which the other members of the Consultative
Council must be consulted, for serious infringement of his obligations, inability to
exercise his functions, incompatibility or conviction for a criminal offence.
4. The Director of the Data Protection Agency shall be considered as occupying a senior
post and shall be governed by the special services régime if he was previously exercising
a pubic function. If a member of the judicial or tax career bracket is appointed to the post,
he shall also be governed by the special services administrative régime.
Article 37. Functions
The functions of the Data Protection Agency are as follows:
a) To ensure compliance with the legislation on data protection and ensure its application,
in particular as regards the rights of information, access, rectification, objection and
cancellation of data.
b) To issue the authorisations provided for in the Law or in its regulatory provisions.
c) To issue, where applicable, and without prejudice to the remits of other bodies, the
instructions needed to bring processing operations into line with the principles of this
Law.
d) To consider the applications and complaints from the data subjects.
e) To provide information to persons on their rights as regards the processing of personal
data.
f) To require controllers and processors, after having heard them, to take the measures
necessary to bring the processing operations into line with this Law and, where
applicable, to order the cessation of the processing operation when the cancellation of the
files, when the operation does not comply with the provisions of the Law.
g) To impose the penalties set out in Title VI of this Law.
h) To provide regular information on the draft general provisions set out in this Law.
i) To obtain from the data controllers any assistance and information it deems necessary
for the exercise of its functions.
j) To make known the existence of files of personal data, to which end it shall regularly
publish a list of such files with any additional information the Director of the Agency
deems necessary.
k) To draw up an annual report and submit it to the Ministry of Justice.
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l) To monitor and adopt authorisations for international movements of data, and to
exercise the functions involved in international cooperation on the protection of personal
data.
m) To ensure compliance with the provisions laid down by the Law on Public Statistics
with regard to the collection of statistical data and statistical secrecy, to issue precise
instructions, to give opinions on the security conditions of the files set up for purely
statistical purposes, and to exercise the powers referred to in Article 46.
n) Any other functions assigned to it by law or regulation.
Article 38. Consultative Council
The Director of the Data Protection Agency shall be assisted by a Consultative Council
made up of the following members:
One member of the Congress of Deputies, proposed by the Congress.
One member of the Senate, proposed by the Senate.
One member of the central administration, proposed by the Government.
One member of the local administration, proposed by the Spanish Federation of
Municipalities and Provinces.
One member of the Royal Academy of History, proposed by the Academy.
One expert in the field, proposed by the Supreme Council of Universities.
A representative of users and consumers, to be selected according to a method to be laid
down by regulation.
One representative of each Autonomous Community which has set up a data protection
agency on its territory, to be proposed in accordance with the procedure laid down by the
Autonomous Community concerned.
One representative of the private file sector, to be proposed according to the procedure
laid down by regulation.
The Consultative Council shall operate in accordance with the regulations laid down for
that purpose.
Article 39. The General Data Protection Register
1. The General Data Protection Register is a body incorporated into the Data Protection
Agency.
2. The following shall be entered in the General Data Protection Register:
a) Files owned by the public administrations.
b) Files in private ownership.
c) The authorisations referred to in this Law.
d) The codes of conduct referred to in Article 32 of this Law.
e) Data relating to files which are necessary for the exercise of the rights of information,
access, rectification, cancellation and objection.
3. The procedures for entering the files in public and private ownership in the General
Data Protection Register, the content of the entry, its modification, cancellation,
complaints and appeals against the corresponding decisions, and other related matters,
shall be laid down by regulation.
Article 40. Powers of inspection
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1. The supervisory authorities may inspect the files referred to in this Law and obtain any
information they require for the performance of their tasks.
To this end, they may require the disclosure or transmission of documents and data and
examine them at their place of storage, inspect the hardware and software used to process
the data, and obtain access to the premises on which they are located.
2. In the performance of their tasks, the officials carrying out the inspection referred to in
the preceding paragraph shall be deemed to be a public authority.
They shall be obliged to keep secret any information acquired in the exercise of the
aforementioned functions, even after they have ceased to exercise them.
Article 41. Corresponding bodies of the Autonomous Communities
1. The functions of the Data Protection Agency set out in Article 37, with the exception
of those referred to in paragraphs j), k) and l), and in paragraphs f) and g) as regards
international transfers of data, as well as in Articles 46 and 49 relating to its specific
powers, shall, when they concern files of personal data created and administered by the
Autonomous Communities and by local government within its territory, be exercised by
the corresponding bodies in each Community, which shall be deemed to be supervisory
authorities guaranteed full independence and objectivity in the performance of their task.
2. The Autonomous Communities may create and maintain their own registers of files for
the exercise of the powers assigned to them.
3. The Director of the Data Protection Agency may regularly meet the corresponding
bodies in the Autonomous Communities for the purposes of institutional cooperation and
coordination of the criteria or operating procedures. The Director of the Data Protection
Agency and the corresponding bodies in the Autonomous Communities may ask each
other for the information needed for the exercise of their functions.
Article 42. Files of the Autonomous Communities for which the Agency has sole
responsibility
1. When the Director of the Data Protection Agency establishes that the maintenance or
use of a particular file of the Autonomous Communities contravenes any provision of this
Law for which it has sole responsibility, he may require the corresponding administration
to adopt the corrective measures specified by him within the period laid down by him.
2. If the public administration in question does not comply with the requirement, the
Director of the Data Protection Agency may challenge the decision taken by that
administration.
TITLE VII
Infringements and penalties
Article 43. Controllers
1. Controllers and processors shall be subject to the penalties set out in this Law.
2. In the case of files for which the public administrations are responsible, the provisions
of Article 46(2) shall apply to the procedure and penalties.
Article 44. Types of infringement
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1. Infringements shall be classified as minor, serious and very serious.
2. The following shall be minor infringements:
a) Failure to respond, for formal reasons, to a request by a data subject for the
rectification or cancellation of personal data subject to processing, when that request is
justified in law.
b) Failure to provide the information requested by the Data Protection Agency in the
exercise of the functions assigned to it by law, with regard to non-substantive aspects of
data protection.
c) Failure to request the entry of the file of personal data in the General Data Protection
Register, where this does not amount to a serious infringement.
d) Collection of personal data on data subjects without providing them with the
information set out in Article 5 of this Law.
e) Failure to respect the duty of secrecy set out in Article 10 of this Law, where this does
amount to a serious infringement.
3. The following shall be serious infringements:
a) Creating files in public ownership, or initiating the collection of personal data for such
files, without the authorisation published in the Boletín Oficial del Estado or the
corresponding official gazette.
b) Creating files in private ownership, or initiating the collection of data for such files, for
purposes other than the legitimate purposes of the undertaking or body.
c) Collecting personal data without obtaining the explicit consent of the data subjects,
where this has to be obtained.
d) Processing personal data or subsequently using them in infringement of the principles
and guarantees laid down in this Law, and failure to respect the protection laid down by
the implementing provisions, where this does not amount to a very serious infringement.
e) Preventing or hindering the exercise of the rights of access and objection, and refusing
to provide the information asked for.
f) Maintaining incorrect personal data or failure to rectify or cancel such data when
legally obliged if the citizens’ rights protected by this Law are affected
g) Breach of the duty of secrecy for personal data incorporated into files containing data
on the commission of administrative or criminal offences, public finance, financial
services, provision of creditworthiness and credit services, as well as other files
containing a set of personal data sufficient to obtain an assessment of the personality of
the individual.
h) Maintaining files, premises, programs or hardware containing personal data without
the security required by regulations.
i) Failure to send the Data Protection Agency the notifications laid down in this Law or in
its implementing provisions, and not providing it, on time, with any documents and
information due to it or which it may require to that end.
j) Impeding inspections.
k) Failure to enter a file of personal data in the General Data Protection Register when
this has been required by the Director of the Data Protection Agency.
l) Failure to comply with the duty of information laid down in Articles 5, 28 and 29 of
this Law, when the data have been obtained from a person other than the data subject.
4. The following shall be very serious infringements:
a) The misleading or fraudulent collection of data.
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b) Communication or transfer of personal data other than in cases where these are
allowed.
c) Obtaining and processing the personal data referred to in paragraph 2 of Article 7
without the explicit consent of the data subject; obtaining and processing the data referred
to in paragraph 3 of Article 7 when not covered by a law or when the data subject has not
given his explicit consent, or breaching the prohibition contained in paragraph 4 of
Article 7.
d) Failure to cease the illegitimate use of personal data processing operations when
required to do so by the Director of the Data Protection Agency or by the persons owning
the rights of access.
e) The temporary or final transfer of personal data which have been subjected to
processing, or which have been collected for such processing, to countries which do not
provide a comparable level of protection, without the authorisation of the Director of the
Data Protection Agency.
f) Processing personal data illegally or in breach of the principles and guarantees applying
to them, when this prevents or infringes the exercise of fundamental rights.
g) Breach of the duty to maintain the secrecy of the personal data referred to in
paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 7, as well as of data obtained for police purposes without
the consent of the data subjects.
h) Systematically impeding or failing to comply with the exercise of the rights of access,
rectification, cancellation or objection.
i) Systematic failure to comply with the duty to notify the inclusion of personal data in a
file.
Article 45. Penalties
1. Minor infringements shall be punished by a fine of Ptas 100.000 to 10.000.000.
(601,01 € a 60.101,21 € )
2. Serious infringements shall be punished by a fine of Ptas 10.000.000 to 50.000.000.
(60.101,21 € a 300.506,05 € )
3. Very serious infringements shall be punished by a fine of Ptas 50.000.000 to
100.000.000. (300.506,05 € a 601.012,10 € )
4. The amount of the penalties shall be graded taking account the nature of the personal
rights involved, the volume of the processing operations carried out, the profits gained,
the degree of intentionality, repetition, the damage caused to the data subjects and to third
parties, and any other considerations of relevance in determining the degree of illegality
and culpability of the specific infringement.
5. If, in the light of the circumstances, there is a qualified diminution of the culpability of
the offender or of the illegality of the action, the body applying the penalties shall
determine the amount of the penalty by applying the scale for the category of penalties
immediately below that for the actual case in question.
6. In no case shall a penalty be imposed which is higher than that laid down in the Law
for the category covering the infringement to be punished.
7. The Government shall regularly update the amount of the penalties in accordance with
changes in the price indices.
Article 46. Infringements by public administrations
1. When the infringements referred to in Article 44 are committed in files for which the
public administrations are responsible, the Director of the Data Protection Agency shall
issue a decision setting out the measures to be adopted to terminate or correct the effects
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of the infringement. This decision shall be notified to the data controller, the body to
which he is responsible, and to the data subjects, if any.
2. The Director of the Agency may also propose that disciplinary proceedings be initiated.
The procedure and penalties to be applied shall be those laid down in the legislation on
disciplinary proceedings in public administrations.
3. Decisions on the measures and proceedings referred to in the preceding paragraphs
shall be communicated to the Agency.
4. The Director of the Agency shall communicate to the Ombudsman the proceedings and
decisions taken within the terms of the preceding paragraphs.
Article 47. Time limits
1. The time limits for pursuing infringements shall be three years for very serious
infringements, two years for serious infringements and one year for minor infringements.
2. The time limits shall start to run on the day on which the infringement was committed,
3. The time limits shall be interrupted when the person concerned is informed of the
initiation of the infringement procedure, and the time limit shall recommence if the
procedure is held up for more than six months for reasons for which the alleged offender
cannot be held responsible.
4. Penalties imposed for very serious infringements shall expire after three years, those
imposed for serious infringements after two years, and those imposed for minor
infringements after one year.
5. The time limits for penalties shall start to run from the day after the decision imposing
the penalty comes into force.
6. The time limits shall be interrupted when the person concerned is informed of the
initiation of the execution procedure, and shall recommence if the procedure is held up
for more than six months for reasons for which the offender cannot be held responsible.
Article 48. Penalty procedure
1. The procedure for determining infringements and imposing the penalties referred to in
this Title shall be laid down by regulation.
2. The decisions of the Data Protection Agency or the corresponding body in the
Autonomous Community shall exhaust the administrative procedure.
Article 49. Power to immobilise files
In cases of very serious infringement, involving the use or illicit transfer of personal data
in which the exercise of the rights of citizens and the free development of the personality
guaranteed by the Constitution and the laws are seriously impeded or otherwise affected,
the Director of the Data Protection Agency may, in addition to imposing a penalty,
require the controllers of files personal data in both public and private ownership to
terminate the use or illicit transfer of the data. If there is no response to this requirement,
the Data Protection Agency may, on the basis of a reasoned decision, immobilise such
files for the sole purpose of restoring the rights of the data subjects.
First additional provision. Existing files
Files and computer processing operations, whether or not entered in the General Data
Protection Register, must comply with this Organic Law within three years of its entry
into force. Within this period, files in private ownership must be communicated to the
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Data Protection Agency, and the public administrations responsible for files in public
ownership must approve the relevant provision regulating the files or adapt the existing
provision.
In the case of files and data processing operations which are not computerised,
compliance with this Organic Law and the obligation in the preceding paragraph must be
achieved within twelve years from 24 October 1995, without prejudice to the exercise of
the rights of access, rectification and cancellation by the data subjects.
Second additional provision. Population files and registers of public administrations
1. Central Government and the administrations of the Autonomous Communities may
request from the National Statistical Institute, without the consent of the data subject, an
updated copy of the file comprising data on the surname, forenames, domicile, sex and
date of birth contained in the municipal censuses of inhabitants and the electoral roll for
the territories in which they exercise their powers, for the creation of population files or
registers.
2. The purpose of the population files or registers shall be communication between the
various bodies in each public administration and data subjects resident in the respective
territories, in relation to the legal and administrative relations deriving from the
respective remits of the public administrations.
Third additional provision. Processing of files from the repealed Laws on Vagrants and
Malefactors and on Riskiness and Social Rehabilitation
The files specifically established under the repealed Laws on Vagrants and Malefactors
and on Riskiness and Social Rehabilitation, and containing data of whatever sort which
might affect the security, reputation, privacy or image of individuals, may not be
consulted without the explicit consent of the data subjects or unless fifty years have
passed since their date of collection.
In the latter case, the Central Government shall, unless there is proof of the death of the
data subjects, make the documentation available to requesters after deleting from it the
data referred to in the preceding paragraph using the technical procedures appropriate to
each case.
Fourth additional provision. Amendment to Article 112.4 of the General Law on Taxation
"4. The processed personal data which must be transferred to the tax authorities in
accordance with the provisions of Article 111, of the preceding paragraphs of this
Article, or of other rules of equal standing, shall not require the consent of the
data subject. The provisions of paragraph 1 of Article 21 of the Organic Law on
Personal Data relating to public administrations shall also not apply to such
matters."
Fifth additional provision. Remit of the Ombudsman and similar regional government
bodies
The provisions of this Organic Law are without prejudice to the remit of the Ombudsman
and the similar bodies in the Autonomous Communities.
Sixth additional provision. Amendment to Article 24.3 on the Law on the Regulation and
Supervision of Private Insurances
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Article 24.3, second paragraph, of Law 30/1995 of 8 November, on the Regulation and
Supervision of Private Insurances, is amended as follows:
"Insurance bodies may create joint files containing personal data for the
settlement of accident claims and for actuarial statistical collaboration aimed at
establishing rates of premiums and the selection of risks, and for drawing up
studies on insurance techniques. The transfer of data to such files shall not require
the prior consent of the data subject, but the possible transfer of his personal data
for the purposes indicated must be communicated to the data subject, together
with an explicit indication of the data controller, so that the rights of access,
rectification and cancellation laid down by law may be exercised.
Joint files may also be created without the consent of the data subject for the
purpose of preventing insurance fraud. However, it will be necessary in such
cases to make known to the data subject, when the data are first introduced, who
is responsible for the file and the ways in which the rights of access, rectification
and cancellation may be exercised.
In all cases, data relating to health may be subjected to processing only with the
explicit consent of the data subject."
First transitional provision. Processing operations under international agreements
The Data Protection Agency shall be the body responsible for the protection of natural
persons as regards the processing of personal data, with respect to the processing
operations set up under any international agreement to which Spain is a signatory and
which assigns this power to a national supervisory authority, unless a different authority
is set up for this task in implementation of the agreement.
Second transitional provision. Use of the publicity register
The procedures for drawing up the publicity register, for objecting to being entered in it,
for making it available to requesters, and for monitoring the lists disseminated, shall be
governed by regulation. The regulation shall lay down the time limits for implementation
of the publicity register.
Third transitional provision. Continuation in force of existing rules
Until such time as the arrangements set out in first final provision of this Law come into
force, the existing regulatory rules shall continue in force with their own ranking, and in
particular Royal Decrees 428/1993 of 26 March, 1332/1994 of 20 June, and 994/1999 of
11 June, unless they are in conflict with this Law.
Single repealing provision. Repeal of rules
Organic Law 5/1992 of 29 October regulating the computer processing of personal data is
hereby repealed.
First final provision. Authorisation for regulatory development
The Government shall approve or amend the regulatory provisions necessary for the
application and further development of this Law.
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Second final provision. Precepts with the character of ordinary law
Titles IV, VI - except for the last indent of paragraph 4 of Article 36 - and VII of this
Law, the fourth additional provision, the first transitional provision, and the first final
provision, shall have the character of ordinary law.
Third final provision. Entry into force
This Law shall enter into force one month after its publication in the Boletín Oficial del
Estado.
Therefore
I order all Spaniards, individuals and authorities, to uphold this Organic Law and to
ensure that it is upheld.
Madrid, 13 December 1999.
JUAN CARLOS R.
The Prime Minister
JOSÉ MARÍA AZNAR LÓPEZ
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